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Abstract
During nine years of teaching most subjects at the Hefsiba Theological School in Vila
Ulongue, Angonia, Mozambique, the researcher and other lecturers observed certain
problems while assessing the students' sermons, projects and examinations.

These

difficulties had to do with the application of certain thinking skills. The lack of many of these
thinking skills were so severely felt that the lecturers were tempted to ask only the type of
questions that they know the students could answer, namely: straightforward questions,
testing for knowledge of content only. It was even suggested that it is not worth it to let
students do independent research and dissertations in the African context.

The problems students experience during the exegetical process, as seen during this
research in Mozambique cannot be remedied by supplying more knowledge about
hermeneutical theories and philosophies. It has to do with the thinking abilities necessary to
analyze and interpret the original meaning of the text in a valid way and then compare and
apply it to new situations.

Exegesis is fundamental to all theological subjects.

Weak

analysis and interpretation of Scripture affect all areas of a Pastor's work and consequently
the realization of God's Kingdom by all believers. Therefore, better exegesis is crucial for
better teaching and applying of biblical principles in the different situations congregations
encounter in the modern world. Chapter 1 explores these problems and the hypotheses and
objectives of this research.
Chapter 2 presents an investigation of the specific problems, including problems with thinking
skills, typically encountered during the exegetical process. The extent of the lack of thinking
skills apparent during the exegetical process will be studied.

The effects of a reading

efficiency and comprehension course will be reviewed.
Chapter 3 gives an exposition of the biblical bases for developing thinking skills.
Chapter 4 gives an overview of applicable insights from educational science, educational
psychology, anthropology and others pertaining to the problems investigated, also in the
African context, will be given.
Chapter 5 incorporates some important insights in an agricultural metaphor, which aims at
the collaboration of lecturers at Bible Schools, adapting their teaching strategies in order to
develop their students.
Chapter 6 offers a demonstration course for the learning of basic exegesis in the African
context. Insights gained during the previous chapters are applied.
Much can and should be done to remedy the existing problems in the teaching and practicing
of exegesis.

Foreword
A lecturer in a Bible School or Theological Faculty has a high calling and an immense
responsibility before God and his fellow Christians. As James 3.1 says: Not many of you

should presume to be teachers, my brothers, because you know that we who teach will be
judged more strictly. Much of what actually happens and the quality of work done by Pastors
has to do with their preparation and motivation during Bible School training.

For these

reasons, lecturers should never become complacent in their work, doing the minimum
required and then blame others for the weak teaching done by their students in the
congregations. Somebody said that making mistakes is no shame but not correcting them
and not learning from them is!
This research wrestles with serious problems encountered during the training of pastors,
trying to understand them and proposing what is believed to be an important part of the
solution. It is meant as a guide and motivation for lecturers in all disciplines although the
practical application is focused on the teaching of Old Testament Exegesis. The research
changed the researcher and his teaching strategy in a manner that the students could see
and appreciate, judging from their spontaneous remarks. To teach more than the required
content and actually aims for the developing of the person and his thinking abilities, to aim for
pupils who can apply their knowledge in different situations, who can analyse facts and work
out solutions and who do this in humble dedication to the Lord, this is our challenge and our
calling. This kind of lecturer will need knowledge and skills, sound communication and a lot
of patience and faith.
I am grateful for the kind and practical support from the staff members of the Theological
Faculty, North-West University. My wife, Annelie was also a huge support and inspiration, as
always. I thank Daleen Durand for the proof reading and ~ l v a r oColher my assistant.
I dedicate this work to the lecturers and the past and present students of Hefsiba lnstituto
Superior CristSo in Vila Ulongue, Angonia-Tete, Mozambique. Thank you my brothers for
your encouragement and cooperation. Let us go forward, taking the responsibility for our
own development and those whom we are called to train.

"Who then is the faithful and wise manager, whom the master puts in charge of his
servants to give them their food allowance at the proper time? It will be good for that servant
whom the master finds doing so when he returns ... From everyone who has been given much,
much will be demanded; and@om the one who has been entrusted with much, much more will
be asked. " (Luke 12.42, 43, 48b)
May God bless Africa and her leaders! Manie Taute, May 2005

Opsomming
Gedurende die nege jaar waartydens die navorser onderrig gegee het in die meeste vakke
aan die Hefsiba Teologiese Skool in Vila Ulongue, Angonia, Mozambique, het hy en ander
dosente sekere tipiese probleme gevind tydens die nasien van preke, projekte en eksamens.
Baie van hierdie probleme het te doen met die aanwending van denkvaardighede. Die
gebrek aan baie van hierdie vaardighede is so ernstig, dat die versoeking daar was om net
die tipe vrae te vra wat dosente weet die studente sal kan antwoord: reguit vrae wat net
inhoudskennis toets. Dit was selfs genoem dat onafhanklike navorsing en proefskrifte 'n
onbereikte doelwit in die Afrika-konteks is.
Die probleme wat studente tydens die eksegetiese proses ervaar het, soos beskryf in hierdie
studie in Mosambiek, kan nie opgelos word deur meer kennis van hermeneutiese teoriee en
filosofiee nie. Om die teks en sy bedoeling vir die oorspronklike hoorders te analiseer, te
interpreteer en toe te pas vir moderne mense verg spesifiek vaardighede wat aangeleer
moet word.

Eksegese is fundamenteel aan alle teologiese vakke.

Swak eksegese en

interpretasie van die Skrif, affekteer alle areas van die Pastor se werk en die uitbreiding van
God se Koninkryk. Beter eksegese is kern-belangrik vir die onderrig en toepassing van
Bybelse beginsels wat gemeentes in die moderne wkreld nodig het. Hoofstuk 1gee aandag
aan die tipe probleme wat gei'dentifiseer is en hoe daar gepoog word om iets daaraan te
doen, ook deur hierdie navorsing.
Hoofstuk 2 verduidelik die ondersoeke wat gedoen is met betrekking tot die spesifieke
probleme, insluitende probleme met denkvaardighede, wat tydens die eksegetiese proses
ervaar word. Die effek van 'n lees- en begripskursus word nagegaan asook verwysing na
ander remedierende optredes wat gevolg is.
Hoofstuk 3 gee 'n uiteensetting van die Bybelse basis vir onderrig en die ontwikkeling van
denkvaardighede.
Hoofstuk 4 gee 'n oorsig van tersaaklike navorsing en inligting beskikbaar in opvoedkundige
sielkunde, antropologie en ander vakrigtings, ook in die Afrika konteks.
Hoofstuk 5 inkorporeer van die belangrike insigte in 'n landbou-metafoor wat gemik is op die
samewerking van dosente by Bybelskole, om hulle leerstratregiee aan te pas ten einde hulle
studente beter te help ontwikkel.
Hoofstuk 6 bied 'n demonstrasiekursus vir die aanleer van basiese eksegetiese vaardighede
in die Afrika konteks. Daar word gebruik gemaak van insigte wat uit die vorige hoofstukke
bekom is. Baie kan en behoort inderdaad gedoen te word om bestaande probleme in die
onderrig en beoefening van eksegese te ondervang.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The need for training in thinking skills
Mozambique has been subject to many changes in the past few years after the Peace
Accord has been signed in 1992. These changes are also felt among pastors and church
leaders who have to find answers and programmes that work in a changing society.
Their thinking abilities are stretched and often found to be inadequate.
"Today's need for teaching thinking is created by the rapid changes taking place in
society. Knowledge and information are becoming ever more complex and soon become
dated. Children, therefore, have to be equipped with the skills of evaluating choices and
identifying and solving problems using logical reasoning." (Hamers and Csapo 1999:12).
"In the history of education there has never been so much interest in the teaching of
thinking and problem solving as there is today." (Hamers and Csapo 1999:ll)
Edward de Bono (1976) defines thinking as follows: "Thinking is the operational skill
through which intelligence acts upon experience. Knowledge and information is the basic
material handled by thinking."
Jose Delgado (1979:2), neuropsychologist, said: "Newborn brains are similar in all
healthy human babies, in black, white, and yellow races, in poor and rich families and in
every corner of the world, regardless of geographical or political climate. All human
beings are born with immature brains, ready to receive from the environment but unable
to understand, choose, or reject incoming information... The functional-structural
development of the brain is implemented by the quality and quantity of sensory stimuli
received. It is the social environment and not personal preference that determines the
ideological framework of the individual mind."
During nine years of teaching most subjects at the Hefsiba Theological School in Vila
Ulongue, Angonia. Mozambique, the researcher and other lecturers o b s e ~ e dcertain
problems experienced by the students while assessing their sermons, projects and
examinations. A typical lecturer's comment is: "Students can memorize and repeat
information given to them. However, as soon as one asks for interpretation of the facts
and application to new situations, or even ask the question using a different wording,
students are seemingly unable to answer them." A question that frequently baffles and

frustrates students is: 'Give your own opinion on... ." To reason for themselves seems
not to be part of their view on education.
Specific problems and difficulties encountered during the exegetical process were:
To apply criteria necessary to choose the beginning and end of a text unit and to
identify its genre
To differentiate between important key words and other repeated words
To see verses and paragraphs as parts of a whole
To summarize paragraphs and the whole text
To see how context attribute different meanings to words
To identify literary patterns and the structural development used in a text
To see the link between structure and meaning
To visualize the text
To synthesize and integrate all information and formulate the theme or purpose of
the text in its context
To transfer the original meaning of the text and apply it to different modern
contexts
These kinds of problems are all related t o "higher order thinking skills". Bloom et
al. (1956) presented a hierarchy of these cognitive skills, namely knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

Marzano et al.

(1993:16-23) further refines these categories of thinking skills into learning targets such
as: declarative knowledge (facts), procedural knowledge (skills), complex thinking
(reasoning strategies), information processing, effective communication, collaboration
(ability to work with others), habits of mind (self regulation, critical and creative thinking).
Reasoning strategies are especially important for doing exegesis.

Marzano et al.

(1993:65-93) distinguishes between 12 reasoning strategies that really describe thinking
skills:
Comparison - describing similarities and differences
Classification - organizing items into categories based on specific characteristics
Induction

- creating

a generalization from implicit and explicit information and then

describing the reason behind the generalization
Deduction - identifying implicit or explicit generalizations or principles and then
describing their consequences
Error analysis- identifying and describing specific types of errors

Constructing support - developing a well-articulated argument for or against a claim
Abstracting

- identifying and explaining how an

abstract pattern in one situation is

similar to or different from the abstract pattern in another situation

Analyzing perspectives

- considering one perspective and the reasoning behind it as

well as an opposing perspective

Decision-making- selecting among apparently equal alternatives
Investigation - a process involving close examination and systematic inquiry
Problem solving - developing a testing method for overcoming obstacles to reach a
desired outcome

Experimental inquiry

- testing

hypotheses that have been generated to explain a

phenomenon

Invention - developing something unique or making unique improvements to a process
to satisfy an unmet need
The lack of many of these thinking skills were so severely felt that the lecturers were
tempted to ask only the type of questions that they know the students could answer,
namely: straightforward questions, testing for knowledge of content only. It was even
suggested that it is not worth it to let students do independent research and dissertations
in the African context. However, would this then be proper teaching and learning? Is the
purpose of learning to pass examinations on a declarative knowledge level or is the
purpose to be able to practice and apply certain skills necessary for your specific calling?
Biblically a Christian's faith in God and knowledge of His will should be applied, otherwise
it means nothing (James 1.22-2.26).

Is a pastor who can repeat facts but cannot

interpret or apply them then, an educated and well-prepared pastor? Indeed some of our
graduates found that their pre-planned congregational programmes meant nothing in the
field. Some were in a pit of doubt, struggling to find new and different strategies of
ministry because what they were used to in other areas, or were taught, simply didn't
work out. They were also not taught the thinking skills that they needed.
Is it not the task of a Theological School to train pastors to be prepared for different,
unforeseen situations, to know how to find principles in the Word of God and apply them
to new situations? The time has indeed arrived that our learning targets and their
assessment be redefined.
The Mission Statement of the Hefsiba Theological School in Mozambique is:
"To glorify God

through the training of Christian leaders
who will be equipped and capable to go and train other Christians and their leaders,
capable to serve the Mozambican society, through the love for God and their neighbours,
acquired through the salvation and new life in Jesus Christ
and having a sense of responsibility towards the Creator and His creation."
To put this mission into practice one needs faith, grace, knowledge and thinking skills.
"What we need are not just innovations or better methods but a radical change in our
concept of education: learning as experience, versus gathering content, a body of
information. We must treat our students as persons, not as boxes to be filled little by little,
with little, logically arranged, packets of information. We must expect them to develop
abilities, to grow in the experience of the Lord (I1 Peter 3:18). Our Lord did not say, '...
teaching all nations all (content) I have commanded you', but rather, '... teaching all
nations to observe all that I have commanded you' (Matthew 28:19-20). So Christian
education is teaching everyone to observe, to do, to carry out, to experience all God's
Word to man." (Solansky 2000) (Dr. Anil Solanky is Dean of Union Biblical Seminary,
Yavatmal, and lectures in Old Testament.)
Dressel and Marcus (1982:25-27) defines significant learning as:
When the learner displays independence, initiative and originality in interpreting and
reacting to problems and questions.
When an individual not only knows but is able to interpret, understand and use words,
concepts and symbols to facilitate his or her own thought processes and judgments.
When an individual can communicate with others effectively about issues or ideas,
personal commitments and plans.
When concepts, symbols and ways of manipulating them have been internally
assimilated into a structure that enables the individual to analyze and organize the
universe and immediate environment in a personally meaningful way.
When a student comes to regard a teacher as only one of many contextual resources
available to help make learning easier.

The mature learner becomes his own

teacher.
When an individual exhibits the ability to adjust to multiple, perhaps even conflicting,
demands by appraising their relative importance and assigning to them personal
priorities based upon a recognized and internalized set of values.

This seems to be in accordance with the current debate on Outcome Based Education
(OBE) in South Africa. The White Paper on Education and Training (February 1995:1518) has as one of its guiding principles for the process of transformation in education in
SA, "to promote independent and critical thinking" (Carl, 2002:26-29). It also states that
classroom activities should enable learners to "acquire knowledge and skills that reflect
the needs of the economy and for further career development". This means that the
learner "is to be prepared for the world of work" (Carl and Park, 1998:29,30). It is
therefore in accordance with generally accepted educational goals, that thinking skills are
not only taught but also assessed during the learning process.
As important as learning that develops thinking skills is the assessment that evaluates if
the learning objectives have been achieved. Lindvall and Nitko (1975) defines
instruction as "three fundamental and interrelated activities:

1. Deciding what the student is to learn
2. Carrying out the actual instruction
3. Evaluating the learning
... Activity 3, evaluating whether learning has occurred, is central to teaching." It is for

this reason that "assessment" will also be studied and included in the present research.

1.2 Thinking Skills and Exegesis
One of the theological subjects where the presence and lack of thinking skills are easily
detected is exegesis. Apart from the all-important illumination of the Holy Spirit during
the reading of Scripture (Job 28; Prov 28.5; 1 Cor 2.12-16), all other created thinking
abilities and communication skills are consequently involved in the process of discerning
the will of God (Neh 8.7-9; Rev 13.8). Growing in truth and knowledge is a central part of
the believer's calling (Ef 4; 2 Pe 1). This makes it imperative to teach all skills necessary
to understand Scripture, especially to those who were called to communicate its message
and meaning to the people of God. As Wolvaardt (1999:35) states: "God wants us to
love and serve Him with all our heart, all our soul and all our mind. God wants us to use
our minds when we interpret the Bible because we are dealing with communication that is
written down and that cannot speak to us if it is not read, understood and applied. The
function of the Holy Spirit is not to disregard our minds, but to renew them and to bring
them under submission to God so that we will be able to understand the Bible even
better."

Vanhoozer (1997:40) says: Biblical literacy "refers to a certain body of

background information, a certain set of skills, and to an inclination on the part of the
reader to recover, respect and respond to a text's communicative practice."

In the researcher's opinion, the main reason why students often fear exegesis and
experience it as one of the most difficult subjects, is their under-developed higher thinking
skills, so necessary for the literary analysis involved in analyzing Scripture. This opinion
will be tested and the reasons for this situation will be explored during the research. For
the moment it is possible to say that the lack of thinking skills is definitely not due to a
lack of intelligence (Siann and Ugwuegbu, 1980:106), but rather to the type of education
they have had and an almost complete lack of reading experience. Long (1997:89),
referring to Deist and McCullagh, saw something of this need when he said: "One of the
best ways to improve one's literary competence is to read as much of the literature under
consideration as possible". Cultural views on learning may also contribute to
underdeveloped thinking skills.
Exegesis is fundamental to all theological subjects. Weak analysis and interpretation of
Scripture affect all areas of a Pastor's work and consequently the realization of God's
Kingdom by all believers. Therefore, better exegesis will result in better teaching and
applying of biblical principles in different situations. Zuck (1994:15) says: "If the Bible is
not correctly interpreted, the theology of an individual or of a whole church may be
disorientated and superficial, and its ministry unbalanced" (my translation).
Better exegesis implies better use of higher thinking skills. If through the learning of
exegesis thinking skills are developed it will lead to better application of biblical principles
and also have a positive effect on all other subjects where the same thinking skills are
needed.
Old Testament Exegesis was chosen in order to limit the application to one subject area.
The results of the study will, however, be applicable to New Testament Exegesis and
other subjects. It is indeed the long term goal of our Theological School to expand the
inclusion of higher thinking skills in the learning and assessment of all subjects.
The Old Testament text uses very specific literary methods of conveying meaning. In
most cases these literary devices are recognized and verifiable by most researchers and
therefore appropriate for study and teaching. As students of the Word of God, no lecturer
may rest assured before his students acquired the literary skills necessary to unlock
Scripture in the form it was given. Failure to do this will reflect negatively on the rest of
the future pastor's ministry. Long (1997:89) in connection to the historical interpretation
of the Old Testament, affirms R.G. Moulton's view that literary study is "the prior task" to
historical reconstruction, so that to ignore it " could lead to historical and exegetical

mistakes". He further explains "by literary competence I mean a developed awareness of
the conventions and workings of a given literary corpus and a consequent ability to
discern what kind of claims a given text within that corpus may be making". It seems in
his further discussion that he has in mind "the 'grammar' i.e. the literary principles by
which it operates", meaning also "a study of their (Israel's neighbours') literary styles and
habits". The researcher agrees but is of the opinion that more than knowledge of literary
styles is needed, namely the thinking skills and abilities to recognize, interpret and apply
the common literary conventions of the Old Testament writers.
Kaiser (1981:23) talks of a "crisis in hermeneutics", "the problem of how the interpreter
can relate 'what the text meant in its historical context' to 'what that same text means to
me' ... it is not an issue unique to the Biblical interpreter." He then continues by showing
certain typical exegetical and hermeneutical problems and theories.

The problems

students experience during the exegetical process, as seen during this research in
Mozambique, are however related to more than knowledge about hermeneutical theories
and philosophies. It starts with the thinking abilities necessary to analyze and interpret
the original meaning of the text in a valid way and then compare and apply it to new
situations.
Without thinking skills, even with good books and research tools, proper interpretations
are difficult to reach. In the Mozambican situation (and in most of Africa), Pastors have
only minimal reference tools at their disposal. For many a second Bible in another
translation or a Reference Bible is already a luxury. This emphasizes the need to
develop the thinking skills necessary for good exegesis: pastors should be able to make
the most of the meagre tools at their disposal, which is mostly only the Biblical text in one
or two translations.
Many books have been written on exegesis and Bible interpretation.

Certain areas

however seem to have been avoided. Schultz (1997:185) touches on one of these areas:
"How does one analyze and synthesize the theology of a book? Although little has been
written addressing this issue, there are many examples one can examine in order to
discover which principles and procedures were followed". Currently it seems that the
link between thinking skills and learningheaching exegesis has not been made
explicitly in the literature and is one of the areas that needs further research.
The main problems that arise are:

Which thinking skills are involved and found to be problematic during the
exegetical process?

- How can one discover and define the problems that students experience with
the application of these skills?

- How Biblical is it to approach exegesis from the perspective of thinking skills?
What are the reasons for the existence of these problems in the African context?

- What may be learnt from research and observations in the fields of educational
science, educational psychology, anthropology and others?
How should lecturers attempt to overcome these problems?

- How should the learning programme be adjusted in order to compensate for the
perceived limitations?

1.3 Research Objectives
As Christians believing in the Almighty God, Creator of heaven and earth, we refuse to
water down our calling to train God's people to study, understand and apply God's
inspired Word to all men, however literate or less literate they may be.

The objective of this research is to:
highlight the specific problems and limitations regarding thinking skills
experienced during the process of learning to do exegesis of the Old Testament in
Mozambique
investigate the reasons for the lack of the needed skills
propose a new model for exegetical courses in Africa that will, as far as possible,
help to remedy these limitations.
The result should be better exegesis and better trained pastors.

1.4 Central Theoretical Statement
The development of thinking skills is an essential element of teaching and assessing Old
Testament Exegesis in Africa.

1.5 Methodology
1.5.1 An investigation of the specific problems, including problems with
thinking skills, typically encountered during the exegetical process.
The extent of the lack of thinking skills apparent during the exegetical process
will be studied. The following methods will be used:

9 the use of the Lassi questionnaire in order to determine common
problems with learning and study strategies, as indicators of the lack of
metacognition and thinking skills (Bureau for Academic Support Services,
Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education)
9

The effects of a reading efficiency and comprehension course

(Bodemer) will be reviewed.

Students will answer a set of exegetical

questions before and after a series of reading exercises, done over a period
of 10 weeks. Their results will be compared.
9

an inventory on reading habits and experience among students

9 a structured analysis of sermons and exegetical projects of students
1.5.2 An exposition of the biblical bases for developing thinking skills.
A literature study and an exegetical study of some applicable Biblical texts will
be done in order to ascertain if the necessary Biblical support to link thinking
skills and the understanding of the Word of God exists. Apart from the use of
literature on the subject, the same exegetical method as used in the researchefs
Master dissertation on Jeremiah 35 will be followed (Taute 1999).
1.5.3 An overview of applicable insights from educational science,
educational psychology, anthropology and others pertaining to the problems
investigated, also in the African context, will be given.

(This will not be an

attempt to give a complete exposition and critique of learning theories and their
philosophical bases but an attempt to discover proven approaches and expound
their possible usefulness and application in the practical situation in
Mozambique.)
1.5.4 A proposed model course for the learning of exegesis in the African
context.
9 A basic exegesis course will be developed to minimize the distance

between intuitive Bible reading and scientific exegesis in the Mozambican
cultural and educational context and address the perceived problems. It
will be done in collaboration with ~ l v a r oColher, fourth year student at
Hefsiba. Lessons will be developed according to educational insights
gained in the literature study. Students' comprehension of Biblical texts
will be tested before and after the course and compared.
questions will be asked on two comparable passages.

The same

b A synthesis and interpretation of all gathered information will be presented

in the form of a proposed model and programme for the teaching of
exegesis in the African context that takes into account the development of
thinking skills in the learning process.

Chapter 2
Problems Related to Thinking Skills, Obsenred during the Teaching
and Assessing of Exegesis at the Hefsiba Christian Higher Institute
in Mozambique
introduction
In this Chapter various means are used to highlight specific problem areas regarding the use
of thinking skills and their effect on comprehension.

2.1 The Lassi Questionnaire
The Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (Lassi) "is designed to gather information about
learning and study practices and attitudes" (Bureau for Academic Support Services 19951).
The Lassi questionnaire is used in this study to compare Mozambican Students' study
patterns with the standard average of this questionnaire, developed in South-Africa.
It is also used to indicate problem areas that may be linked to thinking skills. For instance,
the capacity to select main ideas was observed as a problem during exegesis. Results of the
questionnaire may be an indication of the students' perception of their induction skills.
Likewise, information processing and test and examination strategies may be compared to
the thinking skills of constructing support (justification) and the capacity to implement
metacognition or the ability to think about what you do when studying or working.
Before the test students completed the course of E. van Hamburg - Learning and Reading
Development (LEER111) of the North West University. Potchefstroom Campus, emphasising
learning strategies.
2.1 .ITest Results

-

Average

I

32

1

25

1

26

1

29

1

28

1

16

1

26

1

The following graph shows the same basic pattern of performance was found in all four yeargroups and it compares well with the Standard Average pattern used with the Lassi
questionnaire in South-Africa.

29

Learning and Study Strategies Inventory
Trends of Classes Compared to Standard Average
-

FirstYear '02

-

Second Year '02 -Third

FourthYear '02

-Standard

Year '02

Average

The following graph shows how close the average for all students together were to the Lassi
Standard Average.

.

The Mozambicans scored less on attitude, motivation and the use of test and
examination strategies.

.
.

They registered higher levels of anxiety.
Selecting main ideas was also their lowest score, although slightly higher than the
Standard Average.
Learning and Study Strategies Inventory
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2.1.2 Conclusion
The Lassi questionnaire seems to measure learning difficulties in a similar way in the
Mozambican context and can be used as a useful tool to spot and attend to specific
problems learners might have.
The Lassi questionnaire shows that students also find it difficult to select main ideas
and therefore their induction skills need attention.

2.2 Experiment with Reading Exercises and Hyphotesis
Reading experience and reading skills seems to be one of the basic requirements for text
comprehension (Smith 1975223). Reading itself is viewed as a higher-order thinking skill
(Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr 1999:284).
Based on the hypothesis that reading exercises should improve comprehension and the
thinking skills involved, the following experiment was done with the students at Hefsiba
Christian Higher Institute:
2.2.1 Experimental conditions

I . In June 2003, students were given a passage from Scripture, Ecclesiastes 5.1-7, to read
and answer 10 questions.
2. From August to October students were guided through a Reading and Comprehension
Course.
3. In November 2003, students were given a passage from Scripture, Ecclesiastes 3.9-22 to
read and answer the same 10 questions as in June 2003. The text was chosen specifically
to be of the same kind of literature and of a similar level of difficulty.
4. In June and November, answers were marked according to the marking template below
each question. The thinking skills perceived to be needed for each answer are also indicated
below each question. The measurement of individual thinking skills, however, were not the
aim of the experiment, rather the jointeffect of reading exercises o n comprehension.
5. A similar experiment was done with first year students of 2004. In February they did a
comprehension test on Psalm 46 and in June, after reading and comprehension exercises in
exegesis, they did a test on Psalm 67.
2.2.2 Basic test and marking template:
Analyze Ecclesiastes 3.9-22 using only your Portuguese text and answer the questions below: (You
may use any method you know, the rough notes may be handed in but the marks will be given for the
answers only. It means that the marks do not represent the number of facts but the quality of the
answer.)

1. Sum up the theme of the passage in not more than 6 words. [lo]
Capacity to summarise (Comprehension)
Capacity to synthesizefrom parts to whole (Integration)
2
Missed the point

4

6

Almost correctly
Not summarized well,
confusing, joining other summarised, but too
long or not very clear
aspects

8
Summed up correctly
and clearly formulated

2. Do a summary o f the paragraphs in not more than 6 words each, showing the verses (or sub-verses)
of the paragraph. [lo]
(Example: Eccl 5:lO-12 "it is not always good to be rich")
Capacity to summarise (Comprehension)
Capacity to distinguish theparfsfrom the whole, recognize repetitions of introductions of sections and other
markers (Classification)
Capacity to use an analyring method with good results
2
Missed the point and
could not divide well

4

Not well summed up,
most divisions wrongly
indicated

6
8
Almost correctly
Summed up and divided
summed up and divided, correctly and clearly
but too long or not very formulated
clearly formulated

3. Which key word or phrase is the most important in this passage (and its synonyms)? [lo]
Capacity to d~rerentiateimportant wordsfrom the rest (Comparison)
Capacity to see repetitions in text
2
Could not identify key
words and synonyms

4

Not well identified but
chose other important
key word and missed
most synonyms

6

8

Almost correctly
identified, missed some
synonyms

Correctly identified key
word and synonyms,
correspond well with
chosen theme

4. Explain why. [lo]
Capacity to reason and apply criteria for determining importance of worUphrases (Induction)
Capaciiy to communicate own thinkingprocesses (Justification)
2

Weak in applying and
explaining dividing
criteria

4

6

8

Poorly used and
Mostly used and
Used and explained
explained proper criteria explained proper criteria proper criteria well

5. Which three key words or phrases follow this one in importance (and its synonyms)? [lo]
Capacity to distinguish behveen important words/phrases (Induction)
Capacity to see repetitions in text andjudge their importance
2
Could not identify key
words and synonyms,
not able to judge
importance

4
Not well identified hut
chose other less
important key words,
missed most synonyms,
poorly judged

6
Almost correctly
identified, missed some
synonyms, minor
difficulties in judging
importance

8
Correctly identified key
word and synonyms,
importance well judged

6. Explain why. [lo]
Capacity to reason and apply criteria for determining importance of words/phrases
Capacity to communicate own thinkingprocesses (Justification)

2
Weak in applying and
explaining dividing
1 criteria

4
6
8
Poorly used and
Mostly used and
Used and explained
explained proper criteria explained proper criteria -proper
criteria well
-

7. Which contrasts appear in this passage? [lo]
Capacity to analyze (Induction)
Capacity fo compare and contrast (Comparison)
2

Missed the point

4
Mostly not well
discovered and poorly
explained

6
8
Correctly discovered
Well discovered and
most contrasts and more explained
or less well explained

8. Try to represent this passage with a structure or graphic design. [lo]
Base it on the repetition of words or key ideas and their synonyms.
Capacity to see strucfure (Induction, Integration)
Capacity to visualize text
2
Unable to see relations
in text

4
Not well structured or
visualized, confusing

6
8
Almost correctly
Structure well
structured or visualized, represented and
but not very clear
visualized

9. Describe what this structure or design emphasizes. [lo]
Capacity to analyze and visualize results (Induction)
Capacity to communicafe visual represenfation (Justifcation)
2
Unable to analyze and
explain

4
Mostly not well
analyzed and poorly
explained

6

Mostly well analyzed
and visual
representation more or
less well explained

8

Well analyzed and able
to explain visual
representation

10. Formulate the message of Eccl3.9-22 for today in less than 10 words [lo]
Capacity to summarise (Comprehension)
Capacity to combine parts to whole (Integration)
Capacity fo compare, extrapolate and apply principles (Deduction)
2
Unable to apply

4
6
8
Mostly not well applied Mostly correctly applied Well applied and
and poorly explained
and more or less well
explained
explained

2.2.3 Reading Exercises

from M.M. a n d H.H. Bodemer (s.a.) w a s adapted a n d
translated into Portuguese, the official language in Mozambique and the language being
used for teaching at Hefsiba. Reading p a s s a g e s were chosen from less known Bible
narratives a n d an unpublished course on "Islam" by C.J.A. Greyling, still unknown to t h e
students subjected to t h e exercises. Chosen passages became progressively longer.
The "Ten week Reading Course"

Each week follows the same program, only with a different content. The first week's

lessons serves as an example.

Week 1

Exercise 1.1 Differentiation

Objective

recognise small dzfferences
easy eye movementfrom leff to right
immediatelyfaing concentration on the
beginning of a line

.

Method
read words rhythmicallyfrom leff to right
- tick the rhythm with afinger on the table while reading
keep the head in the same position
- have somebody sit next to you while reading; whenever an
error is made, the line should be repeated
- read the word list three timesfrom leff to right; register the
time it takes to read the words and how many errors were
I made

-

rio

ripido

rio

rico

m&ses

m&s

mulas

m&ses

duplo

duro

duplo

douro

tanta

tantas

tanta

toca

perco

perto

prato

perco

sois

pois

sois

siso

amigo

amigo

aquilo

agudo

cuidado

cuida

coitado

cuidado

pele

pera

pele

pela

bebes

bebes

bebk

bebes

varrer

virar

varrer

variar

brilhar

brincar

brindar

brilhar

sonha

sonha

suca

sonhar

ele

ela

eles

ele

frio

frunco

frio

franc0

cal5o

cart50

canq50

ca150

vo@

VOSSO

vo@

vbs

quiejo

quiexa

quint0

quiejo

correr

correr

cortar

coser

bculo

bsculo

osso

bculo

w o r d s in .... min. ....seconds
....words in . . . min. ....seconds
....words in .

min. ....seconds

1 I..... words/min)
1 (... ..words/min.)
I (.....words/min.)

........ errors
........ errors
........errors

Week 1

Exercise 1.1 Foreground-Background

Objective
to train the eye to search for certain wordy
among others

Method
-put yourfinger below thefirst word in the row; read it aloud
- look for the same word in the other columns; put yourfinger
below it and read it aloud
- keep your head in the same position
- have someone sit with you to make sure you are reading
correct&
- repeat the exercise three times; register how long it takes to
complete the exercises and how many errors occurred

rio

rapido

rio

rico

meses

mes

mulas

mEses

duplo

duro

duplo

douro

tanta

tantas

tanta

toca

perco

perto

prato

perco

sois

pois

sois

siso

amigo

amigo

aquilo

agudo

cuidado

cuida

coitado

cuidado

pele

pera

pele

pela

bebes

bebes

bebe

bebes

varrer

virar

varrer

variar

brilhar

brincar

brindar

brilhar

sonha

sonha

suca

sonhar

ele

ela

eles

ele

frio

frunco

frio

franc0

calZo

c a ~ o

canqZo

calgo

voq&

VOSSO

voq&

vbs

quiejo

quiexa

quinto

quiejo

correr

correr

cortar

coser

oculo

osculo

osso

6culo

...words in .... min. ....seconds
...words in .... min. ....seconds
...words in .... min. ....seconds

I (.....wordhin.)
1 (.....worddmin.)
I (... ..words/min.)

........ errors
........ errors
........ errors

I

Exercise 2

Week 1

Objective
to widen eye span
to develop the capaciv to read in word
groups
to improve reading speed

Principio do evangelho
Conforme esta escrito no profeta Isaias:

Read Groups of Words in a Sentence
Method
-put yourfnger in the middle of word groups
- move thefngerfrom group to group while reading aloud
without moving the lips
- keep your headstill, only moving the eyes

de Jesus Cristo,

Filho de Deus.

Eis que envio ante a tua face

o meu mensageiro,

que h&de preparar o teu caminho;

voz do que clama no deserto:

Preparai o caminho do Senhor,

endireitai as suas veredas;

assim apareceu Jo20,

o Batista, no deserto,

pregando o batismo de arrependimento
E saiam a ter com ele

de Je~salkm;

para remiss20

e todos os moradores

toda a terra da Judbia,
e eram por ele batizados no rio Jord20,

Om, Jo2o usava uma veste

em torno de seus lomhos,
E pregava, dizendo:

confessando os sew pecados.
e um cinto de couro

de p&losde camelo,
e comia gafanhotos

A p b mim vem aquele que

de quem n2o sou digno de,

inclinando-me,

e me1 silvestre.
b mais poderoso do que eu,
desatar a correia das alparcas.

1 (.....palmras/min.)
I (.. ..palavras/min.)
I (.....palmras/min.)

....palmras em .... min. ....sepundos
... palavras em .... min. ....sepundos
....palavros em .... min. ....se,pndos

Week 1

dos pecados.

Exercise 3

Objective
to develop comprehension
capaciv

Comprehension

Method
- read the whole passage
- while you read-lookfor answersfor thefwe important questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?
- After reading the text once, test yourselfto see ofyou know the answer to
these questions
- write down the questions you askedyourself in the left column
- answer the questions in the right column
-you may ark as many questions as you like; the more you concentrote, the
more questions and answers you will be able to write. Do not become
disheartened: in the beginning it might be d~&dt to ask and answer even
one question
-Remember: you may only read the text once and not look at it again

Ha uma consideravel quantidade de material no Alcorzo sobre Jesus Cristo. Embora ocorram
semelhqas com os Evangelhos, ha tambCm diferenqas fundament&.
Muqulmanos acreditam que o Alcorgo 6 a revelaqtio directa de Deus a Mohamrnad de uma
TLibuapreservada, o al-lawh al-Mahfuz que esth guardada no ceu. Surata 85:21-22 16: "Sim,
este e um Alcorrio glorioso, Znscrito em uma TLibua Preservada!" Essa Tribua Preservada,
que 6 tambCm charnada o Urnm al-Kitab foi revelada, enviadapara baixo, a Mohammad na
Noite do Decreto. Essa Tabua, C crida como a copia original do AlcorEo. 0 AlcorZo e por
isso crido ser alCm de qualquer duvida ou pergunta.
Mas quando olhamos para a Cristologia do Alcorzo dum ponto de vista Crisao, esquecendo o
que os Muqulmanos cr6em sobre ela, nos podemos ver que muita informaq%osobre Jesus no
Alcor5o nzo deriva somente dos Evangelhos mas especialmente das lendas Crisas como sEo
encontradas nos escritos ap6crifos. Segundo os Muqulmanos, Mohammad nfio podia nem ler
ou escrever. Essas historias devem ter se derivado dos Cristgos no tempo de Mohammad.

1 Answers

Questions

I

Week 1

Exercise 4

Objective

to develop the capaciry to
repeat what you've read logically
and meaningfully

Write

Method
- read

the whole passage

- write it down in your own words
- use short sentences, not more than 15 words per sentence
- ifyou don't !mow how to start, mk thefwe questions
WHO or WHAT is the t a t about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?
- thefirst paragraph is normally about who, what and when
- the secondparagraph describes what happened and why
- in the third andfourth paragraphs you find, what happened and why
- Remember: you may only read the t a t once and not look at it ofpin

Apareceu-lhe enao o anjo do Senhor e lhe disse: 0 Senhor e contigo, 6 homem valoroso.
Gidetio lhe respondeu: Ai, senhor meu, se o Senhor C conosco, por que tudo nos sobreveio? E
onde esttio todas as suas maravilhas que nossos pais nos contaram, dizendo: Ngo nos fez o
Senhor subir do Egito? Agora, porem, o Senhor nos desamparou, e nos entregou na m%ode
Midig.

Virou-se o Senhor para ele e ihe disse: Vai nesta tua forqa, e liwa a Israel da miio de Midii;
porventura nio te envio eu?
Replicou-lhe Gideiio: Ai, senhor meu, com que livrarei a Israel? Eis que a minha familia e a
mais pobre em Manasses, e eu o menor na casa de meu pai.
Tornou-lhe o Senhor: Porquanto eu hei de ser contigo, tu ferirk aos midianitas como a um s6
homem.
Prosseguiu Gideio: Se agora tenho achado graqa aos teus olhos, dame um sinal de que b tu
que falas comigo.
Rogo-te que nio te apartes daqui ate que eu volte trazendo do meu presente e o ponha diante
de ti. Respondeu ele: Esperarei ate que voltes.
Entrou, pois, Gideib, preparou um cabrito e fez, com uma e efa de farinha, bolos kimos; p6s
a came num cesto e o caldo numa panela e, trazendo para debaixo do carvalho, lho
apresentou. Mas o anjo de Deus lhe disse: Toma a came e os bolos fizimos, e pde-nos sobre
esta rocha e derrama-lhes por cima o caldo. E ele assim fez.
E o anjo do Senhor estendeu a ponta do cajado que tinha na mgo, e tocou a carne e os bolos
fizimos; en60 subiu fog0 da rocha, e consumiu a carne e os bolos fizimos; e o anjo do Senhor
desapareceu-lhe da vista.
Vendo Gideio que era o anjo do Senhor, disse: Ai de mim, Senhor Deus! pois eu vi o anjo do
Senhor face a face. Por6m o Senhor lhe disse: Paz seja contigo, n50 temas; nZo morrerk.
Entiio Gideio edificou ali urn altar ao Senhor, e lhe chamou Jeova-Salom; e ainda ate o dia de
hoje esth o altar em Ofra dos abiezritas.

2.2.4 Test Results

I_ June'03 _ November'03

1

Improvement of Comprehension Skills with
Reading Exercises

50
40
30

%

20

8

First Year
Students

Surname

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6

Bacicolo
Cesar
Donao
Mabote
Pilima
Uarica

M
ZM
EF
AF
E
AS

7

Class Averaae

First Year
Students
2004

Test
February 2004 (%)

Exegesis Test
June 2004 (%)

%
Increase IDecrease

52.2
44
57.2
59
37.2
12

59
54
61
75
45
41

+6.8
+10
+3.8
+16
+7.8
+29

43.6

55.8

+12.23

Exegesis

Improvement of Comprehension Skills with
Reading Exercises

I

II February

'04

.

June '04

I

First Year Students

Surname

Second Year
Students
1
2
3
4

Aleixo
Francisco
Marata
Ualize

5

Class Average

Name

Exegesis

Test

Exegesis

Test

%

June 2003 (%) November 2003 (%) Increase/Decrease
JD
JSA
G
AD

46
42
33
40

52
40
37
40

+6
-2
+4
0

40.25

42.25

+2

22

Improvement of Comprehension Skills with
Reading Exercises
I

B June '03 . November '03

I

60
50
40

%

30
20
10

o

1
5

Second Year
Students

Name

Third Year
Students
1
2
3
4
5
6

Surname
Colher
Jonasse
LanQa
Loiane
Luciano
Neressone

7

Class Averaae

Exegesis Test

Exegesis Test

%

53
46
44
24
40
44

63
40
45
39
54
53

+10
-6
+1
+15
+14
+9

41.8

49

+7.17

June 2003(%) November 2003 (%) IncreaselDecrease
AdeS
MJ
AE
AM
M
A

Improvement of Comprehension Skills with
Reading Exercises
III June '03 . November '03

I

70
60
50
40
% 30
20
10
o
1
Third Year Students

2.2.5 Observations
The following was observed:

·

Out of 23 students, only two scored less in the second test and one scored the same.
On the whole students' comprehension benefited from the reading exercises.

.

Certain individuals benefited considerably.

·

In both first year groups the average scores for the second test were significantly
higher than scores for second and third year students. The reason is not known but it

23

--

-

---

----

is probably because of the lot of reading the second and third years had to do in the
course of their studies anyway.
2.2.6 Reading inventory

The aim of this inventory is to show the lack of reading practice the students had before
starting their studies at Hefsiba.
The first year group of 2004 reported:
66% had not read any book apart from the Bible and school books.
0

On average they had read about 57% of the Bible.

The second year group of 2004 reported:
On average they had not read any book apart from the Bible and school books
0

On average they had read about 37% of the Bible

The third year group of 2004 reported:
50% had not read any book apart from the Bible and school books.
On average they read about 17% of the Bible
The fourth year group of 2004 reported:
0

All of them had not read any book apart from the Bible and school books.

0

On average they read about 53% of the Bible

2.2.7 Conclusion
0

The

researcher concludes

that the

hypothesis is correct:

reading and

comprehension exercises indeed improve comprehension and the thinking skills
needed for it. The more students read, preferably in a structured way, emphasizing
comprehension skills, the better for the development of their comprehension and
thinking skills.
0

The reading inventory shows that their reading was mainly limited to school books
and the Bible. This explains the lack of comprehension skills. From experience we
know that typically Bible reading is focused on verses and not on the analyses and
understanding of bigger portions, chapters, whole stories or even a whole book.

2.3 Analysis of Exegesis a n d Sermon Preparation

2.3.1 Experimental conditions

All the students have already completed the Reading and Comprehension Exercises
of Experiment 2.2.
Continued emphasis on the understanding and use of thinking skills was stressed
during Exegesis as well as during other classes.
Learning objectives and programmes in other disciplines were also linked with
Bloomberg's Taxonomy of thinking skills.
All lecturers were asked to use a balanced variety of the vocabulary of Bloomberg's
Taxonomy in examination and test questions in order to promote an awareness,
among students and lecturers alike, of different levels of questioning and thinking (the
examination vocabulary list that appears in most of the Potchefstroom Campus of
North-West University study guides was used). Most of the lecturers, however, still
do not fully understand the practical implications of linking thinking skills to class and
assessment practice.
Students received a summary list of examination vocabulary and explanations during
examinations to make sure they understood how to answer and which thinking skills
were involved.
Where available students' Old Testament Exegesis and Sennon preparation as well
as Exegesis examinations were evaluated. The same evaluation sheets were used.
Extensive comments were given on students' answer sheets to help them grow in
improved understanding and application of thinking skills.
2.3.2 Hypothesis

The basic hypothesis is that an awareness of thinking skills and the structured practicing of
these skills by students will result in their development.
The individual measurement of skills should provide information to lecturers on less
developed skills that will need more attention.
2.3.3 Form normally used t o guide and assess the exegetical process.
A column with thinking skills was included.

The definitions of these thinking skills are

supplied in the Assessment Form (2.3.4).
Thinking
Skills

Questions and tasks used to analyse Biblical Texts: Chosen Text
Use of Thinking Skills Rating Scale: I-Very weak; 2-Poor; 3-More or less good; 4-Good
Skill Do your analysis in the spirit of prayer and dependence on God.
Use

of

1-4

I

I.Contextual Analysis: (35)
1 a Descr~bethe h~slorlcalcircumstances at tne tlme when the book was wrltten 10
( b What 1s the theme of the book where th~stexl appears? 2
of th~sbook and 11sthemes 5
I c lndlcate the major d~vls~ons

-

Comparison

d.
e.
f.

Induction

g.

I

I

What are the themes of the two texts before the text you will analyse? 2
What are the themes of the two texts after the text you will analyse? 2
Show the possible links between these texts (and others in the immediate context) and
the chosen text, for example themes or repeated phrases. 6
Show how the chosen text forms a pan of the structure and general theme of the book.
A

of the B~ble20
Group these key words acwrd~ngto smlar andlor wntrastmg meanlngs 4
lnd~cateposs~blecultural terms and thelr explanat~on1
Indicate the use of figures and illustrations and their purposes. 4
e. Give your conclusion on the central message the analysed text had for the first
hearers. takina into consideration the historic situation. structure and the verbal and
theologiial aniysis. 4
Comprehension
I f. Give examples of how the rest of the Bible supports this message. 2
4. Hermeneutical and Homiletical Analysis (30)
Deduction
1 a. Describe the principle or central truth, also valid for today, which you discovered in
I I the text. 3
I b. lndicate to which group you intend to preach this message. 1
Comprehension I
I c. Elaborate on the situation, the needs and the problems of the group to whom you will
preach. 2
d. Indicate the objective of the sermon and what you expect the change to be brought
Comprehension
about by it. Will you use an appeal, an invitation etc.? Describe it. 1
e. Formulate an interesting theme in modern language for this sermon. 3
Invention
f. What type of sermon will it be? Thematic, analytic, expositive, narrative...? 1
Deduction
g. Indicate the subdivisions of the sermon that you will use to clarify this message with its
o
n I
( ompwhensron I
Comprehension I
Integration
(

Ib
Ic
I d.

2.3.4 Summary Form for the Assessment of Thinking Skills during Exegesis and
Sermon Preparation
(Based on 'Learning Targets and Reasoning Strategies"of Marzano et al. 1993, and "Taxonomy of Cognitve Objectives"of
Bloomberg 1956.)
Name:

Text:

Date:

Comprehension -explain and summarise information (Bloomberg)
I 1-Very weak I 2-Poor
3-More o r less
I
good
Number of times
tested? (10)

I

I Level achieved

[

I

Comparison - identify similarities and differences (Analysis in Bloomberg)
1 I-Very weak I
2-Poor
1 3-More o r less 1
good
Number of times
tested? (3)

1 Level achieved

Classification- organize items in their categories (Analysis in Bloomberg)
Level achieved
1-Very weak
2-Poor
3-More or less
good
Number of times
tested? (2)

4-Good

(

Average

1

4-Good

1

Average

1

I

Average

&Good

Induction- interpret the information and reach valid conclusions (Application and Synthesis, Bloomberg)
1-Very weak
2-Poor
3-More o r less
4-Good
Average
I
1
I
good
I
I
Number of times
tested? (5)

I Level achieved

I

I

I

I

I

]

Deduction- identify and generalize principles and describe their consequences (Application and Synthesis,
Bloomberg)
2-Poor
&Good
1-Very weak
Average
Level achieved
3-More or less
good
Number of times
jested? (2)
Motivation and Justification- develop arguments for or against (Conshucting Support and Effective
Communication, Marzano et al.)
[ ~ e v eachieved
l
I 1-Very weak I 2-Poor I 3-More o r less
4-Good
( Average
I
I
I
good
I
I
Number of times
tested? (4)

I

Integrate the Information- use information acquired by valid methods during the analysis correctly in the fmal
product. (Synthesis, Bloomberg; Information Processing, Marzano et al.)
I 1-Very weak I 2-Poor
I $More or less I &Good I Average
l ~ e v eachieved
l
good
I
I
I
I
I
Number of times
assessed? (4)

I

Invention- develop something unique or better a process to satisfy an existing need. (Invention, Marzano et al.)
( 1-Very weak
2-Poor
3-More o r less
&Good
Average
I
I
I
good
I
I
Number of times
assessed? (4)

I Level achieved

I

I

I

I

1

I

2.3.5 Results after the Measurement of Individual Thinking Skills

(Examination June 2004)

I

7

I

I

I Average 1

2.63

1

I

I

2.71

1

2.75

1

I

2.61

1

I

I

1.17

1

1.83

1

I

2.37

1

I

1

1.17

1

Trends in Class Averages for Thinking Skills

--c Second Year '04

1 +Fist

Year '04

/

2.15

2.3.6 Progress Shown By Individual Students, During Exegesis And Sermon
Preparation
(January To June 2004)

2.3.6.1 Second Years
L. Ant6nio
ComDrehension
Comparison
Classification
Induction
Deduction
Justification
Intearation
Invention

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

2.43
2.00
2.00
3.50
1.50
3.00
3.00
1.25

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

3.50
4.00
3.30
3.00
3.00
3.17
3.30
3.00

Use of Thinking Skills in Sennon Preparation
L. AntOnio

I

0 May iii June

I!!
o
u
en

I

5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

E.O. Sousa
Comprehension
Comparison
Classification
Induction
Deduction
Justification
Intearation
Invention

May
Mav
Mav
May
May
May
May
Mav

1.80
2.70
3.00
2.80
3.00
1.75
2.50
1.30

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

2.00
3.00
2.67
1.40
1.00
2.00
1.67
1.00

Use of Thinking Skills in Sennon Preparation
E.O. Sousa
10 May.. June

I

I!!
o
u
en

29
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2.3.6.2 Third Years

A. Ualize
ComDrehension
Comparison
Classification
Induction
Deduction
Justification
Inteqration
Invention

1.86
1.00
3.00
1.25
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.67

February
February
February
Februarv
February
February
February
Februarv

Use of Thinking

I

March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March

2.30
3.00
4.00
1.40
2.00
1.00
1.50
1.25

Skills in Sennon
Antonio Ualize

_ March

iii February

2.20
1.30
2.50
1.20
1.50
1.25
2.00
2.25

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

2
1
2.5
1.67
1
1
1
1

Preparation

D May D June

I

4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
.,p~
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~
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,o~
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v
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-
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~
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~
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J. Aleixo
Comprehension
Comparison
Classification
Induction
Deduction
Justification
Inteqration
Invention

Januarv
January
January
Januarv
Januarv
January
January
Januarv

March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March

1.70
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
1.50
1.25
2.00

1.80
2.00
1.50
1.60
1.00
1.50
1.50
1.00

ADrii
Amil
ADril
ADril
ADrii
ADril
April
ADrii

Use of Thinking Skills in Sennon

2.40
2.30
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.25
1.00

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Preparation

J. Aleixo
I

EDJanuary

_ March D April D May _ June I

30

3
3
3.5
3.5
2
2.5
3.75
2

J.Sande
Comprehension
Comparison
Classification
Induction
Deduction
Justification
Intearation
Invention

2.00
1.67
2.00
1.80
1.50
0.75
1.75
1.00

March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March

Use of Thinking Skills in Sermon
J.Sande

I_ March

[J May iii

Mav
May
May
Mav
Mav
May
Mav
Mav

2.70
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.50
2.30
2.25
2.50

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

2.30
2.50
2.50
1.57
1.00
1.00
2.17
1.00

Preparation
June

1

3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
;{>~
,tP

~~

~<t>&'

~

cJ>

cJ>

~&'

'f.,CP

0'1>4'

G.Marata
Comprehension
Comparison
Classification
Induction
Deduction
Justification
Intearation
Invention

March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March

3.00
3.00
2.50
1.80
2.50
1.75
1.75
1.75

Use of Thinking

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

2.10
3.00
3.50
2.20
1.00
2.00
1.25
1.25

Skills in Sermon
G. Marata

I_ March

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

1.75
2.00
2.25
1.80
1.00
2.00
2.00
1.00

Preparation

[J May III June

I

2.3.6.3 Fourth Years
M. Soko
Comprehension
Comparison
Classification
Induction
Deduction
Justification
Integration
Invention

Februa
Februa
Februa
Februa
Februa
Februa
Februa
Februa

1.50
2.20
2.50
3.00
2.50
1.50
1.50
2.20

31
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Use of Thinking Skills in Sermon Preparation
M. Soko
/- March [] May

I

3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
.{)~
0~

~ll'
d'

~
d'

i"&'

i<I>&'

.~,r!f
o~4'

(This student was not mentioned in 2.3.5, because comparable examination results were not
available, only sermon preparation results.)

2.3.6 Observations and Interpretation of Results

.

Average scores for classes are generally

poor. The aim would be a mark of 4 but the

following was attained:
First years 2.15
Second years 1.95
Third years 1.89
This means that, in general, serious attempts should be made to improve their
thinking skills.

.

Induction, Deduction, Justification and Invention are, in general, the thinking skills
with the lowest scores - in future programmes they should receive special attention.

.

Growth results are not too encouraging. However, some cases of real growth were
observed. Too many variables, not controlled in the experiment, could have played a
role: for instance, frequently bouts of malaria among students and their families puts
them under severe stress and temporarily influences their thinking abilities. The same
number of Old Testament exegetical projects were also not available from everyone,
because of the normal school programme.

.

The results of Soko, Aleixo and L. Antonio show that consistent positive development
of thinking skills can occur.

.
.

In many other cases promising growth was observed in individual thinking skills.
Relatively little was done by the researcher and other lecturers to develop specific
thinking skills. With more concentrated and well-planned endeavours much better
results will be more likely to occur.
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Chapter 3
Biblical Basis for the Development of Thinking Skills and
Exegetical Capabilities
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter the biblical way of describing teaching and thinking activities will be
investigated in order to ascertain the biblical-ethical feasibility and parameters of developing
thinking skills for the teaching of exegesis.

3.2 Biblical Education
It is not easy to find one or more passages of Scripture that focus on a Biblical learning or
teaching theory. There is, however, enough material available for discussion.
Buconyori (1991:189) affirms that man is created with many learning skills. Created in God's
image with the power to control nature and bear his image. The responsibility to control
nature requires a good deal of reasoning. Therefore, he concludes God created man to
reason. When Christian educators help students to think they are strengthening God's given
skills to seek to understand God's truth as revealed in Scripture and nature.

L.O. Richards (1975:15) writes that the fall in sin did not destroy man's capacity to live and
learn but his capacity to grasp the supernatural and experience relationships that demand
the submission of the selfish. New life in Christ will also not necessarily change a person's
intellectual powers or make him a better scientist.

What changes is the capacity to

understand and to enter into the meaning of life as God has designated it.
G. H. Wilson (1997: 560-563) remarks that the educational process in the Old Testament is
not easy to describe because of the absence of any self-conscious discussion of it. General
education for life was mostly performed in the family where household skills (2 Sam 1.8;
Exodus 35.25), the commandments, and the history of Israel in the form of the credo were
taught (Deut 11.19; 6.4-10; 20-25). Both parents shared in the task (Prov 1.8; 6.20) although
the father had the main responsibility (Deut 11.19).
The extent of literacy in Israel is impossible to determine but instances of men who knew
how to read and write (Judg 8; Josh 18) suggest the dissemination of at least rudimentary

literacy at an early date. The discovery of the Gezer Calendar (ca. 950-918 BC)

- an

alphabetic school exercise describing the divisions of the agricultural season - confirms the
existence of schools in the tenth century BC. The Scribes, Prophets, Wisdom Teachers and
Priests seem to have been literate (Wilson 1997:560-563).
After the exile, Wilson explains, the focus was much more on the Torah and the Jews
became the "people of the Book". Schools attached to the synagogues trained young Jewish
males in the skills of writing and interpreting the Law (Wilson 1997:560-563).
The rise of Hellenism withthe emphasis on the gymnasium education caused a reaction by
the ultra-orthodox Jews (Hasidim) and more opportunities were created for Jewish education
at the Synagogues. The biblical curriculum for the earliest phase of schooling (Bet Sepher)
seems to have consisted of the Shema (Deut 6.4-9; 11.13-21), the Law of Tzitzit (Num
15.37-41), the Hallel (Ps 113-118), the Creation Story (Gen 1-5), and the essence of the
Levitical Law (Lev 1-8) (Wilson 1989:299). This was followed up by the Bet Talmud from
about age ten and the Bet Midrash from age 13.
During the time of the New Testament the landscape was dotted with itinerant teachers
(Rabbis) and their disciples.
Wilson (1997:563) remarks, "...almost no distinction is made in Hebrew thought... between
skills and knowledge gained through formal education and wisdom learned through life
experience". True human knowledge ought to begin with "the fear of the Lord" (Prov 1.7),
meaning an understanding of one's absolute dependence on God and his steadfast love.
True wisdom is to recognize the kingship of God and to respond to his creation appropriately
(Gen 1.26). This brings an ethical dimension to all learning and science. There can be no
ethically neutral science or knowledge, because humans would ultimately be called to
accountability before God for their scientific and educational pursuits (Eccl 12.14). This
context defines human knowledge and science in the context of the cosmic and eternal will of
God. "The primary purpose of education in Biblical times was to train the whole person for
lifelong, obedient service in the knowledge of God (Prov 1.7; Eccl 12.13)." (Wilson 1989:279)
Wisdom was therefore never understood to be purely cognitive or factual information. It was
rather the skill of applying knowledge to a specific area and it began with the ability to see
and evaluate all of life from God's point of view (Wilson 1989:282).

Wilson (1989:283) notes in the Bible an intense passion of the wise men to increase
wisdom. This lifelong push towards learning is prompted by the frequent advice "not to be a
fool" but to hold on to instruction (Prov 4.13,14):

"Holdon to instruction, do not let it go; guard it well,for it is your I@. Do not set foot on the path of
the wicked or walk in the way of evil men. "
He describes the different kinds of "fool" in the Old Testament:

n
' :! is the "open fool" (Prov 7.7ff). He is usually approachable and educable, giving the
Hebrew sages reason for encouragement.

.

5-03
. is the "hardened" fool (Prov 6.11; 12.23). He is a self-confident dullard. strong-willed

and refusing to learn.

~5

is the "mocking" fool (Ps 1.1; Prov 22.10; 29.8). He acts arrogantly and with an air of

superiority, he is sneering, disrupting and a master of heckling.

5~

is the "God-denying" fool (Ps 10.4). He is devoid of spiritual perception, has a closed

mind towards God, and is morally deprived and socially insensitive.

The Hebrew sages had one consuming desire towards fools of whatever stripe: to drive out
folly and teach wisdom.

W. Barclay (1974:47) describes the quintessence of Jewish

education thus: "the ideal of holiness, of separation from all people to belong to God".

The contrast with the Greek world is marked. The Greek world saw teaching primarily as the
transference of knowledge in the intellectual and technical areas. If reasoning powers were
required, intellectual exercises which was aimed at developing the talents and potential of
the pupil, were provided. Jewish education aimed at the development of the student's whole
personality (Rengstorf 1964:137).

In the life of Timothy God used 'a chain of godly family teachers" to which was linked his
grandmother Lois and mother Eunice (2 Tim 1.5) (Wilson 1989:301). Paul also asked him to
train reliable men as teachers (2 Tim 2.2): "And the things you have heard me say in the presence

of many wimesses entrust to reliable men who will also be quaI@edto teach others."

The New Testament also indicates that some within the Church receive a special gift for
teaching (Rom 12.7; 1 Cor 12.28) and combine the office of pastor and teacher (Eph 4.11).
Wilson (1989:302) remarks that the idea of a pastor-teacher has a rich Hebraic background

and when Paul states that the Lord's servant must be "able to teach" (2 Tim 2.24), he is
drawing on a tradition that extends back to the patriarchs themselves.

3.2.1 Teaching methods and priorities in the Bible

William Barclay (1974:12,13) describes an interesting Jewish custom that demonstrates the
aim of Jewish education and the importance given to it: The young child was shown a slate
on which was written the letters of the alphabet, two verses of Scripture (Lev 1.1; Deut 33.4),
and a sentence: "The Law will be my calling." The teacher then read the words while the
child repeated them. Then the slate was coated with honey that the child then licked off while
being reminded of Ezek 3.3 "I ate it; and it tasted as sweet as honey in my mouth". The child
was also given sweet cakes with verses of the Torah written on it. In this regard, Prov 24.1314a and Ps 119.103 also comes to mind. The Rabbis, therefore, viewed education as
causing people to enjoy the sweetness of studying the divine truth (Wilson 1989:292-3).

Proverbs 22.6 also provides an interesting clue to educational strategy:
'Train (starf) a child according to his (the child's) way." (Wilson l989:293) In other words,
the child should be educated considering the uniqueness of his God-given bent, disposition,
talents and gifts. This implies "respect for his individuality and vocation" (Kidner 1964:147).
The "training" process begins by seeking to adapt the subject matter and teaching methods
to the particular personality, needs, grade level, and stage in the life ot the child (Wilson
1989: 294). This point of departure for training, of course, applies in the first place to the
parents but may also apply to other teachers.
L.O. Richards (1975) emphasises important elements of biblical teaching:
1. It is a process of growing, a progressive transformation towards character, values,
motives and an understanding of God himself (Eph 4.15; Col 3.10; Rom 12.2; 2 Cor
3.18) (1975:22). Scripture has an important role.
2. Education and growth involve the body of believers. It brings all members in a
ministering relationship to one another (1975:24). Because of this relationship, it
becomes important how one teaches. Interpersonal relationships are emphasised.
3. Modelling is the important example of the teaching of Christ to the disciples (as
Moses also instructed the people and taught the parents to do the same to their
children (Deut.6)).

Secular education, however, emphasises the transfer of

knowledge (1975:35). Biblical education is transactional and involves interplay
between teachers and learners in life, of the community of imitators of God (Eph 5.1).
The role and life of the teacher is emphasised.

Wilson (1989:302-309) emphasized other methods used in the Bible.
1. By word of mouth and not books. "Tell your son" (Exod 13.8) and "Talk about them
when you sit at home" (Deut 6.7).

2. Memorizing. The oral tradition, making use of repetition to remember, was very
important. Books were not available to everyone and this was an important way of
preserving content. In Africa, it still is.
The use of poetry and acrostics was meant to aid memorization as well as figures of
speech like repetition, alliteration, tautology, onomatopoeia and word play were used
as teaching techniques.
3. Scheduled and Spontaneous Learning. Scheduled learning became more important

in the Talmudic period. The feasts were always learning opportunities. Learning also
occurred more spontaneously in the family circle using questions and answers (Exod
13.14; Acts 8.26-40).
4. Commiting time. "But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day
and night. " (Ps 1.2) Traditionally many hours of study were spent on the study of the

Torah in Jewish societies. The Talmud records one scholar who told his students:
"The words of the Torah are firmly held only by one who kills himself (in study) for it"
(Berakhot 63b).
5. Visual aids and object lessons.

The making of a covenant (Gen 15.9-17), the

heaping up of stones (Josh 4.20-23) and the many instances of prophetic "enacted
parables" served to teach more than just the words of the teacher.
6. Respect for the Word. The way the Ten Words of the Covenant were stored in the
ark in the Holy of Holies, serves to make the point. Later on in the Synagogues, the
scrolls of the Torah were dressed like a living person with a covering, a breastplate
and a crown. When it became old and damaged, it was buried in a grave, like a
human being.
7. Music and song. Moses's ministry began and ended with songs of praise that, at the
same time, taught the important events in history (Exod 15; Deut 32.47). The temple
choirs and history Psalms served the same purpose. In the New Testament the
teaching element of song was also emphasised (1 Cor 14.26; Eph 5.19).
In the Biblical view study ought to be, above everything else, an act of worship
(Moore 1927:240). The Hebrew word for worship abodah has a double meaning:
work and worship. For this reason, the synonym for "education" in the Talmud, is
"heavenly work" (Wilson 1989:310). This corresponds well with the New Testament
teaching of Paul (Col 3.16,17):

"Let the word of Christ dweN in you richly ar you teach and admonish one another with all
wisdom, and as you sing psalms, hymns and spiritual songs with gratitude in your hearts to
God. And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus,
giving thanh to God the Father through him. "

Rabbi Heschel observed (1972:47): "Genuine reverence for the sanctity of study is
bound to invoke in the pupils the awareness that study is not an ordeal, but an act of
education; that school is a sanctuary not a factory; that study is a form of worship."
Personally, the researcher also views the structured way in which many parts of the Old
and New Testaments is presented, as a key to educational practices. Why would different
kinds of repetition of keywords and phrases, inclusions, parallel repetitions and chiasmus, be
used so often if it was not intended as educational aids, for better memorization and better
understanding?
The function of chiasmus is to slow down and focus the mind (Lundbom 1997:89). The
movement from the outside to the middle and from the middle outwards make the middle a
hinge around which the poem or text is constructed. Many times, the middle forms the
nucleus and climax of the thought-structure (Lundbom 1997:126). Sometimes chiasmus is
used to keep back the real issue, until the end of the passage or else simply creating
variation. Or, together with other forms of repetition, it can achieve a feeling for the
harmonious Hebrew ideal of totality (Lundbom 1997:126).
Repetition of ideas and phrases is viewed by Muilenburg (1953:97-111) as one of the
building blocks of old Hebrew rhetoric. It serves to emphasise issues, create a sense of
urgency or create a certain feeling with the hearer. For instance the nine-fold repetition of
"shatter", creating the feeling of a beating hammer (Jer 51.20-23), or of the heaping up of
guilt (Jer 7.9) (Lundbom, 1997:xxxviii).

Lundbom (1977:xxxix) remarks: "Keywords is a

basic law of composition in Jeremiah.

Muilenburg and Lundbom (1997:xxxix) defines

keywords as: "words appearing in 'strategic collocations' or in 'crucial or climactic contexts'.
Repetitions at the beginning or end of successive cola, lines or stanzas qualify as keywords
(8.22-9.1). So do verb clusters, regardless of position (8.4,5) as well as repetitions at the
beginning and end of a discourse unit (inclusio) or repetitions forming an abb'a'
pattem(chiasmus) in the same."
Other metoric techniques are used like: rhetorical questions, sometimes repeatedly (Jer
2.14,31; 8.4,5,19,22); contrast (Jer 2.11,32; 5.22,23; 18.14,15; 35.13-16); distributio (Jer

28.8,9); permissio (rendering) (Jer 26.14); a minori ad maius arguments (Jer 3.1; 12.5; 25.29;
49.12); 'juxtaposition" as a way of creating contrast (Lundbom, 1997:xxxvi,xxxvii).
Figures of speech were used to stimulate the imagination or shock the hearers (Jer 5.8;
18.18; 51.44). Jeremiah, for instance, also used "rhetoric of descent" (Lundbom, 1997:xliii).
It refers to arguments that move from the ironic to the direct, from the figurative to the literal,
from the general to the specific, from the abstract to the concrete. At the end of the
argument then, one finds the most direct confrontation.
Maybe in biblical times these rhetorical and structural features were perceived as aids.
Today, however, Bible readers are mostly unaware of these aids and need to be taught how
to see and interpret them. This situation is even worse in traditionally oral societies in Africa
where the same kinds of oral aids as in Biblical times were not used. Linked with a very
deprived language and literary competence due to lack of educational and reading
opportunities, it takes special efforts to make the Biblical texts understandable.
As Wolvaardt (1999:35) states: 'God wants us to love and serve Him with all our heart, all
our soul and all our minds. God wants us to use our minds when we interpret the Bible
because we are confronted with written communication that has to be read, understood and
applied. The function of the Holy Spirit is not to disregard our minds but to renew them and
to bring them under submission to God so that we will be able to understand the Bible even
better." Vanhoozer (1997:40) says: Biblical literacy "refers to a certain body of background
information, a certain set of skills, and to an inclination on the part of the reader to recover,
respect and respond to a text's communicative practice."
The Old Testament text uses very specific literary methods of conveying meaning. In most
cases these literary devices are recognized and verifiable by most researchers and therefore
appropriate for study and teaching. As students of the Word of God, no lecturer may rest
before his students have acquired the literary skills necessary to unlock Scripture in the form
it was given. Failure to do this will reflect negatively on the rest of the future pastor's
ministry. Long (1997:89) in connection to the historical interpretation of the Old Testament,
affirms R.G. Moulton's view that literary study is 'the prior task" to historical reconstruction,
so that to ignore it "could lead to historical and exegetical mistakes". He further explains,
"...by literary competence I mean a developed awareness of the conventions and workings
of a given literary corpus and a consequent ability to discern what kind of claims a given text
within that corpus may be making". It seems in his further discussion that he has in mind 'the
'grammar' i.e. the literary principles by which it operates", meaning also 'a study of their

(Israel's neighbours') literary styles and habits". The researcher agrees but is of the opinion
that more than knowledge of literary styles is needed, namely the thinking skills and abilities
to recognize, interpret and apply the common literary conventions of the Old Testament
writers.

3.3 Biblical usage of common words in the semantic field of learning, teaching,

thinking ...

A selection of Hebrew and Greek words and their application to learning and thinking is

presented.

apfn

- calculate, think, plan, invent, categorize, evaluate, make a judgment

John Hartley (1997:306-310) explains that in certain cases it has the meaning of ponder or
probe, thinking so hard that one becomes weary (Ps 73.16-17 "When I tried to understand all

this, it was oppressive to me till I entered the sanctucny of God; then I understood their final
destiny. "'j Reflecting intently on God's ways, one comes to faith and a more complete
understanding.
When this verb is used with 25 it has the semantic element of 'think, plan" (Prov 6.18; Isa
10.7; 16.9; 19.2). Words are seen as the vehicle for planning and thinking which is often
done in conversation with others (Ps 5 2 . 2 ~"Your tongue plots destruction ... ":Ezek 38.10,lla
"On that day thoughts will come into your mind and you will devise an evil scheme. You will say: I

will invade a land of unwalled villages ... 'y.
The verb often means to "plan, scheme, devise", such as a strategy for battle (Jer 49.30; Dn
11.24,25). The wicked scheme to catch the righteous (Ps 10.2). God will make an end to
such skilfully devised schemes (Nah 1.9). Those who fear Yahweh are not to plan or plot evil
against each other (Zech 7.10). The plans of the righteous are just, in contrast to the plans
of the unrighteous (Prov 12.5 "The plans of the righteous are just, but the advice of the wicked is

deceitfil. Ps 94.ILI2 "The LORD knows the thoughts of man; he knows that they arefutile. Blessed
"

is the man you discipline, 0 LORD,the man you teachfrom your law"; Jer 6.19; Isa 59.7; Eccl 7.29
"God made mankind upright, but men have gone in search of many schemes.

I")

linwx?is used in Ps 146.2 for the plans or ideologies of mortals. They might seem brilliant but
should not be the basis of one's trust because they come apart at the death of the originator.

In 2 Chron 26.14-16 the Qal participle form of

3m is

used for an engineer who brilliantly

invented a special military defense mechanism:

"Uzziahprovided shields, spears, helmets, coats of amour, bows and sling stonesfor the entire army.
In Jerusalem, he made machines designed by skiful men for use on the towers and on the comer
defences to shoot m o w s and hurl large stones. His fame spread far and wide, for he was greatly
helped until he became powerful. But afrer Uzziah became powerful, his pride led to his downfall."

From the description of

>an above, we can conclude that thinking and planning are normal

human activities. It can be put to good use in the service of the Lord, serving as a blessing
from God. But it can also be used in sinful human ways and cause a lot of damage to others,
resulting in judgment from God. The other danger connected to skilful and intelligent thinking
is pride and not recognizing the Creator for the abilities He gave to man.
h
n
f - Insight, success.

n
f refers to a human way of acquiring wisdom, not acknowledging the One who
In Gen 3.6 h
gives wisdom, "Whenthe woman saw that thepuit of the tree was good for food andpleasing to the

eye, and also desirable for gaining wisdom, she took some and ate it. " This may be contrasted to
Neh 9.20 "You gave your good Spirit to instruct them." In 2 Chron 30.22 the Levites showed
good understandingof the service of the Lord (~retheim1997:1243).
In other words, acquiring knowledge can be wrong when it does not recognize God as the
giver of insight.

o v

- be cunning, crafty, shrewd, prudent

It may carry a positive and a negative meaning. Outside of Proverbs it points to shrewdness
that is against the will of God for instance in Gen 3.1. God's judgment on cleverness that
leads people away from his Word is seen throughout the Old Testament (Luc 1997:506-7).
He concludes that this word indicates that human reason, though tainted by sin, is not
automatically condemned.
Prudence is used synonymously in parallel with "knowledge", "Flog a mocker, and the simple

will Iearn prudence; rebuke a discerning man, and he will gain knowledge. '"rov

19.25).

Contrary to the fool the prudent person is shrewd and humble, understands the direction of
life, foresees and deals wisely with dangers. ''1h
wisdom of the prudent is to give thought to

' Unless otherwise indicated, Scripture references are quoted ffom the New International Version.
41

their ways, but the folly offools is deception." (Prov 14.8) '2prudent man sees danger and takes
refuge, but the simple keep going and suffer for it. Humility and the fear of the LORD bring wealth
and honour and life. " (Prov 22.3,4)

Luc concludes: "cleverness for the sake of achieving one's own malicious goal is
condemned, but exercising it diligently and responsibly in dependence on God, brings divine
blessings". Matt 10.16 "Iam sendingyou out like sheep among wolves. Therefore be as shrewd as

snakes and as innocent as doves. " should be understood in this light.

np5

- teaching, gift of persuasion

The basic meaning is teaching but the idea of understanding, the more receptive and
responsive side of teaching, is included (Menill l997:8I 7). The wise add to their learning
by listening "...let the wise listen and add to their learning, and let the discerning get guidance ... "
(Prov 1.5).

nu1

- to tend or feed the flock

Jeremiah used this t e n for the leaders that God will give to instruct Israel (3.15). In Prov
10.21 the verb to "teach" is used. This word therefore suggests the care and guidance that
one who would impart knowledge would have for his flock (VVhon 1989:295). This seems to
be in accordance with the idea of a pastor-teacher in Ephesians 4.1 1. In the Hebraic view,
teaching and nourishment go together.

lo*- admonish, correct, discipline

In the general semantic field of learning and instructing this verb specifically relates, not to
formal education but to the instilling of values and norms of conduct by verbal means, rebuke
or even chastisement (Merrill 1997:479-480). One should seek instruction (Prov 23.23 "Buy

the m t h and do not sell it; get wisdom, discipline and understanding.") and love it (Prov 12.1
"Whoever loves discipline (instrucwn) loves knowledge, but he who hates correction is stupid").

~rr
- observe,

find out, recognize, care about, have sexual relations with, have insight.

T.E. Fretheim (1997:409-414) gives a detailed description of the wide range of meanings of
this word and says: "...only the context enables some distinctions to emerge. In the broadest

sense, 871' means to take various aspects of the world of one's experience into the self,
including the resultant relationship with that which is known".

For the theme of thinking skills and their development, the following elements are important
from Fretheim's study:
a. Intellectual apperception: The hearVmind (25)is the seat of knowing (Deut 8.5) that
ranges from basic awareness (Jer 40.14), to realization (Judg 20.34), to learning (2
Sam 3.25), to discernment (2 Sam 19.36), to careful consideration (Ps 90.11), to
good judgment (Isa 32.4). A discerning heart enables one to incorporate perceptions
into a larger realm of experience and to process them for purposes of judgment and
responsible action (Deut 4.9,39; 8.5; 30.1; Prov 19.8; Isa 33.18), orders them in a
way that corresponds with God's will for life. "Only be careful, and watch yourselves

closely so that you do not forget the things your eyes have seen or let them slip from your
heart as long as you live. Teach them to your children and to their children after them (Deut
4.9)." "He who gets wisdom loves his own soul; he who cherishes understanding prospers

(Prov 19.8)." "In your thoughts, you will ponder the former terror: "Where is that chief
'

o&~?

Where is the one who took the revenue? Where is the oficer in charge of the

towers?" (Is 33.18)."
The "heart" and the "spirit" (nli) is used for thinking as in Ps 77.5,6 "Ithought about the

former days, the years of long ago; I remembered my songs in the night. A@ heart mused and
my spirit inquired... "
Clearly thinking skills like reasoning, analysing, inductive and deductive
thinking, application, evaluation and synthesis are involved in the meaning of
8
7
1
'
.

b. Gaining knowledge: Knowledge is ultimately a gift from God (Prov 1.7) but human
capacities and efforts are not excluded ("Thefear of the LORD is the beginning of

knowledge, but fools despise wisdom and discipline."). One is to search out (Eccl 7.25),
inquire (Judg 18.5), test or weigh evidence (Jer 6.26; Gen 8.1 1) to gain knowledge.
Knowledge can also be gained through human telling or divine revealing (Ps 78.3;
Exod 6.3; Jer 11.18; 33.3).

"All this I tested by wisdom and I said, "I am determined to be wise"- but this was beyond
me. Whatever wisdom may be, it is far off and most profound-- who can discover it? So I
turned my mind to understand, to investigate and to search out wisdom and the scheme of
things and to understand the stupidity of wickedness and the madness offoolly."(Eccl7.23-25)

"The Sovereign LORD has given me an instructed tongue, to know the word that sustains the
weary. He wakens me morning by morning, w&ns

my ear to listen like one being tuught."

(Isa 50.4)

c. Different kinds of knowledge are available to human beings:

-

historical information (1 Kgs 5.17);
practical skills like hunting (Gen 25.27), sailing (1 Kgs 9.27), animal
husbandry (Prov 27.33), reading (Isa 29.12), music-making (1 Sam
16.16-18), lumbering (1 Kgs 5.6), law-making (Esth 1.13),
architecture (2 Chron 2.Q metallurgy (2 Chron 2.7), speaking (Jer
1.6);

-

knowledge of self (Job 9.21);

-

insight into other people (2 Kgs 9.1 1);

-

knowledge of relationships (Job 19.3; Gen 4.1),

d. In Prov 1-9 nu7 especially focuses on the relationship it has with the fear of God.
The fear of God (reverential awe, devotion, adoration) and knowledge of God (a
fullness of relationship with God and walking

in His ways) are two sides of the same

reality (1.29; 9.10). The ultimate purpose of God's words and deeds is "so that the
nations may know me" ( ~ z e 38.16;
k
2 Kgs 19.19; Isa 19.21; 12.4-5).

e. Ecclesiastes tends to be more pessimistic about knowledge than Proverbs.

It

conveys no benefit (Eccl 1.16-18) although it is a gift of God (2.26).

ginwvskw

- know, understand, comprehend,

understand, recognize,

-

ETT~~VWULS
knowledge,

~VUULS

- know,
- knowledge, ET~L~LVOUKO

recognition

Knowledge is mainly used in the New Testament according to the general Old Testament
lines (Schmitz 1975:399-406), emphasizing the personal relationship with God and
recognizing Him with the consequences it has for practical life. The problem with the
heathen was that he reduced this knowledge to mere intellectual activity (Rm 1.19ff; Jn 1.lo;
1 Cor 1.21; Gal 4.8ff).

Paul rejects the Gnostic knowledge which only "puffs up" (1 Cor 8.2; 1 Cor 14.37), was
selfish and claimed for itself a superior freedom loosened from all earthly ties.

In the Pastoral Epistles a definite doctrinal tradition becomes evident (1 Tim 4.7; 6.20; 2.4).
E ~ Y V O O Lbecomes
S
the

preferred term for Christian knowledge (2 Tim 2.25; 2.7; Tit 1.1) with

a clearly intellectual, semi-dogmatic stress (Schmitz 1975:405). The experimental profession
of the Lord is moved backwards and more and more conversion to the Christian faith
becomes 'coming to knowledge of the truth" (1 Tim 2.4; 5.3; 2 Tim 2.25; 3.7; Heb 10.26; 2
Pet 2.21).

is used in a theoretical technical way, the orthodox tradition and doctrinal
In 2 Pet ~rriyvoo~s
teaching (1.2,3,8; 2.20). ("For this very reason, make evev effort to add to your faith goodness;

and to goodness, knowledge ... For ifyou possess these qualities in increasing measure, they will keep
you from being ineffective and unproductive in your knowleee of our Lord Jesus Christ (1.3,8)." "It
would have been better for them not to have known the way of righteousness, t h to have known it
and then to turn their backs on the sacred command that was passed on to them (2.20).'9
Therefore, to 'add knowledge to faith" is used here in the sense of developing one's
knowledge and understanding.

The controversy with the Gnostics partly explains the development of the office of teacher to
which end correct exegesis of Scripture would be guaranteed (Schmitz 1975:406).

n3n -be wise, become wise, instruct
Various Proverbs encourage the reader to seek and acquire wisdom through study,
experience and association with sages (Wk.on 1997:131). The Pi. verb form: "make wise,
teach", implies that, while it is possible t o increase and enhance one's innate wisdom
through study and experience, others can influence and direct this process of learning
through appropriate instruction and encouragement.

"When a mocker is punished, the simple gain wisdm; when a wise man is instructed, he gets
knowledge Prov 21.9)." "NOWthen, my sons, listen to me; blessed are those who keep my ways.
Listen to my instruction and be wise; do not ignore it. Blessed is the mm? who listens to me, watching
daily at my doors, waiting at my doorway. For whoever finds me finds life and receives favour from
the LORD. But whoeverfails tofind me harms himseE all who hate me love death." (Prov 8.33-36)
"Go to the ant, you sluggard; consider its ways and be wise!" (Prov 6.6)

"He who walks with the wise grows wise, but a companion offools sufers harm (Prov 13.20)."
"Listen to advice and accept instruction, and in the end you will be wise (Prov 19.20). "
"Oh, how 1love your law! 1meditate on it all day long. Your commands make me wiser than my

enemies, for they are ever with me. I have more insight than all my teachers,for I meditate on your
statutes (Ps 119 97-99). "

As an adjective c m describes someone who has the knowledgelability required to
accomplish a particular activity. It may describe the more physical skills like crafts (Isa 3.3;
20.20; Ezek 27.8) or the more mental skills normally associated with intellectual wisdom
(Prov 12.15; 17.28). Used together with 35 it describes the "wise of heart" meaning a skilled
or a crafts person.

In other instances the adjective is used to describe "cunning or shrewdness" meaning the
opposite of true wisdom. "My people are fools; they do not know me. They are senseless children;

they have no understanding. They are skilled (c1n3n) in doing evil; they know not how to do
good. '(Jer 4.22)

However, the large majority of occurrences of o m refer to the more "mentallintellectual" trait
of wisdom especially when they are supported in the context by other words of perception.

"Choosesome wise, understanding and respected men from each of your tribes, and I will set them
over you. " (Deut 1.13)
"Observe them carefully, for this will show your wisdom and understanding to the nations, who will
hear about all these decrees and say, "Surely this great nation is a wise and understandingpeople."
(Deut 4.6)
Consequently, it is important to keep the company of the sages and heed their instruction in
order to increase in wisdom and the ability to respond effectively in life.

"He who walks with the wise grows wise, but a companion offools sz@%ersharm. " (Prov 13.20)
"The teaching of the wise is afountain of l$e, turning a manfrom the snares of death." (Prov 13.14)
Finally, the reminder is always there that real wisdom starts with a relationship with God; it is
more than maturity and intellectual development.

"I thought, 'Age should speak; advancedyears should teach wisdom.' But it is the spirit in a man, the
breath of the Almighty, that gives him understanding. It is not only the oldwho are wise, not only the
aged who understand what is right. " (Job 32.7-9)

p - understand, perceive, consider
Wilson (1989:295) refers to the root meaning of 'distinguish/separate" of this word. It has
therefore the basic meaning of taking an idea or argument apart in order to evaluate it. The
role of the teacher will be to teach students t o think by evaluating and sorting out the
questions.
T.E. Fretheim (1997552) shows that this verb can be synonymous with u1- but is used more
to refer to the insight that comes from knowing and through the senses such as observation.
Special skills are indicated as well and the Nifal participle means "intelligent". The Hitpolel
means to "consider closely" (1Kgs 3.21).
" M y eyes have seen all this, my ears have heard and understood it." (Job 13.1)

The Hiphil carries the sense of teaching, for example the Word of God in order to understand
it.

"So on thefirst day of the seventh month Ezra the priest brought the Law before the assembly, which
was made up of men and women and all who were able to understand. . ' ~ eread it aloudfrom
daybreak till noon as he faced the square before the Water Gate in the presence of the men, women
and others who could understmd. And all the people listened attentively to the Book of the Law...
The Levites-Jeshua, Bani. Sherebiah, Jamin, Akkub, Shabbethai, Hodiah, Maaseiah, Kelita, Azariah,
Jozabad Hanan and PelaiaLinstructed the people in the Law while the people were standing there.
'They read from the Book of the Law of God, making it clear and giving the meaning so that the
people could understand what was being read... Then all the people went away to eat and drink, to
sendportions offood and to celebrate with great joy, because they now understood the words that had
been made known to them." (Neh 8.2,3,7,9,12)
125 -pierce, impress, teach diligently

In Deut 6.7, it is used to indicate 'impress" or "teach diligently". This reminds of Heb 4.12
where the Word of God is perceived as a two-edged sword. The teacher's work is to impress
the finer points of the Word on the minds of his students (Wilson 1989:296).
;IaaK

- Attendance, protection, guidance

In the context of Esther 2.20, this word refers to child-rearing, providing guidance to one in
need of learning (Merrill 1997:434).

"But Esther had kept secret her family background and nationality just as Mordecai had told her to
do, for she continued to follow Mordecai 3 instructions as she had done when he was bringing her

up." (Esth 2.20)
;n9- teach, instruct

The word is used in practical contexts like giving directions for travel (Gen 46.28), instruction
in arts and crafts (Exod 35,34), parental guidance (Pov 4.4,11) and rendering appropriate
legal decisions (Deut 17.10,11). Many times it is used for teaching the Torah (Deut 13.9-13;
2 Kgs 12.3) and the teaching of the prophets (1 Sam 12.23; Isa 9.16; Job 27.11). Torah
comes from this word and probably has the meaning of "direction, instruction, teaching"
Wilson 1989:296). It is also used for the instruction God gives (Job 36.22 - "God is exalted in

his power. Who is a teacher like him? " Isa 28.26; Ps 119.33; Exod 4.1 2,15) (Merrill 19975379).

'm5 - learn, teach
It pertains mainly to learning and instruction in the realm of the divine-human relationship and
the manner of life expected to issue from that relationship (Merrill 1997:801). Individuals are
trained in various skills like hunting and battle (1 Chron 5.18; Isa 2.4; Mic 4.3), must learn to
fear God (Deut 4.10; 14.23), learn his laws, learn wisdom (Prov 30.3) and righteousness (Isa
1.17). Learning is more than academic - it must affect and change life.

The Pie1 means to teach language and literature (Dan 1.4), music and songs (Deut
31.19,22), the arts of war (Judg 3.2) and many other things. Moses instructed the Law of the
Lord to the people (Deut 4.1,5,14) as did the priests (2 Chron 17.7,9) and parents must teach
their children (Deut 11.19-21

- "Fix these wordr of mine in your

hearts and minds; tie them as

symbols on your h a d and bind them on your foreheads. I9~eachthem to your children, talking about
them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get
up. "write them on the doorframes ofyour houses and on your gates, '50 that your days and the days
of your children may be many in the land that the LORD swore to give your forefathers, as many as
the days that the heavens are above the earth. '7

The nominal form. 7ln5, learned, practiced, disciple, is used by Isaiah to describe his
disciples and himself who has an "instructed tongue", which is the language of a disciple of
Yahweh (Isa 8.16; 50.4; 54.13).

The nominal form, 7 3 5 , learned, practiced, disciple, is used by Isaiah to describe his
disciples and himself who has an " i n ~ t ~ c t etongue",
d
which is the language of a disciple of
Yahweh (Isa 8.16; 50.4; 54.13).

D. MOller (1973485) cautions not to over-emphasise the "disciple-master" relationship
between men because they do not teach on aeir own authority. In the Old Testament
context, there can be no human word alongside the proclaimed Word of God.

In the Rabbinical Tradition, however, the Rabbi's knowledge of Scripture gave him direct
access to the Scriptures and he became the mediator for learning. The authority of the
teacher and his interpretation of Torah now determine learning. Thus Greek Philosophy
influenced Judaism and the different scholars came to regard their doctrinal positions as
possessing absolute validity, which gave rise to different schools. Hellenistic influence led to
intellectualism and dogmatism concerning the revelations of the divine will (Mijller 1975:486).

pa&l+

- learner, disciple; pavL3ava - leam

The noun p a & l 4 <

occurs exclusively in the Gospels and Acts and indicates total

attachment to someone in discipleship.

It is not used in the secular Greek sense of

apprentice, pupil or student but as a disciple of the kyrios, Jesus (MOller 1975486).

One can see a parallel between the Rabbis of Judaism and Jesus, in that He gathered a
circle of disciples around Him.

At several points, however, Jesus went beyond the

recognized limits for a Rabbi (Miiller 1975:488):
a. Joining the 'school" of the master was not voluntary but Jesus took the initiative and called
men into discipleship (Mk 1.17; Lk 9.59-62).
b. The aim of discipleship was not a learning relationship in order to become a Rabbi too, as
with the Talmud but following Jesus meant to sacrifice the whole life and be bound to follow
God's will (Matt 12.46-50).
c. The call of Jesus means a break with old associations.
d. Discipleship of Jesus always includes a call to service (Mk 1.17; Lk 5.10; 10.1-13).
e. This service leads the disciple into the same danger and suffering as his Master (Mk
10.32; Matt. 10.24ff).

f. The disciples have a lack of understanding of the message, suffering and goal of
discipleship (Mk 10.35ff; 14.47; Matt 16.22ff).
g. The promised reward, future life, is fellowship with God through Jesus and a share in His
authority (Matt 16.25; Jn 14.6).
h. The disciples were more than the twelve who were a symbolic representation of the twelve
tribes of Israel, that is all the people of God. In Acts it has the general sense of "Christian"
(6.1-7; 9.1.10, 19,25f, 38; 11.26,29; 13.52etc.).

i. Faith in the Master and faithfulness to Him determines discipleship (Lk 12.8ff).
h. Disciples are bound to Jesus through the Word and the Spirit and remain in fellowship with
Him even after His death (Jn 8.31; 14.15-17; 15.26ff)

One should therefore be careful not to simply transfer the Jesus-disciples relationship to a
modem lecturer-students relationship.

The verb paveavo is used to leam the will of God, to have Jesus as the central point of
reference (Mt 9.13; 11.29; Jn 4.45; Mk 13.28).

Learning here is not appropriation of

knowledge (Muller 1975486). Also in the epistles learning is no mere intellectual process, it
implies acceptance of Christ Himself, rejection of the old life and a new life of discipleship in
Him (Phil 4.9; 1 Cor 4.6).

prpkopat

- imitate, follow

It applies to particular persons who are examples of the life of faith. Paul, however, does not
propose himself as the model for specific qualities, but rather as a model of a certain conduct
and the experience of the suffering for Christ's sake (Phil 2.12-15). To imitate the apostle
means to lay hold of Christ and let one's life be re-moulded continuously by Christ into
obedience (3 Jn 11; 1 Cor 4.16). Paul never intends to bind the demand for imitation to his
person but to the Person of Christ (Bauder 1975:491-2). 'Imitation" in the New Testament is
therefore not the reproduction of a given pattern, but a way of life of the man that was
grasped by Christ and is continuously transformed into His likeness.

'Imitating the imitator" in teaching life and faith is therefore a better word for a Christian
educational setting than using 'disciple". !n imitating, the learner too becomes a disciple of
Christ as his teacher is.

vovOe&o

- to warn, advise

It is sometimes coupled with &t&a(nrm,warning and teaching belong together and the aim is
"maturity in Christ" (Col 1.28; 3.16).
Children should be raised in 'discipline and correction" (Eph 6.4). The educational method is
not in focus but the direction and the purpose which is Christian upbringing (Selter 19755689).

aio6qar5, a i d q n i p ~ o v- discernment, experience, faculty
In the LXX this word is normally used as a rendering of my, knowledge with the meaning of
true insight (Schutz 1975:391).

In Phil 1.9 Paul places discernment ( a i d q u q )

and knowledge (yvow~5)side-by-side.

Discernment is a thinking skill, necessary for human relationships, where it must distinguish
between good and evil and judge accordingly.

Heb 5.14 refers to the "mature" that have their "faculties (aidqrilptov) trained by practice to
distinguish good from evil". It is a spiritual ability, which should be developed.

+povqmq

- way of thinking, frame of mind, intel!igence,

+povSffl - think, judge, give one's

mind to (Hebrew variants are o m and p.)
Where the verb is used, the reference is not so much to the process of thinking in itself, but
rather to the content of what is thought (Goetzmann 1975617-620) (Phil 1.7; 4.10; Acts
28.33; I Cor 13.11). Paul's use in Rom 12.3 indicates how deeply one's thoughts are
affected by their object and direction.

It follows that there can be no such thing as neutral thinking. The way one thinks is linked
intimately to the way one lives, either in the flesh or in the Spirit (Rom 8.5-7). Therefore,
+ p o v h expresses not only an activity of the intellect but of the will.

He who thinks high things, or considers himself clever, runs the risk of becoming arrogant
(Rm 11.20; 12.16; 15.15; Prov 3.7; 3.34; 1 Pe 5.5). Christians should aim lower, not higher,
in favour of unity and not dividing arrogance.

For reflection on thinking skills, this means to take care that development does not have
self-enhancement as a goal but the better understanding of the Word of God and better
service and unity with other believers and of glory to God.

Louw and Nida (1988:325) describe @povSm as thoughtful planning, to employ one's faculty
for thoughtful planning with emphasis on the attitude, to think the way Christ did (Phil 2.5).

Louw and Nida describe some of the other words in the semantic field of 'think" in the
following way (1988:350-1):

wazavoh - t o think about very carefully, to consider closely (Heb 3.1)
auppakb - to reflect on, to think about seriously, to think deeply about (Lk 2.19)

- to think about something in a logical and detailed manner, to reason about (1

k&opat

Cor 13.11; Rom 2.15)

The law of my mind (Vincent 1998 (electronic version) on Romans 7.23; 12.1)

-

mind,

not

is

a

term

distinctively

characteristic

of

Paul,

though

confined

to him. Paul's usage of this term is not based, like that of spirit and flesh, on the Septuagint,
though the word occurs six times as the rendering of a5 heart, and once of m7spirit. He uses
it to throw into sharper relief the function of reflective intelligence and moraljudgment which
is expressgd generally by heart. The key to its Pauline usage is furnished by the contrast in
1 Corinthians 14:14-19, belween speaking with a tongue and with the understanding, and
between the spirit and the understanding (v. 14). There it is the faculty of reflective
intelligence which receives and is wrought upon by the Spirit. It is associated with opinion,
resulting from its exercise, in 1 Corinthians 1:lO; and with judgeth in Romans 1 4 5 "

'Paul uses it mainly with an ethical referenemoral judgment as related to action. See
Romans 12:2, where the renewing of the mind is urged as a necessary preliminary to a right
moral judgment ("that ye may prove," etc.,). The mind which does not exercise this judgment
is not approved, reprobate... In this chapter Paul employs only terms pertaining to the natural
faculties of the human mind. and of these mind is in the foreground."

3.4 Conclusion

The way in which the Bible was written and its intention was meant t o provoke
thinking and immediate application t o daily life. The high calling of humans by God
implies the active involvement of body and mind in the Service of the Creator.

Based on the discussions in this chapter, the following summary may serve as the
researchers' guidelines to bear in mind during the biblical approach to the educational
process:
Thinking is a normal human activity. It can be put to good use in the service of the Lord,
seen as a blessing from God. It can also be used in sinful human ways and cause a lot
of damage to others, resulting in judgment from God. The other danger connected to
skilful and intelligent thinking, is pride and not recognizing the Creator for the capacities.
He gave to man.
The aim of teaching and developing one's mind should not be self-enhancement, but to
live the practical life before God; to train the whole person for a lifelong relationship and
service to God.
Education starts at home and involves both parents.
Education is a lifelong endeavour, a growing process that should be pursued diligently
and with passion.
Teaching and pastoral nourishment and personal care of the students go together.
Teaching aims at transferring the teaching to other; who will do the same.
Teachers should recognize the child or student's individuality and God-given purpose.
Teachers should know that it takes a lot of dedicated effort to teach properly.
Teachers should model by example: not be the centre of attention but be imitators that
teach others to imitate God.
Teachers should teach the literary conventions needed to understand and interpret the
Scriptures.
Biblical concepts for teaching refer to many different thinking skills.
Teachers should use a variety of ways to transmit the necessary teachings.
Respect for the Word of God is vital for all biblical teaching and should be demonstrated
practically.
Study and teaching is a form of worship and it should be demonstrated as such.

Chapter 4
Possible Causes and.Remedies for the Lack of Thinking Skills in
the African Context: An Ovewiew of Applicable Educational
Theories and Research
Introduction
In this chapter an overview will be given of applicable insights from educational science,
educational psychology, philosophy and others pertaining to the problems investigated. As
far as possible the African context will be the focus of attention.
"In the history of education there has never been so much interest in the teaching of thinking
and problem solving as there is today." (Resnick 1999:ll)

"Today's need for teaching

thinking is created by the rapid changes taking place in society. Knowledge and information
are becoming ever more complex, and will soon become dated. Children, therefore, have to
be equipped with the skills of evaluating choices, and identifying and solving problems using
logical reasoning." (Resnick 1999:12). Kinoti (1994:iii) named the lack of education as one of
the reasons why Africans are so blind to their own dire situation

- they do not have the

education needed to rewgnise and analyse their plight.
Africa is not isolated from the changes in the rest of the world and needs to be prepared to
handle change and to make the right choices and gain the skills to handle the mass of
information available. Also in Africa it is true that people:

-

do not feel in control

-

cannot decipher reality

-

are unequipped to deal with value (ethical) choices

-

are unmotivated to locate and use information
feel threatened in jobs because flexible and thinking people is
demanded

-

do not know how to relate the overdose of information and many
existing variables (Bronson, D.B. 1975:353)

Butler (1977:ll) states that the ultimate goal of education is not only to provide students with
a particular body of knowledge and skills, but also to ensure that students can adapt, transfer

and use that knowledge and skills beyond the confines of the classroom in which they were
learned. In other words it should be applied in new contexts.
Ausubel (1968:486) warns against the notion that the chief responsibility of a school is to
make every child a critical and creative thinker.

"A school should teach what is most

important in terms of cultural survival and cultural progress and what is most teachable to the
majority of its clientele... Would it not be more realistic to strive first to have each pupil
respond meaningfully, actively, and critically to good expository teaching before we
endeavour to make him a creative thinker or even a good critical thinker and problem
solver?"
It also needs to be understood that we do not intend to "develop" thinking skills in the normal
sense of "development".

Normally development in Africa focuses on economic-

technological development and the skills needed for it (Van der Walt 2003:444). This view
is based on the belief that man can control and improve his environment; work his own
salvation through the god of 'progress" and economic growth. When economic growth is
overemphasized, it becomes cancerous, "devouring" itself and its broader beneficial effects.
Healthy economic development has to stop growing (like a tree) in order to bear fruit in all
other aspects of Life. Human welfare (economic progress) and human well-being (life in its
fullness) is not the same (Van der Walt 2003441).
Gabriel Moran (1991:150) warns that 'like its close relatives, evolution and progress,
development arose from a combination of three sources: modem scientific data, the need to
believe that the power controlling human life is benign, and the assumption that Christianity
is an anachronism beyond reform... Development is in large part a religious term and it can
easily slip into being a competitor to or a substitute for Christianity... Development is the
modem world's alternative to providence, predestination, and heaven."
A pre-condition for this type of development is to accept the "superiof Western culture. The
result of this one-sided development philosophy is, in the West, a growing feeling of
emptiness and meaningless and in Africa, people suffering from a loss of identity and selfrespect (Van der Walt 2003444) and growing poverty.
We prefer to identify with Van der Wan's definition (2003:450):
'Development is the
I ) balanced unfolding

2) of all the abilities of the human being

3) and the potential of material things, plants and animals

4) according to God's purpose
5) and his will, to enable the human being
6) within hislher own culture
7) to fulfil hislher calling
8) as a responsible steward of creation
9) in a free society
10) to the honour and glory of God."
Our aim with the development of thinking skills is to facilitate a better understanding and
practice of God's revealed will, specifically in the area of Bible interpretation and application
in a rapidly changing world.

4.1 Theories on Thinking and Cognitive Development

When we look at theories of cognitive development, it is with a full understanding that they
depart mostly from humanistic and other world views in conflict with a Christian world view
and view of development. As Calvin could benefit from the Renaissance but at the same
time made a unique Christian contribution to its advancement (Van der Walt 2003:494), we
hope to benefit from research and not lose our direction and Biblical basis in the process.
4.1.1

Jean Piaget - Development in Stages

Jean Piaget was born in 1896 in Switzerland. Piaget's theory is rooted in the rationalist
tradition with several traits of constructivism as well (Hamers and Csapo 1999:14). He
postulates that (Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:43):
Thinking development progresses through distinct phases namely the sensory-motor
period, pre-operational period, concrete-operational period and formal-operational
period. Sutherland (1992:17) explains that operational means the ability to hold an
idea in one's head while one is dealing with a problem. These stages are always
passed through in the same order and they are considered universal (Piaget 192650161).
Someone operating at the level of Piagetian formal reasoning (Furth 1977:28):

-

can reason with concepts, relationships, abstract properties, theories
use symbols to express ideas

-

applies

combinatorial,

classification,

conservation,

social

ordering,

proportional reasoning in these abstract modes of thought

-

can plan a lengthy procedure to attain overall goals and resources
is aware of and critical of his own reasoning and actively seeks the validity of
his conclusions by appealing to other information

-

formal thought is a general orientation towards problem-solving, it is a
systematic way of thinking (Sutherland 1992:20)

Between 33 and 60% of adults do not consistently use this 'formal reasoning'
(Segal et al. 1985476-481).
Children's thinking is qualitatively different from the thinking of adults. "The child's
mind shows signs of having a structure of its own, but its development is subject to
contingent circumstances." (Piaget 1928:200)
As a biologist, he traces cognitive development to biologically inherited ways of
interacting with the environment. A learner must experience concrete versions of
concepts and processes before he can understand abstract forms (Smith 197527).
"One can describe the evolution of thought from the purely biological point of view,
or ... from the purely sociological point of view ... We have chosen the language of
sociology, but wish to emphasize the point that ... we reserve the right to revert to the
biological explanation of child thought.. .." (Piaget l928:2Ol)
0

Thinking structures become adapted by a dynamic interaction with the environment.
Learning occurs where there is 'optimal discrepancy'. If a situation, an environment,
is completely compatible with the established mental structure of the learner, i.e. with
his expectations, then he does not learn from it. If, on the other hand, the situation
does not fit into his mental structure at all, i.e. if he is completely baffled by it, he does
not learn from it either because he cannot begin to assimilate and accommodate it.
The best learning task is one where the child's cognitive structure almost, but not
quite, matches that of the problem (Smith, M.D. 197525).

Piaget was criticized because later experiments showed that (Siann and Ugwuegbu
1980:45):
Children showed the ability to be logical at ages well below those he specified.
Children can be trained to solve certain experiments correctly.
Children often failed Piagetian tasks, not because they were incapable of the
reasoning required, but because the experimental conditions confused them.

In the neo-Piagetian option the issue of the universality of the developmental stadia is
dropped. It establishes that by learning or training, children will become more skilled in the
processing of information (Hamers and Csapo 1999:14).
Feuerstein (1980:5) remarks: "Although Piaget's theory does not provide all answers for
education, it has exposed the myth that intelligence is fixed after birth, and it has dramatically
shifted attention away from the static and sterile concept of IQ toward a dynamic processorientated approach to cognition."
4.1.2

Lev Vygotsky - Socio-historic theory for development and learning

Lev Vygotsky worked between 1924 and 1934 in the Soviet Union but his work was only
published after the death of Stalin. Vygotsky values the interaction between parents and
children throughout their development. A central concept in his theory is the 'Zone of
Proximal Development' (ZPD) (Hamers and Csapo 1999:15). Vygotsky used the study of
language development as the key to understanding thought and cognitive functioning; both
language and thought have a social origin (Hedley and Hedley 1995:8, 9).
During the interaction of thought and speech, concepts develop namely two kinds: scientific
(from factual knowledge) and spontaneous concepts. The relationship or dialogue between
these concepts constitutes the 'Zone of Proximal Development' (ZPD), or the potential level
of achievement of the child (This compares to Piaget's 'optimal discrepancy').
For Vygotsky, instruction precedes development because the structure inherent in social
thought or concepts is a prerequisite for the development of individual concepts. (Hedley and
Hedley 1995:8, 9) He believed the school has a special value in offering disciplined thinking
and that grammar should be taught at school. This conflicts with the Piagetian theory. He
also believed the more advanced child should help the less advanced child, not only out of
self-sacrifice but also for his own understanding and metacognitive development (Sutherland
1992:45).
He also distinguishes between the sense and the meaning of a word. Sense may be readily
required but the meaning of words is acquired through a continuous process of interaction
between the individual and the environment, between scientific and spontaneous concepts,
and between instruction and development (Hedley and Hedley 1995:lO).
4.1.3

Bruner

Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1956) conducted some of the first research on learning viewed
as a product of thinking. They thought of the processes of learning as similar to hypotheses
testing. Thus, learning involved thinking (or reasoning - generating and testing hypotheses
based on their implications) and it is dependent on the particular strategy being used (rather
than being determined by the environment alone) (Hamers and Csapo 1999:15).
It appears from research that the human mind actively seeks information and
furthermore that humans attend to and learn most from events that are mildly different
from the current level of cognition. This is called the 'moderate novelty principle'.
This underlies the process approach to cognition. Humans are most likely to pay
attention to those aspects that are relevant to their interest, help them to make sense
of the world and fit into their own particular 'cognitive network' (Siann and Ugwuegbu
1980:48). (This compares to Piaget's 'optimal discrepancy' and Vygostky's 'Zone of
Proximal Development' (ZPD))
Cognitive (thought) units are categorized in schemata - stored conceptualizations of
sensory experiences; symbols - representing something with a word; concepts - a
common set of attributes for a group of events or symbols; rules - statements which
describe a relationship between two or more concepts.

These thought units

correspond in some ways to Bruner's three modes of representation:

-

firstly the enactive mode where events are represented in terms of the
action they evoke, for example thinking of how balance is achieved on
a see-saw in the park, even touching the see-saw and trying it out;

-

secondly the iconic mode where an object is known by way of a picture
or image, for example showing a picture of a balance beam with
different sizes of weights on the ends;

-

finally the symbolic method of representation where action and image
is represented into language, for example a formula using language to
explain balance, like w,d,.w& (Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:49,50).

Four cognitive processes are identified:
1. Perception

- when we

perceive an object we do not simply react to the

physical stimulation alone, we add something to the stimulation by relating it to
our memory concerning similar sensations and interpreting it in terms of our
expectations.

Bruner says, in perception we go 'beyond the information

given'. With age the ability to show selective attention or focusing betters, our
attention span improves, and we are able to redirect attention quicker. Wih
age our experience grows; it helps us to enrich our schemata and we are

therefore able to pick out distinctive features and recognize something better
(Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:52,53).
2. Memory

- refers to the storage of experiences after they have ended.

The

process model looks at the different stages of the memory process acquisition, encoding, retention and retrieval. What is also important is a selfawareness in memory skills, which links with the idea of metacognition
(thinking about thinking) (Siann and Ugwuegbu 198054, 55).
3. Concept formation

- abstractions from symbolic representations.

With age

the complexity of concepts increase with the ability to evaluate them in relation
to the understanding of the community at large and its relative context. For
instance, a bean is good for eating but not for putting in your ear. There is
also a tendency to group or categorize objects because of shared abstract
attributes, rather than physical location or relationship (for example: bananas,
apples and oranges are grouped together as 'fruit' and not anymore 'because
they grow on treesy. Different from Piaget, process thinking does not view
children's thinking as qualitatively different from adults, it is just less
elaborated (Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:55,56).
4. Reasoning

-

generating and testing hypotheses.

Another aspect of

reasoning is to make inferences - t o bring two or more different sets of data
together.

This ability increases with age but it is clear that even young

children can think inferentially. In contrast to Piaget, it was found that
children's reasoning is not different in kindfrom adults' but simply less efficient
and less precise.
Bruner criticized Piaget's failure to take account of the child's previous experiences and
insightful teaching (Sutherland 1992:58). '...Piaget's known classic work had made it seem
as if the growing child achieved her knowledge of the world by direct hands-on contact with it
rather than, as was ordinarily the case, by learning about it through others. For we even
learn much of what we "know" about the physical world by hearing the beliefs of others about
it, not by poking about in it directly (Bruner 1996:178). "No educational reform can get off the
ground without an adult actively and honestly participating - a teacher willing and prepared
to give and share aid, to comfort and to scaffold. Learning in its full complexity involves the
creation and negotiation of meaning in a larger culture and the teacher is the vicar of the
culture at large. You cannot teacher-proof a curriculum any more than you can parent-proof
a family." (Bruner 1996:84) "...the solo agentive view of mind is wildly off the mark probably a projection of our Western individualistic ideology. We do not learn a way of life
and ways of deploying mind unassisted, unscaffolded, naked before the world. And it is not

sheer language acquisition that makes this so. Rather, it is the give and take of talk that
makes collaboration possible." (Bruner 1996:93)
Lately it seems that Bruner calls his approach, culturalism (Bruner 1996:ll) saying that
"education is not an island, but part of the continent of culture". The following questions are
asked:

-

What function "education" serves in the culture and what role it plays in the
lives of those who operate within it?

-

Why education is situated in the culture as it is and how its placement reflects
the distribution of power, status and other benefits?

-

What enabling resources are made available to people to cope, also through
'education"? What are constraints imposed on the process of education external ones like the organization of schools, class rooms, education of
teachers, and internal ones like natural or imposed distribution of natural
endowment?

Culturalism also concentrates on how individual human beings construct "realities" and
meanings that adapt them to the system. He adds however, "cultural psychology surely does
not rule out "reality" in any ontological sense. It argues (on epistemological grounds) that
"external" or "objective" reality can only be known by the properties of mind and the symbol
systems on which mind relies." (Bruner 1996:12)
4.1.4

The Constructivists

Their proposition (Sutherland 1992:79) is that a child constructs his own version of reality
from his own unique experiences. This is an active process where he forms relationships
between ideas he already has. Ausubel (1968:508) is one of the main proponents of this
view: '...culture itsev is an abstraction (concept) that has no independent existence of its
own since it consists merely of modal attitudes, typical ways of thinking, and characteristic
ways of institutionalizing interpersonal relationships in a particular society. Yet "culture" as
an entity is psychologically real."
On the relationship between language and thinking, he says (Ausubel 1968:508): "The
concept meanings represented in a language... may be thought of as both a product and
reflection of culture and as a patterning or limiting factor in the cognitive development of the
individual carriers of the culture... Thus, characteristic patterns of thought in a particular
culture affect the nature of the language that evolves; and the language reciprocally patterns
and limits perceptual and cognitive experiences and the types of thinking in which individual
members of the culture engage."

"...language plays a central facilitating role in the

acquisition of concepts. ...contrary to Piaget's view, language... obviously determines as
well as reflects the mental operations involved in the acquisition of abstract and higher-order
concepts." (Ausubel 1968:523)
Ausubel says, however, practically minded, meaningful learning must occur. It is not enough
to hypothesize on learning theories, without applying it to teaching: "...theories of learning
and theories of teaching are interdependent, rather than mutually exclusive... Theories of
teaching must be based on theories of learning but must also have a more applied focus ...."
(1968: 14)
Ausubel (1968:32) criticizes the view encountered in the child-centred approach to education
that children are innately equipped in some mysterious fashion for knowing precisely what is
best for them. "...the current interest and spontaneous desires of immature pupils can hardly
be considered reliable guideposts and adequate substitutes for specialized knowledge and
seasoned judgement in designing a curriculum... In fact, one of the primary functions of
education should be to stimulate the development of motivations and interests that are
currently non-existent." "The school, of course, can never assume complete responsibility for
the teaching of the student. The latter must also bear his full share by learning actively and
critically... All of this, however, is a far cry from demanding that he takes complete charge of
his own learning." (Ausubel 1968:33)
He argues that the most important thing for teachers to know at the outset of teaching is what
each pupil knows. If new ideas are not integrated into the cognitive structures a pupil already
has, they will have no meaning for him and be forgotten after the examinations (Ausubel
1968:38-41).
He also argues that we learn largely by language (meaningful verbal learning) rather than by
means of practical material. A teacher's first priority should be helping pupils to grasp the
appropriate language for that lesson. Here he refers to "representational learning" meaning
the unitary symbols or words, "concept learning" meaning concepts indicated by a single
word, and "propositional learning", meaning the ideas expressed by groups of words
combined into propositions or sentences (Ausubel 1968:43).
His advanced organizers became famous, giving a student a conceptual framework to guide
him through complex material. Advance organizers facilitate the incorporation of meaningful
learned material in three different ways (Ausubel 1968:137):

-

they draw upon and mobilize whatever relevant anchoring concepts are
already established in the learner's cognitive structure

-

they provide optimal anchorage
they render unnecessary much of the rote memorization to which students
often resort because they are required to learn the details of an unfamiliar
discipline before having available a sufficient number of key anchoring ideas

"...the principal function of the organizer is to bridge the gap between what the learner
already knows and what he needs to know before he can successfully learn the task at
hand." (Ausubel 1968:148)
Piaget can be seen at the theoretical roots of constructivism although it sees cognitive
development as a gradual process and not as radical breakthroughs as Piaget.
Constructivist ideas see it as very difficult for children to think in terms of the higher-order
concepts expected at Secondary School level. They tend to regress to the more 'common
sense' level.

At University level, however, constructivism has been very influential

(Sutherland 1992:84).
Ausubel (1968:192,193) criticizes Piaget in the following ways:
He is almost totally indifferent to problems of sampling, reliability, and statistical data.
He tends to ignore such obvious and crucial considerations as extent of
intersituational generality and relative degree of intra- and inter-stage variability in
delineating stages of development.
0

The cross-sectional observations he uses to measure developmental change are
particularly ill adapted for his purposes.

0

He refines, elaborates, and rationalizes the sub-division of his stages to a degree that
goes far beyond his data.

He further states that it is unreasonable to insist that a given stage must always occur at the
same age in every culture. It is erroneous to believe that stages of intellectual development
are exclusively the products of "internal ripening".

"...according to Piaget, maturation

(genetic factors and general aspects of incidental experience) accounts for the universality of
the sequential stages and order in which they occur, whereas variability in the kind of
incidental learning experience accounts for inter-individual, intra-individual, and inter-cultural
differences in the age at which stages occur and in the content area in which they are
manifested.

Piaget and his followers deny that specific learning experience or training

(practice), particularly of a verbal nature or for that matter, education generally, has any
significant influence on the emergence of stages of intellectual development." (Ausubel
1968:205)

This critique does not mean, however, that Ausubel (1968:196) rejects stages of
development completely.

He emphasises gradual changes from subjective to objective

thought and the transition from concrete to abstract cognitive operations, while showing how
teaching is necessary and instrumental in these changes. Abstract teaching should not be
out of bounds for young children but the challenge for the teacher is to translate ideas into
the language that is compatible with the cognitive capacities and level of cognitive
functioning of the elementary-school child. (Ausubel 1968:210).
Bruner's ideas for teaching fall somewhere between Piaget and the constructivists (see 4.1.3
last paragraph, page 61). Like both movements he agrees that the role of the teacher is one
of enabling and facilitating the learning of the pupils (Sutherland 1992:84).
Ausubel (1968:211,212) criticizes Bruner who proposes an intuitive elementary-school
curriculum that is characterized by extreme generality and separation form the actual content
of the various disciplines (Bruner 1960:26-27):
It is questionable whether general, content-free logical operations and principles of
science have any applicability to the understanding of ideas in a particular science.
By definition general principles of scientiic inquiry can not be learned on a purely
abstract and general basis at this stage of dev@opment.
Although the content, organization, objectives and methods of the elementary-school
curriculum must obviousl;

be adapted to the cognitive capacity of pupils, the

curriculum must still systematically come to grips with the actual substantive content
and specific methodology of each of the various disciplines.
4.1.5

The Information Processing School
Sternberg (1977) made an effort to quantify the abilities that make up intelligence and
identified six factors:

-

Spatial ability

-

Perceptual speed

-

Inductive reasoning
Verbal comprehension ability
Memory
Number ability

Short-term memory i s of great importance in a person's ability to operate
effectively, as is knowledge (Sutherland 1992:86-90).

4.1.6

Dimensions of Thinking

Marzano et al. (1988:116,117-129) see thinking as a complex concept, representing various
dimensions which reflect thinking domains:

- Metacognition - a person's awareness and control of his own thinking
- Critical and creative thinking - judgments about the quality of thinking involved
- Thinking processes - concept formation, principle formation, comprehension,
problem-solving, decision-making, research, composition and oral discourse

- Core thinking skills

- those essential to the functioning of the other dimensions

like: focussing skills, information gathering skills, memory skills, organizing skills,
analyzing skills, generating skills, integrating skills, evaluating skills

- Relationship of contentarea knowledge t o thinking dimension - thinking skills
should not be taught apart from content. Marzano listed four content areas which
need specific attention in teaching students how to think:
1. Learning is schemadependent

Knowledge is organized in the memory in specific structures called
schemata.

First new knowledge is gained by assimilating new

information into existing schemata. Secondly, existing schemata help
to focus attention on what is important. Thirdly, schemata allow and
direct the inferential elaboration of incoming information and
experience.

Fourthly, schemata allow orderly searches of memory

providing learners with a guide to the types of information that should
be recalled.

Fifthly, schemata facilitate the thinking skills of

summarizing and editing.

Sixthly, schemata permit inferential

reconstruction, helping the learner generate hypotheses about missing
information.
2. Models and metaphors - they form a kind of mental map of the actual
world. The student who grasps the central metaphors in a subject
area knows what a fact means and is different to a student who can
give only the facts.

3. Changing bodies of knowledge

- disciplinary knowledge is not static

and tends to change constantly; therefore students should be taught
to think for themselves.
4. Special approaches to investigation - the way an author thinks in his

subject matter is another dimension of thinking: teachers may want
students to understand content in a particular way. The ultimate goal
should be to help the students to process new knowledge in ways
that are meaningful to them as individuals.

4.2

Culture and Cognition

Buconyori (1991:61) remarks that in Africa, research in the area of cognitive style and
student thinking is minimal.

4.2.1 Difficulties with testing cognition in other cultures
Matsumoto and Juang (2004:127) cautions that because of the enormous differences in the
way cultures define intelligence, it is difficult to make comparisons between societies.
Different cultures value different traits. They propose a new definition of intelligence as "the
skills and abilities necessary to accomplish cultural goals".
Siann and Ugwuegbu (198059-66) points out that many Western type test situations and
experiments tend to bias their results in advance because they presuppose a Western
schooling environment and context.
Different studies among different cuitures have shown that the following three factors
promote good performance at Piagetian tasks:
I.

The ecology and the nature of activities engaged in by members of the culture: for
example, hunting people are more likely to solve spatial tasks and agricultural
people to solve conservation tasks (Dasen 1977). (An example of conservation is
to be able to understand that when water is poured from a bigger container into a
thinner one, is can be the same amount of water, although it may appear to be
more because the level of water in the smaller container is higher).

11.

Schooling

iii.

Interactions with Western Culture

'Formal operations" does not appear to exist in some Non-western cultures that do not
include abstract thinking. The rate at which children move through the stages, varies in
different cultures according to the quality of the environmental situation. In Martinique, where
French is spoken and the culture is Francophone, there was a four-year delay in the
acquisition of operational thought compared to the French-speaking Switzerland (Sutherland
1992:24).
Furth (1977:66) pointed out that Piaget studied one limited area of life, the spontaneous
growth of scientific thinking. Piaget's work is therefore ethnocentric, deeply influenced by its
own cultural values.

Matsumoto and Juang (2004:1700) state that Piaget's theory assumes that scientific
reasoning is the universal end of cognitive development and that this is the yardstick, by
which all cultures should be judged. Cross-cultural research showed that this is not the case
in all cultures. Many cultures consider cognitive development a more relational activity

-

involving the thinking skills and processes needed to engage successfully in interpersonal
contexts. High-level, individualistic, abstract thinking is often frowned upon. (This is definitely
the case in rural Africa with its collectivistic and group-oriented culture.)
On intelligence there have been two views. One that intelligence is biologically and
hereditary determined, and one that it is mainly environmentally and culturally determined
(Matsumoto and Juang 2004:119-129).

Both views have been tested positively.

The

problem, however, remains how to interpret it. Biology itself is for instance influenced by
cultural factors. Whether there are truly distinct races of people is still an unanswered
question. Although observable differences in 'traditionally" racial characteristics such as skin
colour, facial morphology and the like surely exists, evidence is not conclusive that they are
correlated with distinctive biological differences among reliable racial categories.
Piaget's biological concept of development through maturation was an anathema to
Vygotsky. He put much less emphasis on biological inheritance and much more on culture
and interaction with the environment, as did Bruner (Sutherland 1992:48).
Studies on Bruner's four cognitive processes in Third World countries came to interesting
conclusions:
Regarding perception, it was found that different groups in their perceptual processes pay
attention to different features of the visual environment (Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:61). It
was determined that people who were not exposed to pictorial representation had difficulty in
recognizing objects in pictures, especially where three-dimensional inferences were required.
The same people however, were capable of making three-dimensional wire models. Leach
(1978) in his study in Zimbabwe showed that the quality of pictures also influences
responses. Photographs and line and tone pictures produced more 3-D responses than
simple outline drawings. Crosscut illustrations of a chemistry experiment, for example, make
use of learned conventions that cannot be assumed to be known in a different culture. In
addition, the small lines used by Western cartoonist to imply motion were least understood of
all pictorial conventions showed to rural African children.
Regarding memory it was found that the main reason for better remembering of objects was
not the ability to remember but the strategies leaned to remember. Once these strategies

were learnt, children from different cultures mastered the memory tasks. It is therefore not
that rural children are cognitively inferior, but that different cultures stress different aspects of
cognition (Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:64).
Maccoby and Modiano (1969) did a study on concept formation among Mexican children
and found: There is a continuum where, at the one end you find the peasant children who are
capable of making abstract categories but prefer not to because in their own environment
they are highly concerned with the concrete nature of things. At the other end of the
continuum fall the urban children who concentrate on abstract formulations because these
have implications for the intellectual tasks required in a technological environment. However,
'neither end of the continuum appears to be more mature than the other. Rather they
represent different cultures' (Siann and Ugwuegbu 198055).
As far as reasoning is concerned, studies found that all human beings'employ hypotheses
and inference as they make sense of the world around them. With age, more hypotheses
are handled simultaneously in the mind. Kagan and Klein (1973) (as cited in Siann and
Ugwuegbu 1980:65) showed how young Guatemalan children could solve riddles requiring
inferential thinking. Folk tales also reveal inferential thinking at high levels in all known
human cultures. The specific skills needed to complete Western type tests, however, are not
always available to the children in rural situations. In Ghuman's (1975) (as cited in Siann
and Ugwuegbu 1980:65) study of Punjab children living in Britain and in rural India, he found
that the rural children:

-

were not encouraged to analyze the environment in a formal way

-

technical know-how in the village was limited and confined to a few

-

people
even in the school, children had no opportunity to explore, manipulate
and make things for themselves

-

the authority of the village teacher is supreme and not questioned

Once more, the ecology, schooling and contact with Western civilization or not, only
determine if children have the skills to perform well in Western type tests, but do not
necessarily inhibit the development of thinking processes.
Bruner and Vygotsky take issue with Piaget's readiness approach, whereby a teacher has to
wait until a pupil is intellectually ready before he can be taught any particular topic. The
teacher should rather be taking initiative to stimulate the child to readiness (Sutherland
199252). Their theories, therefore, are more beneficial to a developmental approach in
education.

Matsumoto and Juang (2004:128) conclude that future research will need to search for
commonalities as well as differences across cultures and explore what contextual variables
affect intelligence-related behaaour and why.

4.2.2 Importance of early experiences
Interaction with the environment was shown to be important by Piaget, Vygotsky and Bruner.
Studies by David Kretch (1969) indicated that the nature of the environment in early life has
very important effects on brain development. The more children learn at an early age, the
more developed are there ability to leam later (Smith, F. 197535).
From the researcher's own observations, early learning at home in an African village is very
much dependent on the practical tasks needed to survive like finding and carrying food,
wood and water and making fire and shelters. Children become skilful in these activities at
an early age mostly learning it from other children. Modelling is the main method of teaching.
Very little stimulation in terms of believing in the necessity of thinking skills development and
language perfection occurs and it may explain to some extent the learning difficulties in later
life.
Buconyori (1991:62-63) describes the non-formal and informal traditional

structures of

education in Africa. The most skilled adults brought together the youth and taught them how
to master certain skills and tasks. The young ones were taught in the family around the fire
and with other members of the society. The youth were educated and educated themselves
in social life with their age group. Teaching-learning methods included recitation, games and
stories, poetry, proverbs and parables, observation, music and drama and trial and error.
There was no separation between education and life because education was life. Poetry
demonstrated creative thinking in the learners. Interestingly, in Burundi the society values
internalization and responsibility and required the young to use their minds to think critically.
The Burundi adult-teacher created curiosity in the learner through celebrations or rituals and
through creating conditioning surroundings to provoke the inquiring mind of the youth.
The main goal o f education was viewed to be the total integration of the individual into
society to make him a useful member as well as a respecter of the social mores. Ntabona
(1979:113-132) states that the central preoccupation was to lead everything into a centre, an
inner place of integration known as 'umutima" (or heart).

Teaching involved leading

progressively to the centre in which intelligence, will and sensitivity effectively share the

same root: "kubaza umutima" or become conscientized to a degree where one behaves after
consulting his or her conscience (Suguru 1990:60).
The sense of responsibility required the youth to use his mind to criticize and to judge. The
learner was taught to be responsible for justice, truth and harmony in his environment. The
ideal man was that one to whom people could turn for wisdom, intelligence, equity, harmony
and morale. The ideal woman was expected to use her mind to create many ways to sow joy
in the home and the neighbourhood. She was expected to use her mind and become the
best home manager of the family goods (Suguru 1990:67).
4.2.3

The Formal Educational Environment

The colonial powers and missionaries from Europe and North America brought another kind
of education to Africa. African education was removed from the family and community to
four-wall classrooms. The new teaching aimed at imparting knowledge and skills. Buconyori
(1991:65) quotes Albert Sarraut: "To educate the natives is undoubtedly our duty ... but this
fundamental duty must, above all, be in accordance with our most obvious economic,
administrative, military and political interests." No wonder Samora Machel (1974) the first
President of Mozambique, condemned colonial education and saw it as a colonial tool to
exploit and to dehumanize the African (Njoroge and Bennaars 1986:95-96).

Bocunyuri

further explains that colonial teaching encouraged dependence on the teacher in matters of
knowledge.

No student could challenge the teacher. This learning did not encourage

student thinking.
Kinoti (1994:52-54) provides the following reasons for the inappropriate and substandard
education in Africa:
Unnecessary political interference. The state took over the church schools and
education was politicized.
Lack of economic resources causes the severe shortages of infrastructure like
books, materials and libraries, which prevent good education.
Inappropriate curricula promote rote learning and limits real learning and creativity.
Churches no longer play a significant part in the educational process. They could
create model centres and produce well-educated men and women of vision and
character.
Buconyori (1991:4,5) remarks that "the cry for relevant African education has put much
emphasis on the content but paid little attention to relevant teaching strategies to help
learners use their thinking capacity in studying".

Buconyori further comments on a common misconception in schools, namely that the main
aim of education is to provide the right answer. This kind of learning devaluates the
student's thinking.
Njoroge and Bennaars (1986:157) observed that African students from schools and colleges
tend to display a strong belief in the word of the teacher, especially if the teacher is
professionally qualified. Students don't query or critisize the textbooks recommended by
their teacher. The teacher mechanically deposits knowledge into the heads of the students
as one deposits money in the bank.
Creativity is associated with the ability to think independently and considered a Higher Order

Thinking Skill. Buconyori (1991:SO) sees one of the most important goals of education to be
"to turn learners into thinkers".
Some studies associate low creative potential to cultures that stress the need to conform and
accept without challenge the instructions of elders and superiors - which is also the case in
rural Mozambique. Teachers are not questioned and the lack of libraries in schools inhibits
critical thinking and the consideration of other viewpoints.
Based on traditional displays of creativity in music and art, Siann and Ugwuegbu
(1980:105,106) seriously questions the assumption that culture and traditional values are
responsible for the lack of creative thinking. They rather attribute the lack of creativity to the
type of education introduced by Western education systems emphasizing authority and rote
learning. The researcher is of the opinion that the causes for the problem are more complex
than to simply blame Western educational styles. Africa has a natural tendency to respect
authority without allowing oneself critical thoughts.
Durojaiye (1976:12) called for teachers who are able to change the situation in Africa and
bring desirable changes in the curriculum and methods of teaching which encourage
creativity and self-discovery of students.
Fowler (1995:146-147) mentions three characteristics of the traditional education systems of
Africa that should not be neglected in future:
1. It should not only teach survival values, like Western education, but trans-survival
values: that is moral, social and spiritual values as was done in traditional African
education.

2. It should teach how to live as an effective member of the community, fulfilling social
obligations and developing the necessary personal relations, in contrast to the
individualistic and competitive Western education.
3. It should be integrated into the practical daily life, as was the case traditionally.
Lack of reading skills:
As already indicated, reading involves many higher-order thinking skills. Wfih limited reading
experience, as is the case with almost all children and young people in Mozambique, specific
problems occur. It can be compared to the findings of Segal et al. on the cognitive needs of
low-achieving urban students, mostly from other cultural groups like Hispanics (Segal et
al. 1985:460). These pupils have:
A limited capacity to recall specific information and concepts, due to their limited
vocabulary.
A limited ability to comprehend and use (apply) what they comprehend.

-

they are completely unaware of structurally important and unimportant
information

-

they have no idea of theme or key points and words

-

they make no effort to analyze what they read or to visualize it

-

they have no reservoir of thinking and learning strategies like
observing text organization, forming mental pictures, using contextual
clues, using inductive and deductive strategies and reflecting on their
progress

Smith, M.D. (1975:223) states, "language is very good for disseminating facts, but only if the
recipient has the necessary skills for retrieving facts from this medium". Aguolo (1975:40)
states about Nigeria that: "A well-rounded education in primary and secondary schools has
been handicapped by the inadequacy or absence of good library services to support the
instructional programs of the schools, to broaden the intellectual horizons of the students...".
"Many a Nigerian freshman may never have used a library before enrolling in one of our
institutions of higher learning." (Nwoye and Anafulu 1973:251)
These findings are very useful to evaluate the reasons for the apparent lack of thinking skills
observed by the researcher in Mozambique during the teaching of exegesis.

4.2.4

Fear of Failure

Segal et al. (1985:389-411) see the fear of failure as a main demotivator for putting an effort
into learning.

Failure is linked to a person's feeling of self-worth

-

students think their self-worth depends on the approval of others and
that, therefore, good academic achievement is a test of personal value

-

in the absence of sufficient academic rewards they tend to stop
competing and try to protect their own dignity by avoiding failure

Failure highlights a conflict of values

-

teachers associate achievement with effort and ability
students stop trying to achieve good results in order to avoid the
implicated lack of ability

-

teachers tend to make allowances for low effort where there is a good
excuse: this leads to the student strategy of "appear to try your best
but have your excuses ready", resulting in severe psychological
conflict in the learner

Other failure-avoiding tactics are:
aiming not to lose
cheating
setting low goals that are easy to achieve
setting unattainable goals that one may fail with honour
not trying
feigning indifference (but study in secret)
being armed with many explanations
In the Mozambican context where a very low percentage of children reaches lzrngrade (preuniversity grade), students start their studies at Hefsiba with low expectations of their
intellectual capabilities. They know they will study on a tertiary level with a sometimes
inferior and limited school education. On arrival, older students tell them how difficult the
work is to boost their own value. Their lecturers have Honours degrees (very scarce among
Education officials in the Government) and some even have Masters and PhD qualifications.
It is understandable that they have high levels of fear of failure and that some of them are
demotivated by it.
Smith (1975238) also stresses that an atmosphere in which behaviour must be determined
by discipline and control is one in which anxiety and frustration tend to be high for students
and teachers alike. A consequence of high anxiety is a drop in learning efficiency and it may
be followed by resentment and hostility.

The attitude of teachers towards students and vice versa and the teaching atmosphere is
therefore and important factor for learning and growing in thinking skills.

4.2.5

The Influence of World View

S. Fowler et al. (1990:54) writes: "The persistence of a world view is due to the fact that at

the heart of every world view is a belief in a source of order and meaning that gives coherent
meaning to the diversity of our experiences. This central belief has the character of a
religious commitment to abandon one world view for another is to abandon one "god" for
another. We are ready to do this only when we believe that the old "god" has let us down
badly and that the new "god" will serve us better in realising the meaning of life. Most of the
time people cannot say what their world view is. It is implicit in the way they act, which they
simply take for granted as the normal way to act. We live by the world view because this is
the normal, common sense way to live in the society to which we belong. For this reason it is
a serious mistake to think that because I have a deep and genuine commitment and personal
faith in Christ I will live by a Christian world view."
Apart from the many positive aspects of Traditional African Culture,for instance its 'human
face", in contrast to the overemphasis on technological and economical knowledge and
progress of the West, there are quite a number of aspects that hinder progress. These
aspects form part of an African world view.
Van der Walt (2003:46) gives a list of these aspects, which are also mentioned by other
African writers. The researcher lists a selection of those aspects and explains why they
probably hamper the development of thinking skills:

1. A disregard for time. Time is not used productively; the use of time is not planned
because it is not seen as something that runs out, there is always enough; time is
cyclical and repetitive; the right time will ripen

- when everybody has arrived, the

meeting starts, or we plan when to start the meeting, or the bus departs. A lot of
Western planning, analyzing and thinking are generated because of the view that
time runs out and should be used to the full.
2. A fatalistic attitude. Everything that happens has spiriiual causes like curses from

ancestors or the will of God. This leads to a passive acceptance of things the way
they are. There is therefore no need felt to analyse and avoid situations to repeat
themselves in the future. Maimela (1985:7,73) says: "

...one

is apt to look for the

reason in a context outside that of physical cause and effect. Naturally, no questions
are raised with regard to one's inability to fulfil one's ambitions, because causes are
always externalised and personalised."

3. A tolerance o f evil.

Oppression, suffering, corruption and abuse by leaders are

normally tolerated. No planning and action in terms of education and thinking are
needed and it can even be dangerous to attempt change.
4. Weak management and planning (Murithi 1996:86ff). These are thinking skills in
themselves, but weak management and planning are accepted as normal by many,
although not without complaints. The social environment, however, does not promote
better thinking about management and planning.

5. Carefree work ethics and having a lack of commitment (Adeyemo 1997:39,40).
This corresponds to a fielddependent style of learning where the teacher is expected
to provide most of the learning. Motivation for independent learning and personal
development is generally low.

Museveni (1992:113,114) criticises the African's

intellectual laziness and their "dependency syndrome".
6. Being directed t o the past rather than anticipation of the future hinders progress
and do not stimulate much thinking and reasoning on problem-solving. The world of
the ancestors is always the best, closer to the perfect origin and therefore has more
potency than the present or the future. Anything passed down from the ancestors
such as culture, religion, technology, education, values, social institutions, etc. must
be maintained, preserved, protected and eventually passed on to the next generation
(Turaki 1993:252-3). If everything will be sorted out, why would you break your head
and develop thinking skills? S. Fowler et al. (1990:53) remarks: "...the worldview
common in traditional African societies held the belief that humans are part of the
world of nature where life is governed by the governing spiritual powers of nature.
Consequently it is not by autonomous human control that human life is fulfilled. It is
by acting in accordance with socially mediated laws that establish the appropriate
relations with the governing spiritual powers, that the goals of life can be achieved...
This led to the educational value that gave priofify to the learning o f these socially
mediated laws with a very low, or even negative value given to innovative learning"
(my emphasis). By contrast the West sees the future as better, the past as irrelevant
and feels the need to always study more and discover new and better ways.
7. The communalistic orientation stresses good harmony and avoidance of conflict.
These are considered more important than individual achievement.

Individual

progress often causes distrust and jealousy of the means that was used to obtain it,
probably through witchcraft and not analytical thinking, study and education. Jomo
Kenyatta (1985) says: 'Individualism is associated with black magic... An individualist
is looked upon with suspicion... one who works only for himself and is likely to end up
as a wizard."

Mutiso (1974:83) affirms: "The community, in African literature,

dominates all aspects of African thought.

Dances are communal and worship is

communal. Property was held communally before the colonial era and there are
attempts today to reinstate that practice. This inbuilt bias toward the community
means that individualism is always seen as a deviance..."
Demands of extended families on the person that achieves higher positions and
education often become such a burden that it is a demotivator to the person's further
development. Pastors in Mozambique sometimes prefer to be sent far away from
their families to avoid the unrealistic demands the extended family constantly make
on their meagre resources.
Hierarchical and paternalistic views of authority do not encourage progress by
young people. Their attempts to think of solutions might be seen as rebellion and
lack of respect. Many proverbs in Africa refer to the virtue of accepting the views of
the elders. Knowledge is not seen as the means to move higher up on the power
ladder, but rather relations, family ties and maintaining the group harmony.
10. The view that many children are a blessing limits the parents' possibilities to
provide the means for secondary and higher education.
11. The s u b s e ~ i e n tview of women causes especially rural parents to undervalue
education for their daughters.

In Mozambique, however, the Government

emphasises the need for girls to study a lot and more and more women occupy
government positions.
12. The view that God is not a Person but something intangible, a natural
phenomenon, (Setiloane 2000:41) works against a feeling of responsibility for one's
life, nature and your descendants.
The search for unity is another aspect of the African World View that impacts negatively on
the move from intuitive and pre-scientific knowledge and thinking (which is not inferior (Van
der Walt 2003:181-2)), to the scientific, analytical and reflective knowledge often required in
modern education. Africa seeks a united whole that includes the living and the dead, past
and present. Kofi Awonoor (De Klerk 1979:322 (original work not available)) remarks on
Achebe's book "Things fall apart": "To Achebe, the African world before the arrival of Europe
was a well-integrated one, with dignity and honour... As a story of the tragic encounter
between Africa and Europe, it is an attempt to capture and restate the pristine integrity, which
has been so traumatically shattered by that confrontation...

Order and coherence are

followed by that slow, imperceptible and disguised process of destruction and decay ... when
the Christians come... the seeds of havoc are planted.

...widening the circle... ultimately will

constitute the only human progress... the reunification of all things in a primary universal
construct." An unknown writer in the Black Consciousness Movement writes: "Blackness

means widening the circle, absorbing and integrating instead of being absorbed and
integrated... blacks must establish moral and actual authority over the whole".
In this context the development of thinking skills, as far as it can be perceived as
analysing and tearing apart the African circle of unity in favour of Western scientific
thinking, may be seen as something to be avoided, a move in the wrong direction.
This view also helps us to understand why Africans think more globally and not necessarily in
exact terms, think more concrete and less abstract. Ibe Nwoga (1976:17,18,21) describes
the different modes of knowing: "...whereas traditional Western man has evolved a more
detached, analytical mode of understanding this world, environment and aspects of human
functioning, traditional African man retained a more holistic, instinctive mode of
understanding...".
Van Der Walt (2003:192) summarises Western thought in four processes: abstracting,
theorizing, analyzing and systematizing - all of them are higher-order thinking skills! He
further explains that abstraction takes place in four stages:
1. It leaves the concrete, observable realiy behind and abstracts especially the laws
that are valid for reality.
2. It relinquishes the special, unique data and abstracts only the general or the
universal.
3. From the coherence of all the aspects of reality, it further also abstracts only one
aspect for example economics.
4. The scientist also relinquishes his own and other advantages and interests - science

should be "disinterested".
In this way one arrives at theoretical knowledge, characterised by an urge for distinction and
analysis. Finally, everything is summarized again in a system of knowledge, a process in
which logic plays an important role.
In Africa by contrast, knowing is more concrete. Van der Walt (2003:193-4) further shows
that traditionally, in Africa training was not theoretical. Under the guidance of a master
craftsman, attention was directed at
1. concrete objects or situations
2. general patterns being noted like the texture of different types of wood;
generalizations being always based on concrete obse~ations
3. instruction helping the pupils to learn the individual qualities of things

This is not an inferior way of learning: it involves thinking, deductions and generalizations.
On the other hand, "no training at a tertiary institution can occur without some measure of
abstraction... scientific principles remain a condition". Teachers should assist students to
acquire "the minimum scientific skills required in a specific discipline ..." (Van der Walt
2003: 193-4).
Matsumoto and Juang (2004171) warn that in trying to make sense of the cultural
differences and its influence on cognitive abilities, it is also important to take notice of the
wide range of differences in cognitive development within a given culture. These withinculture differences make it extremely difiicult to draw valid conclusions about difference in
cognitive development between cuItures (my emphasis).

Even in Western societies,

scientific reasoning does not appear to be as common as Piaget thought.
Conclusion:
Where specific thinking skills are therefore needed in contexts other than the one in
which somebody grew up, they need to be specifically taught. This is possible
because the basic thinking processes in different cultures are the same.
A proper teaching strategy in Africa should take very seriously the impact that
differences in World View and culture has on the development of and motivation to
engage in higher thinking skills development.
The emotional prerequisites for growth in thinking skills (like the fear of failure and low
self-esteem) should be addressed along with the courses.
Teachers should plan to eliminate the basic deficiencies in reading and other skills
due to the problems noted in formal education.

4.3

Theoretical instructional approaches

4.3.1 Behaviourisrn - B.F. Skinner

B.F. Skinner formulated the four basic laws that underlie his learning theory based on his
research on pigeons (Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:108):
Reward orpositive reinforcement: rewarded responses are most likely to be repeated
(Skinner 1968:156).
Negative reinforcement: responses bringing freedom from unpleasant or painful
situations are less likely to be repeated.
0

Extinction (non-reinforcement): responses that do not lead to reinforcement are
unlikely to be repeated.
Punishment: responses that lead to painful consequences will be suppressed but can
reappear if the connection is not kept up.

Skinner's work had a huge influence on classroom practice in the USA. Although not
everybody will agree that associations form the basis of all education, it is true that the
reinforcement of correct learning and the use of repetition to enforce the learning of
associations have many positive applications.

Many programmed and distant learning

courses implemented these techniques successfully. (Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:108).
"Programmed instruction is primarily a scheme for making an effective use of reinforcers, not
only of shaping new kinds of behaviour but in maintaining behaviour in strength." (Skinner
1968:156)
On teaching thinking, he said: "Instruction designed simply to transmit what is already known
has often neglected the teaching of thinking. Some recent reforms have swung to the other
extreme in making sure that the students learn how to think, they neglect transmission of
what is known..."' (Skinner 1968:116). As a criticism of Piaget he said: "A teacher cannot
wait for his students to grow older. He cannot change their sex or race, personalities or
cultural histories ... Exercising rational powers is a sink or swim technique... the method
does not teach, but simply selects those who learn without being taught ... Sink or swim can
work but it is better to teach the behaviour directly.. ." (Skinner 1968:118,119,122).
Feuerstein (19685) is quite critical of Behaviourism: '...behaviourism effectively removed
from psychology the entire apparatus of man's capacity to think and reason."
4.3.2

Discovery Learning - Jerome Bruner (see 4.1.3)

Discovery learning is based on the belief that the most valuable, deep and long-lasting
learning, is learning that arises from the child's own discovery of the material to be learnt
(Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:112). This belief grows from four principles:

-

Bruner promoted a chilcVstudent - centred approach to learning. As
seen above he believes in the intrinsic need to master the world
around us and the inborn programming to interact with others that
make us respond favourably in situations where we can learn with
others.

This need pushes us towards the goal of self-discovering

solutions.

-

Structure and mode of representation are very important

- how these

are presented, how much at a time and at which level (enactive, iconic
or symbolic).

-

Sequencing of material is important in instruction. It is best to start at
the activity level (enactive), then move on to representing the material

with images and finally communicating only in words so that the mental
representation will be symbolic.

-

Feedback is most important in learning. The learner must receive
knowledge on how he is proceeding.

Bruner believes errors are

helpful in the learning process on the way to 'discovering' the correct
solution for yourself. (Behaviourists want the student to avoid errors
in order not to practice incorrect associations.)
Siann and Ugwuegbu (1980:113) warns that too much emphasis on discovery learning can
lead to an absence of structure. The child has a need for security and structure as well as a
need for novelty and discovery. Both needs should be addressed.
4.3.3

Teaching for Meaningful Learning - David Ausubel (see 4.1.4)

Ausubel is, like Bruner a cognitive theorist but is more didactic in his approach. He sees the
role of the teacher as much more important compared to Bruner that emphasizes the child
(Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:113).
"When we deliberately attempt to influence cognitive structure so as to maximize meaningful
learning and retention, we come to the heart of the education process." (Ausubel 1968:128)
Ausubel stresses that factual information is most easily learned if it is arranged logically and
wherever possible, new learning should become absorbed into prior systems of knowledge
(Ausubel 1968:91,92,127,128).

For meaningful learning to occur, three conditions must

pertain:
There must be some structure or organization underlying the material.
The learner must possess ideas (knowledge/cognitive structure) to which he can
relate material.
The learner must want to relate his previous ideas to the new material in an
organized manner.
Regarding instructional materials Ausubel (1968:320-359) emphasises important aspects:
1. The amount of material: Task sizes influence the structure of the material, its difficulty
and the learner's motivation.
2. Difficulty of the material. Much depends on the learner's age, cognitive maturity,
subject-matter sophistication, intelligence and motivation and is therefore best
determined on an individual basis.

3. Step size. It is an important issue in programming meaningful subject matter and

depends on the same variables mentioned in 2.
4. Pacing. Refers to the rate of introducing new subject matter material. One can

influence the rate of coverage by: (a) manipulation of step size; (b) increasing or
decreasing the density; (c) regulating the number of initial repetitions and subsequent
reviews.
5. Internal logic of instructional material refers to:

adequacy of definition and diction (precise and consistent use of terms;
definition of all new terms prior to use; use of the simplest and least
technical language)
the use of concreteemperical props and of relevant analogies
stimulation of an active, critical, reflective and analytical approach on the
part of the learner, encouraging him to reformulate presented ideas in terms
of his own vocabulary, experiential background, and structure of ideas
explicit conformity with the distinctive logic and philosophy of each subjectmatter discipline and its particular strategy of learning
the selection and organization of subject-matter content around principles
that have the widest and most general explanatory and integrative power
systematic sequential organization of material with careful attention to
graduation of difficulty level
consistency with the principles of progressive differentiation and integrative
reconciliation
the use of appropriate organizers
6. Organizing of material. Organizers must be formulated in terms of language and

concepts already familiar to the learner and should not be confused with ordinary
introductory reviews.

-

A generalized model of class relationship for example, will be provided
beforehand as a general subsumer for all new classes and subclasses.

It makes new information more meaningful and enables

students to anchor more easily forgotten specifics to more easily
remembered generalizations.

-

Perceptual organizers provide useful mechanical aid like the use of
headings and subheadings, underlining, the use of vocal emphasis etc.

-

Preconceptions should be determined by pretests in order to match
organizers with them.

7. Effective communication. The translation from the sophisticated cognitive structure of

the teacher to that of the student 'is a complex and delicate art".

-

sufficient redundancy is necessary for good comprehension and
retention but as analogies and examples, not as mere repetition

-

increase the level of difficulty progressively
proceed from the familiar to the unfamiliar, using previously acquired
knowledge and experience as a foundation for understanding and as a
means of rendering it less threatening.

8. Instructional aids. The use of programmes, printed material, laboratory work, visual
aids and computerized programmes have their value.

Ausubel emphasizes the

overriding importance of the conventional teacher in effective instruction because he
can individualize the classroom experience.
9. Curriculum reform.

Ausubel warns that good subject-matter content does not

guarantee pedagogic effectiveness.

Specialists in each subject matter and in

learning theories should work together to produce an integrated curriculum with
successively higher levels of difficulty.
Ausubel's major recommendations for structuring learning sessions can be summarized as
follows (Siann and Ugwuegbu 1980:114):
1. Explain your learning objective.
2. Start lessons with advanced organizers that include general principles to help

students absorb material systematically.
3. Alert the students to new concepts and link it to prior knowledge.
4. Present the learning in systematic steps.

5. Ensure by asking questions, that students are actively taking part in the
lesson and are mastering the material.
6. Follow the lesson with a summary.
7. Set requirements or assignments on the material that require students to

organize related material on their own.
For increasing classroom motivation Ausubel (1968:393) concludes:
Motivation is as much an effect as a cause of learning.
Make the objective in each learning task as explicit as possible.
Make full use of existing interests and motivations.
Maximize cognitive drive by arousing intellectual curiosity, by using
attention-attracting material and by arranging lessons in order to insure
ultimate success in learning.
Set tasks that are appropriate to each learner's ability level.

Help students to set realistic goals and evaluate their progress towards
these goals by providing tasks that test the limits of their ability and
providing informative feedback.
Take note of developmental changes and individual differences.
Make use of extrinsic and aversive motivation, avoiding excessively
high levels of each.
4.3.4

The Field Dependencelindependence Theory, applied to teaching

Witken (1977) discovered two poles on a continuum of behaviour, which he termed fielddependent and field-independent.

These styles influenced academic development in

processing information. He saw that the person with the field-dependent style relies on
external referents as guides in information processing; this person also shows a preference
to personal relationships and social skills. The field-independent person, relies on internal
referents to process information, tends to show a non-social oriehtation and is more
concerned with ideas and abstract principles.
This theory has been criticised as being too vague but Buconyori (1991:48) concludes that
critics have not been able to prove conclusively that the field-dependencelindependence
styles are not helpful in understanding differences among individuals.
4.3.5

Conclusion

From these many aspects seem to be very useful in the African context. What stands out is
that learning and with it the development of thinking skills, forms part of a process that can
develop. For this development to take place the linking o f concepts with prior knowledge
is extremely important as well as the structuring and sequencing of the training in order to
move from basic thinking skills and strategies to higher ones. Our aim is to gain more insight
into the necessary strategies for teaching Old Testament exegesis and the thinking skills
needed in this process.

4.4 A Framework for Text Comprehension
Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr (1999) (based on the ideas of Scardamalia and Bereiter
(1991)) presented a very helpful framework (figure 1) that helps to understand the skills
involved in text comprehension. They make use of insights from educational psychology and
cognitive and learning theories.
An important statement for our study is that "reading can be viewed as a higher thinking
skill" (1999:284) because research on reading revealed that complex thinking skills, like

inductive reasoning and problem solving, are required throughout the reading process. This
supports the researcher's view that serious attention should be given to thinking skills during
the teaching of exegesis.

MODEL
Domain knowledge
relevant to text

J

Representation of
content of particular

MODEL
h a i n knowledge

No domain
knowledge relevant

Figure I: Interaction processes between situation model construction and tert base construction

The framework in figure 1 is based on the idea that in order to arrive at discourse
comprehension from a given text, a coherent text representation (text base) and ultimately an
integrated mental model (situation model) in the form of a connected network of semantic
propositions, is pivotal. This is only possible when relevant prior knowledge is available and
when it is activated (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1991). The assumption is that most of the
prior knowledge is organized in the form of mentallsituational models. To activate them at
the right time is necessary to construct a coherent text representation (arrow 1). This may
lead to the construction of a new situation model (arrow 2). Afler having 'comprehended' the
text as far as possible, readers need to change the existing situationlmental model to bring it
into correspondence to the new data from the current text (arrow 3). The last situation (arrow
4) occurs when students have to construct a completely new situation model with little prior

knowledge or available situation models (Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr 1999:285,286).
This whole process requires many thinking skills and strategies which need to be taught.
The following skills are mentioned (Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr 1999:290,295,300):

1. For the use of prior knowledge to construct a coherent text base (arrows 1,2)
Basic level
activating context relevant features of concepts
0

generating context relevant inferences and elaborations

Strategic level
focusing attention on context relevant features of concepts
focusing attention on coherent-contributing attributes, concepts
developing a task conception that fosters 'careful' reading
Higher-order level
accommodating one's reading strategy and speed to different types of text
conditions
0

keeping one's eyes open when a text is surprisingly easy: checking for
incongruousness
monitoring the quality of the textbase

2. For the use of prior knowledge to construct a coherent text base. For the building of

new situation models by studying (arrow 3)
Basic level
functional working memory capacity
Strategic level
mobilizing prior knowledge
0

detecting misfits and gaps in current knowledge
deep processing new information
paying attention to the conflict between old and new
weighing and investigatingpro's and contra's of various models
using sub-strategies to integrate old an new information

Higher-order level
hold the epistemological belief that restructuring is worthwhile
monitoring an regulatingthe direction of attention
3. For the building of new situation models by studying (arrow 4)

Basic level
0

functional working memory capacity
contextualisation skills

Strategic level

using thinking skills like inductive reasoning, comparing, categorizing and
abstracting
using study skills like concept-mapping and schematizing
using goal directed tactics, like 'taking different perspectives' and 'listing to cram it
in'
resisting 'easy'approaches that promote bias and preservation of misconceptions
using schemata/models to integrate new information
Higher-order level
using complex study methods like SQ3R (Survey the material and convert the
subheadings in the text into Questions, then start Reading, Reciting and
Reviewing the textual information) to orchestrate the use of thinking and study
skills
balancing processes directed at construction of a text base and building new
mental models
assessing the need for additional (social) resources
4.5 The teaching of thinking skills necessary for text comprehension

4.5.1 The use of prior knowledge to construct a coherent text base
Franks et al. (1982) and Stein et al. (1982) (as cited in Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr
1999:292, originals not available) did some training experiments in which weak readers
learned to focus on the relevance of concepts in a text to the coherence of the text
representation. Both studies resulted in positive effects on understanding and recall of text
information.
Brown and Palincsar (1984) focused on strategic and higher-order skills.

They made

children regulate the quality of their own reading by the use of four strategies:
Posing questions
Summariiing
Predicting what comes next in the text
Clarifying texts for consistency or compatibility with known facts.
They used the 'reciprocal' teaching method where the teacher first models the four skills,
gradually lessening the support provided until the students do it themselves. Reciprocal
teaching help students learn to monitor (metacognition) their own comprehension processes,
in part by acting as teachers who formulated relevant questions for their peers. (Bransford et
al. 1989:206) This method was very effective and showed transfer to text understanding in

other domains (Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr 1999:293) (Brown and Palincsar
1989:393-451).
Other studies also showed that thinking skills like regulating and monitoring the
comprehension process can be taught. Transfer of the learnt skills is, however, problematic
and difficult to test. Students leam to use specific skills in specific contexts but studies show
that they should be taught specifically in other areas as well although these might be easier
(Bransford et al. 1989:206, 7). It is not proven that maturity in performing specific tasks
improve thinking skills in other tasks (Segal et al. 1985:201, 202). Segal et al. are therefore
in favour of direct teaching and practicing of cognitive skills.
They list the following important elements of training:
Reading skills
Increased perception
Methods of study, memorization, how to make summaries and to take notes, teaching
on cognitive strategies, learning styles, motivation, examination strategies and life
skills (These aspects are already included in the LEER111 module of the North-West
University, also included in the Hefsiba curriculum.)
Critical thinking
Different programs for the teaching of thinking skills have been evaluated (Sternberg and
Bhana 1989:198-205).
Instrumental Enrichment (Mediated Learning Experience (MLE)) (Feuerstein 1980)

- a program of individual paper-and-pencil (IQ test-like) exercises, for three to five
hours a week, over two years. It seems to cause growth in the areas of abstract
reasoning and spatial visualization. But a general transfer to other tasks than the
types used in the tests is dubious. Drawbacks are the long duration, the requirement
of extensive teacher training and the need for separate instruction time in the already
full school curricula. 'The teacher is cast by Feuerstein in the role of a personal
saviour" of children's minds (Sutherland 1992:127). Feuerstein's intervention was
initially intended to help immigrant adolescent pupils from North Africa who were
struggling(often due to cultural factors) to master Hebrew and adapt to the Israeli
society. 'We were able to establish that the subjects' considerable maladaptive
behaviour was primarily a function of inadequate cognitive processes." (Feurstein
1980:5) "Cultural deprivation" is perceived as the root of the problem. This means
that his own culture was not properly mediated to him, for instance because of
urbanization which caused a "reduced propensity of the individual to organize and

elaborate stimuli to facilitate their future use by means of mental processes."
(Feuerstein 1980:15) W i h MLE the situation could be corrected," he testifies.
It is not difficult too see that such an intensive, teacher-mediated programme should
have positive results, giving the students a feeling of special attention and gaining in
self-confidence as they progressively master more difficult exercises. The problem
might be the transfer of these reasoning capacities to other disciplines. With a
deliberate programme to do this it might work.
Philosophy for Children

-

Different programs were developed to promote

philosophical thinking with the aim of developing thinking and reasoning skills in
children. Some of them are: Lipmans Philosophy for Children, Pixie, Lisa, Suki and
Mark. Research reports on their effectiveness are not sufficient but these programs
seem to produce the greatest gains on verbal tests and critical thinking abilities. This
is so because generally a novel is read and then discussed in the classroom. This
program is highly teacher-sensitive and requires extensive teacher training.
Problem Solving and Analytical Reasoning (Whimbey 1975) -This program seeks
to develop at least five attributes of good problem-solving namely, concern for
accuracy, positive attitude, problem-decomposition skills, distance from guessing and
active problem-solving.

The program emphasizes the teaching method called

'thinking-aloud pair problem solving' (TAPS). Two students alternate as problemsolver and listener. The problem-solver reads and thinks aloud, while analyzing
worked out examples and solving new problems; and the listener assists him or her in
reflecting upon problem-solving procedures. Empirical data on the effectiveness of
this program is scarce. The teaching method is a major contribution to the fact that
this program is so close to the general academic work of the students.
Odyssey - Is based on Harvard's Project Intelligence and widely used in Venezuela
Evaluations are positive and the program can probably result in gains in thinking
skills.

4.5.2 The updating and restructuring of prior knowledge
Training studies that aim at improving the proficiency in updating situation models are
scarce.

How a reader responds to incongruent information, is dependent on the

'entrenchment' of related conceptions and beliefs in the cognitive structure of the reader (Van
Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr 1999:298). In order to bring about changes, it is necessary to

identify the crucial elements of the conception and why they are entrenched. These can be
applied to the way differences in culture affect understanding and acceptance of a message.
The deep processing of new information might be promoted by enhancing the selfinvolvement of the learners and letting them justify their reasoning.
A balance is needed between 'selective evaluation' that tends to ignore textual information
different from one's existing schemas and 'exclusive concentration' on the construction of a
text base because this may inhibit integration with prior knowledge (Van Oostendorp and
Elshout-Mohr 1999:298).
4.5.3 The building of new situation models

There are many thinking skills necessary to build a new mental model of a text where little
prior knowledge exists like inductive reasoning, comparing, categorizing, abstracting, using
spatial strategies like concept-mapping and schematizing (Van Oostendorp and ElshoutMohr 1999:302).
Working-memory capacity and contextualisation skills are basic prerequisites that are often
lacking in rural African communities and may explain deficiencies observed in Mozambique.
Studies showed that people with low working-memory capacity were inclined to make
inferences too early in the passage that later were proven wrong. On the other hand, people
with high working-memory capacity kept their options open and made their specific
inferences later when they were more likely to be correct. These findings have a bearing on
the cyclic process of exegesis where one spirals into a deeper understanding, as long as the
working-memory can handle all the information simultaneously.
It was found that students with low verbal ability (as is the case where teaching is done in a
second language) are less able to contextualise word-comprehension aspects (Elshout-Mohr
1981).

This influences the application of text comprehension into new contexts, so

necessary in the hermeneutical process. Wide reading is proven to be one of the best
methods of increasing vocabulary and verbal ability (Marzano 1995:94).
Learning to use complex study methods like SQ3R (Survey the material and convert the
subheadings in the text into Questions, then start Reading, Reciting and Reviewing the
textual information) prove to be fruitful. The questions serve as learning goals that enable
students to combine a top-down (goal-driven) approach with a bottom-up (textdriven)

approach (Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr 1999:304,305). A long-term training program
incorporating these skills is recommended, especially in classroom learning environments
that support thinking and collaborative activity.
Marzano (1995:76) remarks: "enhancing thinking and reasoning for a complex process, such
as reading, is a matter of rendering its metacognitive components more conscious and selfregulatory, and ensuring that its cognitive components are executed efficiently and are
properly adapted to situational changes".
Kreft (1977) warns about the hermeneutical principles underlying teaching for textual
competency. A leftist approach reduces literature to a reflection of social process in the
community. A right-wing approach reduces text to syntax, internal semantics and use rigorist
methods that avoid the values in the text. The reception theories focus on the effect of the
text on the reader and his own sometimes-creative ways of understanding, against the notion
that the text is normative and requires an answer from the reader.
The problems the researcher experienced in trying to bring students to see the relationship
between text-structure and the meaning of the original author, prompted this study. Kreft
(1977:294ff) however warns that a strong emphasis on a structural discourse analysis can
actually cause a break between structure and meanjng. Structural analysis (a necessary
element) and an emphasis on methods, are not necessarily a precondition for structural
comprehension and should not be the starting point of the process of understanding. He is
of the opinion that if difficult grammatical teaching is done too early with the students, it may
hamper their development process (1977:359). Kreft feels that "intuitive" comprehension
should come before the use of methods.

It reveals a positivistic view if methods are

presented as the means towards text understanding. With 'intuition' he does not mean a
natural capacity but skills and capabilities acquired through a social learning process that is
individual for each person.
In order to teach literal competency Kreft (1977:379) proposes four phases:
1. A subjective encounter with the text, a first attempt to understanding
2. A more objective encounter with the text, using methods, correcting the first
encounter and going into discussion with other viewpoints
3. The receiving phase where the text is applied to the own way of existence
4. The general application phase, theoretical and practical, resulting in the tackling of
new issues

Conclusion
The useful framework of Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr provided us with a clearer
understanding of the process of text comprehension and the skills involved.

It also

encourages the training of these skills and show that it is possible. The development of
working-memory capacity, verbal skills and study strategies are important prerequisites for
the text-understanding process as well as the handling of cultural beliefs that may inhibit the
building of a new or updated text base. One should also take care to not see 'correct'
reading methods as the only solution to text understanding.
4.6 The use of Co-operative Learning

"Cooperative learning improves student learning and retention, promotes a higher level of
understanding, self-esteem, motivation, acceptance of self and others and improves
attendance and behaviour." (Holubec et al. 1995:229) Schwartz and Perkins (1990:32)
agree and say: "Indeed, we consider it likely that small-group activities may be the single
most useful mode of interaction, the one that should occupy the highest percentage of
activity time in the classroom as students learn to think." This seems to be a natural way of
teaching in the African context, where the forming of the identity of the individual is linked to
the clan or tribal group or family he belongs to.
Holubec et al (1995:229-240) however, explains that co-operative learning is different from
group work. It is team work and has the following elements:
1. Positive Interdependence

The teacher gives the students a clear goal and makes sure that all members of the cooperative group understand it. All group members have to master the material and help
to explain it. In order to attain this goal the group may divide the material between them
and assign different jobs to members such as summarizer, questioner etc. but in the end
everybody should reach the set goal.
2. Face-to-face Promotive Interaction

When students explain their learning to others they learn more. Teachers should help
students to interact positively with one another to accomplish the task and promote
success.
3. Individual Accountability
Students learn together so that they can subsequently perform better as individuals.
Teachers should make sure that each member is contributing to this goal by asking

informal questions to the different members, giving individual tests etc.

Both the

individual and the group share results so that group members may know who needs
more support among them.

4. Social Skills
Interpersonal and small-group skills should be taught, for instance: communication,
leadership, summarizing the group's ideas, decision-making, trust-building, encouraging
others to contribute and conflict management.

5. Group Processing
Students should be guided into reflection on how well they are performing as a group,
asking questions like, "What are you doing to help the group learn the material?", "What
are you doing that helps the group work together effectively?" In this manner students
are helped to value their positive actions and make a commitment to continue them.
Co-operative learning may be utilised more informally during a class set-up or be more
formally organized. Two or three members in a group is considered optimal and the
constant monitoring and involvement of the teacher is a prerequisite. Holubec et al
encourages the use of Bloom's Taxonomy to induce thinking on all levels.

M. Klopper from the Division of Learning and Reading Development, North-West
University, Potchefstroom motivates the importance of this teaching method: "Reciprocal
teaching has been found to be an effective comprehension technique with students with
learning problems... comprehension can be enhanced by the presence of input of peers,
primary because dialogue serves to expand and clarify prior knowledge."
A more permanent and long-term version of co-operative learning is called 'base-groups'

with stable membership of over a year or more. They meet regularly as a peer-group and
discuss each member's academic progress and provide each other with encouragement
and assistance.
Schwartz and Perkins (1990:lSl) observe that: "By its very nature, teaching thinking
moves teachers away from relying on didactic methods of instruction like lecturing and
involves them in more interaction with students." A teacher is more of a coach training
skills.

4.7 Learning Styles in Africa and Appropriate Teaching Method

Many believe that the task for an educator in Africa today is not whether we must keep or
revert to African traditional methods or adapt European methods. The real task is to
discover how the African students prefer to learn and to recommend methodologies,
which will favour these preferences. In this way, African educators may develop African

thinkers in their classrooms (Buconyori 1991:68).
Earle Bowen (1984) tested 205 students in Kenya and Nigeria. It was found that ninety
percent were field-dependent and only ten percent field-independent. He suggested that
study methods be aimed at more effective teaching for field-dependent students.
Research has shown that field-dependent students have more problems in school than
field-independent students. "It is possible that the learning difficulties of field dependents
may be more a function of the way learning is structured in the schools than of the
intelligence of the learner. School learning may favour field independent children who
tend to be task and achievement orientated, self-sufficient and independent; field
dependents may be easily distracted because they find the people around them more
interesting than the mathematics problem in front of them." (Cross 1976:122)
Cross (1976). also pointed out that teachers tend to teach by the methods most
comfortable to themselves unless they are consciously attempting to use a teaching
strategy to accommodate student cognitive styles.
More in the line of thinking development, Strother (1982) says that it is not enough that
students only learn through their preferred style.

Life is so complex that it requires

people to think and find meaning in less preferred ways of learning too.
Buconyori (1991:174ff) did several tests on undergraduate students at two Christian
Colleges in Kenya. His results coincided with those reported by Bowen (1984).
79.42% of the Christian Higher Education students were found to be fielddependent and 90% of the Bible College students were found to fall into this
category.
Both field-dependent and field-independent students were visual oriented rather
than auditory oriented. They were strong in the ability to acquire meaning from
words they see. They tended to have difficulties in finding meaning from spoken
numbers or non-word symbols.

(This is probably a surprise to many people

assuming that Africans are auditory inclined because of their oral tradition.)

There were important percentages of strengths and weaknesses in reasoning by
looking for similarities and differences and in inductive reasoning.
Both field-dependent and field-independent students had less difficulty in using
categorical reasoning. They go by established regulations and traditions and
need a highly structured situation. They were able to use their minds to set
realistic goals, evaluating strengths and weaknesses.
Rural background students tended to relate better to field-dependence (83.33%).
Both rural and urban students had more dfficulties with individual reasoning.
Bowen and Bowen (1986) suggested several teaching strategies that favour the fielddependent majority of African students:

1. The lecture method is unsuccessful in Africa because students learn best
from the written rather than the spoken word. If text books or notes are
not available, notes should be written on the black board.
2. A written course outline is essential: their thought processes are global.

3. An oral preview of the course should be given, explaining what they are
supposed to learn, why and with clearly stated objectives.
4. A preview of the lesson material should be supplied.

5. Important points in the lesson should be identified because the fielddependent person is not analytical.
6. Small units of work are preferable.
7. Field-dependent students need more frequent feedback and reinforcement

by their teacher. They are also more sensitive to the praise and criticism
of peen and authority figures and corrections should be supported by
understanding and positive assistance. More frequent tests may improve
their learning.
8. Groupwork works best for them like group projects, discussions, working

in pain... (See the section on collaborative learning).
9. They prefer structure and direction in doing a project.

10. Visual aids of all kinds are essential: handouts, pictures, many examples

and illustrations, use of the overhead projector, slides, videos etc. They
prefer hands-on experience, feeling and touching study material.
11. They need to see models and examples. They might learn more from the

teacher's example than from his explanations on how to behave.
12. They learn a lot from practical field experience.
13. They prefer to shown how to do something. 'Do it any way you wish" is

very frustrating to a fielddependent student.

14. They learn material that is socially oriented and related to people and
situations better.
15. They seldom benefit from competition. It is better to base grading on the
student's owrl performance in relation to previously set standards.
16. They may learn to cope with other learning strategies but these must be
taught specifically. Our task in the teaching of Christian workers is too
important simply to hope that we are using the right methods (my
emphasis).
Buconyori rightly stresses that we need more than these teaching methods. We need
to enable the African students to develop in their reasoning (1991:180ff). We have to
deal with three kinds of content objectives in specific ways to attain this goal.

1. Content Objectives

-

Teach content as a means to foster reasoning. The struggle to
update existing packages of knowledge or new ones needs reasoning.

-

In the planning of teaching, objectives must spell out to the learners
what information they are supposed to know, what information may be
known or unknown and which information tend to be unknown to most
students.

2. Process Objectives

Instructors should plan for different methods to apply knowledge to
practice.

-

Help students gather factual knowledge in a way that fosters
reasoning: Plan for assignments that will force students to observe
what they see or read. They should be encouraged to formulate their
own questions to help them observe what they read.

-

Enable students to focus on the topic: Start classes by explaining the
objective of the lesson. Encourage them to identify problems, even in
groups.

-

Encourage students to reason by enabling them to be generative in
studying. Studies showed they are able to draw inferences through
reasoning. Structure teaching in such a way that it leaves room for
students to be creative. Co-operative discussions in groups help to
generate ideas building on each other.

-

Encourage students' reasoning by using analytical thinking skills in
studying. Most students showed a capacity for categorical reasoning
and by looking at similarities and differences and deductive reasoning.

Their analytical skills can therefore be developed by identifying
relationships and patterns; identifying components, principles and main
ideas in what they read and study (it might work better in groups);
classifying things into categories; experiencing tension and conflict and
looking for possible solutions.

-

Motivate students to think.

African students are sensitive to the

feelings and viewpoints of others. Teachers need to be concerned
with the needs and problems of their students. Where emotional and
physical needs are met, students feel appreciated and wanted by
teachers and staff and motivation and attention levels are high.

-

African students will develop their reasoning if they are enabled to
integrate: link new knowledge to old; resolve conflicts between
"science" and the Bible; live harmoniously with others; summarize and
restructure all they study. Assign reading of different opinions and ask
them to identify differences and list what is helpful in each; discuss
how certain theories and philosophies relate to life.

3. Practice Objectives

-

Teachers should plan for actions as a starting point but then
encourage the students to create new ways to practice the knowledge
they acquired. In this manner they are forced to reason.

-

Tests should not emphasize the mastery of the course but changes in
the thinking of the student.

Schwartz and Perkins (1990:199) emphasise the coaching of lecturers amongst
themselves in order to focus on the teaching of thinking during the normal lesson. For
this they propose the Bedford Model (A middle school in Massachusetts):

Coach

Volunteer
Day One
Review Peer Coaching Model

1

Think Through Components of Target Skill

I
+
Brainstorm Teacher Behaviour That Promote Thinking Skills

i

Determine an Appropriate Thinking Model for Each Proposed Infusion Lesson

Infusing Target Skill

1.

Sewe as Consultant on Lesson Plan

Review Lesson Plan with Grow
Provide Feedback on Lesson Plans
Share Reactions to Day one Process: The Skill, Infusion, Metacognition, Affective
Responses
Day Two and After
Discuss Focus for observation

A

Present Lesson to Real Class

Share Reactions of Class, Beginning with Volunteer's Reaction, and Stressing
Descriptions of Teacher Behaviour, Student Behaviour, and Agreed-on Focus

Teach lesson again, Revise Lesson

/

Develop another Lesson

Exchange Feedback on the Two-day Experience with All Coaches and Volunteers

I
+
After Day Two

.

.

Exchange Further Coaching Visits

1

Become a Coach

4.8 Assessment of Learning and the Development of Thinking Skills
4.8.1 Learning Targets

Learning targets or objectives specify what you want the student to be able to do, value
or feel at the completion of the instructional segment (Nitko 2001:22). Setting clear
targets

-

help you to plan your teaching effectively
inform the students and other interested parties of what is expected as
a result of the teaching which may empower them to direct their own
learning

-

provide the basis for teachers to analyze what they teach and to
construct learning exercises

-

describe specific performances against which the teachers can
evaluate the success of the instruction

-

enable teachers to evaluate and improve both instructional procedures
and learning targets.

Learning targets should have three elements (Lindvall and Nitko 1975):
1. Student centred ("the student" or "you")
2. Performance centred (worded in terms of observable student performance, "be
able to do")
3. Content centred (worded so that the specific content to which the student
performance applied is clear)
We may further distinguish between Mastery Learning TargetslOutcomes

-

specific

targets that students will be able to do after the instruction, and Developmental Learning
Targets - that are developing continually throughout life. The distinction is important when it
comes to assessment because the Developmental Learning Targets are not fully mastered.
All that we can reasonably expect is to see a degree of progress toward these objectives
(Gronlund 1973:17). Thinking skills might fall into this category.
Continuous assessment of students' progress is necessary because you need highquality
information to make basic lesson-planning decisions such as (Nitko 2001:104, 105):

1. Which content and thinking skills should your students study next.
2. What is the best way for them to study?
3. At what point a student has mastered specific skills and thinking processes.
4. At what point students have mastered larger bodies of content and skills.

5. When is it necessary for students to review past learning and work on integrating
previous knowledge and skills into new knowledge structures and skill complexes.
Formative assessments help teachers guide student learning while it is still in progress.
Summative assessments help teachers to evaluate student learning afferteaching a course
unit (Nitko 2001:106).
It is clear that the assessment should be planned and be an integral part of the teaching
program. Not only when assessment should take place during the course but what form it
will take in order to provide the information needed.
In order to assess thinking skills and encourage students to use higher-level cognitive
processes and skills, accommodate them in the learning targets. If the taxonomy of Bloom
could have been utilised for identification of thinking skills, the content outline and learning
targets might look like this:
Comprehension Application
You should be
able to
list the
functions of

summarize the
important points

a Judge

emphasised in
chapter two, that
are repeated
throughout the
book

You should

be able to
demonstrate
how you will
preach from
Judges on
political
corruption

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

You
should be

You should
be able to
elaborate

You should
be able to
evaluate

on the
main

the theories
of x and y

themes of

on the

the book,
with

formation
and date of

references

the book

able to
present
and
interpret
the
structure
of the
book

It is important and ethical that students be fully informed on learning targets and that
assessment should match the learning targets (Nitko 2001:114).
There are a range of assessment procedures at the disposal of the teacher like multipleanswer tests, essays, oral evaluations, projects at home, surprise quizzes etc. An overview
is not considered to be important for this research. More important is the inclusion of thinking
skills in the instruction and assessment planning. It is also important to prepare clear scoring
rubrics to minimize subjective scoring,, and give good feedback to each student, seeing that
assessment forms an integral part o f the teaching process (Nitko 2001:196-8).

Nitko (2001:201-237) explains several aspects of assessing higher-order thinking which
includes problem-solving and critical thinking abilities:
0

A basic rule for developing tasks to assess higher-order thinking abilities is that the
assessment material should be new to the students: They should not repeat the
specific examples you used during instruction and their answers should be phrased in
language that is different to what you used during teaching.
It is often necessary to develop tasks for which the solutions or answers depend on a
particular piece of introductory material presented along with them.

These are

context-dependent or interpretive exercises.

A concept is a name that represents a category of things. A concept is learned when
a student can identify and/or provide various new exemplars or instances of it.
To assess whether a student comprehends a rule or principle, you must be certain
that he can do more than state the rule. You must require the student to apply the
rule to a new situation.
Problem solving involves identifying obstacles to attain a desired outcome and using
appropriate ways to overcome these obstacles so the goal is reached. To assess
problem-solving skills, you will need to set tasks that allow you to evaluate students'
thinking about problem solving (many thinking skills are involved in this process).
(The goal to understand the message of a particular Bible passage is a problem that
needs solving.) Students could be asked to (Nitko 2001:212-215):

-

identify the real problem

-

pose questions that need to be answered in order to solve the problem

-

explain key phrases necessary to comprehend in this process
identify irrelevant information
sort the problems into groups and explain why they are grouped
together

-

state what assumptions they have made to come up with their solution

-

justify why more than one strategy may be correct

-

show how available introductory material was used to arrive at a

solve the problem in more than one way
draw a diagram that shows the problem and its solution
identify obstacles andlor new information they need
select one solution they believe to be correct and justify why

solution

-

give an example of another problem that may be solved by the same
strategy

-

work backwards from the desired outcome and develop a strategy for
the completion of the task

-

indicate the best strategy and explain why, focussing the assessment
on the ability to follow an evaluation strategy

Critical thinking makes use of the thinking skill of evaluation and other reasoning
skills. Norris and Ennis (1989) describes it as "reasonable reflective thinking that is
focused on deciding what to do":

-

reasonable thinking - using good reasons

-

reflective thinking - looking for and using good reasons

-

deciding what to believe or do

-

abilities (cognitive skills) and dispositions (tendency to use those

focused thinking - thinking for a particular purpose or goal

abilities)
The ultimate goal of teaching critical thinking is to use these abilities also in real-world
situations. This disposition should be assessed throughout the year and if students
don't exhibit a critical thinking disposition, you should alter your teaching accordingly.
An example of a scoring rubric for assessing the quality of a student's oral or written
presentation of an argument gives an idea of how assessing critical thinking skills may be
taken into consideration (Nitko 2001:228):
Name of student:
Topic:
1. Did the student clearly state the thesis or main point?
1
0
2
Implied the main point but
Stated the main idea
Did not
did not state it clearly
clearly but did not use it

I

3

Stated the main idea
clearly, enthusiastically
and interestingly for the

2. Did the student define the key terms when necessary to do so?
n
I
1
I
3
I
NA
I
"
'.
Clearly and effectively
The presentation was such
No attempt do define key
Attempts to define key
defmes the necessary key that the defining key terms
points but was not
points
effective in doing so
terms
was not necessary

..'.

3. Did the student use sound reasoning to support the main point or thesis?
2
0
1
Offered no supporting
Supporting reasons given Gave relevant supporting
reasons but could have
reasons for the position
but they are off target
given better or more
taken
diverse reasons

3
Gave excellent supporting
reasons, good diversity,
directly applicable

4. Did the student use relevant facts in appropriate ways to support the thesis?
1
0
2
Gave facts in support but Gave several appropriate
Gave no facts, used
the generalizations from
irrelevant facts, or cited
facts, generalizations are
them were weak,
appropriate; sources for
facts from non credible
incomplete or somewhat
the facts are credible
sources
inappropriate; sources for
the facts are credible
5. Did the student portray and evaluate alternative positions fairly?
1
0
2
Some of the relative
Alternative
positions
Alternative positions not
alternative positions
mentioned but either not
mentioned and not
mentioned, portrayed and
portrayed fairly, not
evaluated
evaluated or not relevant evaluated properly, other
important alternative
positions are omitted

6. Did the student rebut the alternative positions well?
1
0
2
Attempts
at
rebuttal was
No attempt was made at
Rebutted adequately, but
could have been more
made but they are
rebuttal
ineffective and incomplete effective in explaining the
short-comings of the
alternatives
7. Did the student present a well-organized argument?
1
0
Organization was clear,
Organization was
but not effective,
disconnected, lacked
connections to main point
direction, confused the
were not sharp, details
main point
were often out of place

-

2
Organization was good
and contributed to the
effectiveness of the
argqnent, but a few
details were out of place;
sometimes connections
with the main point were
weak or out of place

3

Gave highly appropriate
facts, excellent
generalmtions; sources
are credible, facts used
well in making the
argument
3
All of the alternative
positions mentioned, well
presented and well
evaluated.

3
Rebutted well, was
effective, clear about the
inadequacies of the
alternatives, convincingly
presented
3

Organization was very
clear and enhanced the
argument; the presentation
kept the audience interest
focussed on the main
issues

It is becoming clear that assessment is more than only assessing acquired knowledge.
Authentic assessment is in essence performance assessment (Nitko 2001:261-3).
Advantages of Performance Assessment:
1. Makes learning goals clear through actual example.
2. Assess the ability to "do".
3. Teach students to use previous knowledge to build new knowledge structures; be
actively involved in explorations and inquiry through task-like activities; construct
meaning from educational experience (constructivist approach to learning).
4. It integrates knowledge, skills and abilities.

5. Students are more involved in teaching activities.
6. Broadens the type of learning targets and offers students a variety of ways to express
their learning.
7. Let teachers assess the product as well as the processes students use.

Disadvantages of Performance Assessments (Nitko 2001:262-3):
1. It is difficult to prepare highquality performance tasks.
2. Completing and scoring them takes a lot of time.
3. There may be lower scorer reliability.
4. Performance on one task provides little information on performance on otl-ler tasks -

you may need many different tasks to test a study unit.

5. Not all learning targets are assessed sufficiently by performance tasks for example
the learning of definitions and rules.
6. Completing performance tasks may be discouraging to less able students.
7. The learning of some cultural groups may be under-represented.

If you are not

knowledgeable of how different cultural groups express their higher-order thinking
skills, you may systematically bias your assessment of them. Multiple assessment
formats may improve the situation somewhat.
8. May be corruptible in the sense that you coach students to do their presentation in a

specific way and use certain strategies. They may follow the procedures and look
well in their presentation while not being able to assess new and ill-structured
problems.
Conclusion:
It is clear that the assessment should be planned and be an integral part of the teaching
program. It has many aspects to consider and is important for the teaching of thinking
skills.
4.9 Summary

The following insights seems to be appropriate for a programme aimed at solving the
thinking skills deficiency noticed by the researcher in Mozambique on the way of
developing a teaching programme for Old Testament Exegesis:
Piaget (4.1.I)
Supports the idea that developing thinking skills is necessary and possible. For him it
is too much of a automatic process.
His idea of optimal discrepancy is an important learning condition that one should
utilise.
Vygotsky (4.1.2)

Showed the importance of structured and disciplined teaching for development in
thinking.
He also emphasized the Zone of Proximal Development that refers to the growth
facilitated when there is a difference between known and new knowledge.
The important learning that takes place when students teach each other is
noteworthy.
Bruner (4.1.3)
Emphasised (like Piaget and Vygotsky) the moderate novelty principle as a learning
principle that stimulates thinking and growth.
The process by which learning occurs, progressing from the enactive to the icon~c
and symbolic modes seems to be important for acquiring new concepts. Sequencing
of material is important in instruction. It is best to start at the activity level (enactive),
then move on to representing the material with images and finally communicating
only in words so that the mental representation will be symbolic.
Perception should receive more attention in order to focus better as well as improve
attention span.
Self-awareness of memory processes is important. Feedback is most important in
leaming. The learner must be informed of how he is proceeding.
The importance of a teacher willing and prepared to give and share aid, to comfort
and to scaffold, somewhat contradicts his idea of discovery learning but shows the
need for dedicated teaching.
The influence of culture on thinking should be remembered.
Skinner and the Behaviourists (4.3.2)
The use of reinforcers and repetition in order to leam is emphasized. This can lead to
less thinking by pupils and should not be the main teaching strategy.
Ausubel (4.1.4, 4.3.3)
His practical application of theory to practice is helpful.
He stresses the essential role of language in cognitive development.
Says age-compatible language should be used.

A teacher's first priority should be helping pupils to grasp the appropriate language for
that lesson.
He stresses the important role of the teacher in facilitating meaningful learning.

If new ideas are not integrated into the cognitive structures a pupil already has, they
will have no meaning. This is achieved by means of advance organizers.
Teachers should help a student with a conceptual framework to guide him through
complex material.
Curriculum must still systematically come to grips with the actual substantive content
and specific methodology of each of the various disciplines.
For meaningful learning to occur, three conditions must hold:

- There must be some structure or organization underlying the material.

- The learner must possess ideas (knowledge/cognitive structure) to which he can
relate material.

-

The learner must want to relate his previous ideas to the new material in an

organized manner.
His basic structure for classroom instruction seems to be logical and a very useful
tool to be used. The necessity of scaffolding, or consciously helping students to
create broad structures where new and previous knowledge can be linked, should be
part of the strategic planning.
The overwhelming preference for field-dependence study in Africa further
emphasises the importance of this approach (4.3.4 and 4.7).
Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr

Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr's model for text comprehension (4.4 and 4.5)
largely agrees with the assumptions of Ausubel.

It further emphasises specific

thinking skills needed in the process of comprehension and constructing a coherent
but renewed understanding of study material, due to the structured learning process,
from the known to the not yet known.

Functional working-memory capacity is

required all the time. This should be a primary concern of the proposed model in
chapter 5.
The practical way of teaching thinking and to regulate the quality of a student's own
reading in the model of Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohrl should be used.
The use of the 'reciprocal' teaching method is recommended. The teacher first
models the four skills needed in this approach, gradually lessening the support
provided until the students do it themselves. Reciprocal teaching help students learn
to monitor (metacognition) their own comprehension processes, in part by acting as
teachers who formulate relevant questions for their peers. This method is enhanced
by "co-operative learning" (4.6).

Leaming to justify reasoning is seen as an important way of developing thinking and
constructing a new text-base from prior knowledge.
The deliberate contextualisation of word-meaning is an important skill needed to
move on towards a new text-base.
The importance of reading a lot is emphasised.
Learning to use complex study methods like SQ3R (Survey the material and convert
the subheadings in the text into Questions, then start Reading, Reciting and
Reviewing the textual information) proves to be fruitful.
Kreft

One should take care not to see 'correct' methods as the solution to text
understanding, says Kreft.

His proposed strategy of moving from an intuitive

understanding to the use of methods links well with the previous discussions.
Information processing (4.1.5)

Short-term memory is of great importance in learning and text comprehension.
Dimensions of thinking (4.1.6)
Core thinking skills - those essential to the functioning of the other dimensions like:

focussing skills, information-gathering skills, memory skills, organizing skills,
analyzing skills, generating skills, integrating skills, evaluating skills
Relationship of content-area knowledge to thinking dimension - do not teach

thinking skills out of context. Marzano listed four content areas which need specific
attention in teaching students how to think:

-

Leaming is schemadependent

-

Models and metaphors they form a kind of mental map of the actual
world. The student who grasps the central metaphors in a subject
area knows the meaning of a fact and is different to a student who can
give only the facts.

-

Changing bodies of knowledge - disciplinary knowledge is not static
and tends to change constantly; therefore you should teach students
to think for themselves.

-

Special approaches to investigation - the way an author thinks in his
subject matter is another dimension of thinking.Teachers may want
students to understand content in a particular way.

Cultural influences (4.2.4,4.2.5)
The ecology and the nature of activities engaged in by members of the culture,
schooling and contact with Western culture has a major influence on the skills people
acquire and use.

-

learned memory strategies differ

-

although capable of reasoning and inferential thinking, most African

perception differs in cultures
concept formation is influenced by culture
societies inhibit the use and development of this.

Where a person needs specific thinking skills in contexts other than the one in which
somebody grew up, he needs to be taught specfically. This is possible because the
basic thinking processes in different cultures are the same.
In Africa's collectivistic and group-oriented culture, relationships are most important
and high-level, individualistic, abstract thinking is often frowned upon. Where thinking
skills are required it is for the purpose of maintaining the group harmony. Reciprocal
teaching and learning is a requisite in Africa.
It follows that a new way of thinking about thinking should be fostered as well as
providing the right kind of stimulation needed to learn the required thinking skills not
normally needed in the particular culture

- the earlier in life this can happen, the

better.
The African way of seeing life as an integrated unity is positive and the learning and
development of thinking skills should try to maintain this unity and not separate heart
and head, concrete life and scientific thinking. Moral, social and spiritual values
should form an integral part of intellectual development.
The Western emphasis on discipline and authority in the classroom linked up with the
African tradition not to question older people's wisdom and this resulted in pupils that
do not think about what they learn.
African education has put much emphasis on the content but paid little attention to
relevant teaching strategies to help learners use their thinking capacity in studying.
The politicization of education and the lack of resources, especially the availability of
reading books and well-trained teachers, certainly affect the development of thinking
skills negatively.
The lack of sufficient vocabulary and reading comprehension (due to the school
environment) are probably the areas where most attention is required on thinking
skills development.

Teachers should plan to eliminate the basic deficiencies in

reading and other skills due to the problems noted in formal education.

0

Low expectations of their own intellectual abilities resulting in high levels of fear of
failure is demotivating to learners. This issue should be addressed by lecturers. A
consequence of high anxiety is a drop in learning efficiency. The attitude of teachers
towards students and vice versa and the teaching atmosphere, is therefore an
important factor for learning and growing in thinking skills.

The emotional

prerequisites for growth in thinking skills should be addressed along with the courses.
Here Buconyori and Bowen and Bowen's practical guidelines for teaching in the
African context are valuable (4.7).
0

A proper teaching strategy in Africa should take very seriously the impact that

differences in World View and culture has on the development of and the motivation
to engage in higher thinking. This should be addressed as part of the courses where
thinking skills are needed as in the case of Exegesis.
Assessment
Proper assessment is an essential tool in the development of thinking skills and helps
the lecturer to be goal-oriented in his strategy.
Assessment is more than the assessment of acquired knowledge.

Authentic

assessment is in essence performance assessment.
0

Performance assessment requires integration of knowledge, skills and abilities.
Performance assessment let teachers assess the product as well as the processes
students use.

Chapter 5
Proposed Teaching Model Giving Guidelines for a Course in Old
Testament Exegesis in the African Context
5.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to link the main insights gained in the previous chapters to a typically
African context in the form of metaphor. It is an effort to link the new with the old in order to
move forward in our teaching practices, resulting in a more responsible Bible interpretation
and application in today's Africa.

5.2 Central metaphor used as a Teaching Model
Africa loves idioms and metaphors. Knowing the limitations of metaphors and analogies the
researcher will nevertheless attempt to structure and summarize a teaching model, resulting
from the current research, using an agricultural metaphor. The aim is to use well-known
facts from the rural African life and use these to open the way for reflection on teaching
practice and strategy.

Butler (1990) writes about different uses of metaphors in theology and remarks: 'Even
though Calvin and Edwards both enjoy natural beauty, nature has important theological
purposes. To describe these purposes, both use metaphorical language."
Under the heading of pedagogical metaphors Butler writes: "The first purpose of nature is to

teach. According to Calvin 'the contemplation of heaven and earth

... is the very school of

God's children' where even 'irrational creatures give instruction'. All of nature is a school;
even the stars are 'preaching the glory of God like a teacher in a seminary of learning'.
Creation teaches God's character and glory; it is a school for the Christian life.

The

pedagogical metaphors depict nature as a teacher."
Clowney (1972:106) remarks on the usage of metaphors: "At one extreme we find
rhetoricians who view metaphors simply as stylistic adornments.

This view finds the

metaphor in the word rather than in the expression as a whole. This view sees metaphor as
the result of substitution. You may wish to say that a man eats too much. Instead you say:

"He is a pig." Since the context shows that the full sense of 'pig' cannot be implied, the
interpreter searches for some secondary or derived use of 'pig' that will fit the context. He
finds it in the common association of greedy eating and concludes that he is meant to
understand that the man is a glutton."
"If metaphor has only a rhetorical justification its use in scientific language may well be
challenged. Max Black describes the scorn of the French physicist Pierre Duhem for the
models used in British physical theory. Duhem considers Faraday's model of electrostatic
action to be a fantastic assemblage of glued rubber bands. He concludes that theory for the
English physicist is 'neither an explanation nor a rational classification, but a model of these
laws, a model not built for the satisfying of reason but for the pleasure of the imagination.
Hence, it escapes the domination of logic.' Duhem's objection to models in science would
apply with greater force against the use of substitution metaphors in scientific language.''
Clowney (1972:106) continues: "C.S. Lewis proposed a useful distinction between a master's
metaphor and a pupil's metaphor. In the first, a teacher who understands what he wishes to
convey uses a metaphor to make it vivid and concrete (or to assist communication in some
other way). In the second, a 'pupil' who does not understand a subject struggles to grasp it
when analogy or metaphorical expression is used. When Jesus says, 'I am the door', he
understands what he wishes to express about his unique role in admitting people to
fellowship with God and with others who have been brought into that fellowship. His is a
master's metaphor. But we could imagine someone trying to understand how diversity of
spiritual gifts could produce unity in the church. 'How can the church be like that?' he might
ask. 'Oh, I see', he could exclaim, with'a flash of insight, 'the church is not a collection of
cards, it is a body!'
As Lewis points out, the master can dispense with his metaphor and express his meaning
directly. But to the pupil the metaphor is indispensable. He cannot paraphrase it because he
cannot find any other means of expressing the understanding for which it is the key. The
metaphor in this case functions as a model. It organizes and reiterates a state o f affairs by
an analogy (researcher's emphasis).

The fictional model of people being organs in a

physical body offers a new way of interpreting how they relate to one another in the church.
As a model, the figure is more than a picture. It is a simplified structure that serves to relate
and interpret what could not otherwise be grasped." This will be the,manner in which the

researcher uses a metaphor as a model.

In the Angonia district of Mozambique, where Hefsiba is situated, agriculture is very
important. This fertile area with its annual heavy rains from December to March has been
described as the food basket of Mozambique. With well-planned education and motivated
lecturers it can become the "theological food basket" of Mozambique.
The planting of maize may serve as a powerful analogy or metaphor that can help lecturers
and students to grasp the important facets of teaching students and at the same time
developing their minds to acquire and use the skills needed for Old Testament Exegesis and,
for that matter, for all theological subjects and the practical solutions needed in the ministry.
The minds (and hearts) of the students is compared to the precious soil in which the seeds
are planted and from which a good harvest is expected. This whole process may be divided
into three phases:
0

~reparation'ofthe soil
Planting and maintenance of growth

0

Harvesting and usage

What is considered to be important key words by the researcher will be printed in bold in the
following exposition.

5.2.1

Preparation of the soil

In Angonia preparation is crucial for a good harvest. It is a "hands-on" activity. Huge areas
of differing types of soil are cultivated by hand using a hoe, which hints at the personal
involvement of teachers with each individual student.
The whole family is involved in the tilling of the 1and.h the same manner, it is important for
the development of thinking skills that all lecturers work together at the same goal thus
reinforcing in different subject areas the same skills. Students in the class should work
together, using reciprocal teaching, working through the issues that may hamper further
learning if not addressed in time. Children practice from an early age to till the land. While
there is a serious lack of thinking practice on a literary level observed among the students,
more than the usual practice should be built into the courses. Lecturers should make
sure that students are actively involved in thinking activities.
The hard clayish soil is broken up with the hoe to permit entrance of moisture and the
spreading of tender roots once the seeds are sown. The soil is mounded to prevent it from

hardening again and to provide a softer area for the roots. This provides an analogy for the
whole process of opening up the mind of the student for new concepts, linking the new
with the old to permit the changing of fixed perceptions and continued growth.
The mounded up soil also channel away the excess water and prevents the washing away of
the soil and planted seeds. This is symbolic of the organization of thinking in the students'
typical meta-cognitive activities.

Reading exercises,

language perfection and

development of short-term memory will be typical activities needed at this stage: learning
and practicing reading and summarizing simultaneously, reading for comprehension,
making good use of time and resources, distinguishing the essentials from the mass of
information they receive, structuring their learning and thinking; learning to use complex
study methods like theSQ3R; practicing and monitoring core thinking skills like
focusing gathering information, remembering, organizing, analyzing, integrating and
evaluating. Lecturers should ensure that students are actively involved in thinking activities.
The hard work in the sun before the rain has softened the soil, hints at the need for more
than achieving something. You must love farming. Studying and preparing for Word-study
and teaching God's people need a lot of inner motivation.

Studying i s a form of

worship.

A few days after the first rains, when the weeds have covered the land, the soil is tilled again.
The old rows are moved a few centimetres and all the weeds are cut off and mixed into the
soil of the new rows. This is called 'green fertilizer" because the weeds rot and provide
natural nutrients to the plants when they start growing. This provides an analogy for the
process of educational and cultural renewal, overcoming harmful traditional ways of
thinking about learning, moving from the old way of thinking to the new.

The

presentation and facilitation of learning should not separate the learner superficially from
previous perceptions or ignore it. It becomes important organic material (useful even if it is
consciously rejected) from where to move and helps the learner to develop as an integrated
and thinking individual.

It also shows that the learner himself should be motivated,

participate and contribute t o his own development.
5.2.2

Planting and maintenance of growth

When the rains come it is a blessing from God, essential for growth. This emphasizes the
essential role of the Holy Spirit during textual interpretation, as well as the climate of
motivated learning and thinking created by the encouraging and inspired lecturer.

Good seed is necessary and the seed is specifically developed for the climate and rainfall in
the region.

Lecturers should take into consideration the sociological and educational

environment to know where to start the teaching and how to develop it. The vocabulary
necessary for particular lectures should be contextualised.
Planting is a group activity

- Lecturers and students together,

should be involved in

learning. It is important that teachers explain and model the skills but in a way that involves
the students, giving them ample opportunity for practicing, thinking together as a group or in
small groups.
Seeds are normally planted three in a hole made with the foot. Planting the right amount of
seed with proper spacing is important. Planting too little or too much both have a negative
effect on learning and developing thinking skills alongside the knowledge content.
Knowledge on how t o prepare and structure the progression of a lesson is needed (see
Ausubel, 4.1.4, 4.3.3 and Buconyori and Bowen and Bowen, 4.7).
After germination one should go back and plant again in the open spaces. This refers to the
importance of revision and the monitoring of the student's development. Regular formal
and informal assessments are essential. Performance assessment refers to knowledge,
skills and abilities. The lecturer should assess the product in relation to the targets set
beforehand and also assess the process, like the arguments used to arrive at a conclusion in
order to monitor the development of the needed thinking skills.
It is a habit in Angonia to plant maize and beans together. The maize supports the beans.
Encouragement from teachers, reciprocal learning, motivation for learning, praise, avoiding
fear and positive feedback on potential, all form part of the important scaffolding needed for
the development of the students. The lecturer should give broad structures to which new
and old knowledge can be linked. It is important however, that scaffolding does not take over
the responsibility of the student. In the end he must be able to supply his own fruit.
Constructing logical support or justification for conclusions reached should be constantly
practiced. It is one of the weakest thinking skills observed in the test group. A list o f logical
sequenced tasks, leading to proper conclusions, should help students grow in the habit of
justifying what they do. Weekly the farmer removes weeds and props up the rows of soil.
Knowledge of literary conventions is needed - in the case of exegesis, t o know what to
look for, t o be able t o distinguish what is important and what not. With exercises
students should train their perception abilities and improve their attention-spanlshort-term

memory. Good 0bSeNation and proper conclusions are necessary. Training to think aloud
can be an important focusing device.
Fertilizer is added by hand to individual plants.

Special and individual attention is

sometimes needed, apart from the general input. In this way many students may change
their natural low academic expectations to a more realistic view of their created
possibilities.
The time and amount of rain is important. If the maize reaches the pollination stage during
constant rain, it is not efficient and the cobs do not develop fully. If the maize stops growing
and the rain continues, the cobs rot or start to germinate while still on the plant. Lecturers
should instill the need to learn more and find the balance to move on at the right time
when they are ready. The "optimal discrepancy1zone of proximal development1moderate
novelty principle" explain the importance of timing and planned forward movement,
integrated with previous knowledge.
Students also tend to think that one activity is enough to understand a text, like praying, or
reading a commentary. In the language of our metaphor, rain, sunshine, tilling, re-tilling,
weeding, adding fertilizer, scaffolding, planning, timing, spacing etc. are all necessary and
combine to give the end product. In the same way comprehension of a text needs many
planned activities, many visits to the text, and many skills, along with the inspiration from
Above.
5.2.3

Hawesting and usage

Discipline is needed to leave the maize to mature and dry properly before eating it. Hasty
solutions for text analysis and teaching short cuts for textual comprehension may have
disastrous consequences.

Induction

-

to make the right analysis, using all the

information provided in the text, is a discipline that should be engrafted, through many
and constant practicing sessions.
Protection of the hawest is a major issue. In many cases family members have to sleep in
the field to protect the haNeSt against animals, birds and robbers. This analogy emphasizes
once more the importance of consciously justifying, defending your conclusions. As far
as possible, influences from outside the text being analyzed, should be minimized and an
honest effort should be made to hear what the first hearers heard.

Harvesting is a big family event where everybody is involved. When the maize is removed
from the cobs, all the women sit for days removing it with their hands. Collaborative groups
and class mates can provide valuable help in determining and validating the conclusions
from the text. In this way they also grow in induction skills.
Thinking about the best ways to store and use the maize is the responsibility of the head of
the household. Also how to use the maize to last until the end of the season? How much to
sell and how much to eat? Sometimes, when insect poison is too expensive, one might use
more natural protective storage like leaving the dried leaves on. In this way insects cannot
drill through to reach the maize inside. Locally made silos from cane and mud, provide
protection against rats, birds and other animals. Textual conclusions need to be used in a
productive way. Tests showed that application and deduction are very difficult: to take
the principles derived at in the analysis and apply them to different modern situations,
even envisaging the future in the light of the text. A huge temptation at this point is to
abandon the results of the previous analysis and, for instance, make any application on an
interesting line in the text.

In this way there is a separation between exegesis and

application. One may say that the Bible was written to provoke thinking, to make contextual
conclusions on what the Lord had to say to His people, and apply the principles to daily life.
A good father and mother also plan for further and better planting next year.

This

emphasizes the need to create a culture of learning at home, preparing the children, the
new generation, to be more literate, more observing, more aware of how the Bible was
written and how to make use of it. Lecturers motivating their students to read more, to
practice their comprehension skills; a father and mother taking the Bible and the education of
their children seriously, developing the thinking of their children during everyday situations,
prepare them for the future history of Africa, and the Church in Africa.
During July or August baskets of maize, beans and other products are brought to the church,
recognizing with thankful hearts the blessings of the Lord during the whole process.
Teaching and development of thinking are blessings from God to serve Him and
others in a changing world. Lecturers dedicated to Him, will see their lecturing as a
calling and with much discipline and planning, develop themselves and their students,
not for personal gain, but bringing glory to our Creator and Saviour.
5.3 Summary
5.3.1 Preparation of the soil

The research showed that, in order to integrate the knowledge acquired at Bible
School into the normal way of thinking and practice of the student, one cannot simply
jump into the subject material. You must follow a careful process of preparation that
entail:
personal involvement of teachers with each individual student
all lecturers working together at the development of thinking skills
students working together, using reciprocal teaching
more than the usual practice being built into the courses.
actively involving students in thinking activities
opening up the student for new concepts, linking the new with the old to permit
the changing of fixed perceptions
organizing the thinking of the students; typical metacognitive activities: Reading
exercises, language perfection, development of short-term memory, learning
and practicing how to read and summarize at the same time, reading with
comprehension, making good use of time and resources, distinguishing the essential
from the mass of information they receive, structuring their learning and thinking.
teaching students to use complex studymethods like the SQ3R. Practicing and
monitoring

core-thinking

skills:

focussing,

information-gathering,

remembering, organizing, analyzing, integrating, evaluating.
developing the inner motivation needed for studying and preparing for Wordstudy and teaching God's- people, studying being a form of worship.
overcoming harmful traditional ways of thinking about learning, moving from
the old way of thinking to the new.
helping the learner to develop as an integrated and thinking individual.
assisting the learner to be motivated, participate and contribute towards his own
development

5.3.2 Planting and maintenance of growth
This is the area normally regarded as the only responsibility of lecturers and 'straightforward" teaching. The research showed that a lot more should be done to make teaching
have lasting effects on the lives of the students:
emphasizing the essential role of the Holy Spirit during textual interpretation
encouraging and creating a climate of motivated learning and thinking
taking into account sociological and educational environment to know where to
start the teaching and how to develop it.
contextualizing of the vocabulary necessary for particular lectures.

being mutually involved in learning
being taught how to prepare and structure the progression of a lesson
revising and monitoring the student's development in the form of regular formal
and informal assessments
providing important scaffolding for the development of the students; The lecturer
should give broad structures to which new and previous knowledge can be linked;
scaffolding should not take over the responsibility of the student. In the end he must

be able to supply his own fruit
constructing constant logical support or justification for conclusions reached. A
list of logical sequenced tasks, leading to proper conclusions, should help students
grow into the habit of justifying what they do.
knowing what to look for to be able to distinguish what is important in exegesis
(knowledge of literary conventions)
training by students of their perceptionlobservation abilities and improving their
attention spanlshort-term memory
providing special and individual attention at times
transforming their natural low academic expectations into a more realistic view of
their created possibilities
instilling the need to learn more
moving on at the right time when students are ready: the "zone of proximal
development" explains the importance of timing and planned forward movement,
integrating new knowledge with the previous
showing students that comprehension of a text needs many planned activities,
many visits to the text, and many skills, along with the inspiration from Above.
5.3.3 Harvesting and usage

Sometimes lecturers feel that their task ends with "planting" knowledge.

What

students are able to do with what they have learned and how they actually use it, 'is their
own problem". This is a serious abandonment of our responsibility as teachers before God.
When we are concerned with the outcome of our teaching, the following aspects should be
emphasized:
induction - t o make the right analysis, using all the information provided in the
text, is a discipline that should be engrafted, through many and constant
practicing sessions.
justifying, defending your conclusions consciously; An honest effort should be
made to hear what the first hearers heard.

combining groups and class mates to provide valuable help in determining and
validating the conclusions from the text
using textual conclusions i n a productive way. Application and deduction are
proven to be very difficult, taking the principles derived at in the analysis and
applying them to different modem situations. Since this is the point of reading the
Bible, it cannot be exercised enough
creating a culture of learning from the classroom into the homes, preparing the
children, the new generation, to be more literate, more observing, more aware of how
the Bible was written and how to make use of it. This is preparing leaders for the
future of Africa and the Church in Africa.
teaching and developing thinking (to be seen as a blessing from God to serve
Him and others in a changing world). Lecturers dedicated to Him, will see their
lecturing as a calling and with much discipline and planning, develop
themselves and their students, not for personal gain, but to bring glory to our
Creator and Saviour.

Chapter 6
Model put into Practice - Detailed Programme for the Teaching and
Assessment of Exegesis in Africa
6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the aim is to implement many of the important insights gained in the previous
chapters, into a demonstration course. This may help other Bible Schools and Colleges to
have a working document from where they may develop their Exegesis and other courses in
their own contexts.
6.2 Outline of the Course Curriculum

6.2.1 Prerequisites of the course, regarding the collaboration between lecturers
and the overall curriculum design and practice:
The minimum tools are needed because the emphasis will be on developing and
using thinking skills. This course aims to enable students to be less dependent on
expensive books and computer programmes and make the best with what they have
in rural Africa. A good study Bible with a concordance and a different translation in
the same or another language should be the basic requirements.
A basic grammar course in the teaching language emphasising recognition of verbs,
nouns, prepositions, pronouns, conditional clauses etc., should run parallel to the
Preparation Phase. This will provide the basic tools of understanding any literature
and its vocabulary. As a rule this basic knowledge cannot be taken for granted.
The importance of a good relationship between lecturers and students and a positive
and non-threatening classroom atmosphere cannot be overestimated. It reduces
stress and fosters the belief that the work is possible to master, so important to
students who generally feel they are not able, although they won't show it.
A lecturer who models his dedication on the Lord, respect for the Bible and serious
academic work at the same time, will gain the trust of the students. Trust and respect
is necessary to enable students to commit themselves consciously to the process of
developing all the skills needed for solid exegesis.
Reading competence was discovered as one of the most neglected thinking skills and
will therefore form an integral part of this course (see 2.2.7,4.4 and 4.5.3).

The important agreement and commitment between lecturers of all the subjects to
promote thinking and the skills involved, should be on the yearly agenda of the
Academic Director's "Lecturer's development programme". When all lecturers use
the thinking skills vocabulary in the same way, development of students in all areas
will occur simultaneously and have a more positive overall effect.
All lecturers should monitor the amount of reading students do and motivate them in
different but effective ways to read as much as possible. Reading one library book a
month should be the minimum and may be motivated by a group discussion and an
easy monkey puzzle to test basic comprehension. Reading is so important that these
marks could amount to 10% of the semester mark. All lecturers should understand
the logic of the basic class routine proposed by Ausubel (1968)(see 4.1.4) and Bowen
and Bowen (1986)(see 4.7) in order to provide the scaffolding necessary for student
involvement and the use of thinking skills across the curriculum.
Reciprocal Learning should become a normal part of teaching strategies (see 4.6).
All lecturers should emphasise the constant use of induction (interpret the information
and reach valid conclusions), deduction (identify and generalize principles and describe
their consequences) and constructing support or providing justification

for

conclusions.
All lecturers should be monitored and assisted by the Academic Director to include
the use and measurement of thinking skills in their formative and summative
assessments.

Lesson targets or outcomes should be correctly formulated and

assessed in effective ways.
A very important aspect of learning is to move from the known to the new; in order to
integrate and process new knowledge, it must be linked to previous knowledge. This
implies a diagnostic attitude and skills to be used by the teacher to find out where the
students' learning level is in general. "It is highly likely that a group of pupils will bring
to each lesson a widely different set of views and beliefs on the subject matter at
hand. The crucial task of the teacher is to activate this prior knowledge, rather than
to spend an inordinate amount of time in a busy classroom finding out every last
detail of it." (Stevenson and Palmer 1984152).

6.2.2 Lesson Programme
The Course Objective is:
After this Basic Course in Exegesis the students will know and be able to apply the
basic procedures necessary for responsible Bible interpretation and the thinking skills
involved.

This course comprises of 87 lessons. If the lecturer has four classes per week, the course
can be done in two semesters of 11 weeks. On average, two of the four classes in each
week will be exercises that do not need much preparation. It is therefore not too big a
burden on lecturers and students. It might be a help to the lecturer to ask a senior student to
do the exercises with the students although care should be taken that they are not seen as a
less important facet of the course.
The exercises are done according to the model given i n 2.2.3.

For exercises 1.1, 1.2

and 2, the lecturer has t o prepare practice sheets with the vocabulary of the required
language; each week a different set of words and text should be prepared according t o
the model.
The list below provides a summary of the lessons of a Basic Course in Old Testament
Exegesis. It is given in the form of Lesson TargetsIOutcomes.

Preparation Phase
After this lesson you will be able to do the following:
1.
give an overview of the exegesis wurse.
2.

rewgnise traditional ideas harmful to thinking development - study of common

9.

read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to summarize it in a paragraph.
minutes will be used for small group discussion, comparing

13.

read groups of words in Exercise 2 fluently.

14.

to summarire a chapter of a text book, transform the headings into questions and
explain and apply the SQ3R method to one of your subjects.

15.

read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to summarise it, working in a group
of two where you take turns asking questions and answering them.

16.

prove that you understand and can apply the lessons on memory and
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summarising.
17.

draw a mind map of a chapter in a book.

18.

read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to summarize it in a paragraph.

19.

draw a mind map of a chapter in a book, explaining to someone what you thought
and how you arrived at the conclusion.

20.

read Exercise 1 fluently and recognize the repeated words.

21.

draw a mind map of a chapter in a book, explaining to the class what you thought
and how you arrived at the conclusion. Two other students in the class will
respond, explaining their thoughts. A mark will be given for reasoning and justifying
arguments.

22.

read groups of words in Exercise 2 fluently.

23.

explain why it is important to think about your thinking and mention common
reasoning errors.

24.

read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to do a summary in a group of two,
where you take turns asking questions and answering them.

25.

identify common reasoning errors from examples and explain how to solve

are responsible or not.
41.

read Exercise 1 fluently and recognize the repeated words.

Planting and Maintenance Phase (Reading exercises continue into this phase)
1. After this lesson you will be able to discuss the differences between our time and the
Biblical times and the challenges these pose to modern readers.

I
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2. After this lesson, you will be able to know the definition of exegesis and give a short
summary of its main elements.
3. After this lesson, you will be able to read groups of words in Exercise 2 fluently.
4. After this lesson, you will have an overview of the exegetical process as it will be studied

during this basic course.

5.After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise it in a group of two where you take turns asking questions and answering them.
6. After this lesson, you will be able to discuss different types of translations and why you

need more skills to discover the message of a text.
7. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph.

8. After this lesson, you will be able to read Exercise 1 fluently and recognize the repeated
Study of the Text
9. After this lesson, you will be able to indicate repeating key worddphrases and decide on
the beginning and ending of texts.
10. After this lesson, you will be able to read groups of words in Exercise 2 fluently.
11. After this lesson, you will be able to explain to other students how to look for repeating key
worddphrases.
12. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise it, working in a group of two where you take turns asking questions and answering
them.
13. After this lesson, you will be able to divide a text into paragraphs.
14. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph.
15. After this lesson, you will be able to explain to other students how to divide a text into
paragraphs and summarize them.

16. After this lesson, you will be able to read Exercise 1 fluently and recognize the repeated

17. After this lesson, you will be able to identify pattems of repetition of worddphrases in the
18. After this lesson, you will be able to read groups of words in Exercise 2 fluently.
19. After this lesson, you will be able to identify pattems of repetition of words/phrases in the
20. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise it, working in a group of two where you take turns asking questions and answering
them.
21. After this lesson, you will be able to identify pattems of repetition of worddphrases in the
text and discover the reason why the author wrote the text in a specific order.
22. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph.
23. After this lesson, you will be able to work in small groups and identify patterns of repetition
of wordslphrases in the text and discover the reason why the author wrote the text in a
specific order.
24. After this lesson, you will be able to read Exercise 1 fluently and recognize the repeated
--

25. After this lesson, you will be able (on your own) to identify patterns of repetition of
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wordslphrases in the text and discover the reason whv the author wrote the text in a swcific
26. After this lesson, you will be able to read groups of words in Exercise 2 fluently.
27. After this lesson, you will be able to recognize figures of speech in the text and look for
the specific meaning of key words as used by the author.
28. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise it, working in a group of two where you take turns asking questions and answering
29. After this lesson, you will be able to look for the specific meaning of key words as used by
the author and previous biblical material.
30. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
surnmarise it in a paragraph.
31. After this lesson, you will be able to give the theme the text reveals and explain why you
regard it as such.
32. After this lesson, you will be able to read Exercise 1 fluently and recognize the repeated
words.
33. After this lesson, you will be able to give the message the text reveals provisionally to the
first hearers and explain why you think so..
34. After this lesson, you will be able to read groups of words in Exercise 2 fluently.

35. After this lesson, you will be able to recognize different types of literature and (on an
elementary level) be able to recognize some of them.
36. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise itsworkingin a group of two where you take turns asking questions and answering
them.
37. After this lesson, you will be able to recognize different types of literature and on an
elementary level be able to rewgnize some of them.
38. After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph. The last ten minutes will be used for small group discussion,
comparing summaries.

Immediate context and context of the book
39. After this lesson, you will be able to identify the relationship between the text and other
texts around it.
40. After this lesson, you will be able to identify the relationship between the text and other
texts around it and their possible influence on the meaning of the text.
Historical context
41. After this lesson, you will be able to explain to others the historical context in which the

book was written and its importance to the understanding of the text.
42. After this lesson, you will be able to explain to others the historical context in which the
book was written and specific cultural Customs observed in the text.
Conclusion on message for the first hearers
43. After this lesson, you will be able to integrate facts from the historical context and the
message for the first hearers, previously described.

Harvesting and Usage Phase
Identification of the principle
1. After this lesson, you will be able to identify and formulate the basic principlelcentral truth of
the message for the first hearers.
Application in the modem context
2. After this lesson, you will be able to identify the basic principlelcentral t ~ t of
h the message

I

for the first hearers and formulate it for today.
Summary and overview
3. After this lesson you will be able to recall the main elements of the exegesis course and
use it to prepare your sermons.

6.2.3 Basic Lesson Structure
A basic daily lesson structure is proposed in this section
Buconyori (1991) and Bowen and Bowen (1986) (see 4.7)

made special remarks on

teaching in Africa:
The need for structured courses and outlines
The importance of visual material, written notes and diagrams
The need for a non-aggressive classroom atmosphere
The importance of group work and discussion, rather than questions that threaten
and expose the individual
Also important, as seen in Chapter 4, are Ausubel's (1968) major recommendations for
structuring learning sessions, which can be summarized as follows:
1. Explain your learning objective.
2. Start lessons with advanced organizers that include general principles to help

students absorb material systematically.
3. Alert the students to new concepts and link it to prior knowledge.
4. Present the learning in systematic steps.
5.

Ensure, by asking questions, that students are actively taking part in the

lesson and are mastering the material.
6. Follow the lesson with a summary.
7. Set requirements or assignments on the material that requires students to

organize related material on their own.
As a general rule for good class room strategy, these recommendations may be
incorporated as follows (for a 45 minute class):
1. Explain your learning objective1 lesson target, creating the need and motivation

to learn more (3 minutes).
Learning targets should have three elements (Lindvall and Nitko 2001:30):

- Student centred ("the student" or 'you")

- Performance centred (worded in terms of observable student performance,
"be able to do")

-

Content centred (worded so the specific content to which the student

performance applied is clear)
2. Start lessons with advanced organizers that include general principles to help
students absorb study material systematically.

These may be written on the

blackboard or be placed in the beginning of each chapter if students receive a text
book or study guide (4 minutes).
3. Alert the students to new concepts and link them to prior knowledge. Be

sensitive to possible worldviewlcultural clashes and specifically reason from the
old to the new (7 minutes).
4. Present the learning in systematic steps (25 minutes).

Ensure, by asking non-threatening questions, that students are actively taking
part in the lesson, using their thinking skills and mastering the material. Quick
small-group discussions may be very helpful here. The lesson target should
always be the main focus.
5.

Close the lesson with a summary, as visually presented as possible, for

instance with a diagram (2 minutes).
6. Give assignments on the material that require of students to organize and

relate study material to practical situations and think more about it at home (3
minutes).
7. Make sure students know how to prepare and are motivated for the next
lesson (1 minute).
Depending on the study material, one might not always be able to follow all seven
steps in one lesson and perhaps link two or three lessons to form a whole. Once the
basic lesson structure becomes a habit, however, it becomes easy to make small
changes and still adhere to the basic principles underlying this structure.

The

researcher's own experience indicates that the positive results of this lesson strategy
is a good motivator to continue using it.
6.2.3.1 Example of a Lesson, using the basic lesson structure

1. Explain your learning objective/ lesson target, creating the need a n d

motivation to learn more (3 minutes).
Many people love to eat the heart or the liver of a bull or cow, because they believe that it
will give them more power. ' Rice made with the blood of a chicken is a favourite dish.
Did you know that the Bible prohibits the eating of blood?
Let us read again the texts that I asked you to read before this class:
Gen 9.4-6 and Lev 7.26-27. (Lev 3.17, 19.26; Deut 12.16, 24; I s m 14.32-34).
After this lesson, you will understand these texts that prohibit the use of blood and help
other believers in this regard.
2. Start lessons with advanced organizers that include general principles to

help students absorb study material systematically (4 minutes).
We will examine the texts prohibiting the use of blood in three steps.

lo
The use of blood in biblical times.
2O The basic principles why the use of blood was prohibited: it was reserved as a
sacrifice to God and not eating it showed respect to God.
3O Practical applications for our time.
3. Alert the students to new concepts a n d link it to prior knowledge o r a t
least activate prior knowledge. B e sensitive to possible worldview/cultural
clashes a n d specifically reason from the o l d to the new (7 minutes).
Who can tell something about a baby or boy whose body was mutilated for his organs?
Who knows why the illegal trade in human organs is so difficult to stop? (Give the class
time to discuss it.)
We have seen that people believe to gain vitality and power if they eat human organs,
even more so where AIDS is rampant and fertility is a problem.
When you went to ask the Jehovah's Witnesses why they do not eat blood or even
receive donated blood, what was their answer?
Can you think of important teachings in the Bible stressing the importance of blood, even
in the New Testament? Why would Jesus say that we should drink his blood and eat his
flesh to be saved?
4. Present the learning in systematic steps (25 minutes).

Ensure, by asking non-threatening questions, that students are actively
taking part in the lesson, using their thinking skills and are mastering the
material. Quick small-group discussions may b e very helpful here.

The

lesson target should always be the main focus.

l oThe use of blood in biblical times.
a. What do we learn about the purpose of blood in Lev 17.11-14? Discuss it with the
person next to you.
We see that blood was reserved as a sacrifice to God, as a form of payment for our sins.
We may ask, but why blood? The "soul" or life of our bodies was believed to be in our
blood. Blood therefore represented our life; without blood one cannot live. Before God,
our sins and rebellion against Him earned us the death sentence. God then, in His
grace, ruled that if we give the blood of an animal to Him it will serve as a substitute for
our own blood or life. Instead of my blood or life, God decided to accept the blood of
specific animals as payment in the place of my life and forgive my sins. (Drinking the
blood of humans was never an option in the Bible.)
Therefore, it was reserved as a sacrifice to God as payment or remission of our sins,
b. The fact that God accepted blood also may be linked to the creation when He gave life
to humans. We see in Gen 9 that He prohibited the eating of blood and also taking the
blood or life of another human being because we were "created in His image".
Therefore, the 'not killing of humans' and the 'not eating of animal blood' were ways to
show their deep respect and recognition to the Lord of Life. M follows that human beings
were taught to expect life and vitality from the Lord of life and not from the drinking of
animal blood and the eating of human or animal organs.
2 O The basic principles why the use of blood was prohibited.

We have identified two basic principles from the prohibition to drink blood:
0

Blood was reserved as a sacn5ce to God, as payment or remission of our sins
The 'not killing of humans' and the 'not eating of blood' were ways to show deep
respect and recognition to the Lord of Life.

3O

Practical applications for our time.
Blood was reserved as a sacrifice to God, as payment or remission of our sins

Discuss if we still need to give the blood of an animal as payment for our sins?

We see in John 1.29 that Jesus is the Lamb of God that takes away the sins of the world,
see also Eph 5.2; Heb 9.28.
Therefore the only blood in which we should trust today, for the forgiveness of our sins
and life before God, is the blood of Jesus Christ on the cross. No other blood has any
religious significance anymore.
The 'not eating of blood' was a way to show deep respect and recognition to the
Lord of Life
God, through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, still is the Lord of Life, see John 14.6. Only He
can give real life and power if we believe and trust Him. Our faith and hope should be
concentrated in Him alone. Any belief that animal blood or human organs can help us is
idolatry and diminishes our belief that life in its fullness is only to be found in Christ (John
10.10).
Our whole salvation depends on Christ alone, trust in Him alone.
We may donate our blood to someone who lost a lot of blood and in that way show him
the love of Christ in us and that only faith in Christ, who gave his blood, is life for all
sinners.
Do we understand now why the New Testament allows us to eat anything God created?
(1Tim 4.1-5; 1Cor 10.22s~;Rom 14; Col2.16-23; Mark 7.15-23)
5. Close the lesson with a summary, as visually presented as possible, for

instance with a diagram (2 minutes).
6. Give assignments on the material that require students to organize and
relate study material to practical situations and think more about it at home
(3 minutes).
Go and ask your neighbour his opinion on the eating of blood. Explain to him why
Christians are free to eat any food. Bring a summary of your conversation to the next
group discussion.
7. Make sure students know how to prepare and are motivated for the next

lesson (1 minute).

In Lev 7.23-25 it states that we should not eat fat. For the next lesson: Explain on one
written page, how we should understand this law.
6.2.4

Detailed Lesson Programme for the Basic Course i n Old Testament Exegesis

A summary of all lessons in the Basic Course in Old Testament Exegesis is presented. The
aim is to demonstrate how the research may be incorporated into the course. It may also
serve as a working document for Theological Schools from which their own courses may be
developed in their specific context. This will typically be a first year curriculum for all levels,
laying the foundation for more intensive work on all different aspects of exegesis in the
following years. This course might also be useful, in adapted form, to the training of elders
and preachers by the trained pastor in the local congregation.
On page 121 the following was already said but a repetition might serve to avoid
misunderstanding: This course comprises of 87 lessons. If the lecturer has four classes per
week, the course can be done in two semesters of 11 weeks. On average, two of the four
classes in each week will be exercises that do not need much preparation. It is therefore not
too big a burden on lecturers and students. It might be a help to the lecturer to ask a senior
student to do the exercises with the students although care should be taken that they are not
seen as a less important facet of the course. The exercises are done according t o the
model given in 2.2.3 (page 16ff).

For exercises 1.1, 1.2 and 2, the lecturer has to

prepare practice sheets with the vocabulary o f the required language.

1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson you will be able to give an overview of the exegesis course.
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and worldview (7 minutes).

In order to have a good harvest in your machamba (garden) many things are necessary.
Let us name a few...
Yes, we need rain, good soil and seed etc. But there is also a lot a work to be done and you
need to work well together with other members of the family. There is also a lot to be learned
like how to use the hoe, how to clear the garden, how to make the rows, how to choose the
areas where you plant, how to plant and keep the garden clean, how and when to give
fertilizer, how to reap, how to sell...
We are here to learn how to work in the machamba and ensure a good harvest for the
Kingdom of God. Like a machamba we need a lot of preparation, hard work, skills,
knowledge and exercise to be able to understand correctly the Word of God.
Think of how many years you learned the many things and skills necessary to work a
machamba. Moses had 40 years of palace training, reading and writing, arithmetic and many
other skills. Then he was in the desert for another 40 years, learning how to survive and tend
to the sheep in harsh conditions, but also learning to know God and His will. At the age of 80
God decided that he was ready to lead His people from Egypt to the Promised Land.
We need to be well prepared to understand and apply God's Word to others.

-

'4. Learning -in systematic steps (28 minuteS).

I What does "exegesis"

mean? It comes from a Greek word "exegesis" that

IThe verb form means "to take olit from". These words are used in John 1.18;

:0"explain". !
24.35;

I Acts 10.8; 15:12,14; 21.19. Ittherefore refers to the process of uncovering and
understanding what God said to His people through the Bible writers and prophets..
What instruments do we need in order to do exegesis?
~

The help of the Holy Spirit

Bible texts like 2 Cor 4.4-6; Eph 2.1,2; 1 Cor 2.9-16; John 14.26; 16.12-14 helpus to
understand that we need the Holy Spirit to understand God's Word and message. The Holy
Spirit was sent to guide us in our understanding of the will of God.
An understanding of how, why and when the Bible and a specific text was written
As a rule, we know very little about how the engine of a car works. We need teachers to
show and explain it to us. Also, the Bible was written long ago, when people thought and
lived differently. They also spoke different languages and wrote in ways different to today.
For these and other reasons God always provided teachers to teach His Word to His people
(Deut 11.19; 6.4-10; 20-25; Ezra 7.10; Neh 8.2,3,7,9,12; Acts 2.42; 5.21,2
4.11,12; 2 Tim 2.2,15). We need to understand what God said to a specific group 0
a specific historical situation; we also need to know how he said it and for what reasons.
There is a lot more to Bible interpretation than we normalLY.
think! ..
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Observation,readingand thinkingskills

The Bible was not written in verse form. Verses were added as a way of referencing in later
translations. Originally the Bible waswrittenin the form of complete books, even without
chapter headings. Imagine reading the 52 Chapters of Jeremiah as one book, without
subdivisions and headings! It does not mean that the texts did not have subdivisions, it
means that the writers used different ways to show the readers and hearers where different
themes, sermons and subjects started and ended.
· We must learn how they structured the books; what to look for In order to
know the beginning and ending of texts on one subject; how they used words
and not numbers or titles to guide us to the important message.
· It also means that we must think in terms of bigger portions and not of verses,
if we want to understand the Bible.
· All of these and other skills need knowledge but also practice. exercise,
development of our memory, our observation and reading skills. For these
reasons we will do many things in this course, like reading exercises. All of
these are intended to help us develop into skilled Bible readers, who know
how to dig to uncover the treasures God intended us to discover in His Word.
II

What are~he phases of the exegesis course?

· Firstly we will do a lot of preparation work like reading exercises, learning to
summarize and develop your memory and other thinking skills; how to
overcome stumbling blocks in the way you have been taught. This is the
preparation of the macham/Ja.
· In the second phase we will learn what to look for in the text in order to
understand the message for the first readers. This is the planting and
maintenance of the machamba.
· In the third phase we will learn how to apply the message to our own people.
This is the harvesting time in the machamba.
(Planting and Maintenance Phase, Lesson 4 gives.a" overview of the last two
Phase~
5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
The Word of God was well-written in clear language for the first hearers.
We, however, need a lot of help and preparation in order to understand the Word as they did
and to apply it to our lives. A lot of preparation, work and skills are needed to ensure a good
harvest from your machamba.
As your teachers we are dedicated to help you develop, with the help of God's Spirit, into an
exegete of God's Word. Are you ready to give what it takes?
Prayer: Lord we commit our minds, hearts and bodies to be developed and trained in the
understanding and applying of Your Word.
6.

Assignments, related to practicalsituations (2 minutes).

Try to teach someone at home the need for exegesis and the instruments that will be
necessary. Then discuss with one of your classma~§ how.your I~sson went.
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Write down three proverbs or common ideas you know that relate to thinking, learning and
understandina and brina it with vou to to the next class.
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Preoaration Phase Lesson 2

1. Learning objective/lesson

- -

target and motivation (3 minutes).

Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto recognizetraditionalideasharmfulto thinking
development

- study of common proverbs.

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).

-

=> Ideas on study and thinking as we know them from proverbs and experience
=> Comparison with the way the.Bible teaches us about study and thinking

-

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

-

and world view (7 minutes).

Each student explains the proverbs and sayings he brought to the class.
ExamDles

The need to learn from others:

If you want to hear the beat of the drums well, you need to be close.
He, who did not want to ask, followed the road to the cemetery.
The little wild boar fell into the trap because his mother did not teach him.
"I know how to", heard the rabbit with his ears in the pot.
Young people are useless because they do not listen to the forefathers.
Words of old people become better after a few days.
Old people knew different times

- therefore

they know more.

One leg does not dance.
One should not have one's own or new ideas:
The loudest drum breaks the first.
Ideas are like a flame that you take from one fire to start the next one.
The stone that rolls in the water, does not gather moss.
The traditional way of thinking is protected by curses and witchcraft.
Be careful of him that knows all.
Do not beat the visitor without the consent of the family.
You cannot call the deaf man with new gestures.
Don't applaud the blind man while he is dancing, he will break the pots.
The majority rules.
Thinking:
The rabbit is without a tail because he thought his uncle will keep him one.
To think is for whites.
Too much study can make you mad.
Silence never startles the animal (it is good to think, but keep it to yourself).
Keep ideas to yourself otherwise you'll be like a woman who wants to dominate others.
When you walk, leave your steps, not your mouth.
A small thorn stopped the police (even a child may be useful)
The first one never drinks dirty water.
Study and education:
School Education corrupted the youth.
Only he who has ears can hear.
A bent tree is straightened while it is small.
Nobody danced for him (he did not have a teacher).
He who did not study is still in the blanket.
The woman who studies will become a prostitute.

4. Learningin systematic Slips (25minutes).

-- - - ---

--

=> Ideas on study and thinking as we know them from proverbs and experience
In the examples we see that study and thought are sometimes encouraged, but
sometimes it is not well thought of. It also looks as if the wisdom oflhe eld~rs is
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sometimes contradictory.

Why, for instance, is itgood for a man to think and not for a woman? Is this the correct
way? Did God create women with inferior brains?
I
What would happen today if we only rely on the way people thought in the past, if life was l
still only about machambas, cattle, raising children in the bush, using the same solutions I
to problems and thinking the same as everyone...?
Is it good to be able to read and study the Bible, or must we only rely on the oral traditions

of the past?
(If the class has more than six students, divide them in groups for 10 minutes of
discussion.)
:::>

!

I

Gbh')pansooWith t~e way t~~ Bible feach~$~sab()ytstuqYi:!ndtbinf(ihg

ComPare thedifferenttype$
o.f ".fool" in Proverbs with.the'iWi$~man"(proV1,'7:4,1~114;
8.33-36;Ps.1.1,2;
1tQ,Q7.,99:Gbl 3.JPt17;.2. Pl3f1:2;3,f)(~)($eEi$i2).
Discl.J$$Jn.grotJpsthe.claim ofRabbiHetSqhelth~t
studj?is.aformg{Wot"$f)'/p.
... .
Make a selection o.fbiblici:!IWOrds d~scribing thjnkiogliosi9h~k$tudying
etc, (~ee3.3)i;:!nd

L _ _diSklJ.SsJ.lbde.t!y~withthEt.2tud~.
.

_

I

-!

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Human wisdom sometimes agrees with what we find in the Bible. God's will and revelation,
however should be our sole consideration (after all He is older and wiser than anyone). Then
we will be wise men, glorifying God through our hard work and study.
Prayer: Lord we pray for Your wisdom, to understand the gifts You gave us and the insight
how to use them. May our studies bring praise and worship to You, our Lord.
r6f ASSlgQll1eni$re/ate~t()
pra;t~cal sft~at;Of!$(3mi1Wte$).
~ometimesp~opleY$~
the threat of witchcraft to ti:!k~away our enthusiasmtdbeseOOus<ih
.
I.our study OfGOd'$ Word and tof()Uewi~q.iH~entIY...Pr$ctJ$stbi$iinyoqrprayetgrotJp
and tell

b.u.Lho~.QY,p,Ja!J.JQ..handle.
thi§l.!s1n.dofthreat.
.

..

.

__

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
When you read your Bibletonight, read 2 Peter 1 also.
Next time we willdo a reading exercise. Among a group of Mozambican Theological
students, these exercises proved to develop understandina of texts and other thinkina skills.
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.

immediateZyflXingconcentration on
the beginning of a line

3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).
To playsocceryou needto be fit and skilful.Rememberthat readingis goodexercisefor our
minds. We will needto be fit in our thinkingto be ableto do goodexegesis.
L4CD9W~the-exerCise${25 mlriUtei).-

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).

-

Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord we praise you for the gift of thinking, reading and writing. Help us to use and
develop these gifts.

ASSigl1meijt$relitedtc)PtaCtiCal$itu~t't:tl1s

~

Whene~r .yQu.read. tryt6P'Ck.Out

.

-

(3rri!"UtM)+

wqrds~~al f.fre.repeat~~,.Afterread!hga

cbapte~;.t'1to
.
.
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time, we will learn how the human memory works.
· Try to make a list of things that you use to help you remember things.
· Preoare the lesson on memory in vour studv auide.

.

.
rememb~rwh&b...w.pl$..were...[eD.eateJtalqt.
..

.
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PreDaratlOn Ph~§~ Lesson 4 -

B
1. Learning objective/

lesson

target and motivation

--- - -

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to understand how the human memory works.
, 2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).

-

I How much do we remember? (Information in the LEER111 course (Learning Unit 2) of the
North-WestUniversityis usefulfor this lesson.)

I

How do we memorize and remember better?
· First understand
· Prioritize and summarize

· Organize and associate

· Repetition
L

_

·

Be motivated

·

Evaluateyourself

..~

Q~~-lear(l9nd coll~olidate by.rep~iti.oD. __
_ _
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).
~

__

Some people think they cannot learn or remember well because of their ethnic group or the
school they come from. Others think they committed some sin that causes them not to
remember. Some think it is dangerous to remember a lot, you can hurt your brain. It is not
true for it is estimated that we only use about 10% of our brain's capacity to remember.
Any person can learn to remember much better than he thinks he can. It is mainly a
technique, like riding a bicycle. You can learn how to do it.
4.~reaming Tnsystematic steps ?3l1minutes).

..--

--

rHowmuch do we remember? (Information in the LEER111 course (Learning Unit 2) of the

-,

North-West University is used for this lesson.) Research has shown that mostpeople forget
46% of what they have read after one day. After two weeks they have forgotten almost 80%.
When one has only listened, without reading, the percentages are even higher.

Howdo we memorize and remember better?
· First understand- it is much easier to remember things you understand. It is
very important to make sure you understand the material. Ask the lecturer
and your friends to explain again where you cannot make any sense.
Prioritize and summarize -- One does not need to remember every word.
Decide which the important aspects are. Normally you find.them in the titles
and sub-titles. Write them down (also an aid to remember) and summarize
briefly the essence of the information underneath each heading. Words that
are repeated a lot are called key words and normally they are clues to the
important issues in the chapter. Make a list of key words.
Organize and associate, visualize. Association means to group the things you
have to remember. For instance you have to remember the words ap
potatoes, pumpkin, tangerines, mangoes, lettuce, beetroot, oranges an
carrots. If you group them as fruit and vegetables it will be much easier to
remember all of them. You may also associate things to remember with
visual images or colours, for instance group the list according to colours and
create a visual image of them lying on the table, or at specific stalls at the
market. Can you discover what memory association was used to remember
Psalm 119? If we associate things in our memory, we store them in a place
where we can find it again. Then it Is not necessary to remember everything
all the time, rather remember where you have stored it, and then you can find

I

·

·

it again.
·

Repetition:What happenswitha footpathwhenpeoplestop using.it?It

becomes overgrown with grass. Repetition keeps the memory path open and

clear. The more you repeat the main points the better you remember them.
Be motivated: If you do not want to remember, you will not. Why do we have
to study less in the subjects we like? If we are motivated and positive about
the work, it is much easier to remember. Motivation can be a choice.
Evaluate yourself do not wait for the test or examination to find out if you

·

--

-

·
_

~tlQ.W

the work. le.slvourself

or ask a friend to t~.tvJM:Jmo.wJ.e.dge...and
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I
I

- -understanding.Giveyoursel(tnemark you

want to aChieve

a-ncnearn

-

accordingly. If you achieve less, you are not monitoring yourself correctly.
.0
ver -lea rnandconsoJid ate by repetition-do
not Iearntheminimum.y
outhin k
is necessary. Learn more than you think you should; repeat every week until
you remember, then make it every month to make sure. In this way you will
not be afraid of tests and be able to .remember the facts even long after the

~

__ exal])ilJEdi.QQ...Anq
useitoned~ - ypurr~alaim!

_

__

__J

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Who can remember the techniques that help us to remember better? Let us name them one
by one...
Prayer: Lord help us to overcome laziness and study to the glory of Your Name.

--

'Assignments; relaied to'practical
iltuatTons (2minutes).

-

-1

.

Make a summary of the main points in Psalm 46 and decide how you are goingto remember
it. Shar~it tomgrrow witb.y'Q.u£.DeignbQur.
J
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Remember to read a chapter every day and try to remember the key words. The more we
read the better we start to understand what we read.

__

_
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Lesso

~

1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readgroupsof wordsin Exercise2 fluently.

r 2. Advanced-organizersandgeneralprinciples(4mmutes).

1

I

A similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading

languageof the students. Eachgroupof two shouldbe providedwitha copy.

'

Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do Exercise 2 three times and then the

I

secondwill do the same.Whilethe one reads,the otherone monitorsfor errors.

'

'bJective

.
·

to wideneyespan
to develop the capacity to

in the middle of word groups
while

read in word groups

'!*._,tfllWP1:l)J?~rt{ai!/fnf!.s12eedl:

3. New concepts

- /(;eepYl)J~r

linked to prior knowledge

h~':!Jl~rtt!1qnJY'!J~~i1grfJ~

~es

and worldview (5 minutes).

Your reading speed does not normally indicate your intelligence, rather the amount of practice
you've had. The more you read, the better you get at reading. With this technique of reading
groups of words, your reading speed and comprehension will also increase.
1
4. [)oingthe exercises (30mm...tes).

--- ---..........

-. --

--.I

5. Lesson summary (1 minute).
Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord we ask You to bless our reading and the skills we need to study Your Word.
I...~'

.ASSJgnm:~ts, related tOPl1Jct/calsitY~tIOlJ~(1.mlnlJt:).

l Practice r~ading g:oups of wor~,

when~veryoure~qa~boO~i

I

.
_

I
. .

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Revise the lesson on memory and choose any chapter from your study material, together with
one of your classmates. Apply the memory techniques to this chapter and be prepared to
share it with the class next time. Be as creative as possible, giving exiting ways to remember
studv material.
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto explainhowthe humanmemoryworks.

r. A-dvanced organizers-and general principles (1 minute).

we will give some students a chance to share their examples of how they want to
:ainchEl~
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (7 minutes).

~

..

What are some problems you have with your memory? Did lesson 5 help you to overcome
some problems? Please share it with the group.
4. Learning In systematic steps (30 ;miJutes).
A group of two students show how they memorized the essence of a certain study chapter
and then the others see if they can recognize the methods they used. There should be
oygh. tim.§..f.gr tYJg QrJ!:\m.e.grouR§. to .p..re§eot

tlleicworK.

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Today we revised the following memory techniques...
Prayer: Lord we thank You for better understanding of how memory works. Let our memories
and minds be fully developed in Your service.
-.
r

6. Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).

I Start using these memory techniques in all subjects and set aside at least one hour per day
lJ.9I.re..l!ision ansl m~Q9.~ute

Y.9b1

'Hill remember w~1.Y.

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Imagine you are a journalist interviewing people for an article. Make a list of question words
that yOUwill use, like: What, Whv...
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--1. Learning objective/ lesson

target and motivation

(3 minutes).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise it, working in a group of two where you take turns asking questions and answering
them.

----

2. Ac/vancfliJor'flaljllfJrs aQd-geI'1~!J~lpdnc7PI~;(4mt1Jutes};
QbiectiYe
· t6 deyelbp - re,
whole passage of Psalm
-wh
cQ'!1tlte}t(!fl~J(lh
'ad, look for answers for the ftve important questions
WHI
is the text about?
capacity
WHERE did
WHEN did i

-

i

WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did WHAT are the consequences of their actions?
- After reading the text once, testyourself to see if you know the answer to
these questions
- write down the questions you askedyourself in the left column

- answer the questions
-you may ask as many

in the right column
questions as you like; the more you concentrate,

the

more questions and answers you will be able to write. Do not become
disheartened: in the beginning it mighfbe difficult to ask and answer even

question!

- Remember:

once and not 10

JlQ1j m

class in groups of two.
I 1'estyour questions and answ~rs onyour team mate. _ _
__ _ _
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (7 minutes).
There is a difference between just reading, and reading to understand and remember. Asking
questions while you read helps you to understand and remember better, the first time you
read. At the same time your short-term memory is exercised. In the long run it will also help
you to understand larger texts in the Bible better and quicker.
II 4. Learningin systematic steps (25 minutes).

--

A "texf' means any unit of sentences and paragraphs that covers the same subject or subelement of a subject.
I Do the exerciseb
II_. ._
- - -- --.-

I

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Each student in the group summarizes the text in one sentence. Discuss your differences.
Prayer: Lord we praise You for the time to develop our reading and reasoning skills. Let us
grow in efficiency.

I 6. Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).
I

-- - - -

Rememb:,r to ask t~e same questio~s while rea~n_gany text or b~~k. _ _ __ _
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Find a book on memory in the library. Be prepared to explain the difference between shortterm and lona-term memory.
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1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto practiceyourshorttermmemory.

p.
I

Advanced organizers.andgeneralprinciples (2 minutes).

=> The differencebetweenshort-termandlong-termmemory.
=> Why do we have to develop our short-term memory?

=> How can we develop our short-term memory?

-

-

""'"""'

-----..............

3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (5 minutes).
Group discussion in class:
What do the people say about memory?
Why do certain people have better memory?
How does it compare with what you have read about memory?

4. Learning/it systematic steps (32 minutes).
=> The difference between short-term and long-term memory.
Short-term memory temporary stores the thoughts we are busy with. It has limite
It is not possible to have a conversation about football with a friend and at the sa
think of the mathematic problem I have received for homework. When I think of football,
the mathematic problem moves further back. If I think of mathematics the football
conversation moves further back but not out of reach.
It is said that most people can remember about seven different things at the same time in
their short-term memory. Although you do not think all the time of the seven things, they
are easily available, nearby in the short-term memory. The more things we add, the
further the first things are pushed away and we start forgettl
Long-term memory is the place where our brain stores information more perman
than in the short-term memory. It has unlimited space. In order to reach informa
the long-term memory we need to associate it with other information (give it a definite
place) and keep the path open to know how to reach it (mainly through revision). That is
why we always try to link new information to previous information, to help orga
long-term memory.
=> Why do we have to develop our short-term memory?
Short-term memory is very important to remember what we just read and k,
thought. If our short-term memory is out of practice and very "short»we
previous paragraphs or verses and only remember the one we are re
reason why it is difficult to think of the whole text, somefimes 50 verses or several
chapters at the same time. The Bible was not written as verses but as long passages,
dealing with the same issue.. To understand the basic message of a whole text, we need
to think of the whole passage to follow its argument or story line and make the right
conclusions at the end. If we mark and recognize key words and block and summarize
the paragraphs, we make the text shorter but keep the important elements. In
becomes easier to handle all the information at the same time. The better our shortmemory functions, the better we will be able to analyse, compare, make conclusions and
understand the original message in Bible texts.
=> How can we develop our short-term memory?
We can train our memory

in the same way we train our bodies

to be fit

-

by doing

exercises!
Have you noticed that after the December holidays, it is harder to handle all the new
information during the first week or two of classes? Your memory became unfit.
We should therefore make a conscious effort to practice remembering as many things as
possible and in this way train our short-term memory.
To keep a note book is an important aid to our memory. As exercise, first try to
remember everything you wrote down for the day, and then look at the notes you made to
see how many you have remembered. Later on you can add two days' notes and later on I
try to remember appointments for a whole week or month - it is good exercise that your
_

_mem_QIY.needs..
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5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Short-term memory is very important to enable us to find the message in a long text.
It is important to train our short-term memory in order to stay fit.
Prayer: Lord we want to remember Your Word and deeds in order to testify in this world. Help
us to develop our memories.
6. Assignments related to practical situations (2 minutes).
If your children can have good short-term memories, they will have a better point of departure
than you had, when they start their studies. Think of ways you can spend time with them,

I practicing.short-term

memoey.

Share it with Us in one of the next le§solJ§...

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
For the next lesson, we will do a comprehension test that will need a well- trained short-term
memory. Be DreDared!
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1. Learning objective/ lesson

target and motivation

(3 minutes).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph. The last ten minutes will be used for small group discussion,
comparing summaries.
2~ Adv'8ncecro;gaiiiiers
and general principles (4 minutes).
Obactive
. to develop the capacity to
repeat what you've read
logically and meaningfully

Method
Read the whole passage, Psalm 51
Write it down in your own words

-

- Useshortsentences,not morethan 15words
per sente

- If you don't

know how to start, ask the five

questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actio

- The first paragraph
andwhen

- The second

is normally about wh

paragraph describes what

happened and why
In the third and fourth paragraphs,you find what
happened further and why.

-

nly read the text once

Divide the class in groups of two.
Compare your notes with your team mate.

--

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (7 minutes).

Sometimes we just write a few words on a piece of paper and think we are ready to preach.
While speaking, we realise that there are some things we did not fully understand.
To write down what we intend to say helps us to make sure we understand what we read and
also helps us to organize our thoughts. It also trains our short-term memory.

4.-00 the eXetcJ~e(25 miltf!J8!l).

..

~

fRemember to compare your summary w.itbY9utteam m~te,
Ireasons~ID!.You tl1inK5IQusummar:v...s.DQ.vvstheimpottanti

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
It is important to come into the habit of writing an organized summary of the text we have read
to learn or to teach others.
Prayer: Lord we are thankful that we may read and write and have the opportunity to develop
these skills. May we serve You better through them.

'flYIIJI"
.x.rei!,'''»oIfi!O£$!Ud\'m!lIerja!\!od~~,~oo~tJQ
~~
~J\SSlg,;"'enrs«t'feQ
iQptilJitJc.,~
(3""II'~
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Think of another game you may play with your children to exercise their short-term memory
and be prepared to share it with the class.
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PreoarationPhase Lesson 10
----1. Learning objective/lesson target and motivation (1 minute).

- - ------

After this lesson you will be able to teach your children the need for thinking and how to
practice their short term memory by playing.
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
=> Revision of wt)y we need to train our short-term memory.
=> Students share the memory-games they developed for their children.

.

-

- -

-

=> The Lecturer demonstrates a memory-game letting the students play it.

3. Newconcepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldvlew (5 minutes).

"Children are supposed to be seen and not heard" used to be a common way of thinking.
When small children try to give their opinion, some mothers throw sand in their eyes. They
quickly learn to sit still and shut off their brains when in the presence of adults. What are your
views on these ideas?
I

4. Learning In systematic

steps (32-mlnutes).

=> Revision of why we need to train our short-term memory.
=> Students share the memory-games they developed for their children.
=> The Lecturer demonstrates a memory-game letting the students play it.
For instance: take pairs of household objects like two shoes, a knife and a fork, a cup
and a plate, amatct) and a lighter, a candle and a paraffin lamp, a book an'" a pencil, a
razor and a blade, soap and shampoo etc. Hide all the objects, seperate from one
another, under pieces of cloth, preferably of the same size and colour. Students may
open only two and close them again with each turn. As soon as a student uncovered the
two objects of any pair in his turn, they stay open and he gets one point. The winner is
the one who can identify most pairs.
Another idea is to take 15 small objects and wrap it in a towel. Open it for 30 seconds
and see who can remember most of them (remember if you can see the different groups
they belong to, it becomes easier to remember_allof them). _

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
It is important to train our short-term memory. It is also easy to do it while we play with our
children.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for our memories. Help us to make them stronger and more
efficient through dedicated practice. Help us to teach and develop our children.
~.

Asslgqments related to practicalsituations (2 minutes).

-

t Take an hour this afternoon and playa memory game with your children. One you have not
tried ,yet. Make it a weeklY habit.

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Duringthe nextlesson,we will once moretrainour readingskills.
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L---1. Learning objective/

lesson target and motivation

(3 minutes).

After this lesson, you will be able to read Exercise 1 fluently and recognize the repeated
words.
2.

1

Aavanced organizers and general principles (4ii1inufes).

A similar reading sheet to the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal read,ing
language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do 1.1 three times and.then the
second will do the same. Then they repeat exercise 1.2 in the same way. While the one
reads, the other one monitors for

concentration

on

Metho
- put your finger

readit

helow the first word in the row;

-look for the same word in the other columns,' put
-kep your head in the same position

your finger helowit and read it aloud

- have

someone

sit with you to makesureyou

are

reading correctly

- repeal'the

exercise three times,' register how long it
takes to complete the exercises and how many errors

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (2 minutes).

To play basket ball, you need to be fit and skilful. Remember that reading is good exercise for
our minds. We will need to be fit in our thinking to be able to do good exegesis. The better
we read, the easier we understand.

4. Poing tJie~x.(ftcJ$'Q$(2.6ml(JJ!tiils).

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord we praise You for the gift of study and reading. Help us to make better use of
our gifts.
, Make.allstofrepeatedWord$in'saiatlq4/~$to
6. Assignmenls

l

.53;t4.

U" se

.thi$listabdtry to breakup this te~intoparagrElpb$.
A#p~f'agtaph" is. aseOUphQf\the
~x1 ~Iksaboutthe
same issue.
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will look at your paragraph divisions and learn how to make a text shorter, or
summarize it, without losina imoortant information.
.

.

..
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1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to summarize a chapter of a text book, transforming the
headings into questions.
rr-Ac;ivl!llt;'c;i 'organ!zersBl1d g'QeraIPtf(jC;ip'fj$(~minlJtes;.
Why db we 8L1.rn.rnarize?

;;::>.

;;::>HoWdo wesurm;oarize~chaptetin

I

l_

_ 'NP?lt do we d~ If there

;;::>

3. New concepts

a bools.?
I

?Ire 00 sub.,beading5'?

linked to prior knowledge

_.J

and worldview (5 minutes).

If you think of the market, it is easy to know where to buy what because all the goods are
organized into groups. Normally you will find the tomatoes and vegetables in one row, the
fish in another, the rice in another area and so on. You can organize your study material in
the same way - we call it "summarize".
Sometimes we are afraid that we will not be able to memorize a whole thick book. Good
news is that virtually no one can do it. But many people will do well in a test on a whole book
because they have learned to make the book "shorter" or summarize it. You can also do it, if
you learn how. It is clever to make the book shorter for yourself, and then you have to take
less time to study it and not read the whole book again and again.

r4.-l.earn7ng in systematic steps(J'i'iiifilUtes).

- --

~- - -

- --

(For more information and the use of the Cornell method, see Van Hamburg 2004:44-50.)
;;::> Whydo we summarize?
· The less we have to remember, the easier it gets.

·

·
·

·
;;::>

If we are able to summarize or say it in short, it shows that we understand the

contents.
It is the only way to handle a lot of information in so many subjects during
examinations.
It helps us to train and organize our minds, to link what goes together and to
create the paths we need to recall information from our long-term memory.

It helps us to communicate the basic message of the Bible in a modem way. .

Howdo we summarizea chapterin a book?

Normally study books have chapter titles and also sub-titles in the chapter. It breaks up
the amount of information into smaller groups. The translators did the same in the Bible
for us to see more easily when we go from one subject to another.
In a book, the chapter will normally treat one big issue and the sub-titles will give attention I
to different aspects of it. If the chapter heading is "The Bicycle" the su~titles will be
"Wheels", "Frame", "Pedals" and "Maintenance", for instance. These titles give us the
clue where to find more information on that part. In the market you do not have to know
the names of all the vendors and the prices, you only have to remember in what place the
tomatoes are, for instance, then you can go straight there and you will find the owners
~
and their prices.
The sub-titles of the chapter already give us the main issues in the chapter. To make
your summary:
.' You have to write down all the sub-titles of the chapter on a clean sheet of
paper. Remember to leave some space between them and also a margin on
the left.
· Next you read the information under each heading and only write in short
sentences or even words, the main elements of this heading.
· Do the same for all the headings or sub-titles.
· Now you go back to the beginning and in the margin, next to each heading,
write th~ same headil1gbut in_th~ form of a q,!Je§.tiQ'l,For e2<aOlpl~
if the
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heaaing was: "The 1"1brothers of jQ
the 11 brothers of Joseph?" These
testing your knowledge of the conte
and ask yourself the questions to s
summary..

youmakea questionof if:"WhO are
ns will become your own way of
You may later cover the summary
ou remember the main points .of your

I
I

I

ut loudly, you will use not orily your
ou a lot to remember.
re to associate with the sUb-heading

· If you say the question and its ans

eyes but also your ears and it will
If you can make a small diagram or
it will be even more difficult to forget it.
· At the end of the page, in the lasttwo lines, try to sum up the main idea of the
whole chapter in one short paragraph. If you can do that, you know that you
understood the chapter.
· Only if you cannot answer your questions or do not understa
summary under each heading, you need to go back to that p
Otherwise, you only study your pages with summaries!
=> What do we do if there are no sub-headings?
If we have a long chapter without sub-headings, we have to provide them ourselves.
While reading the chapter, try to break it up into sub-divisions and write a provisional
heading for it in the margin. Then you go back to the beginning and
as we described above. A quick way of summarizing a chapter is to re
sentences of each paragraph and try to transform them In a question.
·

Imagine that you have a book of 500 pages but you only have to study
25 pages! It takes some time to make your summaries but it will be m
worthwhile. If you can make summaries every day, you will rest when
and struggle during examinations, and after examinations you will con
L
,the im.PO.rumt
thin,9§~ou have~9r.ned",,1Jhill2
tbe'y'will torget it almost irumedlatelYj
5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).

I

To make summaries are very important. We use the sub-headings as the start of our
summaries. If there are no subheadings, we should make our own.
Prayer: Lord we need to be aware of ways to cope with large amounts of study material. Give
us the wisdom and knowledge to do it.

r 6. Assignments,
-relatedtopracticalsitiiatTons(2
minutes}.

I Try to find another area of the village, apart from the market, which makes use of groupings.

I
.

I Make a summary of Genesis 1.1 to 2.3. Take your clues from the text and make your own

I subheadings, transforming them alsQjnto gpestiplJ& __ _ __

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
During the next lesson, we will practice how to read faster.
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1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).

i
i

After this lesson,youwill be ableto readgroupsof wordsin Exercise2 fluently.
2~ Advanced

---I

organizers ana generai'piinciples (4 minutes).

A similarreadingsheetas theone in 2.2.3is preparedby the lecturerin the normalreading

i

language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.

I

Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do Exercise 2 three times and then the

i

second.
willdothesame.Whiletheonereads,theotheronemonitorsforerrors.

I

I

Obleif!;ve
to wi(f~f1f!>'e
span
t
· {p develbptbgqap(t(jJ(y(~
reCi(finwpr(fgroups
l _ _!,~"..to ;m~ctYJt.,t?lJJlif1.
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (7 minutes).

·

The more you read, the better you get at reading. With this technique of reading groups of
words, your reading speed and comprehension will also increase.

--

fi4,.Doing the.~xercises (25 mi,ru~e~)~
5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).

--

-

Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord may we read faster and better and have the determination to train our abilities.

r (~~J$,$SlgnmefJt5,relatedtopiactical

sl'I.i~"Q.f11(3 minutes).

-

jJwractice readihg~r9QPS ~f _w..0r~~Whil.:~QLJ_p~er:aref9rto~~rTo~'s~e~s~n~,

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Remember to bring your summary of Gen 1.1 to 2.3 tomorrow and be ready to give the
reasons whv and how vou divided it into sub-headinas.
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1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto summarizea chapterof a text book,transformingthe
headingsintoquestions andyouwill be ableto explainandapplythe studymethodS03R to
one of your subjects.
~, IJrivancea olganizetsanrigel1elal prll1~;ples (2.mlf1lJttisJ.
=:::>

Revision. ofsumma(iz!1)9 technique..

=:::>

StUdeotscompare

three,

_

Wio

3. New concepts

ar;i~.discusstl:1elr sUmmarieswithth~jrte~m-mate$iQ\9f()UPsqf
I

____

............

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (2 minutes).

Describe other areas of the village or our daily lives that make use of groupings, or
summaries.

. Learning In systematIC

r

=:::>

""

=:::>

SiePs 732 minutes).

--

Revision of summarizing technique.

:S~fs
cqropare and di~\hej;
three.
StudymethodS03R

~!U1illl1"rle~
Wifhtheir feam-tn,,",. ~uf"lldl

S03R stands for:
. Survey the material and convert the subheadings in the te
questions (this refers to the process of summarizing w
. 3R refers to Rereading, Reciting (repeating the facts in y'
usinf your voice without looking at the summary) and Revi
regular intervals go back to see if you still remember) the text
information ¥ou have summed up.
After summarizing your work, it does not mean however that what is on the paper is
in your head! We have seen in the lessons on memory that a footpath needs DeoDle
to walk on it, otherwise it disappears. If you follow your summary up with th
you will grow in understanding, you will not forget the facts and you will start to see
_

w~§ in which.Y.QY
can usethe knowleggL__

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
To make summaries is very important. We use the sub-headings as the start of our
summaries. If there are no subheadings, we should make our own.
Summaries are linked to your individual style and previous knowledge. Each one's summary
is bound to be a little different to the others', as long as it reminds you of the important
contents of the text. If you follow your summary up with the 3R's you will grow in
understanding, you will not forget the facts and you will start to see ways in which you can
use the knowledge.
Prayer: Lord we thank You that we have the ability to think about our way of studying and
learn to better the use of the gifts You gave us.
Ass19nments, related to practical situations (2 minutes).

.

Planyourday fromhourto hour. Giveat leastone hourto makesummaries,halfal) hourto

~
I

reread and recite and half an hour to review previous studied material. Add one hour to

prepare for tOlj1orrow'tlessons by ~di"!i1li<> hea~s

ollllJ Gb;IpteI'89d~9i~
for onew
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).

ioto_<westiqn~,. ljaodJn.v.oU-Idally_studv Dragramme

Next time we will practice our reading and question-asking skills, so important for exegesis.
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1. Learning objective/ lesson

target and motivation

(3 minutes).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise it, working in a group of two where you take turns asking questions and
answering them.
AdvlJJJced Qfi1tJn7zef$anttg~~Jl~ral prrnclples(4

·

Objective

minutii}.

Method
Genesis 2.4 to 3.24
rea,
'"whilgy,
or answers to the fIVe impQrtant questions
ext about?
WHO (jr
WHERE
'n?
?
WHENdi
WH.A.1'db
(s), animals, things do
WlfY
WHA1'arethe CQ
ces of their actiQns?
'r reai;/ihgthe
test YQurse/f to see if you !mQW the answer
qu~~tlQh,s

-

t(idiN;i!l(jp

compri!hensiQI1
capf,tCftfi:

,.writedowftthe?li]/A~J

to

ked to yourse/fin the/eft cQlumn
right column
'Qnsas you like; the mQre you cQncenfrate, the
'ou will be able to write. Do not become
it might be difficult to ask and answer even

"af1$werJhe.quesilbfrs

-youmay

,stioh,
iil":, thebe

one questioft

,I

I ",J!..etpglJlherlyoumay(ivlyt;gadthe teXt.f!I1(fetJ1JrlrJotlo(j~(JJ
JtiiJtalrJ

IlPjVide.theclassin grollPSof two;
l1'~st~our g!,J§§tions.Jmda.n=~oQ~u.rt~ammate.
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (7 minutes).

There is a difference between just reading, and reading to understand and to remember.
Asking questions while you read helps you to understand and remember better the first time
you read. At the same time your short-term memory is exercised. In the long run it will also
help you to understand larger texts in the Bible better and quicker.

!!"\'.

,'"

-

.

,.,.--

1/:4..
L~arninf.l,i~~Ystematic
~J.P..QD
~~!ii~
_ _ ___

... - ,~--,.,..<,.,.,.,.
.

__

steps (25minute$J,

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).

'"- --

___ ,.__

..

Eachstudentin thegroupsummarizesthetext in onesentence. Discussyourdifferences
and givereasonsfor your summary.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for the ability to read, write, remember and think about it.

n~. Assignm~l)ts, rel~tett to practicat$/iQaflCiiJs(3"1fmmutes).~ IIRemember
the
whilereadinganytextorbopk.
L...
.. to ask
IR...
.-_sameqUestions
_ _ __~___
______

- -- - -

- --- -...
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Reviseandstudyyour previouslessonson memoryand summarizingfor the test nexttime.
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Duringthis lessonyouwill be ableto proofthat you understoodand knowhowto applythe
lessonson memoryand summarizing.

fl. -Advanced organizers and general principles (3 minutes).
Answer questions on memory and summarizing

I

::;::> Applyknowledge

Mark your classmate's answers
=> The lecturer marks the answers again, mainly to monitor the effectiveness of the

I

-.-I

previous classes
...-and
- exercises of each individual student
..............

3. Learningin systematic steps (40 minutes).
Answer questions on memory and summarizing
Apply knowledge: The lecturer chooses a random chapter the students know from
one of their study books which has sub-headings. Students must demonstrate their
ability to summarize the chapter using the method learnt.
=> Mark your classmate's answers (this is intended to let the student rethink the method
and also his own application of it)
=> The lecturer marks the answers again, mainly to monitor the effectiveness of the
previous classes and exercises of each individual student

::;::>
::;::>

-.

i.-pret>~[atiOf).a~'ctm().tf'vation
fo;thinextless()It(1!11l~~t"e).
Try tomakea

diagramoty()u
.i r previous

.i
$1$t.1 toi2;~.and be).I!t ~~i'<iiIit!>

summ~ryQnGene

rI Prayer:Lordwe
snow and.explain ittoth~cla$$l.
.
...
thank You for tbe memories we received. FJelpustouseand
.

.

.

.

i

....
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1. Learning objective! lesson

target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to draw a text map of a chapter in a book.
r

g. Advai1~,d Q({lfJ,,'z.etsilndgetferalprfii~)pl,~(g.mlnutes).
Whatts amlh~pr te~t!:n{JP?

s

l --

p ~a ~doe..~~~~Pb ~PYa\!~
...
=> Howtp drawate?<tmap,?
...

.

--

3. New concepts

--

..

-- """".
--

linked to prior knowledge

;",.._ - __

""_.,,,_
WI

and worldview (7 minutes).

If you think of your village, looking from a high tree, can you draw a map of it? Are there
certain indicators of importance, for instance the place of the chiefs hut? What is in the
middle? What is on the high ground and is there a reason for that? Where is the biggest
tree?
When we take a text, as we have seen with summaries, there are more important and less
important parts. A text map shows the different parts of a text visually, through a drawing.
1'4. ~eamii1;{l.i;;
systemati~s(f!fis(30 m{iiuJes).f$e~{Van.JiiambUtg.2004i5P*P4)
=> Wt;latjsamindmaportextmap?
I

A textmap~b~ws the differenfpart$QfatextVisuaUy(tt;lrou~ha(qrawing, ItshOW$.the
importance of differ~ntaspectsOfttle text anq also tt;le relationshipp~tW~en tt;l~rn,
=> How does a text map help you?
It helps you to understand the text.
It helps you to remember the text because it is visual and organized.
It helps you to explain the text better in examinations and teaching sessions.
=> How to draw a text map?
1.
In the middle of the text map, you always put the main theme or central fact. Say
for instance the article you read is about a bandit named Joao Gomes. Then you
write his name in the middle of the paper:

C:oGome~
2.

Next, you write his main charact,
relationship between him and th

s around him with arrows indicating the
r circles.

Appearance

I

3.

Leadership

style

Now you may add more detail of these characteristics to the map.

I

L

-- -

--- -

--- - - -.
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JOAO GOMES

You can see now how easy the map shows, in one glance, the main things there are to
know about Joao Gomes. To make it even easier, you may use different colors and letter
I
types.
5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
A text map shows you a visual summary of the text. It makes it easy to understand the text
and its important information and how things relate to one another.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for the gift of sight and the ability to visualisel our thoughts.
I 6. Assignmentsrelatedtopracticalsituations
(2minutes).
.
I Form teams of two students and draw a text map of Genesis 1.1 to 2.3. Be prepared to
discuss your choices during the next lesson.
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
In the next class we will practice our reading and writing skills.
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- -- -1. Learning objective/lesson

PreDaration -Phase Lesson 18

- ---

---

target and motivation (3 minutes).

Afterthis lesson, you willbe able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph.
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes). -

Method
- Read the wholepassage, Numbers12

Opj€!ptive

. to develop the capacity to
repeat what you've read
logically and meaningfully

- Write it down in your own words
- Use short sentences,

not more than 15 words

per sentence

- I{you

do,., 't know how to start, ask the five

questions
WHO or WHA T is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHA T do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHA T are the consequences of their actions?

- The

first paragraph

and when

- The second

normally is about who, what

paragraph describe what happened

anciWhy

- In the third and fourth paragraphs,

what further

happened and why is described
- Remember: you may only read the text once
and not look at it again
Dividethe class in groups of two.
Compare your notes withyour team mate.

-

--

-

-

---

3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (7 minutes).
Did you ever think you knew the answer but could not convince the teacher, because of the
way you wrote down what you knew?
To write down what we intend to say helps us to make sure we understand what we read and
also helps us to organize our thoughts. Then we can better convince others.
I
I

4;Dotheexercise(25minutes).

-

-

-

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).

P
I

It is important to come into the habit of writingan organized summary of text we read to learn
or to teach others.
Prayer:Lord we praise You for the abilityto write and for those that wrote your Word so
skilfully.
.',.
. ...
-..~
...
6; Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).
Try this exercise on other study material and the texts you read during Bible Study.
Draw a text map of Number 12 and be.prepared to discuss it next time.
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
A text map is a very important way of understanding texts. We'll do more practising during
the next class.
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto drawa text mapof a chapterin a book,explainingto
someonewhat youthoughtand howyouarrivedat the conclusion.

.

IJ'~t.

~4 ~!;
~dW.,;c~o~nrzersaMi/PmMIJl1J!lncfPIiN!
.
.

.2.
1

...

.

.. .

.

...;:;>.Revisicm pf textmaps
-.. on <i3enesis 1.t t02iaand~umbers
,:,...,'...,.'.,
- - 12 -

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (7 minutes).

Can you think of a time at home that someone used a sketch or diagram to help you
understand what he was explaining?
4. L.~ariJliJgjnsystematlc$teps
(~6:.!nlnqtesJ.
=> Two$~ude.r1tsgiyetJ')eirtextwapsqnGenesis 1.t.lo.2.3-.thewhole. class discuss
Rel1'le(nberJp~mphasise ~b~giviM of<reasohstOHPtactieejustification,
=> Twp stUdents.giveth~jr te)(twaps pnN(.jmbers .12<...~b.~
Whole.class discuss it
Rel1'lemberto~rm>j1§i§is§!
~g~g,gf..(e~s$)n§JQ;practice"iy§tification.

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
As you may see, text maps help us to see and understand the important issues and their
relation to one another more easily. It also makes it easy to remember a long text.
Prayer: Lord give us the ability to explain our understanding clearly and visually.
f6TASSignments
re/~ied. to.p;;(;t7t;aliltuationsr3minute$1~
Practise drawing a.text mapdfanychap~~r.inon~.Qt.YOUrstud~bpoI<S~ Discussit andthe
ons ,you did it in.the specifigjVa,ywith one Qfhyetu~Ja~
.matesl
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will do more reading exercise. Probably you will be able to recognise some
imcrovement in your readina and understandina alreadv.
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readExercise1 fluentlyand recognizethe repeated
words.

r 2. Advanced organizers anagineral principles (4 minutes).

IA similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
I

language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do 1.1 three times and then the

I

I

second will do the same. Then they repeat exercise 1.2 in the same way. While the one
£eads,the other one monitors for errors.

while

.

lXing concentration
line

on

- keep the

- have

head in the same position

somebody

sit next to you

whenever an error is made, the
repeated

-read

the word list three times fro

register the time it takes to read th
manv errors were made.

.

ading;
'ld be
't to
'rtis

er below thefirst word in the row;
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation

(1 minute).

During this lesson, you will be expected to draw a text map of a chapter in a book, explaining
in writing what you thought and how you arrived at the conclusion. A mark will be given for
reasoning and justifying arguments as well as the actual text map.
2.

Advanced organizers and general principles.(2 minutes).
::::>

1

Drawingof a text mapof Chapterx frombooky.

I

Divide the class in groups of two. Each student marks the text map and reasoning of I
his team-mate according to the directives of the lecturer.
to monitor the
The lecturer also marks the text maps as a control
ies.
.Ptggr~.S.s.i.olJ of tb.e...s.tudents~ana~§in9
and reas
3. Do the test and peer group marking (40 minutes).
::::>

Give 30 minutes for the drawing of the text maps and 10 minutes for peer group marking.
Prayer: Lord we can do all things through Your presence in our lives. Help us to grow in our
ability to understand your Word, give us the insight to be able to summarize.

~NextPreparation
and mot1vation 1O;the next lesson (1 minute).
time we will practice our reading speed. The quicker you read, the faster you can make
conclusions. This can be very useful when the young people of the congregation start to ask
a lot of Bible Questions.
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1. Learning objectivel lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readgroupsof wordsin Exercise2 fluently.
if':"jfdvanced
organizers -and general principles (4 minutes).
,
similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
'language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a.copy.

I 1ft..

:Dividethe class in groups of two. The first stu
,second will do the same. While the one reads,

do Exercise 2 three times and then the
other one monitors for errors.

- putyourfinger in the middle of word groups

- move

.
3. New concepts

the finger from group to group while

reading

linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).

The more you read, the better you get at reading. With this technique of reading groups of
words, your reading speed and comprehension will also increase.

e)(eicisei'(39"'IQJ.i;es)~
- __ ___
~ --__~-J poing~tbe
_ __ __.___
_ _--_ - _ - _ _ _

r

5. Assignments

related to practical situations

(1 minute).

Remember to keep practicing reading groups of words every time you read.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for the gift of reading. Help us to develop this gift.

-

I ~.Ptepa:rat!oQ SlJd motivstion.fotTthe,nextJeS'son (1 m!Qute).
I ;Knowledgealohe
doesnotMlp you,it is howYOli'useapd ~pply
tile knbwledgethatmakesa
l~ifference.ToUse and.apply knowledge, thiokingis needed, ItisPP$$ible to develop your
· lhinkingaswe
will see hexttime,
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1. Learning objectivel lesson

target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to explain why it is important to think about your thinking and
mention common reasoning errors.
r-"2:.Aiivf4n~e(!<>r;gf4f);~ets.
cfl?(!generalpri,)'ciples (~.mlnut~$J.
::::>

Whatdo we meaoby "thit:!Klngaocf U)inkiogisKjU~?~

;;:>Exercise toidenti{y thinking skills,

--

3. New concepts

~

.....

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (5 minutes).

It is said that you should only leave the tracks of your feet behind. not your mouth. On the
other hand it is a proven fact that talking helps us to formulate and organize our thoughts. Is
it possible to reconcile these points of view?
r

4: Learn;ngin
syst~matic
ste~(32"~lfIUtes)..

I

.. .,.

.

See Chapter 1(2 and 1.3 foradescriptlOllof
I .Exegf3sis.

I

ii ...i

"

.i...

a,ndthe needfortf1llflKlngskil/s developmfilntln

What do we mean bY"t~i(ikinga;~ th,nt<in~$kms1~
Edward de Booo.(1976) c!efioesthinKingasfoUows: "Th
through whiqb Jr1tenigenceacts4PoOeXPeri~(ige. Knowl
materia!.handleq'bythlnkiog."
::::>

~

'"

I

skill

theba~i~

I
I

J
Jose Delgado (1979:2), neuropsychologist, said: "Newborn brains are s
healthy human babies, in black, white, and yellow races. in poor and rich families, and 'in
every corner of the world. regardless of geographical or political climate. All human
beings are born with immature brains. ready to receive from the environment but unable
to understand. choose. or reject incoming information... The functional-structural
development of the brain is implemented by the quality and quantitY of sensory stimuli
received. It is the social environment and not personal preference that determines the
ideological framework of the individual mind."
I

With thinking

we put our knowledge

to work, otherwise

knowledge

is worth

as

much

as

fish that swim in the river, or a chicken sitting in a high tree.
Bloom et a!. (1956) presented a hierarchy of these cognitive skills, namely knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.
Reasoning strategies are especially important for d

exegesis. Marzano et a!.
gies that really describe thinking

.(1993:65-93)distinguishes between 12 reasoning
skills:

Comparison - describing similarities and differences
Classification

- organizing

items into categories

based on specific

characteristics

Induction - creating a generalization from implicit and explicit information and then
describing the reason behind the generalization
Deduction identifying implicit or explicit generalizations or principles and then

-

describingtheir consequences

.

analysis - identifying and describing specific types of errors
Constructing support - developing a well-articulated argument for or against a claim

Error

Abstracting- identifyingandexplaininghowan abstractpatternin onesituationis

similarto or differentfromthe abstractpatternin anothersituation
Analyzing perspectives - considering one perspective and the reasoning behind it as
well as an opposing perspective

Declsion"maklng- selecting among apparently equal alternatives

Investigation- a processinvolvingcloseexaminationandsystematicinquiry

Problem solving
desired outcome

- developing a testing method for overcoming obstacles to reach a

Experimental inquit:Y..- tesijn.Q hypotb~ses thfit hE1vepeen.Q~n~rated t.9_e~Slin_a___
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phenomenon
Invention developing something unique or making unique improvements to a process
to satisfy an unmet need

-

Research at Hefsiba, Mozambique (see 2.3.6) showed that Induction, Deduction,
Justification and Invention are, in general, the thinking skills with the lowest scores they
should therefore receive special attention. In this basic course we are focussing mainly
on the first three.

-

=> Exercise to identify thinking skills.
Which thinking skills are used in these examples?
market.
· To group together different objects that we sell at
the other's.
· To decide why our products are not selling as w
· To calculate how much we will h
· To get water from the river to your garl
· To learn from your errors.
· To convince the village elders of a good idea.
· To choose between two different brands of radios.
· To convince someone to buy from you.
· To find enough money for the new school year.
· To let the boss employ you and not somebody else.
· To get your vegetables ready before anybody else.
· To find the key words in a text.
· To understand why the writer wrote in a specific way.
· To see and interpret the structure of a text.
To be sure that your interpretation is the correct one.
To make the Bible message talk in modern language.
To identify the message of a text and apply it for today's young people.
To convince an unbeliever of the truth of the Bible.
To teach the elders.
To reconcile a couple that want to divorce.
· To draw up a programme that will work in the specific congregation.
· To see the differences between two congregations.
· To know where to build the new church.
· To find good examples and metaphors to use in your sermon.
· To make a visual map that will help others see the problems in the area.

-

-........5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).

- - "" ...- - -

-.........

No one can live and work successfully without thinking. It is worth it to develop our thinking
skills. To justify and give reasons for our thinking is very important in thinking development.
Prayer: Lord we ask You to show us where we are weak in our thinking skills and give us the
determination to practice and develop them.

t~~-.ASSI9f1(T1~iitsl
re/aie~ to p,.a~tIQil$liqatiQ~S-(2
minutes):
.- - = :
I
Jihink ofwhereyouexperi~nqeqifficulties. What uoderqeveioped thinKil)gsKiII might cause
lmg prgbl§.!'11? Tals§ ste,pstQWgCk.Q.l1ji.__ _ ___
~ __ __ _

l

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Questions provoke and exercise thinking. Next time we will exercise our thinking while
readina a text.
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise it, working in a group of two where you take turns asking questions and
answering them.
nced organizers and general principles (5 minutes).
The Bible is our best instrument for being a Pastor that makes a difference in God's
This reading exercise sharpens your reading skills to better understand and use

. to develop
comprehension
capacity

!ge,2
u reao, lookfor a,
frve important questions
WHATis the text
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did i
WHATdoth
animals; things do

WHYdid it

_ "

WHAT are the consequences of their
After reading the text once, testyourself
these questions
~

~

~

~

to

write down the questions you asked toyourse/fin the left column

answer the questions in the right column
you may ask as many quest

more questions and answ,
disheartened In the be
one question
- Remember.

able

the more you concentrate, the:
to write.

be difficult

Do not become

to ask and answer even

Divide the class into groups of two
I :Les~YI' _SH~~UIi11fai1~~OIIf<!"'iin
male.
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).

--..

Questions provoke thinking. A wise man knows how to ask the right questions!
Asking questions while you read helps you to understand and remember better the first time
you read. At the same time your short-term memory is exercised. In the long run it will also
help you to understand larger texts in the Bible better and quicker.

r

4.-Cearning m systematic

steps-(35 minutes).

LD..Q.
the exer~ise.
_
5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Eachstudentin the groupsummarizesthe text in one sentence. Discussyourdifferences.
Prayer:Lordwe thankYouforbrothersandsistersandtheir thinkingskills. Maywe workwell
togetherusingall thegifts wehave to honour You.
I

6. Assignments related to practicalsituations (1 minute).

-

--I ,

l!:~embe:. t~ ask~h: same questi~ns while reading an! text or b~ok.
__
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Think of some arguments you have heard that really don't make sense. Bring your list to the
next class.

I
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1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto identifycommonreasoningerrorsfromexamplesand
explainhowto solveproblems.
r:~7 Advanced organizerslJ()qg~()er.'fliiiiCiple~
:;:::>

~l.Iickrevj~ion

(2 min4lt~),

of thinr<ingsKlUs

:;:::>$tUdehtsshafetheirexperiel"lceqfr$~$pning
errors.

I

I

l

:;:::>

A~basic way to-thinkabdut.ahQ$plve>problems
----

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (5 minutes).

A good husband is expected to think of ways to protect his family from dangers. A good wife
is expected to feed and educate her children.
Can you give examples of how good thinking shows the difference between good and bad
husbands or wives?

----

14t~'4eitrJ/ij~m systefJ1~tic st;ps (~2mloUtfj$J.
:;:::>
Quickrevision of tQinkingsKUls
Students and lecturer share experiences of reasoning errors they encountered
Examples:
1.
The man never put oil in his car. One day the engine stopped moving.
The man then took off the wheels to see why the car stopped moving.
2. The student read the whole book one day before the examination. The
next day he could remember very little of it and failed, He blamed the
lecturer for having something against him.
3.
The pastor visited a congregation in town and was impressed by the
growing of the church. He made a photocopy of their programme and
started using it in the rural village where he was working. After one year he I
could not understand why his congregation was diminishing instead of
growing.
The woman was angry with her husband who was unfaithful. She decided
that he would come back to her if she should also be unfaithful.
5.
The women heard a song she liked on the radio. She immediately
switched off the radio so that her husband might also hear it when he came :

:;:::>

I

back in the afternoon.

A basic way to think about and solve problems
Bransford and Stein (1984) devised the "IDEAL Problem Solver",

:;:::>

Basic steps for approacQi",gapfpblem ar~;
I ldeotifytbe. real.problem
DPefineand represent the problem maybeiM a diagram, getmoreinform~tiqh if needed
E Explore possiblestrategie$.andjiJstify
Why you think a c~riainohe Will Work
A Act on strategies
L .Lookbadk<m~j~valuate the etfects.ofyoura~tivitie~..,ifitifan~Q.tryQne of he other
strategies andr~peat

_

the process; explalnWQY$om~$trategi~sWdrkedbett~r

than otb~~

A.,aI;>IX
thesJ' fivestegsto thjLapol£.eexampledfthemanWhosecarstormedmovin..fIL

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Correct reasoning is important to get the correct solutions to our problems. It is something we
can learn to do by following a basic method like the IDEAL problem solver. Who can repeat
the five steps before we close?
Prayer: Lord we thank You for the ability to reason and find answers to problems. We want to
use this ability humbly in Your service.

. .
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:

I

I

6. Assignments,relatedto practicalsituations(i minutes).- -

-- -

Take any problem you have and apply the IDEALsteps to it. Be prepared to share your
results withthe_~lass.
__
_ __ _
_ _ _
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we willexercise our thinkingand writingskills. It is an important part of developing
our understandina skills.
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preoara~esson

- ---.............1. Learning objective/lesson

Z~

target and motivation (1 minute).

Afterthis lesson, you willbe able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph. The last ten minutes willbe used for small group discussion,
comparing summaries.
Adv;ince(i"orgatJlz*,csai,dgeneralptlrirj'iples (4 miiiiites).
Objective
to develop the capacity to
repeat what you've read
logically and meaningfully

.

passage, 2 Chronicles 33.1-20

- Write it down in your own words

-

Use short sentences, not more than 15 words
per sentence
- If you don't know how to start, ask the five

questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?
The first paragraph normally is about who, what
and when
The second paragraph describes what
happened and why
In the third and fourth paragraphs, what further
happened and why, is described

-

-

- Remember: you may only read the text once

I

[:~'

"

H

~n~

~

~

~

'

: Divide the class into groups of two each.

al!(!"Qljook at~a aln

L<:omp~are your ~otes with your team mate.

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (3 minutes).

Can one learn how to use a hoe by listening and watching only, or do you need to use it
physically?
To write down what we intend to say helps us to make sure we understand what we read and
also helps us to organize our thoughts. It is the exercise we need to write sermons, articles
and important letters.
- 4.- D'O'lhe exercise (33minl.ltes).

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
It is important to come into the habit of writing an organized summary of the text we read to
learn, or to teach others.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for the ability to read and write. May we use these gifts to serve
You with increasing effectiveness.
r6TAsslgnmer,lSrelstea..to

ptaptjpa,lsitust/qtJs(1f1JitJut,j.

'T;"ry this ex~rcise on otb~rstudy
II.. ~_ _

,

material aOd thE1t.textsyou r~C:1ddUriQgBibl.e StudY;

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
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1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto explainthe IDEALproblemsolverto othersandapplyit.
-2-:-Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).

l

~

Sharethe resultsyouhadin solvinga problemusingthe IDEALsteps.

~

Apply the method in class to a specific problem.

---

3. New concepts

-

--

linked to prior knowledge

--.....-

I!III

and worldview (7 minutes).

When presented with a problem, like a weak harvest, some people do not analyse the
problem but suspect possible spiritual causes behind it. They tend to think that they have a
problem with their maize because somebody has cursed them or is jealous of them for some
reason. Without analysing the problem they rather become convinced that there must be a
hidden reason for the bad crops. Sometimes they convince themselves that it must be Mr. So
and So because our child did better in school than his, for instance... This causes them to
stop thinking about any other possible causes and solutions, like the wrong seed, too little
fertilizer, leaving the weeds to grow etc. They can think of only one action, to consult
somebody who can discover hidden spiritual causes. What do you think about this way of
solving problems?
14. .Leatntng In systemati(;$~fjj:)§(25min~tes).
~..Share th...~resultSYOQhad in sOMPsa. probl~musingth.eIDEAl,st~Ps,
.
~ Apply the
methoe!in class to a specific prqpl~m.

I

.

T akEtaCase stU?y of a specificpro~lem

I

in thelocalc~~gregat!p~~~dapplythe$teps

whil~reasoning throlJgt1.it,.RemembertqjlJstify ~ne!give reasqnsfor tM choices you
r;n~.~e..I,~t§Qf;p~.Q.o~ritet.B~reasons
onthe.plackboard..

[_

5. Lesson summary(2minutes).
Give a quick summary of how we reached our conclusion.
Prayer: Lord, we love You with our hearts and minds. May we use all we have to serve You.
I~6.-AssiglJmentsrelatedfo practicalsituaticms(3 inllJutes).

I

.<

..

.

.. .

.

.

.

..<

. ...

...

..;..

...

Gqmpar~J~~soMiqnqf.Mosestq.the;sq/utiqnqf

at -inI ~is f her I~,#, ll'lter ms.ofthe.IDEAI,.steps,wher~;didltgqwrong. forMos~s{OisQus$
L.Y.Q.Y,C
r~sult§~h..qne of ~our classJ!1.e1es' _
~
I Reae!. .EXodus 18.y¥hatwas.!h~
..

..

. ....

.

problem?

.

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
The reading exercise we will do in the next lesson will help your general comprehension of
texts.
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readExercise1fluentlyand recognizethe repeated
words.

ri:
Advanced organizers and general principles (4 miiiutes).
A similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
.
I

language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do 1.1 three times and then the
second one will do the same. Then they repeat exercise 1.2 in the same way. While the one
reads, the other one monitors for errors.. ..

.

recogmse small a1)Jerences

easy ~e movementfrom left to

right

.

immediately

the beginning

of a

om left to right,'
the words and how

3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).
Remember that reading is good exercise for our minds. We will need to be fit in our thinking
to be able to do good exegesis. If reading becomes automatic, we have more memory
available for analysing and understanding the text.
fJo!;.,g theexerclses(32""nutes)+

5. Lesson summary.
Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord, thank you that we are still able to study and develop the gifts you gave us in our
body and mind.

'<~+~ss~~n"!e;;tsrelated to practicalsitlJ~ti~n~'~roinute).
I

.

...

.<

.

I

~ReOJe!l1pettoJpokfor words rep_eatedinaJixt!MlJke 8_mentaLnot,iof theL!l..~!€tY.Q.u.;r~.ilL J
2. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
For the next lesson, you should evaluate the school education you had and the methods the
teachers used. Think of strona and weak Dointsthat vou can see now.
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:pre[)ara~eSSOh2~
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to talk about strong points and deficiencies you recognized
in the way you were educated regarding thinking skills, and give possible solutions on how to
correct these yourself.
2':Advanced

org(fifj~ers iJ:nilg,ni#r81 Ptll;tPJple~(4minut~).

Students. share theirevaluafionof their education
;:X>

Common prOI:)'~msi('l eduq~tiOnthCitJimifthed~velopment oftoioRihgsRUls
0.ICiss di.scussion. cJboytPossibl~remedies

3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).
It is very human to blame others for my poor performance. However,it will not help me to
continue looking back and blaming others. Can you think of someone who is dying of hunger
while there is food to eat, only, he is waiting for his wife to bring food and she doesn't?

4.teal]1ini[in systejpatit;$tep~f(33iilduJes);
r

-

..~ Studehts share their evaluatlonoftbeireducafioh
;:X>

problems in education that limit the development of thinking skills (see 4.2.3 !
-Common
4.2.5)
I

I

lack of reading practice, availability of books
learning and assessment aimed at repetition of facts instead of understanding and
application

I

I

Limitedlanguageacquisitionand usage

:

The view that the teacher knows everything and must pass on his knowledge
The view that change and new ways are corrupted and disrespectful of the elders
lack of assignments that stimulate own research and opinion

lack of commitment from the teachers to help with individual problems
lack of encouragement from older people and teachers
lack of a learning culture
Corruption opens the possibility to pass without studying and a fatalistic attitude
among poorer students who cannot pay bribes
lack of self-motivation, self-teaching and vision of the learners, expecting to receive
everything ready-made
Unnecessary fear of examinations and of failure in general
lack of integration between his world view or previous experience and the newly
acquired knowledge
lack of economic resources
Political interference
;:X> Class discussion about possible remedies
The idea is not to blame others, but to take note of limitations and take responsibility for
your own development from where you are.
The negative aspects should serve as motivation for doing the exercises in this course
and working harder to develop own thinking skills.
Dressel and Marcus (1982:25-27) defines significant learning as:
When the learner displays independence, initiative and originality, while interpreting
and reacting to problems and questions.
..
When an individual notonly knows but is able to interpret; understand and use words,
concepts and symbols to facilitate his or her own thought processes and judgments.
When an individual can effectively communicate with others about issues or ideas,
about personal commitments and plans.
When concepts, symbols and ways of manipulating them have been interna
assimilated into a structure that enables the individual to analyze and oraanize the

universeand immediateenvironmentin a personallymeaningfulway.

I

.

.YVtumAslliqent comes to reaard a teapber as only one of manv contextuatS!:l.sQurce§..
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available to help make learning easier. The mature learner becomes his own
teacher.
When an individual exhibits the ability to adjust to multiple, perhaps even conflicting,
demands by appraising their relative importance and assigning to them personal
priorities based upon a recognized and internalized set of values.

--

-

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
We have seen many reasons why we have to work hard on our thinking development. We
can start a different road for ourselves and our children. We can create a learning
environment at home that motivates and stimulates the next generation.
Prayer: Lord we realise our shortcomings. Help us to teach our children and develop the
thinking skills they will need in this world.
6. Ass(i[rfmel1fi"relatiatopra,;(icaJ
situations (2 minut~).
·

MakeyourownassessmentofYoUtw~akerpointsia,ndmaybe.lacRofl"r)otiVatlon
and take.the I
responsibiHty.foryour OWndevelopmentandgt(jwth. Deci(i~ or) ~...
~peqiijqcoU~~ qfaqtiol)
£and..shareit..with~ourQ.estfrie_nd~nd yoUr wife..
__
_
__.....
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
In the next lesson we will work on our reading skills by exercising to read groups of words.
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1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readgroupsof wordsin Exercise2 fluently.
I 2. Advanced organiz'"ersand general principles (4 minutes).
A similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do Exercise 2 three times and then. the

secondwill do the same.Whilethe one reads,the otheronemonitorsfor errors.

.
.

·

to widen eye span
to develop the capacity to

read in word groups
to improve reading speed

.

I
1

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (4 minutes).

Your reading speed does not normally indicate your intelligence, rather the amount of practice
you had. The more you read, the better you get at reading. With this technique of reading
groups of words, your reading speed and comprehension will also increase.

[!:iDo'ngth~~J{~r:'S~f(§O~!~~S).
5. Lesson summary.

..

Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord we need to read your Word with understanding, give us the skills we need.

r617~ssignip~l1t~tefirtearo practic~7'$it(iations741fJ1'l1tJti~)~

L!:.memb::ito. !:~_atleast

ii

-

One. qbppt:rpetda'y~lngpraqtI9~read'nQQr~~P$()flWQt~$,

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Nexttimewe willtrain our readingandcomprehensionskills.
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__ _

__

_~__P!eDat'a~Lessorle~

1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation

(3 minutes).

Afterthis lesson, you willbe able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to

summariseitworkingin a groupoftwowhereyoutake turnsaskingquestions and answering

them.
; 2.

AdvaTiCiid-oii/iiJiilzers
an9~gf#'iJi(Etlptli;fcJple~
(~7iilJ:liiliiiJ:.
1eetive

.

t?i(/eveI9P

-

Method
~

read the wholep

Exodus 17.1-16

c(fiiipt~h~ft$~qn - whileyoureqd, I,
capacity.
WHOorWHAXlsth~texiabout?
?
WHAT do

the person(s),

WHY did it

'hefive

important

questions

animals, things do

_ _

WHAT are the consequences of their actions?

-After reading the text once, test yourself to see of you know the answer
these questions
-write down the questions ybu asked yourself in the left column
- answer

-you

to

the questions in the right column

may ask as many questions

as you like,' the more you concentrate,

the

more questions and answers you will be able to write. Do not become
disheartened In the beginning it might be difficult to ask and answer even
one question

pivide tn.eclass!nto groups 0

_

1 Ti~.Y9!Jj;9!Le.$.tipll~<;!.E!nsw...el~~Jj_~k

_ _ _____.

3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).
There is a difference between just reading and reading to understand and to remember.

Asking questions while you read helps you to understand and remember better the first time
you read. At the same time your short-term memory is exercised. In the long run it will also
help you to understand larger texts in the Bible better and quicker.
!

:4. L.earning"'rnsystem~tic$t~p§(Y(Fliffifutes).- - ..

Iill~o.ttleexerci§ie..

__

_ _ _____

--

-,

-

__ _

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Each student in the group summarizes the text in one sentence. Discuss your differences.
Prayer: Lord we praise You for our short-term memory. Make it fully functional in Your
service.
'76. Assignmentsre/atet:lto

--

practic~1 situatiQn$. (3 minutes). - -

i \Rememl:>ertoa$ktbe
-- .....- sameque$tioO$ while.readlngahytextor

book.
--

--

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we willexercise our writingskills. Writingis an important way of thinkingand
trainina to think better.
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1. Learning objectivel lesson target and motivation

(3 minutes).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph.
I

2. Advanced organ1iersand general principles (iriiilnutes).
The last ten minutes will be used for small group discussion, comparing summaries.
Obactive

·

to develop the capacity to

repeat what you've read
logically and meaningfully

Method
- Read the whole passage, 2 Samuel 6
Write it down in your own words
Use short sentences, not more than 15
words per sentence

-

- If you

don't know how to start; ask the

five questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their
actions?

- The first paragraph normally is about
who, what and when
- The second paragraph describes what
happened and why
In the third and fourth paragraphs you

-

find what further happened and why
- Remember. you may only read the text
once and not look

slnto g[oups of~Qeach.

.
.
CpmpareYO!Jr
I Divide
"""",.--the Clasnotes withYQ!J[team mat~*

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (4 minutes).

Did you ever prepare a speech without writing it down? HQWdid it go?
To write down what we intend to say helps us to make sure we understand what we read and
alsQhelps us to Qrganizeour thoughts.

. Do.theexiircisel!(fmiriute$),

5. Lesson summary

(1 minute).

It is important to develop the habit Qfwriting an organized summary Qftext we read to learn,
Qrto teach others.
r

l

Prayer: Lord we praise You for the ability to read, understand and come tQlogical
conclusions.
,J:XSS(gnmet;i'q.relateq

to pr~tic~rsitqatiQns{~.nimut~l!

otbersti.Jdy
LTry this.exerCisePfl
__
_ materiar~oq th~texts yoytead.dlJ~n~BlbleSt4q~,
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Think what is necessary tQunderstand the Bible. Is the Holy Spirit the only requisite or do we
need other caDacities?
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!
J

1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to discuss the need for prayer, knowledge and thinking skills
in order to understand the Bible. You will thank the Lord for the thinking potential He gave
you.
Ir ~f

--,

.;AcJJra:tip,dQrganizers
andgeneralprln~'p7ifsTl3Viiliiiite~J.

I

=> ReY!~'P!'1pfknqwJedge and. thinking skills and WhYWeneedth~OO<tPt.l!'1qerstandthe

I

Bible
=> Revision oftne need fortheHlp'ySplritto

I

understand the Bible

=> Ah.olisticapproacn. toe~~ge~i~
----- ...
.....
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (5 minutes).
Have you heard remarks like?
"Science is not good because it is against the Bible."
"We do not need to study to be pastors, only to pray. The Holy Spirit will teach you."
"I do not have to pray; I studied Greek and have good books."
Africa wants everything to be whole and integrated, body, emotions, minds and hearts, in fact
everything is spiritual. Do we agree?

I 4':
,

learnlng In systematic Steps(34mlmites). Seelessons 1, 2 and 237

- -- - --

=> Revision of knowledge and thinking skills and why we need them to understand the
Bible
As we have seen in lessons 1, 2 and 3, there are many challenges we face in order to
understand the Bible, for example:
· The Bible was written in Hebrew and Greek. Can we know for certain the
translators translated exactly as it was written under the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit?
· The Bible was written long ago and tells of people not from our tribe or nation.
If they had a custom like circumcision, can we be sure they understood it in
the same way we do?
· The Bible was written by people whose views of the world were different to
ours. They used examples, idioms and images from their perspective. How
can we understand it?
ideas in I
· The Bible was written using specific writing techniques like rep
iting them.
the opposite order. Maybe we are only telling our stories and n
How can we understand what they meant when they wrote?
· The message of God was given in the history of the time. How can we
understand it without knowing the history?
"

In Revelations 22 we read:
6The angel said to me, "These words are trustworthy and true. The Lord, the God of the spirits of
the prophets, sent his angel to show his servants the things that must soon take place;" '''Behold, I am

I coming

soon! Blessed is he who keeps the words of the prophecy in this b

ISIwarn everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If anyone adds anything to
them, God will add to him the plagues described in this book. 19And if anyone takes words away from
this book of prophecy, God will take away from him his share in the tree of life and in the holy city,
which are described in this book.
How important is it to understand the message of the Bible correctly?

I

I

I

Looking at the words in italics, what do they remind us of? Which thinking skills are
mentioned?
Revelations 13:
ISThis

calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him calculate the number of the beast, for it is

man's number. His 1JUJ!lber
is §66.
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Peter wrote in nis.s-ec"oiiOletter cna'Pter 1:
3His divine power has given us everything we need for life and godliness
of him who called us by his own glory and goo

-.--

.

promises, so that through them you ma:
ion in the world caused by evil desires..
sFor this very reason, make
knowledge; 6and to knowledg,
..
from be'

anyonedoesno
I has been cleansed iffrom
his past sins...
~~~~

I

~~~..

~~.

12S0 1 will always remind you of these things, even though you know them and ar'
established in the truth you now have. 131think it is right to refresh your memory as
tent of this body, 14because I know that! will soon put it aside, as our Lord J,
to me. ISAnd 1will make every effort to see that after my departure you
remember these things.

19And we have the word of the prophets made more certain, and you will do well

t,

to it, as to a light shining in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star
2oAbovealL you must understand that no prophecy of Scripture came about by
interpretation. 21Forprophecy never had its origin in the will ot:man, but men sp
were carried along by the Holy Spirit.
Do you agree that the Bible stresses that we must make every effort, using our thinking
skills, to understand the eternally important message God gave us through His prophets?
=> Revision of the need for the Holy Spirit to understand the Bible
Make use of lessons 1 and 2 for content.
Why do we need the Holy Spirit to understand God's Word?
Do we only need the Spirit or does G.odintend us to use our minds and thinking
capacities also?
=> A holistic approach to exegesis
It seems that the Word of God stresses that our love, adoration and obedi
Him includes all our created capacities like our senses, eyes, tongue, h
our hearts, emotions... Just think of the summa
If the psalmist writes that the trees wave their "arms" in praise to G
that we started to think that "being spiritual" cuts out your brain and t
which are as much a part of our bodies as anything else?

ce towards
inds,

Without thinking capacities, we become deficient humans, totally against what God
intended. How can and should we serve and adore Him with everything we have?
In Romans 12 we read:
ITherefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God's mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifice
holy and pleasing to God---this is your spiritual (or literally rational) act of worship. 2Donot
any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will
be able to test and approve what God's will is-his good, pleasing and perfect will.
To give ourselves, body, heart and mind to God and then serve him as new people with
renewed minds seem to be what the Lord wants, not a false spirituality that do not use
~Qdg§~~
tlle~b'pgie§J!!lQJ!1i.!1kil1g.ca'pacities
He giilve.Y.§..

5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Who can mention the three main points of this lesson?
Who can describe in short a holistic approach to exegesis? Let us thank the Lord for our
minds and dedicate their use to Him in prayer.
Prayer: Lord, thank You for the capacity to think and use our minds. We give ourselves,
body, heart and mind to serve You.
r 6.- Assigiiinents relateifto practicalsituations (1 minute).
When you study or analyse a text, pray for the enlightenment of the Holy S
yourself to the Lord with everything you have, then use all your capacities
I e'SP'lai!1..Plan
ang serve Him.
_
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dedicate
erstand,

I

j

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will practice our reading skills to the glory of God.
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1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readExercise1 fluentlyandrecognizethe repeated
words.

r 2. Advanceaorganizers

andsfenera( principles (4 minutes).

A similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
I language of the students. Each group of two should be provided wit~ a copy.

I

Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do

! second
!

reads, the other one monitors for errors.

I

I

three times and then the

will do the same. Then they repeat exercise 1.2 in the same way. While the one

Method
read

-

.
.

fro,

-tick

with afinger

0,

reading

- keep

the head in the same

- have somebody

sit next to you while reading,'
whenever an error is made, the line should be

re,

e second exercise
to train the eye to search for
certain words among others

-put your
read it al.
-lookfor the same word in the other columns; put
your finger below it and read it aloud
- keep your head in the same position

- have

someone

sit with you to make sure you are

readiml correctly
the exercise three times; register how long it
to complete the exercises a

3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).
Howimportantis our thinkingcapacityto the serviceof the Lord?
Rememberthatreadingis goodexercisefor our minds. We will needto be fit in our thinking
to be ableto do goodexegesis.
r:POin~!pe""iXe,.CT$es (33 mlifutes).
5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord may we become like sharp and useful instruments in your hands.

6~Aisignmen ts. reliite(ftopfactical slttls,tIPlJ{$(1minqte),

r .Read
-- at

-

... - -

lea$t.one chapter of any b09Kt9d~Yi
.

-- ""

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Revise the previous lesson and be prepared to teach a group of elders on the importance of a
holistic approach to exegesis. Students are divided into two groups who will jointly prepare
and aDDointone of each arOUDto Dresentthe lesson.
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1. Learning

objective/

lesson

target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to show that you know how to explain to your class the
importance of a holistic approach to Bible comprehension. You will be able to link study with
service to God.
r.1.. Adv:aiiced

orgarll~~rs a;,dgefl~(1lIrp(lifcTp7es;(3miQtJt~).

e~ch groUp present their lessol1
Marks aregiV~pfor clarity and 10giccUpt~$entatiop~n(.ltbe
target was achieved
R,.g§y.tt§...~~..s:Ils.Q.Qs~edUMbe1WbD~grQU1L-.

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

measureto

whlqhthe

__I

and worldview (7 minutes).

Think of your previous meeting with the Church Council at your home congregation.
Can you think of some misconceptions about understanding the Bible?
Can you help them develop in theil: Bible understanding?
Do you feel ready and able to teach them new things?
'-4. l.eiffiir:tgif1~Y$ti;;"aticsteP$(~Oniif1Utes).
::::> Each. grdUppresenttheir lessqrt(~Q ..rTJinutes.each)
Mar~$/pregivenfdtClarityandloglcal presentation and theroeasuretowhich
tatg~tWasaphiftveq
5.

_.

__

_

_

~_

_

_

_

the

_ __ ______

_J

Lesson summary (10 minutes).
::::> Resultsare discussedin thewholegroup

Prayer: Lord help us to grow in our logical understanding as we are also guided by Your Spirit
and be able to teach others how to understand and apply Your Word.

·.~.Assig"'JJeQisfelated.

to practicafsiiiiatioQ$(3mlflutes):-

a on
IjWriteout . e page lesson thatyOY\Nao!t. .o...tak.ehoroeaodteaco.totbeelders dUrJngth~

_

.

__

I.khq'igp~S!Dg.JJmlQ..itin!oOOQrro~
~s_oDeofypur selTlestertests~
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we willpractice our reading speed because it will also help us to learn and
.

..

understand better.
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1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (3 minutes).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readgroupsof wordsin Exercise2 fluently.
2: Advance'([organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
A similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.

f
ClS$§Info grou!", of two~e~~h. The"!)rs! $!tid.m do Exero!S<\~lfmer;
aDd
IJ?i9III~1M
then the second one will do the same. While the one reads, the other one monitors for errors.

I-

--

to jTIJI2l'J}JlJ#t~ttailJR:8f)}!i!;d L"!J:~:lfE[Uur'JJ<ClCl}:"~~~!:i'!l[lr!JI}JHJ:~f'!f:ceye$
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (2 minutes).
"

Thinkbackon whatyour readingwas likel in the beginningof theyear. Didyour reading
speedandcomprehensionincrease?
-- -......
J. .f.Qotngthe eX&rtHses"(a'iminuteS).

---..--

----. I
__

5. Lesson summary (0 minutes).
Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for Yourgrace that we may study and develop our thinking.
r6. Assignments related to p@.i;tj~al$Jtfiatl()n$(~fTtlnutes).

LThiSafternoon.. leachYQj.jW,tefo

readg~olJpS o!IJVords:;: ....

-

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
In the next lesson we will practice our short-term memory and comprehension skills.
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Preparation Phase ~esson 37
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1. Learning objective/ lesson

....

target and motivation

(3 minutes).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 to
summarise it, working in a group of two where you take turns asking questions and answering
them.
12.

i

I

comprehension
capacity

I

I

the person(s), animals, things do
it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?

- After

reading

the text once, test yourself

to see of you know the answer

to

these auestions
wn the questions you asked yourself in the left column
- answer the questions in the right column
you may ask as many questions as you like; the more you concentrate, the
more questions and answers you will be able to write. Do not become
disheartened; in the beginning it might be difficult to ask and answer even

-

the classih~pgr()(jpsQftwoeach..
i,~o",r qy~§tio..rmal1daQ~w§r:§ Q.n.,j,ourt~m.J!l~

3. Newconcepts

/inked

to prior knowledge

_ ____ __

- --

and worldview (2 minutes).

How did you use to read the Bible, as verses or as chapters or even books?
Can you see the importance of reading the whole text, even if it is a long chapter or even
more than a chapter?
~ 1)olnfJtbf"11xefC'SiS73:l7fifnutes).

5. Lesson summary

(2 minutes).

Each student in the group summarizes the text in one sentence. Discuss your differences.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for the capacity to think and the ability to read and train our
thinking skills.
I"'~; !$sigirm1i'nf$,eJtiteQ (QPt;actical.situations.(1mln:ute).
I

Read.a$bo~teXtwith .yoOrchifdrentonight. Ask thebaslb qpe$tioosaodtesftheir

,jcom'prehe.nsioOL7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Think of any changes that occurred in your Bible reading this year, make a list and bring it to
the next class.
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1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation

(3 minutes).

During this lesson, you will compare (in a group discussion) the way you read the Bible now
to the way you read it last year.

I 2. Advanced

organizers and general principles (4 minutes).

'"' studeots~
sqare;~~~»d

'

of

~

t~B!I>1Io
"'mi~~e4

receD89

Bible with understanding and res~
L ... ::::> Basic points
-- of departure"""for reading the
.......--....-...--3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldview (7 minutes).

..

Think of different ways in which the Bible is used. Is it true that many African herbal doctors
have a Bible in the consulting room? How is it used?
Other people have Bibles next to their beds or on the coffee table but never open it!
r-:4. ~

Learningin systematic-steps(25nlIiiutes):
::::>

--

- - ~...

~

~

Studentssharetheir methodof readingthe Bibleand if it changedrl
Basic points of departure for reading the Bible with understanding and responsibility

·

Reading the Bible as God's Word, i.e. His message in human words

This means the Bible has authority, it comes from God and it is important to
hear correctly what He says
It also means God used humans to write it in their time and in the way they
knew but it still is His inspired words and not the product of hum
It means that we need to humble ourselves, depend on the hel
Spirit and study the times, the culture, the text and literary sty
understand it
·

Reading the Bible as text units and not as verses
The New and Old Testaments were written without numbers
chapters and verses. Only in 1206 BC. did Stephan Langton provide the NT
with chapter numbers. Robert Stephens gave the verse numbers in 1551
BC. It is said that he did it while riding on horseback. That is why some
verses are so strangely divided! (Bost and Pestana 1992:25)
Verses and chapter numbers can distract our attention in such a
do not see the real text unit the author used and fail to und
emphasis of a text; use these numbers only as a reference to find a certain
place but disregard them totally when you read to understand the text
We should look for ways used by the authors in the text, to know where a
text starts or ends
·

.

Reading the Bible to discover the meaning for the first hearers, i.e. taking
seriously the historical situation, language, writing method and culture in which
the message was given/written
If the writer used symbolic language we should recognize it as such and
not interpret it literally and vice
We should not try to force the Bible to say what we want to hear but
rather through the process of understanding the original message,
discover the revealed message of God also for us
Reading the Bible as books
Normally the book was written or compiled by one person or a group but

a specific time - it means that they used the same vocabulary with
specific meanings during the course of that book
It means that normally the book will have a central theme or purpose and
during

it is important to know it for the understanding of its parts

.

It is goodto studyone bookat a time to growgraduallyin understanding I

_

the intention of that book
I
It is dangerous to take one .ot twQv~rses an,Lu.s.ethe.!Jlas we understand I
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them, without considering their context. Reading the Bible as seperate
verses is dangerous because one can easily say "God says" while it is
really my own concept of what is written.

.

Reading the Bible as a unit although written as many books through many ages

The messageof the Biblegrowsin clarityduringagesof revelationand

I

certain themes are developed for instance the Old Testament sacrifices
formed the basis for the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross as the Lamb of
God taking away the sins of man. We can say that later books built on
the foundation of the earlier ones one cannevertake awaythe
foundation of a building without destroying the building
Every part of it is the Word of God and does not contradict itself but
rather explains itself
It is important to understand and see the developing lines of the main
messages throughout the Bible

!

-

.

Reading the Bible as God's message also to modern people
The same living God that spoke through the ages speaks to us but first
we have to understand what He said to the original hearers
We should then take the principleltruth/message to the first hearers and
apply it in the modern world, in new situations and ways if needed
Care should be taken not to find a modern application in every element of

the Biblestoryor text butto useits mainmessageas the principlethat
can be applied for today

-- ...---................
5. Lesson summary

:

--

--

(2 minutes).

Ask several students to repeat the main points of departure for the study of the Bible.
Prayer: Lord give us the guidance of your Spirit and the training of our skills to understand
your Word in the time and form it was given.

- I.
A$$(gQmentsre'atedtoprac{[caJ.$:iiuat;()ns(3'f"111tt?ql~).*
*- - - - -,Makea listofinterpretatibn
problemsthatyou nave noticediriserrrioQsandlirikthessto One
I

I or more of the\POintsof departure.fotresponsibleBjblestudy,
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will practice our reading and writing abilities. It will also train our short-term
memorv, so important for reading the Bible as bigger texts, units and books.
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1. Learning objective/lesson

39'
target and motivation (1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph. The last ten minutes will be used for small group discussion,
comparing summaries.

"2.'-Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
Ob'ective
Method

[

.

- Read the

to develop the capacity to

- Writeit downi

repeatwhatyou'veread

.

- Use short sentences, not more than 15

logically and meaningfully

words per sentence

- If you don't

know how to start, ask the

five que. ..

WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their
actions?

- The first paragraph

is normally about

who, what and when
- The second paragraph describes what
happened and why

- In the third and fourth paragraphs

you

find what happened further and
- Remember.
you
may only read the text
-.
o
Db,ide ttle.classihto grol,1ps of two each.
COl'1;)p~reyolir noteS with' your te.ammate,
1........--.....

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (1 minute).

Have you ever thought why most people like to see a lesson in writing rather than only hear
it? Writing is a powerful tool in the pastors' work.
To write down what we intend to say helps us to make sure we understand what we read and
also helps us to organize our thoughts.
r-4. Do.the{,xercise P~miniites).

-------

5. Lesson summary (10 minutes).
It is important to come into the habit of writing an organized summary of text we read to learn
or to teach others. Compare your summary with your team mate.
Prayer: Lord may we be trained readers and writers for Your sake.
r~r IfssigrJmeffts

I1..!:I:l£I~
Try this exercise
.aJist~

reiBtecito pta~fjcalsituat7Oiii

lfrJ1ljjqte)~

op bther studYmate~i~!.~ndtb~textsyou

».!~and

re.~d durlhgBiPle $fudy.

Qb.rasesafter YOU~ve. read a teXt..

Try to

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Prepare in your group a lesson on different ways in which the Bible is read and evaluate
them.
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J

1. Learning objective/ lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Duringthis lesson,youwill provethatyou are ableto explainthe differentways inwhichthe
Bible is read and why they are responsible ways or not.
~. A.dvanced orgariizers.a;l)tlg~l'Jeral principlfiJ$ (~.miriute$).

Eacbgroup presentstBelrle~soJl to tb~r~stQftbe class

[_

~.

~:~~tbe

3. New concepts

W~~~~~~~B~~~~~~d
~~bare~~I~n

linked to prior knowledge

--_11II

and worldview (2 minutes).

To criticize the way others use the Bible is strange to us. People think it is not respectful to
the person, nor to the Bible and the Holy Spirit that guides the preacher. How do you feel
about it?
r4;- f1.etfttJIng"'?ffisystenfatiCsteps1.2~'1if!titJte$j.

l

.=>:ac:_~groupp~e!en!stbe.lr.Iessonto tbe r~stQftb!3c!~sS(:~~I~e~e~cb)
5. Lesson summary (10 minutes).

I

_I

=> After each lesson the whole group discuss and evaluate the lesson
Prayer: Lord, teach us to understand your Word in the way You intended it.

.

r6.AsslrJrimetitsre/ated topractl~~1,~ua;tlb~~(1mlnute).
!Write one pageorrexactly how you wil!chCloge.yourdaily Biblereading and discuss it with

!siMol.J£Wifeo,tfrienc!. _

_ __ __ _

_ _ __

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will practice our reading skills. By now you will know how it helps you to grow in
understandina!
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1. Learning objective/ lesson

target and motivation

I

4I

preDara~esson

J

(3 minutes).

After this lesson, you will be able to read Exercise 1 fluently and recognize the repeated
words.

f2-:Advancedorganizersandgeneralprincljifesr4minutes).
A similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
.

..---

.

languageof the students. Eachgroupof two shouldbe providedwitha copy.

I

Dividetheclassinto groupsof two each. The firststudentwill do 1.1threetimesandthenthe
second one will do the same. Then they repeat exercise 1.2 in the same way. While the one

reads,the otherone monitorsfor errors.

I

Method

.
.

-read

I

words rhythmically

. tick the rhythm

from left to right

with afinger on the table while

I'

I

I

concentration

on

Method
-put
read
-lookfor thesamewordin the
your finger below it and re

-keep

your head in the same position

- have someone

sit with you to make sure you are.
reading correctly
how long it
- repeat the exercise three
'S
takes to complete the

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (2 minutes).

To be a good pastor to your herd is not something you learn in one day; you grow with it
during years of practice. Remember that reading is good exercise for our minds. We will
need to be fit in our thinking to be able to do good exegesis.

[4. Doi'iiqthe ,#xercisesri5-mi"iite"'sr;-5. Lesson summary.
Not necessary.
-~1

Assignments

r'#laJitct'""(topracUcalsnuatlq"s

(1 mi,,(,(te).

po not forget.tqrE!aqYQII.q~jIYc:h~pter.from~Qybq...
1

Prayer: f..Qrdwepralse
I 'yvoa:t.~

_ ~

Youfor

exercisestHatdevelop>the

__

sl<illstJeededto

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will explain the definition of exegesis. With what you know already, prepare you
own definition and share it with the class.
We have finished our preparations for planting; remember the machamba needs to be
prepared for planting. In the next phase we will concentrate on the actual exegesis of the
Biblical text and the sDecific knowledae and Dracticewe need to uncover the messaae of
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God's Word for us.
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lesson, you willbe able to discuss the differe,ocesbetWeen our
1l1~BibJ~and the challenges tbese pos
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
After this

::::::>

A summary of the main differences betWeen our times and Biblical times that may

causedifficultiesto our understanding
3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldvlew (7'min
Discuss during class:
Differences in the ways of living betWeen us and

--

-

Differences

in ways of thinking

betWeen'us

4. Learning in systematic steps (29 minutes).
::::::>A summary of the main differences betWeen our and Biblical times that may cause

difficulties to our understanding
· Different historical, political, geographical and religious knowledge and
frame of reference
The Bible speaks of many countries and tribes, like in Daniel's vision of
the four kingdoms, or the many countries and gods of Solomon's wives.
Without knowledge of the history and political situation there is a lot that
we will not understand and it will affect our interpretation.
Geographical references are used as illustrations, for instance the east
wind that blows on Jonah's head. If we knew that the east wind came
from the desert and was very hot and dry, we could understand Jonah's
suffering and the reason why the wind form the east is a symbol of God's
judgment.
Without religious knowledge of the time we cannot understand why God
made the sun only on the fourth day and why the garden of Eden, the
tabernacle and the temple all faced east; why God never asked food but
gave food; why the seventh day was blessed as a special day and not
the sixth or the eight; why a cup of wine symbolizes judgement, and
many more examples.
·

Different language, ways of saying things
Some knowledge of a language is necessary to understand the people
that spoke it. There are, for instance big differences between the Greeks'
and the Hebrews' way of thinking. The languages already give us a key
to understand it.
In Hebrew you do not "make" a covenant but "cut" it - this refers to the
ceremony of covenant making; the language reminds us of it.
Translations try to give us today's equivalent, according to the translator,
but many times one loses the "feeling" and intention of the original
language.

·

Different literature, ways of writing things
In Psalm 1 we read:
"Blessed is the man
who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked
or stand in the way of sinners
or sit in the seat of mockers."
We miaht be temDted to see the three lines on the uniust man as an
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indication of his progression into sin walk, stand, sit.But knowing the
habit in Hebrew poetry of repeating the same issue in different ways
(parallelism), we might start to look and find a completely different reason
for the repetition.
We will still learn of ways texts were structured and how it helps us to
discover the real issue.
·

Different culture, ways of doing things
Why would Abraham send his slave, Eleazar to fetch a wife for his son
Isaac far away in Haran?
Why did Abraham circumcise Isaac and his whole family - was it to
initiate him into the tribal traditions and manhood as we do?
Why did Boas buy the right to marry Ruth from somebody else and give
his shoe to prove it?
Is the levirate marriage in the Bible the same as our sexual purification
rite of widows by a family member?
It is dangerous to assume we know why certain actions were taken in the
Bible, just because we might have something similar in our culture!

·

Different world view, ways of understanding the world, perspective on
issues and happenings
The Bible speaks of the earth that stands on pillars, demonic monsters
living in the sea, building altars on high places and many things we can
only understand from the perspective of the views of the time.

~$~ .l.eSst>n;f$#l"IpElrt(~iiiin.#te$}.

Who.can,mehtibri.tnemaiodifferences
·

Are we motiVated to

iPriIyer:LptdWe(ha

'tp(jros$;(fjil.:.&~rtief':s
6. Assignments

s.tJd_uJ]d,prst€ihdp'(,outWt),J:gs§ itW~~\m~
related to practical situations (3 minutes}.
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rning objective! lesson target and moti
will knowthe detinitionof exegesisand be able to

mary

Advanced organizers and general principles (3 minutes).
=> Studentssharetheirdefinitionof exegesis
=> The definitionsof exegesis
=> The mainelementsof the exegesiscourse
""Rewconcepts ookeatcJprior know7idge and worldview (3 minutes).
Can you remember how people use (and abuse) the
the things we worry abou~ our needs, our history, our
4. Learning in systematic steps (33 minutes).
=> Students share their definitions of exegesis
=> The definition of exegesis
In the first lesson we gave an explanation of the meaning of "exegesis". It comes from a
Greek word "exegesis" that means to "explain". The verb form means "to take out from".
These words are used in John 1.18; Luke 24.35; Acts 10.8; 15:12,14; 21.19. It therefore
refers to the process of uncovering, understanding what God said through the Bible writers
and prophets to his people.
From this and the other work we have been doing, we can now give our definition of exegesis:
Exegesis is the process
· of prayerful and careful observation and study of a specific text,
· needed to understand the message of God to the original hearers,
· in order to be able to identify the timeless principle(s), which will
enable us to teach God's Word for today.
("Hermeneutics" normally refers to the science of interpretation. It builds on the
results of exegesis. It determines valid ways of interpretation and of discovering the meaning
of texts. As Hayes and Halladay (1988:47) describes it: "Hermeneutics may be regarded as
the theory that guides exegesis; exegesis may be understood in this work to be the practice of
and the set of procedures for discovering the author's intended meaning."
"Homiletics" normally refers to the science of communication. It teaches valid and
effective ways to communicate to modern hearers the timeless message discovered during
exegesis.
In the process of exegesis we see that a lot of attention is given to the text unit. We need to
understand how, why and when a specific text was written. We need to understand what God
said to a specific group of people in a specific historical situation; we also need to know how
he said it in this text and for what reasons. We refer to the grammar and the literary structure
of the text. Why were specific words used, how and why were they organized in a specific
order, how and why were they repeated?
The text, however, never stands alone. It is surrounded by other text units, probably for a
specific reason and it is placed by the author in a specific place in a whole book. We call
these other texts around the text the

"context". It is important to understand the context in

order to understand the text. It helps us to understand the purpose of the author; it also helps
us to determine the specific meaning he gave to certain key words.
Imagine you find a piece of paper in the street saying: "Mary died." You may think it refers to
your sister Mary living in another province because you do not have information on the
context! You need the rest of the letter to understand which Mary died, and when. Maybe the
Marv in the text died 15 vears aao and she is not one of your family! Somebody in another
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town used an old letter to wrap the chips he is selling in. After eating the chips he tore the
letter up and in your town, the little piece you found, was blown by the wind out of the taxi
window. We need the context to understand a specific text!
We also need, as we have seen, some historical information, which we call the historical
context. Without some historical information on the date and place and specific situations,
we may never understand what happened and why the words of the text were spoken or
written. The culture of the time also had specific expressions and habits that we can easily
interpret wrongly, many times because we have similar expressions and habits but use it in
different ways. The Hebrew expression for going to the toilet is to "cover your feet". If you do
not know it, you can you imagine what possible explanations can be given by modern
readers!
Only with all this information analysed and integrated can we come close to understand what
the first hearers understood from the text.
=> Summary of the main elements of the basic exegesis course
·
·

Study of the text - how and for what purpose was it written?
Study of the literary context how and for what purpose does it fit into the
surrounding text units and the whole book?

-

-

·

Study of the social and historical context

·

given?
Conclusion: Message for the first hearers and Principle for Application today

how does it fit in the time it was

The first three elements are the basic building blocks from which our understanding of the
message for the first hearers is formed. The order in which they are studied are not very
important, actually one visits and re-visits them in a circular movement until you reach a
justifiable understanding. Only then one may move out of the circle and apply the
message for today's hearers. The whole study process, as we have mentioned, is done
in a spirit of prayerful reflection.

Text

Principle and
Application

~
5.- Lesson

Literary Context

Socio-historical Context

summary
(3minutes). --- ---

Ask one studentto aive the four basic elements of the exegetical process. Ask another to

Ask the
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2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
A readingsheetsimilarto theone in 2.2.3is preparedby the lecturerin the normalreading
languageof the students. Eachgroupof two shouldbe providedwitha copy.
Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do Exercise 2 three times and then the
second will do the same. While the one reads, the other one monitors for errors.

6. Assignments

related to practical situations

(3 minutes).

Teach your wife how to read groups of words and practice with a chapter in the Bible.
'r~p<!!tationand!11

Ddirev.isioriof Lesson: 1
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1. Learning objective/lesson

target

After this lesson, you will have an ove
1St: £purse.

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
~

Revision of the main elements of the exegetical process

~

The main elements of the exegetical process in more detail

New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and world view (2 minutes).

Have you ever found it qifficult to unde(Standa Bible text? Can you remember why?

4. Learningin systematic steps (30minutes).
~
~

Revision of the main elements of the exegetical process as in lesson two
The main elements of the exegetical process in more detail
o Study of the text how and for what purpose was it written?
· Comparing translations
· Beginnings and endings of text units
· Keywords
· Paragraphs
· Repetitions and structural patterns
· Interpretation of structures
· Identify the type of literature and its influence on the interpretation

-

o

Study of the literary/immediate context - how and for what purpose does it
fit in the surrounding text units and the whole book?
· Surrounding text units
· Structure of the book and its main divisions
· Meaning of specific key words and phrases in the book

o

Study of the social and historical context - how does the text fit in the
time it was given? (See lesson 1 of this Phase)
· Historical situation: politically, religiously, geographically
· Social situation, culture and customs

o

Conclusion: Message for the first hearers and Principlefor Application
today
·
·

Formulate message for the first hearers and explain/justify why you
came to this conclusion
Formulate the basic principle/message for today
Application in Today's Context
Study of the Socio-historical Context
Study of the Literary Context
Study of the Text

[IJ
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We can also explain the exegetical process with the
illustration of a bird:
* When the bird eats the food, he can see it clearly and
how it is organized in front of him - this represents the
study of the text.

* When the bird flies on to a branch of the tree above
him, he can see wider around the food and its
relationship to the trees and bushes around it. Maybe
he thought the food was finished but now he sees
more of the same around him, for instance more trees
with the same fruit - this represents the study of the
literary context.

~

~
..~..,

* When the bird flies even higher up, he can see much
more and further around the food, more trees, the
river, the mountain, the sun and the clouds, the reason
why he will always find this type of food at this place this represents the study of the socio- historical
context.
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The whole time we see the text but as we move further
away, more and more information comes into view and helps us to see and understand
everything around the text and connected to it.
5. Lesson summary

72mTnutes).
- - - -

-

- -

Ask four students to summarize each of the four basic elements of exegesis.
Prayer: Lord we pray that You will give us the vision needed to fully understand your Word
from theperspeclive 91thli.lirst [ead.§rs aDd h§.are~~_
6. Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).

__

_ _ _ _

Divide the class into three groups. Each one takes another of the first three elements of the
theycanfindon Psalm1._
ex~etic~1 Ero~~ss ~ s~ ~t i~r~2n

2. Preparationandmotivationfor thenextlesson(1 minute).
The reading exercises we have been doing helps us to "fly like a bird" when we read
from the Bible. Next time we will Dractice more.
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2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
Obiective
Method

.

to develop

comprehension
capacity

- read the whole passage Psalm 1
- while

you read, look for answers to the jive important
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?

- After

reading

the text once, test yourself

questions

to see of you know

the answer

to

these questions

- write down the questions you asked yourself in the left column
- answer the questions in the right column
- you may ask as many questions as you like; the more you concentrate, the
more questions and answers you will be able to write. Do not become
disheartened as it might be difficult to ask and answer even one question at
the beginning
I Remember: you may only read the text once and not look at it af,!ain
Divide the class into groups of two each.

-

~ff!..¥:~~~uestions
~. ti~w.cQQ

and answers on your team mate.
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1. Learnin~ objective/lesson

target and

Afterthis lesson, you will be able to discuss differ.
kills to discover the messaae of a text.
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
=> Students present the translation differences they managed to spot in Psalm 1
=> Summary of translation types
=> How can different translations help

us?

3: New concepts linked to prior knowledge an
ou feel when you discovered diffl
mebod~hat y.p.4..!mQW
m@~e aDV1e

4. Learningin systematic steps (29minutes).
=> Students present the translation differences they managed to spot in Psalm 1
Some of the differences in the last two verses are shown in italics.
Psalm 1.5
(Brenton (1851 Brenton's English Septuagint)) Therefore the ungodly shall not rise in judgment, nor
sinners in the counsel of the just.
(CEV (Contemporary English Version)) Sinners won't have an excuse on the day of judgment, and
they won't have aplace with the people of God.
(GNB (Good News Bible)) Sinners will be condemned by God and kept apartfrom God's own people.
(NIV (New International Version)) Therefore the wicked will not stand in the judgment,
nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.
Psalm 1.6
(Brenton) For the Lord knows the way of the righteous; but the way of the ungodly shall perish.
(CEV) The LORD protects everyone who follows him, but the wicked follow a road that leads to ruin.
(GNB) The righteous are guided andprotected by the LORD, but the evil are on the way to their
doom.
(NIV) For the LORD watches over the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked will perish.
=> Summary of translation types
· Literal Translations
Literal translations try to translate word for word and as far as possible maintains
even the word order of the original Hebrew, Aramaic or Greek. Because
languages are different, this way of translating can cause misunderstandings.
·

Textual Translations

Textual Translations try to stay as close as possible to the original text but also
try to use a modern, clear and understandable language.
·

Dynamic Equivalent Translations

Dynamic Translations focus more on the readability and easy comprehension for
the intended modern readers. They translate the perceived intention of the Bible
writer as idiomaticallv as Dossible in the modern lanauaae, chanaina sentence
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length, word order and other linguistic features where deemed necessary for
easy reading and comprehension. Typical Biblical idioms, for instance, will be
translated into a modern equivalent. It reads easily but one loses much of the
original Biblical expressions.
·

Paraphrases

Paraphrases give almost a running commentary, explaining rather than purely
translating the perceived intention of the Bible writer. They bridge not only
linguistic differences between us and Biblical times but also cultural and historical
differences.
Wolfaardt (1999:55) placed some English translations on a continuum that helps
us to evaluate them.

Literal

Dynamic equivalent

King James Revised Standard New International
New American Standard
New American
New English

Good News

Paraphrase
Phillips LivingBible

=:> How can different translations help us?
Divide the class into groups of four and discuss the type of translation one should
use.
The use of different types of translation at the same time also has its advantages.
Discuss this.
With all the translations available, do we still need to study Hebrew and Greek?

-

Lesion summary (2 minutes).

Ask one student to give a short summary qf the different translation types or strategies and
ive his personal preference.
r: Lord we praise You for the m
more of the originaftext. Give

L.

Assignments

related to practical situations

(3 minutes).

Try to find one example where you feel that you need more than different translations and
have to consult the oriainallan~~s.
forr(()(ttfj~i1~xtlessdi1 (1 mli1~t~J;
ijt .shorf;;tf:tnnm~mQry~l1d.opl! cQ
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2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
Ob'ective
Method

. to develop the capacity to
repeat what you've read
logically and meaningfully

- Read the whole passage, Job 1
- Write it down in your own words
- Use short sentences, not more than

15 words
per sentence
- If you don't know how to start, ask the five
questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?
- The first paragraph is normally about who, what
and when
- The second paragraph describe what happened
and why

- In the

third and fourth paragraphs,you

find what

happened further and why

- Remember:

you may only read the text once

and not look at it aaain
Divide the class into groups of two each.
Compare your notes with your team mate.
"3--:

Flew coiicepts Jinkia to prior KnoWleage and woiiilview (2 minutes).

Old narratives, like the ones we have heard from our uncles, and Job
~ ~p'eci~cJesson or oQj~ctiv~

4. Do the exercise (3 minutes).
esson summary (2 minutes).
Compare summaries with
Prayer: Lord we praise You
thinkin.a. skills.

6. Assignments related to practical situations (1 minute).
Try this exerciseon otherstudymaterialand thetextsyou readduringBibleStudy.
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Planting and Maintenan~

Pha~$ L~ssOI)

a.

Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
'j,tter this lesson, you will be ableto readExercise1 flue£1tly
and recognize
r9J3..:

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
A similar reading sheet to the one in 2,2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do 1.1 three times and then the
second will do the same. Then they repeat exercise 1.2 in the same way. While the one
reads, the other one monitors for errors.
Obiective ofthefirst exercise (1.1,
recognising small differences

.
·

easyeye movementfrom left to
right

·

immediatelyfIXing concentration on

the beginning of a line

Method
- read words rhythmicallyfrom left to right
- tick the rhythm with afinger on the table while
reading
- keep the head in the same position
- have somebody sit next to you while reading;
whenever an error is made, the line should be
repeated

- read

the word list three times from

left to right;

register the time it takes to read the words and how
manv errors were made
Obiective of the second exercise (1.2,
to train the eye to search for
certain words among others

.

Method
- put your finger below thefirst word in the row;
read it aloud

- look for

the same word in the other columns; put

your finger below it and read it aloud
- keep your head in the same position
- have someone sit with you to make sure you are
reading correctly
- repeat the exercise three times; register how long it
takes to complete the exercises and how many errors
occurred
eWcQoJJeJ?f§TJli1iiiJTol:flJlrrkIiOWlidg~ ;jf!dworldvle

Think'ofyoutreadlnbtiabit$ of la
wbol~ch;;t.Qt!

4. Doing the exercises (32 minutes).
~. LessQOlfliiiiiiiill.;
Not'oecessatyl

avertLordwe..praise¥otlJorthe /:>rO[4
6. Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).
Read Job 1 again and underline the words that are repeated in the same way, for example:
"I am the only one who has escaoed to tell you!" (Verses IS, 16, 19)
~~011§llDQ9mm.h.!~§'~(verses 4,5,18)
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tt,",Q~llJllJgq/:Jj~(;tlY~IQ~~qlJ
tfJliJJ~t~t1d/!flpIY~'J~lJ~1mli1fd,}.'
Aftert~is',.,~ssor\!.You
will.bEl:~pl~t6!b~Icafer~peatinS:k~¥~P~qi

..e~1!hi~a!J_Q1.el1dina.,g:texts.
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2. Advanced organizers and general principles (3 minutes).
=> The use of repeating key words
=> Examples of repeating key words
=> Beginnings and endings of texts
NJiJIl/colJcept$llt11fiif1Jtpptiof Kt19WOO::!fi'

.tetsomeQoe
telltoestorYpftJ')~do~mer
pry,couotbowmaoyij
,gy"e§tiptl!~Q~t/is:toestp~~PQ~t~i./
4. Learningin systematic steps (28minutes).
=> The use of repeating key words

Repeating key words is one of the most used techniques in Hebrew narratives,
prophecies and poetic text to guide the reader towards the important issues. Repetition
of ideas and phrases is viewed by Muilenburg (1953:97-111) as one of the building blocks of
old Hebrew rhetoric. It serves to emphasise issues, create a sense of urgency or create a
certain feeling with the hearer, for instance the nine fold repetition of "shatter", creating the
feeling of a beating hammer (Jer 51.20-23), or of the heaping up of guilt (Jer 7.9) (Lundborn,
1997:xxxviii). Lundbom (1977:xxxix) remarks: "Keywords is a basic law of composition in
Jeremiah". Muilenburg and Lundbom (1997:xxxix) defines keywords as: "words appearing in
'strategic collocations' or in 'crucial or climactic contexts'. Repetitions at the beginning or end
of successive cola, lines or stanzas qualify as keywords (8.22-9.1). So do verb clusters,
regardless of position (8.4,5) as well as repetitions at the beginning and end of a discourse
unit (inclusio) or repetitions forming an abb'a' pattern(chiasmus) in the same."
=> Examples of repeating key words
Let us mark the repeating key words in Psalm 67 together (on the black board):
(We use the same lines as in the Hebrew to maintain the form of the original poem. The verse numbers are
different but as we have said, the numbers are not important as it was added much later for reference purposes)
I
May God be gracious to us and bless us and make his face shine upon us, Selah
2 that your ways may be known on earth, your salvation among all nations.

4

May the nations Q~g@.!.ta.D!L~i.nz-fQ[io'y,
for you rule the peoples justly and guide the nations of the earth. Selah

6 Then the land will yield its harvest, and God, our God, will pless us.
7 God will blessus, andall the endsof the earthwillfu!r him.
We mark the repeating words or phrases in the same way. We also include synonyms,
for example "bless us" and "make his face shine upon us" aretwo ways of saying the same.
Also "P~lUll<l"and ~]i.nz-fQlio'y: havethesamemeaning.
Can you also see the common words in verses 1, 2 as compared to verses 6, 7?
Also verses 3 and 4 are exactly the same.
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How important is God and the nations (peoples, ends of the earth etc.) in this Psalm?
If you think about the repeated key words, does it help you to get a good idea of what
Psalm 67 is about? Try to say or write it.
=> Beginnings and endings of texts
In order to know what text to study and preach about, we need to be sure where the text
starts and ends. The divisions and sub-titles we find in the Bible are not in the original
text but were provided by the translators to make the reading easier. Many times they
made good divisions, but other times we find it difficult to see why they divided a text at
that point. Therefore we should also check for ourselves if the subdivisions are correctly
made. Sometimes these divisions and sub-titles make a huge difference in the
interpretation of a text.
_

W!1a~technique was ~sed in Psalm 67 to mark the beginning and endin

5. Lesson$ummary (2 minutes)~

=> Today we became aware of

.

=> We
and prats
=> We also saw that repetition is used as a way to ma(/<the beginning and ending of a
;Prayer: Lord we prarse You that we may realise new ways In whichyour Wordwaswritten.
us t~Ul!.9lYin our eXQetifipcea
6. Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).
Mark the repeated key words in Psalm 1 at home and comment on how the beginning and
ending of the Psalm was indicated (it is important because some commentaries want to link
Psalm 1 and 2). Remember that contrasting words are also a way of repetition, not only
synonyms.
I
Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked
or stand in the way of sinners or sit in the seat of mockers.
2 But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day and night.
He is like a tree planted by streams of water,
which yields its fruit in season and whose leaf does not wither.
Whatever he does prospers.
4 Not so the wicked!
They are like chaff that the wind blows away.

6

Therefore the wicked will not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.
For the LORD watches over the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked will perish.
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,~arnrfJg.Qpj~cti.veli/~~$Qntiitg~tll.n.dm9.tiYl#.fi911
,i~'ej§2n,,,,yaM
wiltbeabletoreadg,
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
A readingsheetsimilarto theone in 2.2.3is preparedby the lecturerin the normalreading
languageof the students. Eachgroupof two shouldbe providedwitha copy.
Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do Exercise 2 three times and then the
second one will do the same. While the one reads, the other one monitors for errors.
Obiective
Method
to widen eye span
put your finger in the middle of word groups
to develop the capacity to
- move thefinger from group to group while
read in word groups
reading aloudwithout moving the lips
to im rove readin seed
- keep your head still, only moving the eyes
'ew concepts linked to prior knowledge and worlaview {2 mInutes.

.
.

-

Can you remember how you used to read word for word and
this technique of reading groups of words your reading spee
increase.
4. Doing the exercises (32 minutes).

n summary.
praise
them

fuIJ'(;

6. Assignments

related to practical situations

(3 minutes).

Always read groups of words to increase your reading speed and comprehension.
7. Preparation and motivation
Remember to bring your ho
motivate why you marked key words.
, mates.
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Text
'1. Learning objective/lesson

target

r this lesson, you willbe able to explain to other students how to look for repeating key
~orQs1l2.h~\esarnLdecide on th~
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (3 minutes).
~

Feedback and discussion of homework (Lesson 9) on Psalm 1

~

More criteria to mark the beginning and ending of texts

ew concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (5 minUtes).

~t the 10
reaso
;t!Qwd.Q

4. Learningin systematic steps (31minutes).
~

Feedback and discussion of homework (Lesson 9) on Psalm 1

Blessed is the man who does not walk in the ~
of the wicked
or stand in the way of sinners or sit in the seat of mockers.
2 But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day and night.
He is like a tree planted by streams of water,
which yields its fruit in season and whose leaf does not wither.
Whatever he does prospers.
4 Not so the wicked!
Thevare like chaffthat the wind blows away.

6

Therefore the wicked willIlQJ.~.tlmJ.in the judgment, nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.
For the LORD watches over the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked willl2!(T.i~h.

·
·
·

·
·

·

Some of the synonyms are "the man" of verse 1 and "the righteous" of verse 5
and 6. There are also other references to him like "his, he" in verses 2, 3.
"Sinners, mockers" are synonyms of "the wicked" and are marked in the same
way.
For both wicked and righteous a metaphor is used although by contrast one
is like a strong tree bearing fruit and the other like useless chaff that the wind
blows away. Here the repetition is by means of contrast.
The Psalm begins and ends with the "blessing" and "watching" of the Lord
over the righteous.
By contrast, the Psalm begins with the "blessing of the righteous" but ends
with the "perishing of the wicked". (Interestingly, the first word in the Hebrew
text starts with an "aleph" and the last word starts with a "taw", the first and
last letters of the Hebrew alphabet!)
In the beginning it speaks of the "big group of the mocking wicked" (this is
achieved by the threefold reference to the wicked using different terminology),
but only "one lonely righteous man with God's law", and in the end it speaks of
the "assembly" of the righteous and "a wicked man unwelcome and unable to
keep his head up before God's judgement".

-

It is amazing how much one can learn from the text, if you start marking the
repeated key words! (More on Psalm 1 can be found in Lesson 15.)
~

More criteria to mark the beginning and ending of texts
Indicators of the beginning of a text (Dorsey 1999)
i. Titles (Prov 25.1; Isa 13.1; Heb 3.1
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ii. Introductory formulas (prov 30.15, 18, 21, 29)
iii. Common phrases: Thus says Yahweh; Hear; Behold; Ai; In that day...
iv. Vocatives (Ps 8.1; 21.1; 22.1)
v. Questions (Ps 2.1)
vi. Imperatives (Ps 95.1; Isa 40.1)
vii. Instructions and orientations (Jos 1.1; Jer 7.1-2; 17.19)
viii. Summary in the beginning (Gen 1.1)
ix. The first part of an inclusio or chiasm (repeating by simifarity or contrast in
the beginning and ending)
x. Changes of time, characters, theme, narrative style, situation, etc.
Indicators of the ending of a text
i. Closing formulas (Jdg 3.11; 5.31; 8.28; Ezeq 5.17)
ii. Poetic refrains (Ps 42-43)
iii. Summaries (Ps 1.6)
iv. Natural conclusions, end of story
v. Last part of the inclusio or chiasm
vi. Revision
vii. Actualization: "untif today" (Jos 7.26; 8.29; 9.27)
viii. Poetic climax
Ways that writers use to indicate the unity of a text
i. Unity of theme or issue
ii. The same place
iii. The same characters
iv. The same time
v. The same type of literature
vi. Repetition of certain key words, pronouns, motives or actions

Lesson summary (2 minUtes).
Ask two of the students to mention some indicators that help us determine the begiOnil19 and

of texts.
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1;.

Learning objective/lesson

target aIJd motivation

(1 minute).

}':\fter this lesson, you win be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 3 'to
summa rise it, working a group of two where you take turns asking questions and answering

__

thill). _
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
Method
Objective

.

to develop
comprehension
capacity

-read the whole passage,
- while you read, look for

Esther J
answers for the jive important questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?
After reading the text once, test yourself to see of you know the answer to
these questions
write down the questions you asked to yourself in the left column

-

-answer the questions in the right column
- you

may ask as many questions
more questions and answers you
disheartene:, in the beginning it
one question
Remember: you mav onlv read

as you like; the more you concentrate, the
will be able to write. Do not become
might be difficult to ask and answer even

-

the text once and not look at it aflain

Divide the class into groups of two each.

Testyour.<1.ue.stions
anS!ans~~s~n12.ur teammate. ",..., _ _ _
New concepts linked to prior Knowledge ana woi1cJvlew(2 minutes).
There is a difference between just reading aod reading to understand and to remember;
Asking questions while you read helps you to understand and remember better the first time
read. At the same time your short-term memory is exercised. In the long run it willalso
IP'y'ou1Qu.t1g§.ts.taJ1!1!~Lt@(tsin the Bible ~etter and auic.ke.r

4. Learningin systematic steps (30minutes).
Do the exercise.

Lesson summary

"Eachstu
Iprayer: L
6. Assignments

(5 m(n
text in one sentence. Discuss your differen
memory

and thinking

capacity

You gave

us.

related to practical situations (2 minutes).

Rememberto ask the samequestionswhile readinganytext or book.

ss, motivatingthe,key words
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Planting and Maintenance Phase Lesson 13

Study of the Text
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

After thi~ lesson..'y.Qu..YYilLbft cmIEUo~iv.w~C!..text

i!!.to...QaL~cmD§'"

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (1 minute).
=> The formationof paragraphs

=> DivLdill9.
qene~sl..into
~r~~!:!.s _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _. _ _ __ __

3. Newconcepts linked to prior knowledge and world view (5 minutes).

When you see the neatly arranged goods at the market, what do you think? Every owner's
goods are organized in small groups, tomatoes, mangoes, salt, oil, etc. It all belongs together
but there are differences also. Texts work the same. It might be the same writer or subject
but different aspects of the subject are treated in different divisions or paragraphs.

- -

- - - - -

4. Learning in systematic

--------

steps (31 minutes).

=> The formation of paragraphs
When you describe your bicycle, you do not mix the different elements but first you talk
about the wheels, then the frame, them the pedals, then the steering and so on. We call
these different elements of the description of the same bicycle, paragraphs.
When you write, you should start a new paragraph every time you talk about something
different although the main theme is still the same. When you start a new theme, you
make a new chapter of it. We should therefore look for changes in the text, new issues,
new personalities, different time... The aim is to see when we move from one text to
another, but also to see new paragraphs on the same theme. Genesis 1.1 starts with a
summary of the whole first text of the book of Genesis, "In the beginning God created
heaven and earth". Then it moves from paragraph to paragraph to explain different
aspects of the creation.
=> Dividing Genesis 1 into paragraphs
At home vou wrote Genesis 1 to 2.3 on a DaDer,each sentence on a new line. Then vou
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marked the repeating key words.
Each team may now explain how they divided the text in paragraphs and the reasons
why.
Genesis 1
lIn the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
2Nowthe earth was fonnless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of
God was hovering over the waters.
3And God said. "Let there be light," and there was light.
4God saw that the light was good, and he separated the light from the darkness.
5Q.QJt~iln~$tthe light "day," and the darkness h~.£~JJ~Q."night."
And there was evening, and there was morning-the

first day.

6And God said. "Let there be an expanse between the waters to separate water from water."
7S0 God made the expanse and separated the water under the expanse from the water above it.
And it was so.
~.QQQ..<;;i\l1.~a.the
expanse "sky."

And there was evening, and there was morning-the second day.
9And God said. "Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place, and let dry ground appear."
And it was so.

IOQ.Q$t~J!II~.4.the
dry ground "land," and the gathered waters h~.£~Jk4. "seas."
And God saw that it was good.
IIThen God said. "Let the land produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants and trees on the land that bear
fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds."
And it was so.
12The land produced vegetation: plants bearing seed according to their kinds and trees bearing fruit
with seed in it according to their kinds.
And God saw that it was good.
13And there was evening, and there was morning-the
14And God
them serve
sky to give
And it was

third day.

said. "Let there be lights in the expanse of the sky to separate the day from the night, and let
as signs to mark seasons and days and years, 15and let them be lights in the expanse of the
light on the earth."
so.

16God made two great lights-the
night.
He also made the stars.

greater light to govern the day and the lesser light to govern the

17God set them in the expanse of the sky to give light on the earth, 18togovern the day and the night,
and to separate light from darkness.
And God saw that it was good.
19And there was evening, and there was morning-the

fourth day.

20And God said. "Let the water teem with living creatures, and let birds fly above the earth across the
expanse of the sky."
21S0 God created the great creatures of the sea and every living and moving thing with which the water
teems, according to their kinds, and every winged bird according to its kind.
And God saw that it was good.
22God blessed them and said, "Be fruitful and increase in number and fill the water in the seas, and let
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the birds increase on the earth."
23And there was evening, and there was morning-the

fifth day.

24AndGod said. "Let the land produce living creatures according to their kinds: livestock, creatures
that move along the ground, and wild animals, each according to its kind."
And it was so.
2sGodmade the wild animals according to their kinds, the livestock according to their kinds, and all the
creatures that move along the ground according to their kinds.
And God saw that it was ~ood.
26ThenGod said, "Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the
sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move
along the ground."
27S0God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female ~
~
them.
28God blessed them and said to them. "Be fTuitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it.
Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the
ground. "
29Then God said, "1 give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole earth and every tree that
has fTuit with seed in it.
They will be yours for food.
30And to all the beasts of the earth and all the birds of the air and all the creatures that move on the
ground-everything
that has the breath of life in it-l give every green plant for food."
And it was so.
31God sawall that M..had made, and it was very ~ood.
And there was evening, and there was morning-the sixth day.
Genesis 2
lThus the heavens and the earth were comoleted in all their vast array.
2By the seventh day God had finished the work he had been doinl!;
so on the seventh day he rested ITom all his work.
3And God blessed the seventh day and made it holy, because on it he rested ITom all the work of
creatinl! that he had done.

·

Can you see how practically every paragraph starts in the same way - "And
God said"

-

and ends in a similar way

-

"and there was evening and there

was morning the x day"? These are examples of beginning and ending
formulas the writer used to mark the different paragraphs. Can you see how
change in time is used to differentiate between the paragraphs?
·

In the paragraph itself, there are other repeated words that show its internal
unity like "birds", "light", "water", "seventh day" etc. Most paragraphs also has
"and it was so" and "God saw that it was good" to help us see their internal
unity.

·

The most repeated key word(s) throughout all the paragraphs are "God
made/created/did work". That is definitely and indication of the theme of the
whole text. The paragraphs then show different aspects of His creating work.

·

Can you also see the relationship between the first and the last paragraphs?
This text has a summary

- "God

created the heavens and the earth"

- in the

beginning and the end. It marks the text as starting with Gen 1.1 and ending
with Gen 2.3. This also shows us how the chapter divisions are not always
good indicators of the beginnings and endings of texts. It is more reliable too
identify the repeated key words and see for yourself where a specific text
starts and ends. (In a similar way, Gen 2.4 starts with a formula that is used
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throughout the book of Genesis to mark the main divisions of the book.}

5. Lessonsummary
(4,;,inutes).

..

- -

-

Ask a student to show remind the class of different ways to identify the paragraphs.
Prayer: Lord we pray for the necessary thinking skills, needed to see the text units and

understandtherelationstJiIJ
to each.!2t/j§r.
___
6. Assignments related to practical situations (2 minutes).
Discussin your groups:2 Kings14.1to 16.20consistsof severaltexts. Canyoufindthem?
Whattechniquedid the writerusedto showthe beginningen endingsof thesetexts?
Divide Psalm..! into.J?.C3r~.!:.a'phs
and motivate!!t!.L.........
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 mmute).
Next time we willpractice our reading skills in order to better

reading.
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understand what we are

Planting and Maintenance Phase lesson 14
Study ofthe Text
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to sum it
. u.p",writin,g a J2,S1ra.9fa'ph.

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (3 minutes).
Method
Objective

.

to develop the capacity to
repeat what you've read
logically and meaningfully

- Read

the whole

passage,

2 Kings 17

- Write it down in your own words
- Use

short sentences, not more than 15

words per sentence

- If you

don't know how to start, ask the

five questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their
actions?
- The first paragraph is normally about
who, what and when

- The second

paragraph describes what

happened and why

- In the third

and fourth paragraphs you

find what happened further and why
Remember: you may only read the text
once and not look at it again
Divide the class into groups of two each.
Compare your notes with your team mate.
"-3. New coneeptSlinkidto

priorkiio'Wiedge

and worldview (2 minutes).

Have you experienced how writing helps you to organize your thoughts, to think on how and
what

you

write?

This

__ ________

is an imgQ...rtsn1.th.iD.in.9.sk1!!.-

4. Dothe exercise (37 minutes).
5. Lesson summary:

The groupdiscussionservedas a summary.
Prayer:Lordwe thankYoufor thememorieswehaveandthe brothersandsisters.withwhom
yve_mystuc!1..YolJ!
Word.__
6. Assignments related to practical situations (1 minute).

---

-

Try this exerciseon otherstudymaterialandthe textsyoureadduringBibleStudy.
rr.- Preparationandmotivationfor thenextlesson(1.minute).
Bring your homework of lesson 13 to the next class. Remember to be prepared to give
the reasons for your findinas.
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Planting and Maintenance Phase Lesson 15

Study of the TeXt
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto explainto otherstudentshowto dividea text into
paragraphs

2. Advanced
~
~
~

anC!..§.u_m...marizeJ~n:!:

organizers

and general principles

(3 minutes).

Discuss the technique used in 2 Kings 14.1 to 16.20 to divide texts. Can you give it a
name using the list from lesson 11?
Discuss the division of paragraphs in Psalm 1 with justifying reasons.
Summarize the paragraphs of Psalm 1

3: New conceptSlfnliedto

prior knowliiCJge and womtview

(3 minUtes).

Markets are organized, fish in one place, clothes in another, bicycle parts in another... Can
we say villages are also organized? Is there some sign, for instance a certain tree or place,
thatjndicates the chiefs hut or any' other places?
4. Learning in systematic steps (31 minutes).
~

Discuss the technique used in 2 Kings 14.1 to 16.20 to divide texts. Can you give it a
name, using the list from lesson 11?

~

Discuss the division of paragraphs in Psalm 1 with justifying reasons. Give special
attention to the subject and to repeated words (Compare with descriptions of Lesson
11).
of the wicked
Blessed is the man who does not walk in the ~
or stand in the way of sinners or sit in the seat of mockers.
2 But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day and night.
3 He is like a tree planted by streams of water,
which yields its fruit in season and whose leaf does not wither.
Whatever he does prospers.
4 Not so the wicked!
Thevare like chaff that the wind blows away.
S Therefore the wicked willIl9J.~.tiJl\d.
in the judgment, nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.
6 For the LORD watches over the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked will J2m~.h.
~ Summarize the paragraphs of Psalm 1
In the short summary we should try to give the essence of the paragraph, taking into
consideration the important key words.
Verse 1,2 Blessed is the righteous man who avoids sinners but delights in God's law
Verse 3 The righteous man is like a strong and useful fruit tree
Verse 4 The wicked are not like the righteous, but like useless chaff that the wind blows
away
Verses 5, 6 Unlike the righteous, the wicked will perish and not survive God's judgement
·

·

Actually the Psalm has two paragraphs, the first about the righteous
(verses 1-3) and the second about the wicked (verses 4-6). Each
paragraph, though, can be divided into two parts, one paragraph
describing the life and future of the group and one paragraph confirming it
with a metaphor or illustration.
What is also interesting is that the writer used 6 lines to describe the
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righteous and blessed man and only 4 lines to describe the useless and
condemned wicked! The amount of space dedicated to a paragraph is
sometimes used to show its importance.
· We may notice also that the paragraphs are in opposite order. The
metaphor describing the righteous comes after the description of his life.
_
_ __
!.Q!h!:..£~ of ~~icked,
the metaphor comes first.
5. Lesson summary (4 minutes).
Let each student say what he learnt about paragraphs.
Prayer: Lord we want to understand all the ways in which You gave us your precious Word.
Helf} us tg doJll!1 hard work Ileedgd for it.
6. Assignments related to practical situations (2 minutes).
=> Try to make a sketch or diagram, a visual presentation of Psalm 1 and the order of its
~

_ ,p~a_g~aE.hsa'l2. t!l~r relationship to e~other.

7. Preparation anarnotlVatlon for the next lesson (1 minute).
NeJrttime we will exercise our reading skills.
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Planting ~OQMaintenance Phase LessQn 1~.

Text
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readExercise1fluentlyand re
1Y..o.£ds.

2. Advanced

organizers and general principles (4 minutes).

A similar reading sheet to the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class in groups of two. The first student will do 1.1 three times and then the
second one will do the same. Then they repeat exercise 1.2 in the same way. While the one
reads, the other one monitors for errors.
Method

- read words rhythmically from left to right
- tick the rhythm with afinger on the table while
reading
- keep the head in the same position
- have somebody sit next to you while reading;
whenever an error is made, the line should be
repeated

- read

the word list three times from

left to right;

register the time it takes to read the words and how
manv errors were made
Method
- put your finger below thefirst word in the row;
read it aloud
certain words among others
-look for the same word in the other columns; put
your finger below it and read it aloud
- keep your head in the same position
- have someone sit with you to make sure you are
reading correctly
- repeat the exercise three times; register how long it
takes to complete the exercises and how many errors
occurred
~..TfleWqQfj~eptijlitiJf~il:toltdQr1i(jow1f,itg~.a:f1i1:Jf{;Or.IpvieJi!(~mif1i.it's)W
Obiective of the second exercise (1.2,

·

to train the eye to searchfor

Rernembettfiatreadiha:is go
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Planting and Maintenance Phase LessQn 17

Study of the Text
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation

After this .1~ssQ.~oy wUI be a~l!! to identi~pattems

2. Advanced

organizers

and general principles

(3 minutes).

01 r~petitiQn.of '!Yo.[ds~~~§.jr1

tM. te&

(4 minutes).

=> The pattern or order of the paragraphs in Psalm 1
=> Different patterns also used in the Bible
3. Newconcepts-'inked

to prior knowledge

and worldview (7 mlnlites).

How do we differentiate between a house and a tree? They have a different form or pattern.
We use patterns to make important distinctions, like between men and women. From far
away one can say if it is a woman or a man, without kopwing them. Our mirtd recognizes
patterns and interprets them to give us the information we need.
I'-TQ~Bibl~ writers us~d cert~inJl2.ttEll"lJ.sor structYIe~ to attract our attention.

4. Learningin systematic steps (25 minutes).

=> The pattern or order of the paragraphs in Psalm 1
The students discuss and reason about the pattern they found in Psalm 1 (remember the
important remarks about the paragraphs made in Lesson 15). Let the students be free to
use their imagination, as long as they can justify their illustration.

-

We notice the following pattern or structure:
Verse 1, 2 Blessed is the righteous man who avoids sinners but delights in God's law

[

Verse 3 The righteous man is like a strong and useful fruit tree
Verse 4 The wicked are not like the righteous, but like useless chaff that the
wind blows away

'- Verses 5, 6 Unlike the righteous, the wicked will perish and not survive God's judgement
We can also use the metaphor and say the righteous is vertically oriented (towards God)
like a tree, but the wicked is horizontally oriented (towards this world), like chaff or plastic
bags blowing in the wind!
=> Different patterns also used in the Bible
When we look again at the pattern of Psalm 1, we see an inverted order.
The blessed righteous man is described firstly in relation to the wicked and God and then
with a metaphor.
The condemned wicked is described firstly with a metaphor, and then described in
relation to the righteous and God.
The blessed righteous man (a)

[

[IS

like a tree (b)
Not so but like chaff in the wind is (b')
The condemned wicked (a')
Although by contrast, there is a correspondence between the beginning and ending and
the remaining middle parts. In symbolic language we say this Psalm has an abb'a'
pattern or structure. (Compare with lessons 11 and 15 on Psalm 1.)
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The whole of Psalm 1 shows us the contrast between the righteous and the wicked that
the structure made us aware of. The highest pOintof comparison between these two is
the first and last words - "blessed" and "perish". This contrast works right through to
the middle in the words "Whatever he does prospers. Not so the wicked!"
This same pattern can be observed in the last paragraph of Psalm 1:
5Thereforethe wicked will Jl2.\..'i~119.
(a) in the judgment,
nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous. (b)
6For the LORD watches over the way of the righteous (b '),

but the way of the wicked will R$.d~h.(a')
There are also other typical patterns or structures that we will learn about:
abcb'a' or aba'b'c

s: LessOi'-summa,y (2 minutes).
l~t one of the students describe what is meant by an abb'a' pattern or structure.
Prayer: Lord we want to meditate your Word day and night and be with you, always. Give us
,t[leskil/s..f!eedfJdjounderstand !loyr Word.

6. Assignments

related to practical situations (3 minutes).

In your groups,go backto lesson 9 (plantingand maintenancephase)and see if youcan
i~.e~!i~the £att~~nof 1:'saI11"l67?

_

._

__ _ _

7. Preparation ana mouvation7or the next TiiSson71 minuter

__

Nexttime we willpractice our reading speed in order to understand better and quicker
what we read.
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Planting arid Maintenance Phase Lesson 18
Study of the Text
1. Learning objectivellesso"

targtand

motivation

(1ff1irlUte)1

After this lesson.twYou
will be a!2JE!.to
rd9[Ou'ps_of"yvords in Exercise 2 fIueQ.tLv.
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
A similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class into groups of two each. The first student will do Exercise 2 three times and
then the second will do the same. While the one reads, the other one monitors for errors.
Objective

.
.

.

to widen eye span
to develop the capacity to

read in word groups
to improve reading speed

Method

-put your finger
-move the finger

in the middle of word groups
from group to group while

reading aloud
without moving the lips
- keep your head still, only movinK the eyes

3. New cOlicepls Ifn1<edto piioi1<ijowleiJileandworldvJew(2mlifiiles):

.

What is the best way to pick up maize lying on the ground, grain by grain with one hand, or
,

scooping it up with both hands? With this technique of reading groups of words your reading
edand comJ2[hension will also increase.
4. Doing the exercises (35 minutes).
5. LesiOii summary.
Not necessary.
PfJ1,yer:Lord..wepray (or_the lTlentl!Cc.E.P,!cityJg
r.eaJilfltj,terpnd with more understandinQ.
6. Assignments
related to practical situations (2 minutes).

-

Read a chapter as fast as you can, then see what you can remember.
'7:-Preparation ana mOtivationfor the n-extlesson (1 minuter

----

Remember to bring your view of the structure of Psalm 67 to the class. Prepare also to
explain the structure ofGen!isJ1t()..3_.
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.

PI~nt,n9 anq MaintEm~nGe
Pb~seLe$~on19

Study of the Text
Aff§rthislesson.youVi!
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (1 minute).
=> Thestructureof Psalm67

I May

God be gracious to us and bless us and make his face shine upon us, Selah

2that your ways may be known on earth, your salvation among all nations. (a)
3ty1~y

[

!Q.eJ2.e2JlLe~

'p!~~~YQ.u..3..Q

~_o.!l.;. !JlJl.Y _al\Jb~1?~QP1~s...R.~~~

'yQ!!...C91

4May the nations l>~.gla.9JIDg~inlLf9rio"y..
for you rule the peoples justly and guide the nations of the earth. Selah (c)
5M~Y !Q.eJ2.e2JlLe~ 'p!~~~YQ.Ib..Q

~.9.!1.;. !JlJl.Y_al\Jb~1?~QP1~s...R.~~~

'yQ!!...C9 J.

~Thenthe land will yield its harvest, and God, our God, will bless us.
7God will bless us, and all the ends of the earth will fun: him. (a')
Can you see the correspondence between the paragraphs? This structure can be
described as abcb'a'. We may sum up the Psalm as:
a. Bless us that your salvation be known to all nations

[

c.

May the nations be glad because you guide them justly
b. Mayall the peoples praise you
b'. Mayall the peoples praise you

a'. Bless us that all the earth will fear God
Psalm 67 looks like a sandwich: bread, butter, meat, butter, bread. Everything is
important of course but the most important is the meat in the middle!
From this structure we understand that God's aim is that the nations will joyfully know and
love Him as the best King there is(c). Whenever He blesses us (a and a') it is to achieve
this purpose (c). His blessings are not supposed to stop with us but should be
instrumental so that the whole world would come to know Him and serve Him joyfully.
We can see that structure gives us such clarity on the text and its meaning that we have
confidence to go and preach the message, without having to read many books, which
sometimes we don't have.
Commentaries and other books can of course help to deepen our understanding of what
we alreadv saw in the text. Sometimes the structure can also helD us to see where the
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commentaries made errors. Our main point of departure should be to study the text and
its context and not what other people wrote about it.
=> The meaning of structures
Why do we need to see the structure the author used?
· The author wrote that way, using structure. We will miss important information
if we ignore the way he wrote!
· Recognizing the structure helps us to define the beginning and ending of the
text.
· It helps us to focus on the whole text and understand it as a unit. Remember
the Bible was not written as verses but as books with structure and planned
subdivisions, telling us about different issues and conveying the messages of
God to us in specific ways.
· It helps us to recognize the more important and less important parts of the
text.
o

o

o

!"""":"'""""
--

-

In

inverted or ab c b'a' structures the emphasis is most likely on the

middle (c). Our attention is drawn to the middle as in Psalm 67. (In books
this structure may be referred to as 'chiastic' or a 'chiasm'.)
In paralle/structures, for instance, abc a'b'c' d, our attention is drawn to
the part (d) that does not fit into the parallel repetitions. Genesis 1.1 to
2.3 might be an example of a para/Ie/structure. Sometimes it may look
like abc a'b'c' d a"b"c".
In inc/usios like a bcde a', the attention is focussed on the beginning
and ending that describes and repeats the main issue in short; further
information is then given in the middle.
-

5. Lesson summary (3 minutes).

We can see that pattern or structure;o the text ;$ very helpful to understand the teXt because
it was intended as such by the author! We should never try to give a structure to the text.
Part of exegesis is to find the existing structure in the text even when it does not come out
as neatly as we wanted! Our aim is to discover the intention of the author and not to
impose our wishes on the text.
Prayer: Lord we need the guidance of your Spirit and the skilful minds needed to understand
'.Y.0urwa.J(of cQmmu.!Jic..ating,
~~
6. Assignments related to practical situations (1 minute).
Revise your structure of Genesis 1.1 to 2.3 and write out your interpretation of what meaning
w~~£onv~.Y~Q.!hrou{,'!!!
it.
___
7. Preparation ana motivation for the nexTTesson(1 minute).
Next time we will practice our short-term memory and the comprehension
skills so

necessary to see and discover structure in a text.
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Planting and Maintenance Phase Lesson 20

Study of the Text
1. Learning opjecti'lellesson

target anctmotlvation (1 mlnut,).

Afterthis lesson,youwillbe ableto reada textand usethe questionsof Exercise3to
summariseit workingin a groupof two whereyoutake turnsaskingquestionsand answering
them.

__

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
Ob"ective
Method
. to develop - readthe wholepassage,EcclesiastesEccl5.1-7 (4.17-5.6insome
comprehension translations)

- while you read, lookfor

capacity

__

answersfor thejive important questions

WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?
- After reading the text once, test yourself to see of you know the answer to
these questions
- write down the questions you asked to yourself in the left column
- answer the questions in the right column
you may ask as many questions as you like; the more you concentrate, the
more questions and answers you will be able to write. Do not become
disheartened: in the beginning it might be difficult to ask and answer even
one question
- Remember: you may only read the text once and not look at it again
Divide the class into groups of two each.

-

Test10ur9.uestions,:"a~d

answers_o~l!1~ur ~am

~~te:...

,

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

3. Newconcepts Imked to prior knowledge and worldview (3 minutes).

Howdo youseethe peoplereadin church? Howoftendo peopleread? Do youthink it
affects their un..derstandin.9
of tD~BiQJ~?__

4. Learning in systematic
Do the exercise.
5.- Lesson summary

__ _ __ ______ ____ _

steps (30 minutes).

(4 minUteS).

Each stuc!entin the group.sumr;n~rizesthe.text in one sentence. Discl.!Ssyoyrdifferenqes.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for brothers and sisters and that we can develop our thinking skills
...to!1.ethe!:...-

6. Assignments

related to practical situations

(2 minutes).

Remember to ask the same questions while reading any text or book and be sure to read at
~eas! one...£hapterevery day._M~tivate Y0!:!.!J::hildren
to do the same.
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time, bring your structure of Genesis 1.1to 2.3 and write out your interpretation of

the meaning that was conveye(tthrough it.
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Plantin9 and Maintenance Phase Lesson 21

Study of the Text
1. Learning objectivel lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto identifypatternsof repetitionof words/phrasesin the text
and discover tile reaso_n.wllY.
thlEauthor wrote_tlJ..e~&i!:Laspecific O~L-

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
Paragraph summary and structure of Genesis 1.1 to 2.3

~

~ Inte~etation
of the
convayed
through it.
. ..:Sw
conceptsli"iflfiid
to meaning
prior Tn-OW7iC
ge anc1WOtldview
Someone tells a traditional story of the creation.

-

--

-

4. Learning in systematic

- ---

steps (33 minutes).

We discussed the paragraphs and repeating key words of Genesis 1.1 to 2.3 already.
~

r

Now we will summarize the paragraphs and look for repetitions that indicate the
structure in which it was written.

the beg;nn;ng Gnd ereated the bw."'-"III!.~b
a God made the light on the first day

rr
I

I

I

ll

b Godmadethe"WI'''' and 'eparntedthe "",tee"nd" lb. ..pan,e ftomthe water
above it on the second day

e Godmadethe dQ'jUOnnd.sepentting;t ftomtbe sea andthevegetarianonthe

r

third day

-

'~Od

-

made m,..IiKhw ,nn, moon and sIMs on tbe fo""" day

I

b' God made the creatures ofthe~

and the birds in the lW>~n~~on the fifth day

c' God made the creatures on dry land, animals and humans (in his own image) and
gave them the vegetation as food on the sixth day
d The ~~.Y~J}~Jl!\d.!h~t"'~!1h,
were completed, and God blessed the seventh
day and made it holy, because on it he rested from all the work of creating:that
he had done.

~

Interpretation of the meaning of the structure
o
o

o

We notice an inclusio between the beginning (1.1, 2) and the ending (2.1.3)
emphasising the theme "God created everything".
In the middle of the "sandwich" we have seven days. The first six have a
parallel repetition where God creates the space in the first group of three and
what filled those spaces in the second group of three. The double repetition
of everything emphasises the theme "God created everything" six times.
The sixth day is emphasised because its description is twice or thrice as long
as the other days. It also ends with "it was very good"; it links humans to God
in a special way: created in His image; with authority over the rest of creation
and being spoken to by God. The sixth day will need special attention in the
further study of the context.
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o

The seventh day is placed outside the parallel repetitions making it the most
prominent day. "Seventh day" is repeated three times and each time the
sentence has "seven" words in the Hebrew. This emphasis tells us that in the
further study we should focus on the seventh day and its meaning in the
context it was given. (For interest's sake there are some hidden aspects of
the structure of this text: 1.1 has 7 words in the Hebrew text; 1.2 has 2x7=14
words; 2.1-3 has 5x7=35 words; "God" appears 35 times; "land/earth" 21
times; "heavens/expanse" 21 times; "And it was so" 7 times; "and God saw it
was good" 7 times.)

The structure of the text holds many clues to the understanding of the text. The good
thing is that, with some practice and knowing what to look for, anyone can benefit from it,
even in the bush without many books! Knowing and using the Hebrew Bible can help you
in special cases but, normally, the main message and structure of a text can be found in a
literal translation also.
5.- Lesson summary (5 minutes).
Each student tells what aspect of the structure and its interpretation he could see clearly.
Prayer: Lord we thank You for the skilful way your Word was written in. Give us the mental

cap~citx.tP
ynqer$t811J1
itlC1dEI.X
_

_

___

_ __

6. Assignments related to practical situations (1 minute).

Read Genesis 11 and decide where the first text in this chapter ends. Write down your
reasons.
Write the sentences of the text in separate lines underneath one another..
Define the para.gra.Eh.s and write down your r~asons fC!~.

_ ___

7. Preparation and motivation for the next7esson (1 minute).
Next time. we will practice our reading al)d writing skinstoke~p
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our mh)(:ls fit.

Planting

and Maintenance Phase Lesson 22

Study of the Text
1. Learning objectivellessontarg~t

and motivation (1 minute).

After this lesson, you willbe able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to

,summa
riseitjna'par~9!:aJ2h,
_ _

__

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
Ob'ective
Method
. to developthe capacityto - Read the whole passage, Ecclesiastes 3.9-22
repeatwhatyou've read
- Writeitdowninyourown words
logicallyand meaningfully
-Use shortsentences, notmorethan 15words
per sentence

- If you don't

know how to start, ask the five

questions

WHO or WHA T is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHA T do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHA T are the consequences of their actions?
The first paragraph is normally about who,
what and when
The second paragraph describe what
happened and why
- In the third and fourth paragraphs you find
what happened further and why

-

- Remember:

you may only read the text once

and not look at it again
Divide the class into groups of two each.
Compare your notes with your team mate.
3. Newconcepts

linked-to prior knowledge

Which!>~qple do.,.Y.ou§~e makin.Q.nole§!_
4. Do the exercise (30 minutes).

"5. Lesson sumTnirY71mmuie}.

and worldview (2 minUtes).

_

____ _
--

It isimportantto get into the habit ofwritiQg an org!1lnizedsumma.!yoft~xtswe read,to learn
or to teach others.
Prayer: Lord we praise You for minds that can understand and be exercised to understand

~.

6. Assignmentsrelated to practical situations (1 minute).

-

Try this exerciseon otherstudymaterialandthetextsyou readduringBibleStudy.
'7. Preparatiq{1
and mOfivaIiPn
roi7FiiJ1extlesson(3 minutes).
The

previous homeworkwas:

Read Genesis 11 and decide where the first text in this chapter ends. Write down your
reasons.
Write the sentences of the text in separate lines und.eroeath one anothel".~
Define the paragraphs and write down your reasons for it.

Fortoday:
Check your paragraphs, summarise them and look for the repetitions that caUour
attention to the structure of this passage.
""l"i!~L~.QYln
your interpretation of the structure.
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Planting and Maintena(1ce Phase Lesson 23

Study of the Text
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

Afterthis lesson.youwill be ableto (in smallgroups)identifypatternsof repetitionof
words/phrasesin the text anddiscoverthe reasonwhythe authorwrotethetext ina specific

Qrder.__ __ _ _
2. Advanced

organizers

_ _ _

and general principles

___

(1 minute).

~

Students report back on their analysis of the paragraphs and structure of Gen 11.1-9

~

Interpretationof the structure

~3. New concepts

Hoked t07Jrlpr-knpwleggesog

worldvlew(4minytes).

How important is the structure of a house? Do all people in your village use more or less the
same strucJurEtfofth~i[ 11.0USfts?
Why?

4. Learningin systematic steps (32 minutes).
Students report back on their analysis of the paragraphs and structure of Gen 11.1-9
Interpretation of the structure

~
~

IN ow the whole world had one language and a common speech.
2As men moved eastward, they found a plain in Shinar and settled there. (a)

/'

3Theysaidto eachother,"Come.let's ruq,k$_b.ru:k~
andbakethemthoroughly."
They used brick instead of stone, and tar for mortar.
4Thenthey said, "Come. let us byiJd ourselves a~, with a ~
that reaches to the
heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not be scattered over the face of the
whole earth." (b)

r

I
I

,

I

5But the LORD £ilm~..4Q}Ynto see the city and the tower that the men were p.llilgiPg.

I

6The LORD said, "If as one people speaking the same language they have begun to do this,
then nothing they plan to do will be impossible for them. (b')

'-

I
I

7Come. let us gQ.gmffi and .~~mfu~~.their language so they will not understand each other."
8S0 the LORD scattered them from there over all the earth. and they stopped pyiJdi.11gthe

.

~.
9That is why it was called Babel-because there the LORD £9J}fu~~gthe language of the whole
world.From there the LORDscatteredthemoverthe faceof thewholeearth.(a')

We may summarize the text and structure as follows:
a Man spoke one language and decided to settle there in Shinar

r

l

[

b Man made plans to build their city and tower in order to reach heaven, make their
name and to prevent being scattered across the earth.
b' The Lord came down to see man's plans, confused their language, stopped the
building and scattered them across the earth.

a' That is why it (Shinar) was called Babel because the Lord confused the one
language and man was scattered from there over the face of the earth.

This complex and skilfully composed text uses many techniques. also the sounds of the
words to emphasise certain elements in the structure. Focussing on different words, slightly
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different structures can be seen.
For this basic course we keep it simple but nevertheless focus on the main elements. It
seems that the text has an inverted(chiastic) abb'a' structure:
o

We see a clear inclusio between verses 1, 2 (a) and verse 9 (a'). Both paragraphs
use the same key words "Shinar/Babel" and the "language of the whole world" and by
contrast "settled" versus "scattered", "there" versus "from there" and "men" versus
"the Lord".

o

The two middle paragraphs verses 3,4 (b) and 5-8 (b') both use the same key words
of "building the city and tower", the manner of speaking "let us", and by contrast their
aim "not to be scattered" and then they were "scattered", the "unity with which they
built" versus the "confusion" and "did not understand each other" and the initiative in
(b) fully in the hands of the men versus the initiative in (b') fully in the hands of the
Lord.

o

Another interesting and ironical contrast is that while man is going up very
optimistically, God has to go down to see what is happening. It emphasises the
smallness of man in relation to God.

o

We also note that "the men" are the subject in the first two paragraphs and the Lord
becomes subject in the second half. Man is contrasted with God and his selfrighteous plans come to nothing when God acts.

o

_

The structure emphasises that God wants man to fill the earth and man's plans to be
independent and -9.0aj!ainst Hjs_w]1 is~t with.His ju<!9l12enta!!£lfor<2efu!2c~tt~il'lg.
5. Lesson summary (5 minutes).
Ask the students to divide into groups of two and sumrnarisein ohe sentencetheroain
emphasis of the structure.
Prayer: Lord we want to follow You and develop and use our skills according to your plans,
wavs.
_ _
_
__
not ours. Guide ytfijn...,y,our
6. Assignments related to practical situations (1 minute).

_ ___

Divide Eccl 5.1-7 (Ecc14.17 to 5.6 in the Hebrew and some translations) in paragraphs and
see what the structure is like. Form groups of three students each that will work together and
re~re ~esentation.
7. Preparation and motiVationfor the nextlessoiD (1 minute,.
Next time we will tune our reading fluency in order to understand better what we read
and train our minds.
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-

-

Plantingand MaintenancePhaseLesson24
Stijdy oltha TeXt
1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto readExercise1fluentlyand recognizethe repeated
words:...

______ __

_

-

____

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
A similarreadingsheetas theone in 2.2.3is preparedby the lecturerin the normalreading
languageof the students. Eachgroupof two shouldbe providedwitha copy.
Dividethe classintogroupsof two. The first studentwill do 1.1threetimesandthenthe
secondonewill do the same. Thenthey repeatexercise1.2in the sameway. Whilethe one
reads,the otherone monitorsfor errors.

..

Obiectiveof tilefirst exercise(J.l)
recognise small differences

easy eye movementfrom left to

Metllod

-read

words rhythmically

from

- tick the rhythm with afinger

left to right

on the table while

right

reading

fIXing concentration on the
beginning of a line immediately

- keep

the head in the same position

- have

somebody

.

sit next to you while reading;

whenever an error is made. the line should be

repeated

-

read the word list three timesfrom left to right;
register the time it takes to read the words and how

manyerrorsweremade

.

Obiectiveof the secondexercise(J.2)
to traintheeye to searchfor
certain words among others

Metllod

- put

your finger

below the first word in the row;

read it aloud
lookfor the same word in the other columns; put
your finger below it and read it aloud

-

- keep

your head in the same position

- have

someone sit with you to make sure you are

reading correctly

-repeat

the exercise

three times; register

how long it

takes to complete the exercises and how many errors
occurred
a.

New cpncepts /inked to prior knowledge andworldview (1 minute).

Remember that reading is good exercise for our minds. We will need to be fit in our thinking
to_be abJe to_dQ..9.9odexeQ§is.

4. Doing the exercises (37 minutes).
----"....- --- . /LessotJ summary.
Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord we praise you for language and the ability to understand it and practice our
mi!}g§:..____
6. Assignments,
related to practical situations (1 minute).
Always look for repeated key words when you read your daily chapter.
r:-P'reparatibn and motivation fOilhe nex17esson(1 minute).
Remember to bring your homework on EccI5.1-7 to the next class.
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Planting and Maintenance Phase Lesson 25

Study of the Text
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

After thislesso!,!, youwiU pe able tojdentify patt~rns o.frepetition of wordsJphrasesin the text
on your own and discover the reason whY..the. aU!ho[-'~.ro..tejtle J~ iD_a §Pe~
..Qrdec

2. Advanced

organizers

and general principles

(2 minutes).

=> The groups present their paragraph divisions and structure of EccI5.1-7. It is
important to give reasons for the teams' conclusions
=> The class decides together on a final presentation and the interpretation of the
structure
"3.

Newconceptsnnk6d to priorknowledgeand wo,

Think where structure is important in the school system. Isthis the same structure thafyou
fi,!:lgjn a constructiQ!J..f.9mJ2.~n.Y1..Po..V.Q.u_tlJilJk
C!.1~~will

have the same structure?

4. Learningin systematic steps (33minutes).
=> The groups present their paragraph divisions and structure of EccI5.1-7. It is
important to give reasons for the teams' conclusions
=> The class together decides on a final presentation and the interpretation of the
structure
A summary of the structure could look like this:
a You, guard your step when you go to the house of God (Ja)
b D().o/'/otbring sacrifices while talking a lot like fools (Jb)
c Do not use many words when you pray, God is in heaven and you on earth
(2,3)

b' Do not sin by making hasty promises to God and not fulfil them like fools (4-7a)
a' You,fear God (stand in awe) 7b
A visual representation or mind map could look like this:

Fear God

- ,.
,.
5. Lesson summary(2mmutes).

---
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What is the basic message of EccI5.1-7 as conveyed by the structure?
Prayer: Lord we adore you and honour you. Thank you that we may approach you through

JesusChristourMegistor
angHighf'riesL--

__

6. Assignments related to practical situations (2 minutes).
Explain to your wife or a friend the basic theme of EccI5.1-7 and use the structure.
7-:7'reparafionand mOllVationfor the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will exercise our reading speed.
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Plantingand MaintenancePhaseLesson26
StlJdyof the TeXt
1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
f!g[thisless.2.!1,.
,yo.!.l_willl2.e,fIbJeJQ.fqad.grouJ2§...ofw..QLQs
in. E.xercise 2 fluentlv.
2. Advanced

organizers

and general principles

(4 minutes).

A similar reading sheet as the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class into groups of two each. The first student will do Exercise 2 three times and
then the second will do the same. While the one reads, the other one monitors for errors.
Obiective
. to widen eye span
. to develop the capacity to
read in word groups
. to improve readinf! speed

Method
-put your finger in the middle of word groups
move thefinger from group to group while
reading aloud without moving the lips
keep your head still, only moving the eyes

-

3. New concepts linked to prior knowledge and worldyiew (4 mi,,tes).
Your readingspeedandcomprehensionshouldbe increasingby now. Whyshouldone read
morerapidlyif we haveso few books]

- .-

4. Doing the exercises

-- -- ---

--

(30 minutes).

5. Lesson Siii7i"mary.
Not necessary.
Prayer: Lord we thank you that you gave us the minds able .toread and understand. May we

uSfLanddevelopthemto the fuJl.
6. Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).
Practiceyourdailyreadingchapterin the sameway.
7. PreparationandmotlVat(onfor thenextlessOI](3minutes).
Next time we will start to learn mOre of a texfthan what the structure can give us.
We will look again at Psalm 1. Try to find Bible references that help us understand the
different expressions and metaphors used like:
The seat of the mockers
A tree planted by the water
Chaff blowing in the wind
Will not stand in the judgment
The way of the. r!ghteous
The way of the wicked
The Lord watches
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Planting and Maintenance Phase Lesson 27

Study ofthe Text
1. l-eamlng objectiyellessontarget

and motivation (1 minute).

Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto recognizefiguresof speechin the textand lookfor the
specific

l!Ieaning.ol

!s,e,M w..Qrds

a.§.us~ by.the.2Y.!!1!2L._

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (1 minute).
~

Figures of speech

~

The meaning of the figures of speech and key words in the text

3. New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (5 minutes).

The students think of a few proverbs and comparisons they use in their mother tongues.

-- 4. Learning in systematic steps (32 minutes).
~

--

Figures of speech

Figurative language is when the direct or literal meaning would be strange like "the mountains
clap their hands". Kaiser, 1994:93-103, forms the basis of this discussion.

Figures of comparison:
Simile - an explicit comparison between two different things or actions, for example:
he is likea tree (Ps 1.3);the Lordis my shepherd(Ps23.1); Rev1.14;Ps42.1
Metaphor - a comparison unexpressed or implied for example: "go tell that fox" (Luke
13.32); Jo 15.5.
Parable - A simile extended into a story becomes a parable. Normally it emphasises
one truth or message sometimes referred to at the end of the parable.
Allegory - A Metaphor extended into a story. It compares different aspects of the
story with something and as such combines the story and the interpretation, for
example: Proverbs 5.15-23 and John 15.1-8.
Figures of addition or fullness of expression:
Pleonasm - when more words are used than necessary like in Gen 40.23, to obtain a
certain effect on the mind of the reader.
Alliteration - repetition of sounds or letters in the beginning of words to create a
certain impression.
Paronomasia - repeating words that are similar in sound but not necessarily similar in
meaning in all cases, to achieve a certain effect.
Hyperbole - a conscious exaggeration or overstatement in order to increase the
effect, Judges 7.12; Mark 1.5, Math 23.24
Hendiadys - using two words when only one thing is being referred to, Gen 19.24;
John 1.17 (Hendiatris uses three words to express a single concept, Daniel 3.7; John
14.6)
Figures

of relation and association:

Synecdoche- the whole could be substitutedfor the part,or the part for the whole,
Luke2.1 "thewholeworld"meaningthe Romanempire.

Metonymy - based on some resemblance or relation that different objects have, Mark
1.5; "Moses and the prophets" = the books of the Old Testament.
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Figures of Contrast:
lrony/ antithesis - use words to convey the opposite of their literal meaning, 1 Cor
4.8; 1 Kings 22.1-23; 2 Sam 6.20
Litotes - is a form of understatement with the intention to emphasise, Gen 18.27;
Acts 21.39
Euphemism - hide harsh ideas by using gentler and more pleasant expressions,
Judges 3.24, 1 Sam 24.3 using "to cover your feet" meaning to defecate.
Types and anti-types - a comparison by means of contrast, Rom 5.14; 1 Cor 15.45

~

The meaning of the figures of speech and key words in Psalm 1

Bible references that help us to understand the different words, expressions and figures of
speech in the text, is an important way of determining their meaning. Without Theological
Dictionaries we have to rely on this method, once more focussing on the text itself.
a. First we should try to find indications of their specific meaning in the text itself

-

comparing two or more translations can be helpful, but the structure and

comparisons in the text itself might give important clues. Many times words
have an emotional or theological meaning in the context, a bit different from
the plain dictionary meaning.
b. Secondly we should try to find indications of their specific meaning in the
context of the book - here the cross references in the Study Bible and its
Concordance provides valuable assistance.
c. Thirdly we should try to find indications of their specific meaning in other
books written by the same author or more or less in the same time or
previously

-

we want to discover how David, and the books he used to read,

used an expression or word. It might mislead us if we take the way John the
Baptist used a word and give it the same meaning in the mouth of David, a
thousand years earlier. Remember our aim is to discover the message for
the first hearers!

5. Lessonsummary(4minutes!.
- -

--

--

Ask students to mention a few figures of speech and the procedure for discovering the
meaning of a word or expression in a/text;
Prayer: Lord we thank you that your Word and Spirit help us to underStand the meaning of

_ ___

texts and the rich im~ges_andJllustraJlQmj
in them.
6. Assignments
related to practical situations (1 minute).

__

Using the method discussed above, review your homework and study again the following
expressions in Psalm 1, using your Study and Reference Bible:
The seat of the mockers
A tree planted by the water
Chaff blowing in the wind
Will not stand in the judgment
The way of the righteous
The way of the wicked
The Lord watches
7.Preparation and motivation forlne next lesson (1 mmute).

Nexttime we willenhance our reading and comprehension skills by a training session.
Trvto SDotfiaures of sDeech in what you read.
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Plantingand MaintenancePhaseLesson28
Study of the Text
1. Leamlng olJjectlve/ lessolJ target anc!.",ot!vatiQIJ(1 minUj')t
After this lesson,youwill be ableto reada text and usethe questionsof Exercise3 to
summariseit,workingin a groupof two whereyoutake turnsaskingquestionsand answering

the[l1.-.

_ _ _ .. _

. _ __ _ .._____

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
Method
Obiective
- read the whole passage, Song of Songs 1.1-2.7
to develop

.

comprehension
capacity

- while you read, lookfor answersfor thefive important questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?

-After

reading

the text once, test yourself

to see of you know the answer

to

these questions
- write down the questions you asked yourself in the left column
answer the questions in the right column

-

-you

may ask as many questions

as you like. The more you concentrate,

the

more questions and answersyou will be able to write. Do not become
disheartened: in the beginning it might be difficult to ask and answer even
one question
- Remember: you may only read the text once and not look at it a$!ain
Divide the class in groups of two.
Test l'0ur ques!ions _and a!)sws

.. New concepts

on

ur tam

lin/(ed to prior knowledge

mate.:._

_

_ ___

____

and worldvlew (",inUjes).

Do you know someone who can remember names very well? This exercise helps you to
-develop ,Xoursport-terl'!Lm.Jtmol'l:..4. Learning in systematic steps (30 minutes).

--

Do the exercise.
5. -Lessonsu;;;;;u;Ty74

minutes).

Each student in the group summarizes the text in one sentence. Discuss your differences.
..P:!J1YJ1.f;.
Lordwe thankyOUthatvou,.gaveus the.mentaJabilitvto su

6. Assignments

related to practical situations

. eRnrl

(3 minutes).

When someone gives you his name, try to make an immediate mental association to
remember it. Fernando, who you met at the soccer, you can associate with the first letters:
"':Fer.!1and fc;.otball". TI):to do this when you do not remember well.
r:-Preparatfon and motIVationfor the next lesson (1 minute).
Remember to bring you homework on Psalm 1 to the next class.
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N~WcofJce~I~"fJf(eato;PlJ10J7
w they~~t~t,Ith
servation<and
a
mpar~dt9patc
..ksbe
4. Learning in systematic steps (25 minutes).
~ Students present their homework on the meaning of the given phrases.
(The lecturer corrects them where necessary and helps to remind them of the basic rules
given in lesson 27. In all cases the reasoning behind the answers is very important and part
of thinking skills development.)
In this case the poetic use of these expressions in the book of Psalms should be the first
context. It is not possible to determine the date of Psalm 1, which makes it difficult to
compare the use of words with other books of the same time. It has,however, characteristics
of wisdom literature which give us more freedom to compare it with other wisdom literature.
The structure already showed the contrast between the righteous and the wicked, so common
in Wisdom literature.
One should read the references to inform you of possible nuances in the way the psalmist
used these words:
Happy or blessed Ps 33.12 the chosen of the Lord;
Ps 65.4 happiness is to be chosen by God and enjoy the blessings of His temple;
Ps 84.4 to dwell in God's house and praise Him;
Deut 33.29 happiness is to live under the protection of the Lord against your enemies;
Conclusion: Happylblessed is synonymous with the person that lives in the presence of the
Lord with all its benefits, who is happy to be chosen and in a covenant with Him.
The seat of the mockers Ps 26.4,5 contrast between sitting with evildoers and enjoying the praise of God's house and
to testify about His great deeds;
Isa 29.19,20 contrast between the humble that rejoice in the Lord and the ruthless, mockers,
false witnesses, who have an eye for evil who will be cut down;
Conclusion: The mocker is clearly the opposite of the one who enjoys living in the Lord's
presence; the mocker enjoys the company of evil doers and feels at ease with doing sin.
Meditate the Law Ps 119.14,16,35 Finds delight in the Word of God;
Prov 4.14 It is your life;
Josh 1.8 Meditating the Law brings success
Conclusion: The Law is his life.

A tree planted by the water (a simile)Ps 92.12,13,14 Compared with a long life;
Isa 58.11 Guided by the Lord;
Jer 17.7,8 Trust in the Lord, does not fear difficult times, his life bears fruit;
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Ezek 17.23,24 God plants and gives life and fruit to trees;
Conclusion: A long and fruitful life under the guidance of the Lord.
Prospers Gen 39.2,3,23 Successful like Joseph;
Ps 128.1-6 Enjoy the fruit of his labour; many children, old age;
Deut 29.9 Follow the terms of the covenant and you will prosper;
Josh 1.8 Meditate the Law day and night and you will prosper and be successful;
Isa 53.10 The will of the Lord will prosper in the hand of the suffering servant;
2 Chron 31.21 Hezekiah sought the Lord and his commandments in everything and
prospered;
Conclusion: Another way of emphasizing a long and fruitful life under the guidance of the
Lord. Success not so much measured in personal gain but in the service of the Lord.
Chaff blowing in the wind (a simile)Ps 35.5 A curse, the angel of the Lord pursuing them;
Ps 68.2 May you blow them away... may the wicked perish before the Lord;
Job 21.18 God's judgment;
Isa 5.24 Blown away like dust because they rejected the Law of God, spurned His Word...;
29.5 The Lord will come like a windstorm and blow the enemies away;
17.13 Fleeing before the judgment of God;
Hos 13.2,3 Judgment because of idolatry;
Jer 4.11,12 Coming judgment by God;
Zeph 2.2 Coming judgment by God;
Conclusion: A sign of judgment and being under the curse of God, preparing the way for the
wicked will 'perish' in verse 6.
Will not stand in the judgment

-

Gen 18.25 God as the Judge;
Exodus 6.6 God as the Judge;
Deut 4.10 Stand to learn from the Lord, to revere Him;
Ecc112.14 God as the Judge;
2 Chron 20.13 Stand before the Lord in prayer;
Conclusion: Only the righteous, those who adore and trust the Lord, keep standing before
Him, for the wicked He is the Judge to be feared and flee from.
The way of the righteous

-

Ps 119.35 The way of obedience to the Law;
Prov 4.18 It is like the morning that breaks and shines ever brighter
Conclusion: A life of obedience and in the light and presence of the Lord.
The way of the wicked Prov 4.19 It is like deep darkness, they do not know what makes them stumble
Conclusion: A life of ignorance and disorientating darkness and unforeseen dangers.
The Lord watches Ps 37.17 God breaks the power of the wicked but upholds the righteous
Nah 1.7 The Lord cares for those who trust in Him;
Conclusion: Living in the personal presence of the Lord.
Perish Ps 73.27,28 Those far from God and unfaithful to Him will perish and be destroyed;
Prov 10.27-29 Years of the wicked cut short, God will ruin them;
Isa 29.20 Mockers will disappear;
13.11 God will punish the world for its sins;
Jer 11.7 The curses of the covenant;
Conclusion: The ultimatejudgment and end of the unfaithful who looked down on the benefits
of being in a covenant relationship with God.
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Care should be taken to consider the~contexforalrreferences:~We could, .however,see
how it helps .us tO$eenuances of the meaning of the e>Cj:>ressions
also present in PSalm
1.
Prayer: Lord we thank you for the richness of your Word. May we use it responsibly to have a
d..efllJ..e.r
I.f[Ide[Standin9..!d.J!.QjJr
f7les~
ot the wgrgs and expressions.we find in it.
6. Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).
Try to formulate a theme for Psalm 1. A theme is a short summary of one line that says what
the text is about.
T P;eparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute}.
Next time we will build our reading skills and muscles.
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Planting and Maintenance Phase LessOn30
Study of the Text
1. L.earning objective! lesson

targt

and motivation

(11l1!nut).

After this lesson, you will be able to read a text and use the questions of Exercise 4 to
summarise it in a paragraph. The last ten minutes will be used for small group discussion,
comparir}Q,summaries. -.. -- ----

2. Advanced organizers and general
Objective
. to developthecapacityto
repeatwhatyou'veread
logicallyand meaningfully

--- -- --

----

principles (4 minutes).
Method
- Readthe wholepassage,Isaiah19.1-25

- Write it down in your own words
- Use short sentences, not more than 15 words

per sentence

- If you

don't know how to start, ask the five

questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?

- The first paragraph

is normally about who, what

and when

- The second

paragraph describes what

happenedand why

- In the

third and fourth paragraphs we find what

happenedfurtherand why

- Remember:

you may only read the text once

and not look at it aQain
Divide the class into groups of two each.
Compare your notes with your team mate.
rS;-"'ew concepts

linked to prior kifowledge

and V'iorldvieV'i(3 minutes).

When we listen, only our ears are active but when we write, our eyes and hands are also
involved in the processing of the reading material. In this way our memory and understanding
ooUIJbWlced.
4. Do the exercise (33 minutes).

5.-Lesson summary (2 minutes).
It is important to get into the habit of writing an orgpnized summary of text we read.to learn or
to teach others,
Prayer: Lord we thank you that we have reading and writing skills and the memory to
fmdrstand._
develop in.Jl1Iour skills and use it tovouralorv.
6. Assignments
related to practical situations (1 minute).
Try this exercise on other study material and the texts you read during Bible Study.
-7. Preparation andmotlvation for the next lesson (1 mmute).
Remember to bring your theme for Psalm 1.
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1. Learning Qbjectivel Jesson targe:

After this lesson,youwill be ableto deterrn.ine
the themethe textrevealsJa.
f2.r .'lQUf_C_h.oice.

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
=:>

Thedifferencebetweenthe themeandthe message

=:> The theme of Psalm 1

4. Learningin systematic steps (35minutes).
=:>

Thedifferencebetweenthe themeandthe message

The theme is a short summary of one line that tells you what the text is about. For
instance Genesis 37 to 47 tells you about: The sons of Jacob sell their younger brother
Joseph into slavery in Egypt.
The message is a summary of what God wants to tell His people through this narrative or
the inspired meaning for the first hearers.
The message works on a deeper level. Say for instance you meet an old friend at a
meeting where you didn't expect him. You ask: "What are you doing here?" He may
reply: "I am sitting", or "attending the meeting." What you really wanted to know is the
meaning of his presence in that group, a deeper level of understanding.

It is important to know first what the text is about before you attempt to interpret its
message for the people. In this way we make sure that we do not take a text or part
of it and attach our own meaning to it, but first to try and understand the whole
text.
Look how Joseph moved from the theme to the message in his words to he brothers
when they stood before him in Genesis 45:
4ThenJoseph said to his brothers, "Come close to me." When they had done so, he said, "I am
your brother Joseph, the one you sold into Egypt! (Theme) sAnd now, do not be distressed and
do not be an~ with yourselves for selling me here, because it was to save lives that God sent me
ahead of you. For two years now there has been famine in the land, and for the next five years
there will not be plowing and reaping. 'But God sent me ahead of you to preserve for you a
remnant on earth and to save your lives by a great deliverance. (Message)
Divide the class into small groups and let them formulate the theme of Genesis 11.1-9
and then its message.
For instance: Theme; The people started building and enormous tower but God confused
their language and they stopped the building and scattered in all directions.
Message: God judges arrogant people who do not want to listen to Him ("fill the earth... ").
=:>

Thethemeof Psalm1

At this stage of our exegesis we have a very good idea of what Psalm 1 is about. Let a
few students summarise the theme. For instance: it is a comparison between the
righteous man and the wicked people.
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=> The message of Psalm 1 for the first hearers
We have not finished our exegesis yet therefore we should be cautious to give a final
conclusion of the message. On the other hand we can see already how the structure
emphasises the worth of the blessed life of the righteous against the uselessness of the
condemned life of the wicked. By studying the meaning of the words and expressions in
the language of the Psalms and other Old Testament books we grew in understanding of
the message God wanted to convey to the first hearers of Psalm 1.
Let the students formulate the message of Psalm 1 for the first hearers provisionally. It is
important to stay close to what the text says and avoid the temptation to try to formulate
the message for us. The time for this will come later.

5:Lesson
summary
(2minutes).

- - -- --

--

Tod~yW'c;!earnttheqiffc;rencebetwee.11

the tlleme of a te~ and tile message of a text:
Ptayer: Lord we thank you that you have spoken through the ages. Give us insight and
skills we Deed tounderstand.Y.our
mli~s~g~.__ _ ____
_

6. Assignments

related to practical situations (1 minute).

Go backto our studyof Psalm67 andformulatethethemeandthe message.

T

Preparation and motivatiol1for thel1extlesson

(1 minute).

Nexttime we willbuild more reading skills.
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the

1: C.earning objective/lesson

target and

Afterthis lesson, you willbe able to read Exercise 1
words,,2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).

Asimilarreadingsheetto the one in 2.2.3is preparedbythe lecturerin the normalreading
languageof the students. Eachgroupof two shouldbe providedwith a copy.
Divide the class into groups of two each. The first student will do 1.1 three times and then the
second will do the same. Then they repeat exercise 1.2 in the same way. While the one
reads, the other one monitors for errors.
Method

- read

words rhythmically

from

- tick the rhythm with afinger

left to right

on the table while

reading

- keep the head in the same position
- have somebody sit next to you while reading;
whenever an error is made, the line should be
repeated

- read

the word list three times from

left to right;

register the time it takes to read the words and how
manv errors were made
Objective of the second exercise (1.2,

.

to train the eye to searchfor

certain words among others

Method

- put

your finger

below the first word in the row;

read it aloud
-lookfor the same word in the other columns; put
your finger below it and read it aloud

- keep

your head in the same position

- have

someone sit with you to make sure you are
reading correctly
- repeat the exercise three times; register how long it
takes to complete the exercises and how many errors
occurred
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1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (3 minuj~s).
.

Afterthis lesson, you willbe able to give (provisionally)the message the
first hearers
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
~

Revision of what the theme and the message is

~

Usingthe structureto motivatethe meaningor message ofthe text

3. New concepts linked to prior knowli
t-Iaveyou heard a sermon wherl
text withoutany comments or ex
On the other hand, have you heard sermons withstrong messages
the text and the oriainal messaae?
4. Learning in systematic steps (25 minutes).
~ Revision of what the theme and the message is
See lesson 31 for the revision and let the students give their ideas on the themes and
messages of Psalm 67 and Genesis 1.
~

Using the structureto motivatethe meaningor message ofthe text

Lookagain at the emphasis we found in the structures of Psalm 67 (Lesson 19) and
Genesis 1 (Lesson 21) and use the structures to motivate or justify your understanding of
the message for the first hearers.

first hearers, we should focus on the text
ys that we can motivate.
our understanding of your Wordas it
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1~learning objectivel lesson target and motivati
'-,Jesson.

2. Advanced

Y0.Y..willbe able to IJ

organizers

and general principles

(4 minutes).

A similar reading sheet to the one in 2.2.3 is prepared by the lecturer in the normal reading
language of the students. Each group of two should be provided with a copy.
Divide the class into groups of two each. The first student will do Exercise 2 three times and
then the second will do the same. While the one reads, the other one monitors for errors.
Objective
to widen eye span
to develop the capacity to

.
.

read in word groups

.

to improve reading speed

!1!

Doing the exercises (35 minutes).
t51ptnece~$!3rY,

'8rjJJ:.otdwefha
2Yi1h
6. Assignments related to practical situations

(1 minute).

Form two teams and this afternoon, instead of playing soccer, see which team can read a
chapter the fastest and also answer the most questions correctly. Let the class leader be the
referee.
72 Pteparatl0ft~n
~y.t
tituti
different
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2. Advanced

organizers

and general principles

(1 minute).

=> A short exposition of basic literature types in the Old Testament
(This lesson will take at least two periods)

.f; ..f{eJ,jq'p!1cept$iffi1RJf(1:topr)f!PTli1'pWI~llil~/t'JJtWQiflti;~7~J(J()
b.W
rs: loveiletters. declarati

cbo
~1?ho,

4. Learningin systematic steps (34minutes).
The basic literature types (or genres) we find in the Old Testament are:
· Narratives
· Poetry and Wisdom
· Prophecy

Narratives
o

o
o

o
o

Narratives make use of a story line or plot that develops during different
episodes, mostly through different conflicts or problems to a climax and
solution. Think of the narrative of Joseph: how the tension starts building
when he dreams of his older brothers kneeling in front of him; of how, when
he goes alone to bring them food, he is sold and becomes a slave in Egypt.
After doing very well he is thrown in prison without reason. Eventually he
becomes very powerful and prosperous as second-in-charge in Egypt and
then he has to face his brothers who sold him. A story of many conflicts and
tensions but then it ends so well for the whole family who finds refuge and
food in Egypt while the rest of the world died from hunger.
Narratives make use of characters or personalities. The way they talk and
act is used by the writer to emphasise certain important information. The
words of Joseph are of extreme importance in the Joseph narrative.
Narratives make use of a certain historical situation. This situation is the
background necessary to understand important elements. Think how strange
the positive narrative of Joseph in Egypt sounds in the light of the later
suffering and slavery of Israel in Egypt.
Narratives are told from a certain point of view.. The writer not only selects
certain aspects to tell but also emphasises others by means of repetition,
space given to it and other techniques.
Narratives in the Bible are historical. But creating a pure historical record is
not the aim but rather to interpret history and to use it to teach the important
message of God to His people.

Poetry and Wisdom Literature
o

Poetry, in contrast to the long story lines of narratives, uses short and
concentrated phrases and sentences. In the Hebrew Bible one can see the
shorter lines. Some Bible translations print the Psalms also with shorter lines
which is a big help to identify poetic literature. See how the New International
Version prints poetry:

Psalm 117
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Praise the LORD, all you nations;
extol him, all you peoples.
2 For great is his love toward us,
and the faithfulness of the LORD endures forever.
Praise the LORD
Poetry also uses fewer words to describe something. One may find one verb,
used for two sentences, without repeating it.
a

Poetry uses parallelism or different kinds of repetition. Sometimes two or
three following lines may say the same thing but in different words;
sometimes they say contrasting things and sometimes they say almost the
same but add something. This is to achieve different aims like emphasising
an issue. Identify examples of parallelism in Psalm 117 above.
Wisdom literature is also very fond of parallelism:

Proverbs

10

IThe proverbs of Solomon:
A wise son brings joy to his father,
but a foolish son grief to his mother.
2

Ill-gotten treasures are of no value,
but righteousness delivers from death.
The LORD does not let the righteous go hungry
but he thwarts the craving of the wicked.

4

Lazy hands make a man poor,
but diligent hands bring wealth.
He who gathers crops in summer is a wise son,
but he who sleeps during harvest is a disgraceful son.

6

Blessings crown the head of the righteous,
but violence overwhelms the mouth of the wicked.o

7

The memory of the righteous will be a blessing,
but the name of the wicked will rot..

8

The wise in heart accept commands,
but a chattering fool comes to ruin.

a
a

a

Poetry uses sounds to create rhythm, rhyme and different effects on the ear
of the hearer. Mostly these effects are lost in translations.
Poetry uses a lot of imagery and figures of speech. Its language creates
powerful images in the mind of the hearer or reader, as we have seen in
Psalm 1 with the images of a fruit tree and chaff blowing in the wind.
Poetry and wisdom literature are mainly found in Job, Psalms, Song of
Songs, Ecclesiastes, Proverbs and Lamentations of Jeremiah, but in many of
the narratives and prophecies there are also examples of poetry.

Prophecy
Inspired by God, the Prophets
. interpreted the history of the time and
. indicated the future objectives of God and the establishment of His Kingdom (Zach
14.9).
Kaiser (1994) give a list of characteristics of prophecy:

a
i.

Formulas that indicate the beginning of prophetic passages:

In the lastdays- Gen49.1; Num 24.14; Isa 2.2; Jer 49.39; Mica 4.1; Hos 3.5;
John 6.39,40,44,54
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

The day of the Lord - Normally a grouping of events that includes the second
coming of Christ,judgment and salvation, Am 5.18; Joel 1.15; 2.1; 3.14; Isa 13.6;
Ezek 30.3; Zeph 1.7,14.
The Lord comes - Jude 14; Isa 26.21; Isa 40.10; Mal 3.1; Is 59.20; Rev 3.11;
22.7,20; 1Tes 5.2; 2 Pet 3.10; Rev 3.3; 16.15
Restore the fortunes of my people or return the captivity Jer 30.3; Ezek 39.25;
Jer 48.47; 49.6; Ezek 29.14
The remnant shall return - Gen 45.7; Is 6.13; 10.21,22; Rom 9.27; 11.5
The dwelling of God (or tabernacle) is with men - 1Kgs 8.27; Ezek 37.27,28;
Zech 2.10,11; 8.3; John 1.14; Rev 21.3
The Kingdom of God - Exodus 15.18; 1Sam 12.12; Isa 9.6-7; 24.23; Micah 4.7;
Obad 21; Dan 7.14

-

o

i.
ii.
iii.

Terms borrowed from Israel's
the future:

past may be used as models to express

Creation-Isa 65.17;66.22
Paradise-Isa 51.3;Zech 1.17;Rev2.7;22.1ss
Flood- Math24.37-39;2 Pet 3.3-7

iv.

Destruction of Sodom and Gomorra

v.

Rev 14.10-11; 19.20
Exodus -Isa 11.12; Zech 10.10-11

-

-

Deut 29.23; 2 Pet 2.6; Math 10.15; 11.24;

vi.

The time in the wilderness/desert

vii.

Achan's sin and the Valley of Trouble - Hos 2.15

Isa 4.5,35; Rev 7. 15

In the same way historical figures have been used to describe future persons for example,
Math 11.14; 1.1; Hag 2.20-22; Zech 3-4; 2Sam 7; 1Cron 17; Ps 89; 132.
o
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Terms rich in symbolism, typology and meaning

Earth, Isa 24
Sea, Dan 7.2,3
Sand of the sea, stars of heaven, Gen 22.17; Hos 1.10; 1 Kings 4.20
Day of clouds and darkness; blood and fire billows of smoke; the sun will be
turned into darkness and the moon into blood, Joel 2. 10, 30-31; 3.15; Isa 13.10;
34.4; Ezek 32.7; 34.12
The north, Dan 11.6-40; Ezek 38,39
Marriage, Isa 61,62; Rev 19.7-9; 21.2,9
Especially Apocalyptic prophecy (like Daniel, Zechariah, Revelations) use a lot of
symbolic imagery

~r.esson summarY(2..min~fes);
We have described the three main types of literature in the Old Testament namely...
As we have seen with specific structures, literature types are also used by the inspired writers
of the Bible to achieve certain aims, as instruments to convey specific messages from God
~tfectivelYi
Prayer: Lord we thank yOIl for a mindthat canunderstandand interpretdifferenttypesof
literature. May your Spirit guide our understanding of the different ways in which your Word

cO![lesto.!!s...
_ __

___

6. Assignments related to practical situations (1 minute).
Find another two examples of each type of literature mentioned in today's lesson.
7~-Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will practice our "mind muscles" with reading exercises.
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__

1.

Learning objective/lesson

target and m

After this lesson, you will be able to read a t,
summarise it, working in a group of two where yo\.!take

them. _
2. Advanced

organizers

Db 'ective

.

and general principles

(4 minutes).

Method

to develop

comprehension
capacity

- read

the whole passage, Mal. 1.6-2.9

- whileyou read, lookfor answersfor thefive important questions
WHO or WHAT is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s}, animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?

-

After reading the text once, test yourself to see of you know the answer to
these questions

- write down
- answer the

the questions you asked to yourself
questions in the right column

in the left column

- you

may ask as many questions as you like; the more you concentrate, the
more questions and answers you will be able to write. Do not become
disheartened: in the beginning it might be difficult to ask and answer even
one question
Remember: you may only read the text once and not look at it again
Divide the class into groups of two each.

-

Test.1'0;,r
<1uestions
and ans~~s
tea!!!..,mate.
3. New concepts
7TnKeato
prIor 'ir,xo';Jr
now7iiage
and wo,
Asking questions whi.le you read helps you to underst,
you read. At the same time your short-te
,

also help.~ou to u(lderstand lal;Q~lexts

4. Learning in systematic steps (31 minutes).
Do the exercise.

essonsummary (4 minutes].
Each stud
Prayer: L
6. Assignments

related to practical situations (1 minute).

Remember to ask the same questions while reading any text or book.
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Planting ~ndMajntenance Pl)a~~ Lessoo37
"

1.Learning

objective/lesson target and
'n(1
Afterthis lesson. YOUwillbe aware of the e
,fdifferenttypes of literature and on an
:0recognize so
(.QqntinuatiQ.!l9f
Lesson ~Qj_
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (1 minute).
=> Basic types of literature in the Old Testament (finishwhat was left of lesson 35 and

.

do ~2T~~vision
w!!.h
"practical exal!1.e!es
and re~o9.!l!!i~
_o!.!~pesof literatureL
3. New then
concepts
linkeato prior
Knowledge
and worldview
(~mmutes

Can you mentiona fewtypes of literature? Haveyou read some literatureinallofthese
ttY.Pes?
4. Learningin systematic steps (30 minutes).
=>

Basic types of literature in the Old Testament (finishwhat was left of lesson 35 and
then do some revision with practical examples and recoQnition of types of literature

l.esson summary (6 minutes).
IlDescribe the three basic types of lit

y three students give exam
~eG. ThslJ.l<J!oukPrd focJ.he rich dive.mi1'Lin. your word.

6. Assignments related to practical situations (1 minute).
Do some reading around Psalm 1 and also Genesis 1 and think of possible links between the
text and its immediate context.
anamotIvatIon
:1:-Preparation
1t11ext
time we willwork on our
ension skills so'mUctl needed
retatlon,.
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2. Advanced organizers and general principles (4 minutes).
Ob°ective
Method
. to developthe capacityto - Read the whole passage, Job 28
- Writeit down in your own words
repeat what you've read

logicallyand meaningfully

- Use shortsentences, not morethan 15words
per sentence
-If you don't know how to start, ask the five

questions

WHO or WHA T is the text about?
WHERE did it happen?
WHEN did it happen?
WHAT do the person(s), animals, things do
WHY did it happen?
WHAT are the consequences of their actions?
- The first paragraph normally is about who,
what and when

- The second

paragraph describes what

happened and why
- In the third and fourth paragraphs, what
happened further and why, is described
- Remember: you may only read the text once
and not look at it aaain
Divide the class into groups of two each.
Compare your notes with your team mateo
\/ialfiiJ/:tpJf:liilflfJ!''liICifll'
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Planting and Maintenance Phase Lesson 39
Study of the Immediate Context and Context of the Book
1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation

(1 minute).

After this lesson, you will be able to identify the relationship between the text and other texts
around

it.

_ _

_

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
=> The immediate context and its importance
=> How to find the immediate context and possible links with the text?
3. -New concepts

linked to prior knowledge

and worldview (7 minutes).

Map adapted from A/varo Co/her's unpublished mini-dif;sertation on basic exegesis, done at Hefsiba, Mozambique.

1iI1III

IIIIII.........

IIIIIIIII. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IIIIII. . . . IIIII!. II
Can you remember how you planned your gardens? Near the river you plant vegetables that
need more water. Deeper soil is used for maize and potatoes. Higher ground with better
drainage is used for the fruit trees, etc. The garden of one owner has many different areas
and plants.
Books are also organized. Mostly around one theme but in different places in the book, you

find differentsub-themes.
_ _
4. Learning in systematic steps (30 minutes).
=> The immediate context and its importance
Bible writers did not write completely isolated texts and throw them all together in any
order. Books are well planned and organized, mostly around a central theme. It is
therefore important to know more about the surrounding text and how the specific text we
are studying is related to surrounding text.
Example:
Psalm 1 emphasises the blessed, fruitful and happy life of the righteous that finds
his delight in the Lord. It is interesting to see how the next four Psalms also end with
this message:
Psalm 2.12
"Kiss the Son, lest he be angry
and you be destroyed in your way,
for his wrath can flare up in a moment.
Blessed are all who take refuge in him."
Psalm 3.8
"From the LORD comes deliverance.
May your blessing be on your people."

Psalm 4.8
"I wilIlie down and sleeo In oeace,
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for you alone, a LORD,
make me dwell in safety."
Psalm 5.11,12
"But let all who take refuge in you be glad;
let them ever sing for joy.
Spread your protection over them,
that those who love your name may rejoice in you.
For surely, a LORD, you bless the righteous;
you surround them with your favour as with a shield."
o

We see that these Psalms also emphasise the same basic message although
their content is different. In this way the message is strengthened by
repetition.

o

These texts in the immediate context enrich our understanding of the text we
study.

o

It is also important for the whole book of Psalms that the first Psalm talks
about the wisdom of seeking the Lord and His way and the folly of following
you own sinful way. This contrast is explored in many ways throughout the
whole collection of Psalms.

=> How to find the immediate context and possible links with the text?
· From the example, we saw that possible links with the surrounding context depend on
the use of similar key words and expressions.
· The Outline of each book and other background information, provided in the Study
Bibles, are very helpful to see the whole book and its main sub-texts and themes at
one glance.
Discuss in small groups the relationship between Genesis 1.1-2.3 and 2.4-3.24.
(From the structure of Gen 1 we learned how God created everything and it was good.
The creation of man was very good and God had a special relationship with man. The
culmination point of the structure was the seventh day, a blessed day of fellowship
between man and God; the day that is a sign of the covenant relationship with God
(Exodus 31.13); the day that has no end! Then comes Genesis 3! The contrast is almost
unbearable and highlights this terrible tragedy. The rest of Genesis 1-11 shows the
broken relationship with God and its consequences. God even repented of creating man
(Gen 6.5-7), he saw that what he created was bad. Several times we read of the
intervention of God to judge man - Adam and Eve, Cain, the flood, the tower of Babel!
Several times we also see God's intervention to save man - Adam and Eve, Cain, Noah

and finally Abraham, so important for the rest of the salvation history (Math 1.1 Gal 3.8, 9,
13, 14, and 29). God is still busy bringing us back to the good and lasting seventh day
relationship with Him. That is where the Bible ends, God everything in everyone (Rev 21,
22), the new and everlasting paradise.)
_ HO'p~ful~e are startin!! to realise the importance of reading the text in its wider context.
5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).
Before investigating the context of the text..in the book it appears, we cannot be completely
sure that we understand it well.. Themorewe4nct~rst~nd the cO[ltext;the ric;lJerour
understanding becomes.
Prayer: Lord we thank you that you created us to be good co-workers with you in this world
and for people who know how to use their thinking and other skills to the honour and glory of
YOLlrName. Forgive us our tendency to be ambitiousI independentandorganizeour own
tliv..es.

--

6. Assignments

related to practical situations

(2 minutes).

Describe how the context of Genesis 1 to 12 helps us to understand the message of Genesis
11.1-9.
Describe how the context of EccI5.1-7 helps us to understand it better?
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7. Preparation and motivation for the nexflesson (1 minute).

Next.time wewUl do more ex~mpl@s slJ()wing.the
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imp()un~@()f

~()nte~

Planting and Maintenance Phase Lesson 40
Study

ofthelmmecmde ContextahdCoritextofthe'Bodl<

1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Aft~rthis lesson,youwill be ableto identifythe r~lationship.betweenth~textand othertexts
aroufiditandtbeirJ?~sibl~infll!ence..Q.n
theme~in.9l.9fthe text
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).

~.

~

The context of Genesis 11.1-9.

~

The context of Ecclesiastes 5.1-7

Nev,;concepts

linked to prior 1{nowledge and 'Norldv[ew (3 minutes).

Last time we saw how a machamba is organized in different areas with different qualities and
vegetables.
When we see a person, it helps us to understand him when We see the links he has to other
persons, his family, his village, his friends... In the same way we need to find the links our
te~t has with its context.

4. Learningin systematic steps (34 minutes).
~

The context of Genesis 11.1-9 (See Lesson 23).

The students give feedback on their homework.
It is difficult to understand why God judged the men, so eagerly building their secure Vila
in order to stay in one place, if we do not see the link with Gen 1.27,28:
So God created man in his own image,
in the image of God he created him;
male and female he created them.
God blessed them and said to them, "Be tTuitfuland increase in number; fill the earth and subdue
it. Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on
the ground."
Now we can understand the depth of their rebellion against God: building, creating their
own kingdom, instead of taking care of and developing the whole earth in fellowship with
God, the Creator.
After the confusion of Babel, a new man (Abraham, Gen 12) is necessary, one that will
obey God in everything and be an instrument for God's eventual blessing for all nations.
~

The context of Ecclesiastes 5.1-7 (See Lesson 25)

The students give feedback on their homework.
Ecclesiastes explores the significance of life and in the end says the sum of everything is
to fear and obey God 12.13
Now all has been heard;
here is the conclusion of the matter:
Fear God and keep his commandments,
for this is the whole duty of man.
When we now find in the centre, the heart of the book, a text emphasising the fear of
God, as in the conclusion, we have further evidence of the central importance of fearing
God. Fearing God is more than keeping promises, it is the key to a meaningful life.
_ _With£ut it everything is worthless like chasin9.the wind.
5. Lesson summary (2 minutes).

Oncemorethe importanceof cOr'ltextwasUhderlined,
Canonestudeotexplainina few
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words, the importance of context?
Prayer: Lord we thaJJkyou that you f1elpus to $ee stfYctl.!re;sTn
l!$lPle..booksand dnderstand
how they guide us to the understanding of your message. We adore you and hohouryou; we

'jste.£llO,xgur
gjrecyQ!.1.
_ _ __

__

6. Assignments related to practical situations (2 minutes).

___

Read in your Study Bible more about the social and religious context in the time of Moses.
Think of !he ilN>~ct Gen~s~s1..22,.uld
have_~nthe w~eople
were thinking.
7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).
Next time we will hear your feedback 01}the socio-religious context of Genesis 1.
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Planting and Maintenance Phase U~ss()h 41

Study of the Historical Context
1: Learning objective/lesson. target and motivation (1 nf/flute).
Afterthis lesson,youwill be ableto explainto othersthe historicalcontextin whichthe book
wa~ written and itsJI11QQrtC!nc~.Jor
th~ I!n~s.1m!.dina of the text.
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
=:> Students give feedback on the socio-historical context of Genesis and its importance
of the understanding of Genesis 1
=:> Another exam2!e
'3:' New conceptS
linkiid to prior knowledge and worldview (5 minutes).
Discuss why people give maize l11ealand other food as offerings to their a.ncestralspirits?
4. Learning in systematic steps (30 minutes).
=:> Students give feedback on the socio-historical context of Genesis and its importance
in the understanding of Genesis 1
In the time of Moses we believe God gave the revelation on how creation took place:
· People were afraid of deep holes and the sea, expecting it to be the home of
demons and spirits. In Gen 1 we learn that God and His Spirit is not afraid,
dominates over sea and land and made the sea a bountiful place full of food.
· People gave food to the spirits and gods, to keep them happy Genesis
teaches that God does not need our food but creates and gives food to man.
· Pagans adored the sun and the moon as the most important gods and
believed the stars determine your future - Genesis 1 shows that God created

-

.
·

them and only on the fourth da~!
Dates like the 7th,14th,21st,28t , were considered to be bad days of
misfortune - but God makes the th day the climax of His creation, a blessing
for his people, and a sign of the covenant relationship (Ex 31.13).
People experienced the gods to be irrational, immoral and even enemies of
men

-

but Genesis 1 shows the loving God who makes man part of His team

and directs them for the benefit of all creation.
Can we see how knowledge of the socio-historical context helps us to understand
the message and its impact on the people of the time better?
=:> Another example
Through the prophet Haggai, God told his people it was time to build the temple. When
was this? Could it be before Solomon built the temple in 970 BC?
When we read the introduction to Haggai in our Study Bible we understand more they
had to rebuild the temple of Solomon which was destroyed in 586 BC by the Babylonians.
Zorobabel and a group of the people of God were sent back to Jerusalem by King Cyrus
of Persia who took over the Kingdom of the Babylonians. They arrived in 538 BC in
Jerusalem with the purpose to rebuild the temple. Now 18 years later (!) the temple was
not built yet. So in 520 BC God gave Haggai and Zechariah the urgent message: it is
time to build the temple. They listened to God and in 4 years' time finished the new
temple.

-

·

·

Much of this information is not written in the Bible. One needs a Study
Bible, and use it, to come to know this essential historical information and
understand the message of God.
The books of Samuel, Kings and Chronicles also help us with some
historical detail during the times of the prophets.

T Lesson summary (2 minutes).
let the students mention the first.three l11~in.
areas.of stUdyih th~iexeg~ticalproceS$
(Planting and maintenance Phase,.~esson 4).
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Prayer: Lord

we thank you that you gave us study books and the reading capacity to use

theJ:!lamiynde[§tal1d Q.~ttfl.r)hehistQ!J{,in Whi~.J:§..'l.ealed

vour mfLS-s.aq,(fj,;,

6. Assignments related to practicalsituations (4 minutes).
Divide the students in groups of four.
For next week each group should hand in an exegetical project on Exodus 17.8-16.
Each of the first three elements of the exegetical process should be clearly indicated with its
conclusion. At the end of the three, there should be one integrated conclusion on the
message for the first hearers, taking into consideration the information of the three elements.
Care should be taken to motivate the conclusions you draw.
Th~ who~ team l!1~Lw~rk J2.9.etheras a rou and will receive the same mark.
7. Preparation and motIVation for e next esson mmue".
Think of specific customs in the Bible that you do not understand.
Next time we will
look into some biblical customs.
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Planting and Maintenan~ Phase Lesson 42
Study. of the .FiiStorical ConteXt
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation

(1 minute).

Aft~r this lesson, you will pe ap!~ to explain to others the historic~.lcol'ltextil'l which the book
wa~writ!e.!1afld s'pe9f!c cmtUratcu~s
obsqrvedihthe text:
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (1 minute).
=> The importance of knowledge of customs and cultures
r3-:NewconceptsliiJkedto

prior khQw/e(:fge ~{Jd w()rldv/eW (Tminutes)~.

Tribes greet one another in different ways. How do you feel when someone does not know
the proper way to greet you?
... Wh;:ltprob'~m.§..ha.YEU'o!:!.§eenbe~
Q.tditftmm!..IJl£Ir.ci.a~ CJ./.slQmsbetween tribes?

4. Learningin systematic steps (25minutes).
=> The importance of knowledge of customs and cultures
Christians do not have one culture. Where our faith in Christ is not in conflict with cultural
habits, we continue with these habits, like the way to build a house, how to greet one
another, how to cook our favourite meals...
In the Bible the writers lived according to their customs unless God told them not to.
Sometimes God changed cultural habits and made certain customs obligatory. To
understand and interpret the Bible we need to know more about the cultures we find in
the Bible. Sometimes the Study Bible and its notes might be helpful. Other times we
have to look in biblical dictionaries, commentaries or books on the customs of the time.
o

When a contract was agreed on, the buyer gave one of his shoes to the seller as
proof of the contract (Ruth 4.7). It was not a law of God but a custom in the area
which they followed.

o

Some of the tribes circumcised young men for entrance into manhood and other
reasons. God however transformed it into a special sign in Israel, a sign of the
unity, the covenant, between God and his people and this sign was given to
babies on the eight day! This custom was quite different to those of other
nations. It can cause serious misinterpretation if we do not understand this
custom in a biblical way: we might think it is the same as the common tribal
circumcision in Africa.

o

In Leviticus 7.22-25 God says we shall not eat fat. It was customary in Israel to
sacrifice the fat of the offered animal to God as it belonged to him. Today we do
not sacrifice animals to God. Do we still have to avoid eating the fat?

o

In Corinth young women served as prostitutes at the temple of Diana on top of
the mountain. While they were doing this their hair was shaven. All ladies with
shaven hair were active prostitutes. Can we understand why Paul asked in 1 Cor
11.13 if it is proper for a woman to be in church with an uncovered head and
short hair? In the light of this we should be careful to find in this passage an
order for head coverings and long hair in today's cultures.

5.-Lesson

summary (1 minute).

We.should be aware that cultural habits in the Bible had different meanings to what we might
llJJQl(""

__ __ _

6. Assignments

_

__

related to practical situations

_

____

(3 minutes).

Students form small groups and at home formulate together the message of Genesis 1, after
reading again all information on the text and word study, the context and the socio-historical
context. Remember, you must be able to explain why you came to your conclusion.
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Prayer: Lord we thank you that you gave us the thinking capacity to understand your Word in
its cultural context.
7. Preparation andmotlttation ro; the nex17essonrr minuter.
Next time we will come to a conclusion on the message of Genesis 1 for the first
hearers.
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Planting and Maintenance Phase Lesson 43

Conclusion on the message for the first hearers
1. Learning objective/lesson

target and motivation (1 minute).

_ __ ~

After this lesson, you will be able to integrate facts from the exegetical phases and formulate
the rT)essage.for tt:l.efirst hej!r~~_

_

2. Advanced organizers and general principles (1 minute).
~

A summaryof previouswork on Genesis1

~

A conclusion on the message for the first hearers

'3:- New concepts

linked to prlcifknow7idge

ana wonaview

73 minutes).

A bicycle with one wheel cannot ride properly. You need the full bicycle in working order.
We also need to consider all.gathered knowledge Ona.text to decidepnits message forthe

jirsthear~rs.__ _

4. Learningin systematic steps
~

(36minutes).

A summary of previous work on Genesis 1

From the structure and text study we saw the emphasis on God the Creator; His special
relationship with man as his representative (61hday) and the ongoing relationship between
them (7'hday).
From the context the contrast with the broken relationship from chapter 3 onwards is
emphasised, as well as the ongoing rebellion of man against God and His ongoing grace
calling and saving believers.
From the socio-historic context we saw the superiority of God to all other gods known at the
time and the living relationship that He desires with man.
~

A conclusion on the message for the first hearers

The students should formulate a message from the summary.
For example: God created everything, is above all gods adored in the Middle East and
desires a close and living relationship with His people.

5. Lesson stJmmary (2 minutes).
Fromthe previousworkwe formulatedwhatwe understandto be the messageforthe first

_ _related

he~rers._
6. Assignments

_

to practical situations

_

(1 minute).

__

Think of how you may formulate a biblical principle from the message for the first hearers.
Prayer: Lord we thank you that you created us with a capacity to think, understand your Word

andJive in fellows.hfpwi~!J
~u. .. _ _ _ ..
__ _ _ __
__ _
7. Preparationandm01IVwon10rtfie nextlessoi1{i mmute).
Next timewe willtake the message of the first hearers and determine the message for
us today.
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'

Harvesting and Usage Phase Lesson 1
IdentlflcatiQO of the Prjnciple
1. Learning objective! lesson

target andmotivat/on

(1m/nute).

After this lesson, you will be able to identify and formulate the basic principle/central truth of
.tb..er:t1~ssaQe.fQLtb~firslhearers.
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
~

How to move from the formulated message for the first hearers to a principle

~

The principle message of Genesis 1

3: New concepts/i"r{keqTto-pr:!or krlowledge -find wOrldview (4 minUtes):

- -

After telling a proverb,or a story with a lesson, we can explain what it means to us.

Glv~
afEt~
exa..'lli2!.es...
_ ___

4. Learning in systematic steps (34 minutes).
~

Howto movefromthe formulatedmessagefor thefirst hearersto a principle
·

What is needed is to see what part of the message is limited to the first
hearers and their time and what part is a truth that is not limited to time.

For example: Message to the first hearers: "God calls Moses to guide the people of Israel
according to the Ten Words of the Covenant."
"Moses", "Israel" and "Ten Words of the Covenant" are descriptions of the past. The
principle that is timeless and cultureless is: God calls leaders to guide His people
according to His Word.
Or
"God teaches Israel not to eat fat." Transformed to its timeless principle it sounds like
this: God teaches us not to take for ourselves what belongs to Him. (This can refer to the
money in the offering plate, His glory, etc. depending on the modern group of hearers.)
·
·

In most cases God's Name will appear in the formulation of the message,
because it is perceived to be His communicated will.
We have to see through the "cultural clothes" and "time dependent" elements
to find the core of the message that is also applicable to us.

The principle message of Genesis 1
If we take "God created everything, is above all gods adored in the Middle East and
desires a close and living relationship with His people" to be the message to the first
hearers of Genesis 1, how can we formulate it as a timeless principle/message for us?
~

Students should be involved in the formulation.
For example:
God the Creator is Lord of all and desires to have a living relationship with man.
Or The Lord of the Universe created us to live and work with Him.
5.--Lesson summary- (1 minute).

.-

Wel~arnthow fo movefrom the message for thefjrsf hearers to the message for all people,

even today.
.f'rcrifJ.r: Ih.il.n/~..Y.o!l..L..QJJ;!Jhat
vol' sapw us the way tQ_understand and aOD[v.vour word.

6. Assignments related to practicalsituations (2 minutes).
Try to formulate the timeless message of Psalms 1 and 67 for next time. (Refer back to
Lesson 331

_ __

_ _ __ __ ____

-

7. Preparation and motivation for the next lesson (1 minute).

Nexttimewe \Viiido more ex,rcises to determine the timeletu?me~sage.
Bting tWoexamplQ$ofsermons thatyootbotight do not reflect the timelessJprihc~ple
J!L~!~H~.9~U?fCl.!'X:~~
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Harvesting and Usage Phase Lesson 2
Applicatiornn
1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation

tt1e ModernContext

(1 minute).

After this lesson,you will be able to identify th.ebasjc pdhciple/c~otral truth oftfJerness~ge fc)r
...thefirst he~and
formulate it for today..
2. Advanced organizers and general principles (2 minutes).
~
~

Students give feedback on their formulations of the message of Psalms 1 and 67
Students in groups formulate the message of Genesis 11 for today

"3. Rew concepts

linked to prior knowi'edge and woridv'ew (7 minutes).

-

Ask students to give examples of strange interpretations thEWheard ihsermor1$;

-

- ------

4. Learningin systematic steps (31 minutes).
~

Students give feedback on their formulations of the message of Psalms 1 and 67

~

Students in groups formulate the message of Genesis 11 for today

In Lesson 23 we concluded that Genesis 11.1-9 teaches: "God wants man to fill the earth;
man's plan to be independent and go against His will is met with His judgment and
forceful scattering."
Think together and transform this message for the first hearers in a timeless
principle/message for our time too.
For example: God wants us to work together with Him on His earth. Whoever go against
God's purpose and live for himself will bejudged.
This message is found in many parts of the Bible. Think of the words of Jesus (John
15.5):
"If a man remains in me and I in him, he will bear much fTuit;apart fi'omme you can do nothing."

'-=

The core or principle of the message stays true for all times. In Genesis it was shown to
us through God's actions at the Tower of Babel. Today modern man also thinks God is
far away but we can solve any problem, create our own security and live without God.
Through our preaching we should warn our fellow men and show them the way back to
G~d's_b,!JJ!di.!!!iL!~ and real success.

5. Lesson summary (1 minute).
Todaywe practised how to.transform a mess~ge for the first heC}rersto a message for us.

We shoUld alWaystry to hear firstly as they heard, andfromther~come to a respon~jbl~
conclusion on what God is saying in our situation.
Prayer: Lord we thank you that you speak to us through your word and actions many years
aao; Mill!we remain.c/oseto YOUthrouah Jesus Christ and be bui/dersof}IOur.Kin1ldom.
6. Assignments
related to practical situations (1 minute).
Review the whole course before the next lesson.
7~preparat(bn and motivatibr1lOrthe next1eSSon(~minUte),

Next time we will answer questions, address uncertainties and review and thank the
Lord for his grace and the developmel1t in understandil1g and skills we experienced
duril1Qtt1is course.
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I;-jarvesting anQ USqge Phase Lesson 3

Summary and overview of this Course
1. Learning objective! lesson target and motivation (1 minute).
Afterthis lessonyouwill be ableto recallthe mainelementsof theexegesiscourseand useit
t.Q'pr~are

,xoYLs,mrOolJ§.,

2. Advanced

organizers

and general principles

(2 minutes).

~

Overview of the course

~

Guiding questions when studying God's Word

3. New concepts/inked.

tC'j"":"prior
knowledgean-d"'f"wofldview

(5minut8Sj:

We came a long way from when we started this course. Can you remember how you were
tbinls.ing CAt!hat tim~? _\lYh_at ~re the .!!lost im,p.ortantthinos

YOU have learned?

4. Learningin systematic steps (25 minutes).
What are the phases of the exegesis course?
1) Firstly we do a lot of preparation work like reading exercises, learning to
summarize and develop our memory and other thinking skills, how to
overcome stumbling blocks in the way we have been taught

preparation

- this is the

of the machamba.

2) In the secondphasewe learnwhatto lookfor in the text in orderto
understand the message for the first hearers

maintenance of the machamba.
o

Study of the text
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

- this is the planting and

-

how and for what purpose was it written?
Comparing translations
Beginnings and endings of text units
Keywords
Paragraphs
Repetitions and structural patterns
Interpretation of structures
Identifying the type of literature and its influence on the interpretation

o

Study of the literary/immediate context - how and for what purpose does it
fit in the surrounding text units and the whole book?
· Surrounding text units
· Structure of the book and its main divisions
· Meaning of specific key words and phrases in the book

o

Study of the social and historical context - how does the text fit in the
time it was given?
· Historical situation: politically, religiously, geographically
· Social situation, culture and customs

3) In the third phase we learnt how to apply the message for the first hearers to
our own people
o

- this

is the harvesting time in the machamba.

Message for the first hearers and Principle for Application today
·
·
·

Formulate the message for the first hearers and explain/justify why
you came to this conclusion
Formulate the basic principle/message for today
Apply this message in the modern situation

-
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---

Application in Today's Context
Study of the Socio-historical Context
Study of the Literary Context
Study of the Text

'-

We need to hflve the bflSiCelements of exegesis in our memory. Then, in a spirit of humble
submissiOnto the Lord, use all the available skills he gave us toUnderstarid and interpret His
Word, in such a way that we can justify our conclusions and speak His message with
authority,

6. Assignments related to practical situations (3 minutes).
Go throughthe listof taskswe studied. Transformthemintoa list of questions. Keepthis list
in your Bibleand useit regularlyas yourguide.
Prayer (from Psalm 119):
62Atmidnigll1I rise to giyeyoutlum.k~

for your rigllteous laws.
631am a friend to all who fear you,
to aU who follow YQttrprecepts.
64Theearth is filled with your love, otORD;
teach me your decrees.
65Dogood to your servant
according to your word, 0 LORD.
6~each.Il1e knowledge and good judgment,
for 1 believe in your commands.
67BeforeI was afflicted 1went astray,
but now I obey your word.
68you are good, and what you do is good;
teach me your decrees.
69Thougllthe arroganthayesIl1earedIl1e with lies,
I keep your precepts with alll11Yheart.
70Theirhearts are callous and unfeeling,
but I deliglltin yourJ~w.
7IItwas good forme to be af11icted
so that I might learn your decrees.
72Thelaw from your m01)this more preciQUStOIl1~
than thousands of pieces of silver and gold.
73yourhands made me and formed me;
give me understanding to leanU'Q!!r£o111tJ1ands.
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74May

those"whdfeat"'yourejblce-Whepth~y see me:

- - - - --

for I have put my hope in your word.

6.3 Conclusion
It takes a lot of dedicated preparation and thinkingto develop and implement a proper
teaching strategy. The self-discipline of the lecturer in this regard, should bear the expected
fruit. One can apply the proverb, "what you sow, you willreap". The research results were
promising and showed that with more emphasis on the training and development of thinking
skills, students grow in the use of their thinking abilities, with the positive results expected in
their Exegesis projects.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The aim of this research was to prove that the development of thinking skills should be an
essential element of teaching and assessing Old Testament Exegesis in Africa. It was done
by

.

Highlighting the specific problems and limitations regarding thinking skills
experienced during the process of learning to do exegesis of the Old Testament.

.
.

Investigating the reasons for the lack of the needed thinking skills.
Proposing a new model for exegetical courses in Africa that will, as far as
possible, help to remedy these limitations, enable the better doing of exegesis,
and provide better-prepared pastors for the difficult times Christians are living in.

In Chapter 2, by means of the research and experiments done with the students of Hefsiba
Instituto Superior Cristao, Mozambique the following was found:

.

In general, scores on the use of thinking skills are poor and serious attempts should
be made to improve their thinking skills.

.

Induction, Deduction, Justification and Invention are, in general, the thinking skills
with the lowest scores - in future programmes they should receive special attention.

.

Growth results are not too encouraging. However, some cases of real growth were
observed. Three students showed a consistent positive development of their thinking
skills.

.
.

In many other cases promising growth was observed in individual thinking skills.
Relatively little was done by the researcher and other lecturers to develop specific
thinking skills. With more concentrated and well-planned endeavours, much better
results will be more likely to occur.

In Chapter 3, the exposition of the Biblical basis for this kind of training emphasized that:
"...almost no distinction is made in Hebrew thought... between skills and knowledge gained
through formal education and wisdom learned through life experience" (Wilson 1997:563).
True human knowledge ought to begin with "the fear of the Lord" (Prov 1.7), meaning an
understanding of one's absolute dependence on God and his steadfast love.
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Nevertheless the rich theological meaning of the many words linked semantically to learning
and thinking, shows the important responsibility of the believer to use humbly all the
faculties we received from God, our Creator.

Based on the discussions in this chapter, the following summary may serve as the
researchers' guidelines to bear in mind during the biblical approach to the educational
process:

.

Thinking is a normal human activity. It can be put to good use in the service of the Lord,
seen as a blessing from God. It can also be used in sinful human ways and cause a lot
of damage to others, resulting in judgment from God. The other danger connected to
skilful and intelligent thinking, is pride and not recognizing the Creator for the capacities,
He gave to man.

.

The aim of teaching and developing one's mind should not be self-enhancement, but to
live the practical life before God, to train the whole person for a lifelong relationship and
service to God.

·
·

Education starts at home and involves both parents.
Education is a lifelong endeavour, a growing process that should be pursued diligently
and with passion.

.

Teaching and pastoral nourishment and personal care of the students go together.

.
.

Teaching aims at transferring the teaching to others who will do the same.

.

Teachers should know that it takes a lot of dedicated effort to teach properly.

.

Teachers should model by example: not be the centre of attention but be imitators that

Teachers should recognize the child or student's individuality and God-given purpose.

teach others to imitate God.

.

Teachers should teach the literary conventions needed to understand and interpret the
Scriptures.

.
.

Teachers should use a variety of ways to transmit the necessary teachings.

.

Respect for the Word of God is vital for all biblical teaching and should be demonstrated

Biblical concepts for teaching refer to many different thinking skills.

practically.

.

Study and teaching is a form of worship and it should be demonstrated as such.

In Chapter 4, insights gained from the human sciences and knowledge from the African
culture showed clearly that any education without focussing on the development of thinking
skills is lacking a very important element.
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Some of these insights are:

Piaget (4.1.1)

.
.

Supports the idea that developing thinking skills is necessary and possible.
His idea of optimal discrepancy is an important learning condition that one should
utilise.

Vygotsky (4.1.2)

.

Showed the importance of structured and disciplined teaching for development in
thinking.

.

He also emphasized the Zone of Proximal Development that refers to the growth
facilitated when there is a difference between known and new knowledge.

.

The important learning that takes place when students teach each other is
noteworthy.

Bruner (4.1.3)

.

Emphasised (like Piaget and Vygotsky) the moderate novelty principle as a learning
principle that stimulates thinking and growth.

.

The process by which learning occurs, progressing from the enactive to the iconic
and symbolic modes seems to be important for acquiring new concepts. Sequencing
of material is important in instruction. It is best to start at the activity level (enactive),
then move on to representing the material with images and finally communicating
only in words so that the mental representation will be symbolic.

.

Perception should receive more attention in order to focus better as well as improve
attention span.

·

Self-awareness of memory processes is important. Feedback is most important in
learning. The learner must be informed on his progress.

.

The importance of a teacher willing and prepared to give and share aid, to comfort

and to scaffold, somewhat contradicts his idea of discovery learning but shows the
need for dedicated teaching.

.

The influence of culture on thinking should be remembered.

Skinner and the Behaviourists (4.3.2)

·

The use of reinforcers and repetition in order to learn is emphasized. This can lead to
less thinking by pupils and should not be the main teaching strategy.
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Ausubel (4.1.4, 4.3.3)

.
.
·
.

His practical application of theory to practice is helpful.

He stressesthe essentialroleof languagein cognitivedevelopment.
Says age-compatible language should be used.
A teacher's first priority should be helping pupils to grasp the appropriate language for
that lesson.

.
.

He stresses the important role of the teacher in facilitating meaningful learning.
If new ideas are not integrated into the cognitive structures a pupil already has, they
will have no meaning. This is achieved by means of advance organizers.

.

Teachers should help a student with a conceptual framework to guide him through
complex material.

.

Curriculum must still systematically come to grips with the actual substantive content
and specific methodology of each of the various disciplines.

.

For meaningful learning to occur, three conditions must hold:

- There

must be some structure or organization underlying the material.

- The learner must possess ideas (knowledge/cognitive structure) to which he can
relate material.
- The learner must want to relate his previous ideas to the new material in an
organized manner.

.

His basic structure for classroom instruction seems to be logical and a very useful

tool to be used. The necessity of scaffolding, or consciously helping students to
create broad structures where new and previous knowledge can be linked, should be
part of the strategic planning.

.

The

overwhelming preference for field-dependence

study

in Africa further

emphasises the importance of this approach (4.3.4 and 4.7).

Van Oostendorp and Eishout-Mohr

.

Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr's model for text comprehension (4.4 and 4.5)
largely agrees with the assumptions of Ausubel.

It further emphasises specific

thinking skills needed in the process of comprehension and constructing a coherent
but renewed understanding of study material, due to the structured learning process,
from the known to the not yet known.

Functional working-memory capacity is

required all the time. This should be a primary concern of the proposed model in
chapter 5.

.

The practical way of teaching thinking and to regulate the quality of a student's own

reading, as found in the model of Van Oostendorp and Elshout-Mohr should be used.
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The use of the 'reciprocal' teaching method is recommended. The teacher first
models the four skills needed in this approach, gradually lessening the support
provided until the students do it themselves. Reciprocal teaching help students learn
to monitor (metacognition) their own comprehension processes, in part by acting as
teachers who formulate relevant questions for their peers. This method is enhanced
by "co-operative learning" (4.6).
Learning to justify reasoning is seen as an important way of developing thinking and
constructing a new text-base from prior knowledge.
The deliberate contextualisation of word meaning is an important skill needed to
move on towards a new text-base.
The importance of reading a lot is emphasised.
Learning to use complex study methods like SQ3R (Survey the material and convert
the subheadings in the text into Questions, then start Reading, Reciting and
Reviewing the textual information) proves to be fruitful.
You should take care not to see 'correct' methods as the solution to text
understanding, says Kreft.

His proposed strategy of moving from an intuitive

understanding to the use of methods links well with the previous discussions.
Information processing (4.15)

Short-term memory is of great importance in learning and text comprehension.
Dimensions of thinking (4.1.6)
Core thinking skills - those essential to the functioning of the other dimensions like:

focussing skills, information-gathering skills, memory skills, organizing skills,
analyzing skills, generating skills, integrating skills, evaluating skills
Relationship of content-area knowledge to thinking dimension

- do not teach

thinking skills out of context. Marzano listed four content areas which need specific
attention in teaching students how to think:

-

Learning is schema-dependent

-

Models and metaphors - they form a kind of mental map of the actual
world. The student who grasps the central metaphors in a subject
area knows the meaning of a fact and is different to a student who can
give only the facts.

-

Changing bodies of knowledge - disciplinary knowledge is not static
and tends to change constantly; therefore, you should teach students
to think for themselves.

-

Special approaches to investigation - the way an author thinks in his
subject matter is another dimension of thinking. Teachers may want
students to understand content in a particular way.

Cultural influences (4.2.4, 4.2.5)
The ecology and the nature of activities engaged in by members of the culture,
schooling and contact with Western culture has a major influence on the skills people
acquire and use.

-

perception differs in cultures
learned memory strategies differ
concept formation is influenced by culture
although capable of reasoning and inferential thinking, most African
societies inhibit the use and development of this.

Where a person needs specific thinking skills in contexts other than the one in which
somebody grew up, he needs to be taught specifically. This is possible because the
basic thinking processes in different cultures are the same.
In Africa's collectivistic and group-oriented culture, relationships are most important
and high-level, individualistic, abstract thinking is often frowned upon. Where thinking
skills are required, it is for maintaining the group harmony. Reciprocal teaching and
learning is a requisite in Africa.
It follows that a new way of thinking about thinking should be fostered as well as
providing the right kind of stimulation needed to learn the required thinking skills not
normally needed in the particular culture

- the

earlier in life this can happen, the

better.
The African way of seeing life as an integrated unity is positive and the learning and
development of thinking skills should try to maintain this unity and not separate heart
and head, concrete life and scientific thinking. Moral, social and spiritual values
should form an integral part of intellectual development.
The Western emphasis on discipline and authority in the classroom linked up with the
African tradition not to question older people's wisdom and this resulted in pupils that
do not think about what they learn.
African education has put much emphasis on the content but paid little attention to
relevant teaching strategies to help learners use their thinking capacity in studying.
The politicization of education and the lack of resources, especially the availability of
reading books and well-trained teachers, certainly affect the development of thinking
skills negatively.

.

The lack of sufficient vocabulary and reading comprehension (due to the school
environment) are probably the areas where most attention is required on thinking
skills development.

Teachers should plan to eliminate the basic deficiencies in

reading and other skills due to the problems noted in formal education.

.

Low expectations of their own intellectual abilities resulting in high levels of fear of
failure are not motivating to learners. This issue should be addressed by lecturers. A
consequence of high anxiety is a drop in learning efficiency. The attitude of teachers
towards students and vice versa and the teaching atmosphere is therefore an
important factor for learning and growing in thinking skills.

The emotional

prerequisites for growth in thinking skills should be addressed along with the courses.
Here Buconyori and Bowen and Bowen's practical guidelines for teaching in the
African context are valuable (4.7).

.

A proper teaching strategy in Africa should take very seriously the impact that
differences in World View and culture has on the development of and the motivation
to engage in higher thinking. This should be addressed as part of the courses where
thinking skills are needed as in the case of Exegesis.

Assessment

.

Proper assessment is an essential tool in the development of thinking skills and
helps the lecturer to be goal-oriented in his strategy.

.

Assessment is more than the assessment of acquired knowledge.

Authentic

assessment is in essence performance assessment.

.

Performanceassessmentrequiresintegrationof knowledge,skillsand abilities.

.

Performance assessment let teachers assess the product as well as the
processes students use.

Chapter 5 specifically attempts to give lecturers in Africa a hold on the insights gained in the
previous chapters and motivate them to change their teaching focus and teaching strategy.
This was done by linking important insights with a typical African agricultural metaphor.
The demonstration course in Chapter 6 further aims at helping the lecturer in Africa to have
a concrete example of how to implement thinking skills during the teaching of a theological
course, in this case Exegesis of the Old Testament.

Further research on this topic is necessary. Instrumental Enrichment was not used because
it is so costly, time consuming, and often developed from a Western cultural perspective. It
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might prove to be worthwhile in future research projects. Much more can also be done to
bridge the cultural and worldview gap. The researcher chose to use the normal reading
material of the students for the exercises and mind-developing Exegesis Course. Lecturers
will find that as the teaching strategies proposed in this course become a part of them, their
courses will grow and develop creatively as will be the case of their students. Once the
students realize what the proposed teaching strategy does to them, it becomes a very
rewarding exercise.
The researcher trusts that many of his fellow African lecturers will be stimulated by this
research, using it and taking it further. In this way, they will help us all not to see only the
problems in education, but to do something about it and to make a difference in Africa, to the
glory of Jesus Christ our King.
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